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Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles Closest 
ta the Average Distribution between Opm and 2am, May 
1984. 

EAST END - JUNE 15th, 9.00pm:  Distribution of
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles Closest 
to the Average Distribution between Opm and 2am, 
June 1984. 

MARCH 30th 1984: Afternoon and Evening Distribution 
of Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles (2pm 

and 12 midnight). 

APRIL 18th 1984: Afternoon and Evening Distribution 
of Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles (2pm 

and 12 midnight). 

MAY Ilth 1984: Afternoon and Evening Distribution of 

Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles (2pm and 
12 midnight). 

WEST END: Distribution of Customers, March to June 
1984. 

GEORGIA STREET: Distribution of Customers, March to 
June 1984. 

EAST END: Distribution of Customers, March to June 
1984. 

WEST END - JULY 4th 1984: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 
10. :30n.  

WEST END - JULY 13th 1984: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procuned Juveniles at 
10.30pm. 

GEORGIA STREET - JULY 4th 1934: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 
10.30pm. 

GEORGIA STREET - JULY 13th 1934: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sxually Procured Juveniles at 
10.30pm. 

EAST END - JULY 4th 1984: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 
10. Oum.  

EAST END - JULY 13th 1984: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Seually Procured Juveniles at 
10.30pm. 
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CHAPTER 

THE VANCOUVER FIELD STUDY OF PROSTITUTION: 
RESEARCH NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

As part of the Justice Department's program of 

research on prostitution in Canada, this study has been 

designed to fulfill two main purposes: 

a) to describe the form, nature, and experience of 
prostitution in Vancouver and 

b) to describe the activities of agencies and 
institutions involved with the control of prostitution in 
Vancouver. 

We have concentrated on Vancouver as the site of 
fieldwork for two reasons: since a) Vancouver has been the 
location for many of the most publicized events relating to 
prostitution in Canada - particularly legal precedents, law 
cri-forcement  styles and public interest group activities - 
then b) our budget and limited time would be most 

efficiently utilized by concentrating on this one location 
in the British Columbia segment of the National study. 

STUDY ELEMENTS 

While the study essentially contains two major foci - 
the prostitution business and the control business - the 
various elements of field research have been designed in 
such a way that they cannot be simply dichotomized into two 
subgroups reflecting these foci - the very form that 

prostitution assumes is often intimately related to the 
style of control exercised. Instead the nine substudies 
constituting the whole are designed to offer a variety of 
perspectives on the business of prostitution and control, 
and to represent the opinions and attitudes of those most 
directly involved with prostitution - the police, social 
service personnel, prostitute clients and the prostitutes 
themselves. As well as taking this quasi-ethnographic 

approach we have also examined official images of 

prostitution constructed in police statistics and by news 
media accounts of the prostitution and control businesses. 
These are supplemented by two analyses which attempt to 
assess the incidence and frequency of different styles of 
prostitution. The first, a system of counts, has been 

designed to provide information about levels of street 
prostitution in various areas of the city at different 
times; the second provides a description of the incidence 
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of certain types of off-street prostitution as measured by 
the temporal frequency of newspaper advertisements for 
escort services, certain types of outcall body rubs, and 
other organizations or individuals offering  se> for a fee 
(with, it should be noted, a large margin of possible error 
resulting from the many iudgement calls that have to be 
made when classifying advertisements as offering the 
possibility of sex for sale). The final component of the 
analysis synthesizes information from the other studies to 
offer a general overview of the economics of prostitution. 

A CAPSULE DESCRIFTION OF FORMAL STUDY COMPONENTS 

1. COLLECTION OF OFFICIAL  POLICE STATISTICS ON PROSTITUTION 
OFFENSES: In the first part of the study we examine 
official police statistics on prostitution-related charges 
to provide a background context for the various studies 
that we conducted. This material provides a portrait of 
police activity and of the effects of various key court 
decisions on changes of law enforcement style. Federal and 
Provincial statistics have been collected for the period 
1974- 1983, and for Vancouver for the period 1975-1983. The 
statistics are broken down into charges for 3 different 
categories of offence - procuring, bawdy house and 'other' 
prostitution :soliciting and living off the avails). The 
statistics also depict the numbers of males, females and 
juveniles charaed under each offence. (For the period 
1975-78 the juvenile's gender is distinguished. In 1979 and 
thereafter juveniles appear in a single category. Adult 
males 	and 	females 	are distinguisned throughout the 
period). 

2. THEMATIC ANALYSTS OF NEWSPAPER ARTICLES: As a way of 
providing 	background 	information 	for 	the Vancouver 
prostitution survey we have conducted a thematic analysis 
of articles appearing in a variety of Vancouver Newspapers 
(The Sun, Province, Courier,  Star, and West Ender) in order 
to provide a chronological chart of significant events 
(“significant', that is, in ferms of their newsworthiness) 
related to prostitution in Vancouver (law changes, police 
enforcement strategies, changes in patterns or type of 
prostitution, interest group activity, etc.). The analysis 
provides the recent historical context of the development 
of patterns of prostitution in Vancouver, and also an 
insight into the media construction of prostitution as a 
pressing social problem in the city. 

Four different sources have been used to compile an 
inventory of articles on prostitution for the period 
1976-1983. 
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A. Vancouver Public Library Newspaper clippings file. 
The staff of the Vancouver Library keep a number of 
clipping files taken daily +rom several British Columbia 
newspapers, 	one 	of 	which 	covers 	the 	sublect of 
prostitution. Articles datino back to the early 70's are 
included in this file, but it was not until 1975 that a 
faioly complete coverage of news articles (as suggested by 

otner sources) was gathered. 

B. The Simon Fraser University Library has a subject 
index of British Columbia Newspapers, but only covering the 
period up to June '79  the index for the period July '79 to 
1983 is beind microfilmed and is thus not available at the 
time of writing). The subject Index includes prostitution. 

C. The Canadian Newspaper index consists of a subject 
index from a number of the largest newspapers across 

Canada, including the Vancouver Sun and the Province. 

D. The author's own clipping files of local newspaper 
coverage of prostitution (dating back to 1977.) 

3, POLICE INTERVIEWS: A series of interviews with vice 
squad detectives and police patrol officers working the 

three team areas in which the majority of  Vancouver 's 
 street prostitution is held to occur. An interviewer 

administered an 82 item qoestionnaire covering descriptions 
of prostitution-related law enforcement activity and 

informal control measures, problems with law enforcement, 

attitudes to o=-oposed legal changes, and general 

characteristics 	of 	prostitutes 	and 	prostitution in 

Vancouver. 

A total of 15 police officers were interviewed. 

Questionnaires were distributed to six other patrol 

officers (the interview format was designed in such a way 
that it could be used as a self-administered 

questionnaire), +ive of whom returned the questionnaires in 

time  for  them to be included with the analysis of the 
interviews. The total sample is made up of 7 vice-squad 
officers and thirteen patrol officers. 

4. SOCIAL SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE: A mail out questionnaire 
sent to 274 institutions and organizations which either 
form part of the institutional social control system 

(mental health, welfare, etc.) or offer support services 
that prostitutes or sexually procured juveniles might use. 
The purpose of this survey was to produce a portrait of the 
extent, nature and structure of social services that might 
be used by or be imposed on prostitutes and sexually 
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procured iuveniles, the levels of their use, and the 

attitudes of social service personnel to prostitutes and 

prostitution. Self-administered questionnaires were sent to 
a variety of services throughout the Greater Vancouver 
area, ranging from Federal, Provincial and Municipal 

programs, to private agencies and volunteer organizations. 
Services included the Provincial Government's Ministry of 
Human Resources, probation services, legal assistance 
program, community centres, neghbourhood houses, youth 

clinics, hospitals, rape crisis centres, group homes, 

church organizations, psychiatric services, women's groups, 

and various charitable organizations and volunteer 

services. The questionnaire sought  te gain information 
about sources of funding, types of service provided, types 

clients serviced, success of the organization in 

relation to its mandate, nature and type of referrals, 
actual experience with servicing of prostitutes and 
sexually procured juveniles, and attitudes towards legal 
and other changes in the social reaction towards 

prostitutes and prostitution. 

66 questionnaires were returned. 

5. INTERVIEWS WITH PROSTITUTES AND SEXUALLY PROCURED 

JUVENILES: A series of in-depth interviews, some of which 

have been tape-recorded, structured by an 81 question 

interview schedule. The purpose of these interviews has 
been  tu  gain an insight into the nature of prostitution 
from the perspective of the people selling sexual services 
in terms of: the working experience; hazards of the work; 
the impact of control efforts; the economic costs and gains 
of the profession; attitutdes towards customers, social 

services, police, the law, and residents groups; reasons 
for different styles of prostitution; factors responsible 
for "choice" or lack of choice of prostitution as a 
profession; and characteristics of the social background of 
persons interviewed. 

A 	total 	of 48 prostitutes and juveniles were 

interviewed (including 37; females, 9 males, 4 transsexuals 
and 2 transvestites). 

6. TRICK INTERVIEWS: In the same way that we hoped to gain 
some insight into the lives, experiences and attitudes of 
prostitutes, the trick interview schedule was designed to 
offer a general profile of customers in terms of their 
social background, present social status, attitudes towards 
the control of prostitution, the reasons for their demand 
for prostitutes, the frequency of their use of prostitutes 
and their general attitudes towards prostitutes both as 
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,===a1 nArfners and as a distinctive status group. 

Unfortunately only 4 interviews were completed with 

the result that our investigation has produced very little 
information to directly describe those people about whom a 
great deal has been said, but very little is known from 
first hand survey-  experience. Despite this disappointing 

response to our survey of customers, a series of questions 
in the prostitute interviews has allowed us to build a 
general descriptive profile of the customer as seen through 
the eyes of 48 prostitutes and sexually procured 

juveniles. 

7. STREET PROSTITUTE COUNTS: In order to gain information 
about the incidence, extent and characteristics of street 
prostitution in Vancouver we systematically counted the 
number of prostitutes and iuveniles working in Vancouver's 
four main strolls. The counts fulfilled two main purposes: 

a) The counts provide some very general information 

about levels of street prostitution in various areas and at 
different times of day, week and season, the ratios of 
different 	types 	of 	prostitutes 	(males, 	females, 
transsexuals, juveniles), their working hours, their 
frequency of contacts with clients and the incidence of 
disturbances of the peace. 

b) Previous research has consistently shown that the 
location, incidence and style of prostitution is intimately 
linked to the nature, style and extent of control measures 
(Reckless, 1933; James, 1975; Shumsky and Springer, 1981; 
Svmanski, 1981; Lowman, 1983). Given that a number of 
proposals for law change were being actively debated by 
both Federal and Municipal legistalors, if there were a 
change of law or enforcement style during the study period, 
we would be able to directly gauge its effect on patterns 
of incidence of street prostitution. In fact, two major 
developments did occur during the four month study period; 
the activation of a municipal street nuisance by-law 

against some fifty persons alleged to be prostitutes in 
Vancouver's West End and the appearance of "Shame the 
Johns", a residents group whose members actively picketed 

prostitutes and customers in the West End stroll. 

BO street counts were completed during the period 
March 5 - June 22. These were supplemented by a series of 
counts completed in 1982-83 by the Vancouver police. 

8. ESCORTS, BODY-RUBS 
AND OTHER ADVERTISED SERVICES: While the task of estimating 
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levels of incidence of street prostitution is fairly simple 

because of its visibility, a series of problems occur in 

estimating the incidence and characteristics of off-street 

prostitution precisely because of their lack of immediate 

visibility. Nevertheless off-street prostitutes require the 

same  conditions as other prostitutes or any service 

occupation  for  that matter - access to clients. We suspect 

that major media for  facilitating the off-street trade are 

the newspaper or magazine advertisement and the telephone. 

Our strategy has thus been to examine patterns of 

advertising in the Vancouver telephone yellow pages and in 

various newspaper publications in order to gain some very 

general ideas of the number of businesses and individuals 

involved in this kind of trade, and to trace any changes in 

the numbers and types of advertisements that have appeared 

during the past ten years. The problems of coding these 

ads make for very rough estimates). We have examined 

advertisements in two daily Vancouver newspapers, the Sun 

and Province, for the period 1975-1983, the West Ender - a 

weekly West End neighbourhood newspaper - for the period of 

1978-1983 (the newspaper first appeared in 1978), and the 

Vancouver Star Weekly since its inception in 1977. We also 

tabulated the number of escort agencies advertising each 
year in the Vancouver telephone yellow pages from 1960 to 

the present, although here again a margin of error occurs 

to the extent that several escort services may not directly 

or indirectly offer sex for sale. 

9. ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMICS OF PROSTITUTION: The final 
study 	component 	involves a general analysis of the 

economics of prostitution. Despite the fact that 

prostitution is first and foremost a business, very little 

information exists about the economics of prostitution 
either in terms of the dollar value of the business itself, 
or of the costs of different types of control whether they 
involve the criminal  justice  system or the welfare service 
system. In this study we draw information from both data 
collected in other study components (particularly the 

prostitute interviews, and social service questionnaires) 
and from secondary sources, in order to develop a general 

profile of prostitute earnings and the costs of working, 
and the cost structures of different types of control 
response especially in terms of the three alternative 
scenarios for legal change discussed by our research 

subJects criminalization, decriminalization and 
legalization. Although at various stages we do refer to 
specific costs of such things as Police task forces, 
revenues +or fines, costs of various kinds of social 
services, etc., much of the discussion cannot proceed 
beyond a broad conceptual level in which we try and 
identify the systems of costs that should be taken into 
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account in such an analysis - much of the cost information 
is simply not available for a detailed etudy 
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CHAPTER II 

OFFICIAL STATISTICS 

A PORTRAIT OF PROSTITUTION CONTROL 

Our discussion of prostitution in Vancouver begins with 

a description of police control efforts as measured by the 

number of prostitution charges (bawdy house, procuring, 

living off the avails, soliciting) laid since 1974 in 

Canada as a whole, in British Columbia and in Vancouver. 

The National and Provincial statistics used here were 

published by Statistics Canada, the Vancouver statistics 

were published by the British Columbia Ministry of the 

Attorney General. 

We 	would have liked to have included conviction 

statistics in our analysis at this point, but we discovered 

that, incredibly, prostitution offenses were lumped 

together with other sexual offenses in the only conviction 

statistics available. The statistics we present do not 

therefore necessarily provide an accurate impression of tne 

success u+ police investigations wnich ico to prostitution 
related charges. We know, for example, that in 1978 

approximately 100 soliciting charges, laid as a result of 

the special police task force on prostitution in Vancouver 

in 1977, were dropped following the Hutt decision (see 
Appendix A, pp. 22-26). Nevertheless, the statistics do 

give a reliable indication of control efforts during the 

past 10 years. Because of the combined effect of law 
changes  the  removal of "Vagrancy C" and introduction of 
the public soliciting charge) and statistical recording 

changes, our time series prostitution data begin in 1974, 

and because of various time lags in the publication of 
annual statistics, the time series data end in 1981 or 
1982. 

The charge statistics are presented in both tabular and 
graphic form. The graphics immediately follow the text, the 
tables are included in APPENDIX H. In the discussion we 

concentrate on the draphic presentations of the data since 
the trends in the statistics are best comprehended 
visually. The purpose of this discussion is to provide a 
commentary on the various groups of tables provided, and to 
describe the main trends in  the prostitution charge data. 
Wherever possible we contrast trends in Canada as a whole 
Wi th trends in B.C. and then examine the Vancouver 
statistics specifically. The figures depict the number of 
charges, the types of charge and the persons charged. Since 
the figures are subdivided into 17 discrete clusters, the 
discussion proceeds with a description of each. The 
majority of the discussion focuses on the first figure 
presented, an illustration of prostitution charges in 
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Canada and British Columbia. It should be noted that over 
90% o+ the prostitution charges in British Columbia were 
laid in Vancouver. 
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FIGURE 1 (Tales 2,4 and 5): 

-displ .ays -  the overall number of prostitution charges 

laid in Canada between 1974 and 1982. The bar graphs 

indicate the numbers of different types of charges. The 

categories "bawdy house" and "procuring" speak for 

themselves.• The category 'other" combines charges for both 

"solititing" and "living off the avails". Police sources 

suggest that the maiority of these charges (probably more 

than 95%) were for soliciting, a suggestion confirmed in 

the case of Vancouver by the fact that very few charges 

appear in the category "other" after 1978, a reflection of 

the impact of the Hutt decision on enforcement of the 

soliciting law. FIGURE 51 indicates that after the Hutt 

decision in 1978 virtually no charges in British Columbia 

fall within the category "other": - those that do are 

almost exclusively for "living off the avails". 

When it comes to the trend of the statistics, the 

graphs speak for themselves; between 1974 and 1982 there 

has been a persistent reduction in charges. Much of this 

reduction is attributable to the decreasing frequency of 

soliciting charges, an effect which is much more noticeable 

in British Columbia than in Canada as a whole. The graphs 
also reveal that much popular wisdom about street 

prostitution in Canada may be quite misleading, at least in 

the case of Vancouver. One of the main reasons offered to 

explain the increase in street prostitution in Vancouver, 

and in the rest of Canada, has been the impact of the Hutt 

decision on attempts to control soliciting. The Hutt 

decision is generally believed to be the main reason for 

the decline in the number of soliciting charges. The graphs 

reveal, however, that the decline in the number of 

soliciting charges began in 1974, not in 1978. In Vancouver 

the trend was reversed in 1977 as a result of the police 

task force mentioned above. The effect of this task force 

on the Canada-wide stati=tics was to interrupt the 

otherwise steady decline in the number of soliciting 
charges laid annually. It i= also worth noting that in 

1973, the first year the soliciting law was in effect, 800 
charges were laid in Vancouver alon=à. The inclusion of this 
figure makes the decline appear even more conspicuous. The 

question is - what caused the decline? One possible answer 
is that the amount of street prostitution declined. In the 

case of Vancouver, this possibility appears to be highly 
unlikely. Research conducted in 1974 (Layton, 1975) and in 

1977 (Forbes, 1977) indicates that street prostitution 
flourished in the period 1973-1977 at the same time that 
the number of soliciting charges declined. Also we have 
found that prostitution in Vancouver's West End did not 

begin as a direct consequence of the Hutt decision , as 
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many 	local 	politicians, 	journalists and anti-street 
prostitution activists have claimed. As recently as July 
5th, 1984, for example, a Vancouver journalist claimed that 
"it was a decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in the 
1979 Hutt case...that led to the the proliferation of 
prostitutes harassing people in their own neighbourhoods" 
(Vancouver Sun). In fact, the decision appears to have only 
reinforced an already existing trend. As we show in Chapter 
VIII, one ;night have expected to find anywhere in excess of 
30 prostitutes and iuveniles in the West End stroll - at 
least before the movement of the prostitutes out of the 
area following the recent nuisance injunction in June of 
this year. But what none of the local commentators appears 
to have realized is that street prostitution has existed in 
the West End since at least 1972. In that year an article 
appeared in the Vancouver Sun entitled "Worried Davie 
Street Looks for Cure: Sleazy Elements Rooted in Quality 
Area", a discussion of the "problems' caused by the high 
visibilty of adult prostitutes and juveniles in the area. 
One person quoted in the article claimed to have counted 30 
prostitutes in the Davie Street area - a number similar to 
that recorded in many of our counts conducted in 1984 (for 
a map of the Vancouver strolls as they were located in 
1978, see Appendix A, p. 21). My statement in the paper 
included in Appendix A (finished before the present study 
was begun) that prostitution in the West End was "extremely 
limited" prior to the closure of the Penthouse Cabaret 
appears now to be incorrect. 

Rather than the Hutt decision acting as a catalyst for 
street prostitution, the closure of the Penthouse Cabaret 
at the beginning of 1976 (see Appendix A) probably had a 
greater impact on levels of street prostitution, but again 
car:  hardly be considered the cause of the development of 
the West End stroll (although it did seem to be largely 
responsible for the development of prostitution on Georgia 
Street). The fact that no less than approximately 1,400 

soliciting charges were laid in Vancouver in 1973 and 1974, 
many of which were laid adainst repeat offenders, attests 
to the ineffectiveness of the street soliciting law. 
Similarly in the 1977 anti-street prostitution police task 
force many of the charges laid were against repeat 
offenders (see Appendix A, p. 24). 

The explanation which seems to best fit the trend in 
the statistics, at least in the case of Vancouver, is that 
Police  found the soliciting law generally ineffective in 
prohibiting street prostitution and devoted progressively 
less effort to its enforcement. Until 1978, when the Hutt 
decision effectively made the soliciting law redundant, 
enforcement efforts would only be reinvigorated during 
Periods of public pressure, as was the case with the 
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Vancouver police task force in 1977. We similarly indicate 

later in the report that the Vancouver by-law introduced in 

1982 had virtually no perceivable impact on levels of 

street prostitution in Vancouver (see Chapter VIII). 

FIGURES 2 - 5 (Tables 2 - 5): 

-depict 	various 	prostitution 	charges in British 

Columbia as a percentage of the Canadian total. Figure 2 

shows that there has been a relative decline of 

prostitution charges in British Columbia in relation to the 

rest of Canada, with the exception of bawdy house charges 

in B.C. have maintained a relatively constant ratio of the 

offenses in Canada (Figure 3, Tables 4 and 5). In the case 

of procuring, the ratio fluctuates, but the fluctuation is 

almost irrelevant - between 1974 and 1981 only 666 

procuring charges were laid in Canada; an average of 74 per 

year. These statistics show that almost no action is taken 

against the customers of what are erroneously called 

'Juvenile prostitutes" (if prostitution is a contract 

between consenting adults, anyone under the age of consent 

cannot, by definition, be a "prostitute"!), each one of 

whom commits a criminal offense by virtue of procurind a 

Juvenile for sexual purposes. 

When it comes to "other" offenses, "solicitino" and 

"living off the avail=", FIGURE 3 indicates a substantial 

reduction in the contribution made by British Columbia to 

the overall number of charges in Canada. This is because 

Vancouver police rarely laid =ioliciting charges after 1979, 

although in 1974 B.C. accounted for nearly one third of the 

Canadian total. 

FIGURES 6 and 7 (Tables 4 and 5): 

-resummarire the bar graphs shown in FIGURE 1 to 

indicate the proportion of the total constituted by the 

various types of charge. These proportional bar graphs 
again indicate the declining significance of "other" 

offenses (je.  soliciting) as a proportion of the total. 

FIGURES 8-11 (Table 4): 

-depict the number of males and females charged with 
prostitution offenses in Canada generally. 

FIGURES 12-15 (Table 5): 
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-depict the number of males and females charged with 

prostitution offenses in British Columbia. 

It is clear from FIGURE 9 that generally there has been 

a reduction in the difference between the number of females 

and males charged  -for  prostitution-related offenses such 

that in 1978 and 1981 more males were charged than females. 

The number of males charged steadily increased between 1974 

and 1978 while the number of females charged declined. Ihe 

decline once again reflects the demise of the soliciting 

law, a law which, as FIGURE 2 illustrates, was enforced 

almost exclusively against female prostitutes, not their 

customers; the male component af the "other catedory 

presumably reflects the inclusion of "11:, lng off the 

avails" charges with soliciting in the official records. 

This trend towards the parity of the rates at which 

males and females are charged is not recapitulated in 

British Columbia, where women have consistently been 

charged more frequently than men (FIGURE 12, Table 5). The 

decline in soliciting  charges  here too accounts  -for the 
decline in charges against women. The decline in charges 

against men is more difficult to account for, but it 

probably reflects the impact of discretionary aspects of 
law enforcement. 

FIGURES 9 and 13 depict bawdy house charges in Canada and 

B.C.. The most noteworthy aspect of the two graphs is that 

while charges  -for  bawdy houses increased generally in 

Canada after 1979, in B.C. they decreased. The proportion 

of charges laid against women for this offense also appears 

tu be higher in B.C. than elsewhere in Canada. 

FIGURES 20 and 14 show charges for procuring, of whicn 

there are very few. More men are charged than women. FIGURE 

14 again shows a marked decline in the number of charges 

although the change in absolute numbers is relatively 

small. In 1980 and 1991 the law was simply not enforced 

(for an insight into the reasons why see Chapter IV 

generally). 

FIGURES 16-20 (Table 4): 

-indicate prostitution charges against iuveniles in 

Canada generally (the age varied by province during this 

time period). 

FrGURES 21 and 22 (Table 5): 
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-indicate prostitution charges against juveniles in 

British Columbia. 

FIGURE 16 . shows the overall number of charges against 

juveniles between 1974 and 1981 in Canada generally for 

procuring, bawdy house and other offenses (again probably 

almost all of these were for soliciting). FIGURE 17 shows 

the ratio of boys and girls charged (gender breakdowns were 

not included in the official records after 1978). By far 

the greatest proportion of charges were  -for  soliciting with 

girls charded at a far higher rate than boys. In British 

Columbia the situation is more disproportionate - only one 

boy was chareed with a prostitution offense in B.C. between 

1974 and 1981. Girls in B.C. were charged almost 

exclusively with soliciting. Elsewhere in Canada some bawdy 

house and procuring charges were Iaid against juveniles, 

but these amount to only 75  charges in the eight years  for 
 which the statistics are available. Pj total of 315 

prostitution-related charges were laid adainst juveniles in 

Canada during the period for which we have records. 

FIGURE 23 (Table 6): 

-depts 	the 	percentages 	of males, females and 

juveniles charged for all  prostitution offenses in Canada. 

As noted earlier, women are chareed at a higher rate than 

men, and adults are charged at a much higher rate than 
juveniles. The disproportionate share of women reflects the 

general reluctance to  charge  male customers because of the 

interpretation of the soliciting law (see Appendix A, 
pp.3-8). 

FIGURES 24-26 (Table 6): 

- indicate 	the 	proportions of males, females and 

juveniles for each category of charge. The high proportion 
of males in the category "other" in 1978 (FIGURE 26) 
reflects the impact of the Hutt decision that year in 

dramatically reducing soliciting charges against women. 

FIGURES 27-30 (Table 9): 

-depict the proportion of boys and girls charged under 
the various prostitution statutes. With the exception of 
procuring offenses, for which only a few boys were charged, 
most of the juveniles were female. 



FIGUFFq 	 (Table  7): 

„ -depict the proportion of males, females and iuveniles 
charged for prostitution-related offenses in British 
Columbia. 

FIGURE 32 indicates that the proportion of women charged 

with bawdy house infractions in B.C. is increasing relative 

to males, a reversai  of the trend elsewhere in Canada 
(FIGURE 24). 

FIGURES 36-50 display a number of different expressions of 
the contribution of prostitution offenses in British 
Coiumbia to the Canadian total. 

FIGURES 36-39 (Table 8):, 

-depict the percentage of prostitution charges laid in 
B.C. in relation to the rest of Canada for all offenders, 

males, females and juveniles. The figures consistently 

indicate the declining contribution of British Columbia to 
the total number of prostituion charges in Canada. 

FIGURES 40-42 depict persons by gender charged with bawdy 

house offenses in B. C. and the rest of Canada. 

FIGURES 43-46 depict persons by age and sex charged with 

procuring offenses in B.C. and the rest of Canada. 

FIGURES 47-50 show the same breakdowns as they pertain to 
" other" offenses. 

Pcithough 	there is obviously a certain amount of 

redundancy in FIGURES 36 through 50 to the extent that they 

summarize the same information in a variety of ways, they 
do emphasize the overall reduction of the contribution made 
by B.C. to the total number of offenses. It is clear from 
FIGURE 47 that much of the decline can be accounted for by 
the persistent reduction in soliciting charges (the 
category "other"), a trend which applies as much to males 
(FIGURE 49) as it does to females (FIGURE 48). 

15 
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FIGURES 51-61 (Tables 11-14): 

-depict prostitution charges laid in Vancouver itself. 

FIGURE 51 shows the charge rates for different types of 
offent 	 and the overall rate during the period 1975-1983. 

FIGURE 52 depicts the proportion of different kinds of 
charge. 

FIGURES 53-61 depict the monthly totals for each year of 
bawdy house, procuring and "other" charges. 

FIGURE 51 once again indicates the decline in prostitution 
charges, a decline reflecting the reduction and 

disappearance of solicitina charges. The graph gives a 

misleading impression by virtue of beginning in 1975. This 
gives the erroneous impression that 1978 marks the major 
transition point in charges against soliciting. It should 
be remembered that in 1974 there were approximately 600 
soliciting charges, and in 1973 there were 800. To this 
extent FIGURE 1 gives a much better impression of 

prostitution law enforcement trends in Vancouver. The 

difference between these two graphic representations 
indicates how the judicious choice of the beginning date 
f(Jr a time series analysis can significantly influence the 
impression the results convey - to begin an analysis of 

police statistics on prostitution charges in Vancouver in 
1975 seriously distorts the image of trends in charge rates 
that have occured. 

FIGURE 52 read in coniunci- ion with FIGURE 51 shows that 

although charges again=t bawdv houses have declined since 
1980, because of the low number of other types of charge, 
bawdy house charges are now the most prevalent. That fact 

in itself bears serious consideration - the more the bawdy 
house law is enforced, the more the "telephone" 
prostitutes 	business is jeopardized, and the more reason 

there is for prostitute= to meet their customers on the 
street. 

FIGURES 53-61, depicting the monthly charge rates for bawdy 
house, procuring and "other" offenses between 1975 and 
1983, provide a useful reference point for subsequent 

discussions of particular time periods, law enforcement 
efforts and other events described at various points in 
this report. 
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CHAPTER III 
VIEWS FROM THE OUTSIDE: 
PROSTITUTION AS NEWS 

As a way of providing background information for the 
field survey we have included a thematic analysis of 

articles appearing in local Vancouver newspapers from 1975 
to 1983. The study includes the Vancouver Sun, Province, 
Courier, Star and West Ender and serves to provide a 
chronological chart of significant incidents and events 
(significant, that is 7 in terms of their newsworthiness) 
related to prostitution in Vancouver (law changes, police 
enforcement campaigns and strateoies, changes in patterns 
of prostitution, interest group activity etc.). The 
analysis provides the recent historical context of the 
development of prostitution in Vancouver, and also an 
insight into the newsprint media image of street 

prostitution as a social problem in Vancouver. 

Four different sources have been used to compile an 
inventory of articles on prostitution: 

1. Vancouver Public Library Newspaper Clippings Files. 
The staff of the Vancouver Library keep a number of 

clippings files taken daily from several British Columbia 

newspapers, 	one of 	which 	covers the subject of 

prostitution. Articles dating back to the early 70's are 
included in this file, but it was not until 1975 that a 
fairly complete coverage of news articles (as suggested by 

other index sources) was gathered. 

2. The Simon Fraser University Library has a subject 
index of British Columbia newspapers, but only covering the 
period up to June, 1979 (more recent articles are being 
photocopied and are not available for the time being). The 
subject index includes prostitution. 

3. The Canadian newspaper index consists of a subject 
index from a number of the largest newspapers across 

Canada, including the Vancouver Sun. 

4. The author's own clippings file of local newspaper 

coverage of prostitution dating back to 1977. 

In addition to the compilation of a chronology of majoe 
events from all news articles relating to prostitution over 
the past nine years (table 5) we also developed a list of 
Vancouver Sun articles identified in the sources outlined 
above for an analysis of the major prostitution or 
prostitution control themes covered, the most frequent 
periods of news coverage, and the events provoking 
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increased frequency of news coverage (the Vancouver Sun was 

chosen for this analysis in order to produce information 

which is to some extent comparable with the content 

analysis of eight  major  Canadian newspapers - including the 

Vancouver Sun - being prepared for the Department of 

Justice by Maged El Comos). 

Frf-4fl 	these sources an index of 320 articles on 

prostitution in the Vancouver Sun was generated. Only 256 

of these were actually indexed in either the S.F.U. 

newspaper index or the Canadian News- paper index; the 

other two sources yielded 64 additional articles. At the 

same time the two newspaper indexes yielded about 70 

articles which were not included in the two clippings file 

sources (one problem with the Vancouver Library clippings 

file is that it appears that a large number of articles 

have been removed by various persons using the file, 

despite the fact that photocopying facilities are readily 

available in the library). 

We thus feel confident that we have a fairly complete 

set of articles appearino in the Vancouver Sun on the 

subject of prostitution. It should be noted that for the 

most part our index refers to news articles or editorials. 

It includes only a small number of various "letters to the 

editor" published in the Sun because they are seldom 

included in any of the sources used to compile the index 

for this study. 

Photocopies of  ail articles appearing in the Index have 

been obtained from the microfilm files of back copies of 

the Vancouver Sun in every case that a page reference was 

available, to supplement articles already included in the 

two clippings files. 
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FINDINGS OF THE THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE VANCOUVER SUN 

Because of the nature of the data generated in this 

analysis, the findings are fairly superficial in that they 

can only show the types of subject matter involved in 

Vancouver Sun articles. The analysis also shows the type of 

incidents that provoke news coverage, thus giving a sense 

tif the perceived newsworthiness of different events and 

actors related to the business of prostitution and the 

control of prostitution. The frequency of reporting of 

different kinds of events, and information related to 

various aspects of prostitution also give an initial 

impression of who gets press, and under what 

circumstances. 

Tables 2 to 5 give a summary of the main quantitative 

dimensions of the data generated by the thematic analysis. 

An interpretive commentary is provided for each table. 

Table 2 depicts the number of Vancouver Sun articles on 

prostitution each month for the period 1978 - 1983. 

Table 3 depicts the frequency of occurence of different 

elements of reporting as measured by the coding categories 

desccribed in Table 1. 

Table 3A depicts sub-totals for groups of kindred 

codes. 

Table 4 depicts the importance of different elements of 

coding as measured by their rank for the period 1978 - 
19W. 

Table 5 provides a chronological description of the 

major prostitution - related events and prostitution news 
themes in Vancouver newspapers generally, for the period 

1976 - 1983. Prior to 1976, relatively few articles on 

prostitution appeared in the Sun. In 1975, for example, 

there were only eight articles traceable through the 

Canadian newspaper index and the S.F.U. library index; in 
1974 12, in 1973 15, and in 1972 5. 
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DISCUSSION 

TABLE 2: depicting the number of articles per month in 

the Sun shows that an average of 52 articles were published 

each year in the period 1980 -1983 (an 8 - month strike 

began in November 1978). For the 64 of 72 months that the 

Sun was published in the period 1978 - 1983, an average of 

5.0 articles on prostitution appeared each month. 

Several 	periods 	stand 	out 	during 	which 	a 

disproportionate amount of attention (in a statistical 

sense) was given to prostitution: March in 1978, July 1980, 
June 1981, April and May 1982 and February 1983 were months 
in which the number of articles exceeded the average by a 

factor of two or more. 

In March 1978 a combination of events marking changes 
in the legal milieu account for the disproportionate news 

coverage, the major theme of the articles being that 

prostitution in Vancouver would steadily worsen as a result 
of the Hutt decision and the Penthouse acquittals (for 
information on the Penthouse refer to the review of events 

in 1976 and 1977 included in Table 5). 

The situation in July 1980, however, is somewhat 

different. No particular event or events seem to have 

provoked the disproportionate amount of news coverage - 

nevertheless the majority of the articles are once again 

directed toward what was interpreted by the journalist as 

as the increasingly pressing nature of the prostitution 

situation in the West End, particularly the increasing 

numbers of juveniles on the street. 

In June 1981, several court cases account for the 

number of articles - the Wendy King case (in which a iudge 

was implicated), the first conviction of a prostitute for 

soliciting in several years, and a bawdy house case. 

Several other articles dealt with suggestions about 

enforcing the soliciting law against customers, and once 

again the underlying theme was the perceived need for 

action to do something about the prostitution situation. 

In April and May 1982 42 articles on prostitution and 

the control of prostitution were published in the Sun, the 

most intensive period of newscoverage in the study period. 
Once again, the main theme of the articles concerns the 

control of prostitution as the City of Vancouver introduced 

a by-law to attempt to move prostitutes out of the populous 

West End residential neighbourhood. Many of the articles 

are critical of the Federal Government's failure to amend 

statutes relating to prostitution. Attention to 

prostitution was further focused by the plans of a local 
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resident group (CROWE, the Concerned Residents of the We--='' 

End, formed in 1981 - see table 6) to actively picket 

prostitutes 	and 	customers. 	In 	April 	the articles 

concentrate on the effectiveness of the municipal 

anti-street soliciting by-law. Much of the coverage relates 

to debates in City Council as to whether names of customers 

should be publicized. A considerable amount of attention 

was given to arguments for and against the Crown's practice 

of not publishing the names of persons who pleaded guitly, 

but publishing the names of those convicted after pleading 

not guilty. Also in May, there is a continuation of 

material on the new by-law as the first wave of enforcement 

brought cases before the court. 

After June, although the by-law remained in effect, 

news coverage of enforcement activity waned. Much of the 

subsequent coverage of the by-law in 1982 relates to 

challenges to its legality in various court cases and to 

its effectiveness (or lack thereof) in controlling street 

prostitution. By the fall of 1982 it had become apparent 

that the by-law was not reducing the incidence of street 

prostitution. In  February 1983, as a result of the Supreme 

Court decision over the Calgary by-law, the Vancouver 

by-law was quashed. 

In February 1983, one court case (a charge of living 

off the avails in which the accused was acquitted) accounts 

for the disproportionate number of articles. 

Tables 3, 3A and 4 depict the frequency of occurence of 

various types of news representation and themes as defined 

by the coding scheme described in Table 1. 

Some provisional comments about content can be made 

from these findings. 

It is clear from Table 4 that it is not so much 

prostitution itself that excites a sense of newsworthiness 

among journalists, but the control of prostitution. The 

predominance in Sun articles of discussions of the 

municipal government reflect the strident position that 

local politicians have taken against the Federal Government 

in urging for changes of laws relating to prostitution, and 
the measures taken at the municipal level to control street 
soliciting in Vancouver 's West End residential area. 

As a corolollory of this emphasis, a considerable 
amount of attention is given to police, court cases and 
court decisions. It should be noted that court cases and 
court decisions have not been coded as mutually exclusive 
categories. Code 4c is used only for articles where a court 
decision is discussed, but the same article might discuss 
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other unresolved aspects of the case and be coded 4b as a 
result. In Table 3A, therefore, the importance of Group 2 
(courts) is overinflated. 

Because of the frequency of the Municipal Government's 
criticism of the Federal Government for its failure to 
enact changes in prostitution law, many articles are coded 
as referring to both Federal and Provincial Governments. 
Again, the comparatively high frequency of discussions of 
Government decision-making indicates the relative 
newsworthiness of accounts of control activity, 

particularly when it comes to jurisdictional squabbles 

between different levels of government. 

Citizen and business groups also receive a fair amount 
of attention in relation to other issues. The term "citizen 
groups" refers to several residents' gaups organized 

against prostitution in Vancouver's West End, particularly 
CROWE (1.) The main goal of CROWE has been the displacement 
of street prostitution from the West End. The increase of 
articles on citizen groups in the period 1981 - 1963 
reflects the increasingly public presentation of CROWE's 
campaign against street prostitution (the organization was 

founded in 1981). The founder of the group was subsequently 
contracted by the City Council to prepare briefs on 

conditions in the West End to report to the Fraser 
Committee, and has since stood for election as Alderman. 
The philosophies of CROWE and the City Council clearly 
correspond. CROWE has been one of the foremost groups 
attempting to shape public opinion, and has been given 
extensive voice through the Vancouver news media. 

In contrast, support groups for prostitutes (code 15) 
have received sparse attention for the simple reason that 
until 1982 none existed. In 1982 the Alliance for the 
Safety of Prostitutes was formed, and received some 

attention in the press - but not in a proportionate amount 
to that given to anti-prostitution groups. 

The category "business groups" refers to businesses and 
business organizations such as hotelier's associations and 

' retailers associations. In 1978, several of these groups 
made submissions to the Vancouver City Council to suppress 
street prostitution in areas where their businesses were 
located (Granville St., Georgia St. and parts of the West 
End.) Despite the fact that street prostitution existed in 
Vancouver's West End in 1972, it was rarely depicted as a 
"social problem" in the West End until 1976 when its 
visibility, along with prostitution along on Street, 
appeared to be highlighted by the closing of the Penthouse 
Cabaret. Articles on business groups in 1978 reflect the 
first phase in recent years (beginning in 1976) of the 
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identification of street prostitution itself as a major 

social problem in Vancouver. Earlier accounts had focused 

on different issues; the relationship between prostitution 

and drug use, for example, had been highlighted as a 
problem in 1975 by a U.B.C. anthropologist in a study which 

excited extensive media coverage generally (Layton, 1975). 
This study may also have been partly responsible for 

initiating the police campaign against the Penthouse 

Cabaret; ironically the subsequent closure of the cabaret 

itself has often been held as responsible for the 

development of street prostitution in the West End despite 

evidence to the contrary.(2.) 

There is, then, a great deal of discussion about the 

control of prostitution and the politics of control in the 

Vancouver Sun's depiction of prostitution. It is worth 

noting that control is usually a matter dealt with in legal 

terms - little attention is given to controlling factors 

which cause prostitution (althoudh there is some news 

coverage of public commentators who raise these issues). 

The social service coding category re-emphasizes this 

observation when we find that as many of the articles under 

this category concerned scandals about certain social 

workers as they did the nature and provision of social 

services to prostitutes and juveniles procured for sex, 

more generally. 

Having outlined what Sun articles most frequently 

include, it is also worth commenting on themes and issues 

that receive relatively infrequent coverage. In these 

articles we find that not much is said about pimps (code 

14e)  not much is said about crimes against prostitutes 

(very few of these are reported to the police - code 17a), 
and not much is said about customers (codes 13a-13c). While 

some journalists actively resist the tendency in their 

discussions of customers, much newspaper coverage has 

treated the prostitute as the problem - at least by 

default. Needless to say, while this partly reflects 

interpret,qtions of ïournalists, it also reflects their 

factual (even if selective) reporting of interest groups 
and official attitutes. Relatively few articles (25 in 
years) quote or represent the attitudes of prostitutes and 

juveniles procured for sex (codes 9 and 10). Fifteen 
articles relate to prostitutes and juveniles' responses to 
control measures (codes 11 and 12). Similarly little is 
said about the economic needs of prostitutes, or the 
economic costs of the business (code 20) although there are 
a number of general articles on the nature of the life 
(code 18). And despite the argument that one of the harmful 
effects of street prostitution is the crime associated with 
it, very few articles refer to actual crimes directly 
related to the presence of prostitutes (code 17b), althoudh 
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it should  Lie  noted that the maior objections to street 
prostitution concern noise and other alleded nuisances. 

Overall, then, what this descriptive analysis shows is 
the, +or the most part, Vancouver Sun lournalists have 
found prostitution law and debates about alternative forms 
0+ prostitution control the most newsworthy in their 
coverage of the subject during a period in which the 
maiority of public commentators have viewed street 
prostitution as a social problem created by the failure of 
the law to control it. 
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Footnotes 

1. The term 'citizen groups" is perhaps ill-chosen, for it 
15 not meant to deny the citizenship of prostitutes or 
prostitute organizations, dealt with under the heading 

"support croups", dut to distinguish organizations that are 

opposed to prostitution. 

2. In any event, the closure certainly intensified levels 

of street prostitution in Vancouver. More recently the Hutt 

decision of 1977 has been held as responsible  -for the 

development of street prostitution in Vancouver's West End 

:usually by persons advocating the introduction of a more 

effective street soliciting law); there have been several 

phases 	in 	the discovery of the "causes" of street 

prostitution 	in 	the 	West 	End, 	with 	each partly 

reconstructing the 'problem" anew. 
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TABLE 1: CODING SCHEME 

CODE It INTERPRETATION 

1. Police reactions, enforcement, attitudes and responses. 

2. Citizens groups, residents, pressure groups, reactions, 

attitudes, opposition to prostitution, etc. 

3. Business reactions: hotels, bars, stores etc. reactions, 

attitudes etc. 

4a. Arrests. 

4b. Court case. 

4c. Court decision. 

4d. Conviction. 

5. Social services: 	iuvenile or adult - oriented ("j" or 

"a'). 

6. Municipal 	Gov't: reactions, responses, decisions, 

legisla- tion etc. 

7. Provincial Gov't: reactions, responses, decisions, 

legis- lation etc. 

B. 	Federal 	Gov't: 	reactions, 	responses, decisions, 

legislation, etc. 

9. Adult 	prostitutes: 	personal comments, anecdotes, 

attitudes etc. 

10. Juveniles: personal comments, anecdotes, attitudes, 

etc. 

11. Adult prostitutes: responses to police, citizens, 

gov't. policy and legislation, courts, social services. 

12. Juveniles: responses to police, citizens, gov't. policy 

and legislation, courts, social services. 

13a. Articles 	on 	the 	customers 	of 	adult female 

prostitutes. 

13b. Articles on the customers of adult male prostitutes. 

13c. Articles on the customers of sexually procured 

juveniles. 
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14a. Articles on pimping, pimps. 

14b. Articles on persons  living  off the avails. 

14c. Articles 

houses. 

on bawdy houses, persons maintaining bawdy 

15. Support 	groups or organizations for the direct 

assistance of prostitutes: A.S.P., Women of. the Night, 
etc. 

16. Reported trends in prostitution: movement, area, 

increase or decrease in numbers, visibility etc. 

17a. Crimes committed against prostitutes. 

17b. Other crimes related to the presence of prostitutes 

and/or prostitution. 

1S. General article on prostitution: non-specific and 

varied in topic and detail. 

19. Other - related to prostitution indirectly. 

2ù. Economic comments about prostitution: relating to 

economic status of prostitutes, what prostitutes money is 

spent on, etc. 
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TABLE 2 
NO. OF  VANCOUVER  SUN ARTICLES ON PROSTITUTION 

FER MONTH, 1978 - 1983 

1978 

2 on 1 	2 on 1 

A M J J A S 0 

1 15 8 5 9 6 5 5 4 STRIKE 
\ 	 I 

2 on 3 2 on 1 	3 on 1 

60 ARTICLES 

1979 

JF M A MJ J A S OND 

STRIKE 	  7 5  3 5  3 4 
\ 	 / \ 

2 on 2 	2 on 1 

27 ARTICLES 

1980 

2 on 1 

OF 	M 	A 	11,3,7 	A 	S 	OND 

0 	0 	1 	5 	6 	3 	12 6 	1 	'ç 	3 8 

	

S on 1, 	 2 on 2 
3 on 1 

48 ARTICLES 
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1981 

4 on 1 

FMAMJJ ASOND 

4 	1 	3 3 6 	10 4 4 6 7 6 à 
/ \ 	/ \  

2 on 1 -:-, on 1 2 on 1 

60 ARTICLES 

1982 

2 on 9 	 2 on 1 

\ / 	 \ 

J 	F 	M A 11 J 	J 	A S 	OND 

1 	6 	15 27 6 	5 	
-, 	-,-  -,-

-› 	C,. 	5 	4 
/ \ 	

/ \ 

"? on 2* 	 3 on 1 

78 ARTICLES 

1983 

3 on 1** 

\/ 

FMAMJ  J ASOND 

-D 0 3 11 8 	 4 

/ \ 

on 2 

47 ARTICLES 

TOTAL: 320 ARTICLES 

* -ie. on two days of the months, two articles 
appeared 

** -ie. three articles appeard on one day 
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TABLE  
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE, BY YEAR 

CODE '78 	79 	'80 	'81 	'82 	'83 	T 

1 POLICE 	26 	3 	12 	15 	14 	2 . 72 

2 CITIZEN 
GROUPS 	7 	-.:, 	3 	9 	10 	13 . 44 

	

3 BUSINESSES 10 	à 	4 	; 	1 	 1 . 24 

4a ARRESTS 	7 	'', 	-, : 	4 	4 	0.20 

4b COUR1 CASE 6 	a 11 	15 	0 . 69 

4c COURT  DECI- 
S1UNS 	20 	6 	 16 	10 . 69 

4d CONVICTION 	4 	4 	ü 	o 	1 	0 . 9 

5. SOCIAL 
SERVICE 	T:, 	-;-; 	17 	9 	1 	0 . 32 

o.  MON. GOVT. 	19 	-. 
2 	5 	7 	45 	16 . 94 

7. PROV. GOVT. 6 	1 	6 	1 	6 	1  . 21 

8. FED. GOVT. 11 8 	13 	10 . 47 

9. ADULT 
COMMENT 2.11 

10.JUVENILE 
COMMENT 	0 	3 	6 	2 	1 . 

4 

11.ADULT: 

POLICE . 	7 

12.JUVENILE: 
POLICE  

13aCUSFOMER: 
FEMALE 	4 	 1 	 0 	; 	 4 	1 . 13 

8 

13bCUSTOMER: 
FEMALE 

13cCUSTOMER: 

0 	1 . 	1 

JUVENILE 	0 	1 	6 0 	0 	 1 . 8 



14aPIMPS 0 	0 	1 	0 0 4 

0 

0 

14bLIVING OFF 
AVAILS 	5 

14cBAWDY HOUSE 5 

1 	1 	1 	4 . 

1 0 	O.  

15 SUPPORT 
GROUPS 

16 TRENDS 	2 

17aCRIMES 

AGAINST 

0 	2 	1 	4 	7 . 14 

,.i 	3 	1 	6 	2 . 19 

0 

111:1 
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Table 3 cont'd 

CODES '78 	'79 	'80 	'81 	'82 	'83 

PROST. 	 -.? 	1 	.::, 	1 	2 	0. 	8 

17bOTHER 	 . 

CRIME 	 4 	0 	2 	1 	0 	0 . 7 

18 GENERAL 	3 	1 	4 	1 	7 	5 .  21  

19 OTHER 	4 	1 	,J 	 1 	3 	2.16 

 20 ECONOMICS 	0 	1 	0 	3 	0 	1 . 5 

TOTAL 151 	57 	108 	99 	164 	81 



1 2,3 
BUSINESS 	17 	7 

4a -d 
COURTS 	37 21 

11 	14 	/S8 

36 	10 151 

12 
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TABLE 3A 
GROUPED CODE FREQUENCIES 

GROUPING '78 	'79 	'80 	'81 	'82 	'83 	T 

3 6,7,8 
GOVERNMENT 36 	5 	14  16 	64 	27 162 

4 9,10 
PROSTITUTE 
COMMENTS 	1 	4 	7 	3 	6 	4 25 

5 11,12 PROST. 
REACTIONS TO 
CONTROL 
ME(-.SURES 	3 	1 

6 13a -c 
CUSTOMERS 	4 

3 	1 	15 
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TABLE 4: RANK ORDERS 

RANK 	FREQUENCY 	CODE 	 CODE NAME 

1 	 94 	 6 	 MUNIC. GOVT. 

2 	 72 	 1 	 POLICE 

69 	 4c. 	 COURT DECISION 

4 	 53 	 4b. 	 couRr CASES 

5 	 47 	 8 	 FED. GOVT. 

6 	 44 	 2 	 CITIZEN GROUPS 

7 	 32 	 5 	 SOCIAL SERVICES 

	

8 	 24 	 - , 	 BUSINESS 
REACTIONS 

	

9 	 21 	 7 	 PROV. GOVT. 

	

10 	 21 	 18 	 GENERAL 

	

11 	 20 	 4a. 	 ARRESTS 

	

12 	 19 	 16 	 TRENDS 

	

13 	 16 	 19 	 OTHER 

	

14 	 14 	 15 	 SUPPORT GROUPS 

	

15 	 14 	 10 	 JUV. COMMENT 

	

16 	 13 	 13a. 	 CUSTOMER: FEMALE 

	

17 	 12 	 14b. 	 LIVING OFF 
AVAILS 

	

18 	 11 	 9 	 ADULT COMMENT 

	

19 	 9 	 4d 	 CONVICTIONS 

	

20 	 8 	 12 	 JUV.: POLICE 

	

21 	 8 	 13c. 	CUSTOMER: JUV. 
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27 
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Table 4 cont'd. 

RANK 	FREQUENCY. 	CODE 	 CODE NAME 

8 	 17a. 	 CRIMES AGAINSi. 
PROSTITUTES 

8 	 14c. 	 BAWDY HOUSE 

7 	 11 	 ADULT: "POLICE 

7 	 17b. 	 OTHER CRIMES 

=.. 	 20 	 ECONOMICS 

4 	 14a. 	 PIMPS 

1 	 13o. 	 CUSTOMERS: MALES 
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TABLE 5 

A CAPSULE HISTORY OF PROSTITUTION 
IN VANCOUVER AS DEPICTED 

IN VANCOUVER NEWSPRINT MEDIA 
1976-1983 
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CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 1976 

Dec. 30/75 - The Penthouse, a cabaret club,  ta  lose its 
liquor license effective Jan. 1 1 76. The club was the 
subject of a 6 month police investigation in 1975 which led 
to a series of charges against owners and employees for 
living off the avails of prostitution. 

Jan. 6/76 - Appeal set re: Penthouse liquor license. 

Jan. 15/76 - Penthouse loses liquor license appeal. 

June 5/76 - U.S. man convicted for living off avails and 
bawdy house. 

July 12/76 - Penthouse men and women committed to trial, 
ban on evidence. 

July 	31/76 - Two men charged with bawdy house and 
attempting to procure (massage parlour). 

Aug. 	27/76 - Police looking for two men attempting 

protection racket for prostitutes. 

Sept. 1 - Dec. 18/76 - Penthouse trial: summary of trial 

referring to the under- cover investigation, suggestion of 
Mafia connections, door charges alleged to be revenue from 

prostitutes, cash advances on credit cards for customers of 
prostitutes, possible deals made with witnesses to 

testify. 

Sept. 23/76 - Undercover police charge man for soliciting a 

prostitute. 

Sept. 24/76 - 'Hooker" problem on Davie, citizen and 
business complaints. 

Oct. 2/76 - Man pleads guilty of soliciting  charge Sept. 
23 1 76. Oct. 16/76 Three men charged for using rooming house 
as bawdy house. 

Oct. 22 176 - Man Gets  off  soliciting charge because court 
says the embarrassment was  puni  shment  enough. 
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CHARGES 

June 5/76 - Man living off avails and bawdy house. 

July 3/76 - Two men. bawdy house and attempted procuring. 

Sept 23/76 - Man charged with soliciting prostitute. 

Oct. 16/76 - Three men charged with using rooming house as 
bawdy house. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 1977 

Jan. 6/77 - Trial set, 5 people charged with bawdy house 

and procuring. 

Feb. 7/77 - Man charged with assaulting prostitute, burned 
her. 

Feb. 22 - Apr. 22/77 - Penthouse trial continues, payments, 

favours 	to 	owners, witness corruption, conflicts of 

evidence, not proven all women in Penthouse are 

prostitutes, cash advances; Penthouse Five found guilty on 

April 22/77. 

Feb. 25/77 - Tate case, foster home used for prostitution, 
Group home. 
Four charged with living off the avails. 

Feb. 26/77 - Four charged in living off avails case get 
bail. 

March 8/77 - Man brought in from Bahamas, involved in Tate 
case. 

April 6/77 - Man found guilty of kidnapping prostitute. 

April 12/77 - Man guilty of robbing and demanding unnatural 

acts from prostitutes at gun point. 

April 	13/77 - Six held on morals charges, juvenile 
prostitution ring in West End. 

April 22/77 - Police activity in West End moves prostitutes 
to Hornby St. 

April 22/77 - Penthouse Five launch an appeal against 

conviction. 

April 29/77 - FBI says Vancouver is a major link in 

prostitution ring, organized crime. 

April 	29/77 	 Tate case 	(foster 	home used for 

prostitution),five sent to trial. 

May 10/77 - Two men found guilty of bawdy house, $24,000 

fine. 

May 12/77 - Penthouse five guilty of bawdy house, two 

$50,000 fines, 60 days. 
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May 13/77 - Both Crown and Defense make appeal; Penthouse 
case. 

June 6 177 - Three men charged with bawdy house, 2 Granville 
St. hotels. 

Aug. 13/77 - Boy prostitutes now being seen on Davie, 

concerns about juvenile prostitution. 

Aug.. 15-18/77 - Articles increase on juvenile prostitution, 
police say media exaggerating, police say hands tied, need 

help from legislators, Police Cnief wants Vag. C 
re-introduced. 

Aug. 19/77 
house. 

- Deborah Hutt charged with two others, bawdy 

Sept. 	8/77 
prostitution. 

- Special police squad formed to fight 

Sept. 10/77  - Article on male juveniles, need laws. 

Sept. 16/77 - Two men charged with bawdy house, hotels on 
Granville, found guilty, get discharge and probation. 

Oct. 18/77 - Police await Judge's decision on whether men 
can be guilty of soliciting. 

Oct. 25/77 - Police want Vag. C. back. 

Oct. 26/77 - Mayor says he won t ask for Vag. C. to help 
police. 

Nov. 14/77 - Judge says customers not selling so aren't 
guilty of soliciting. 

Nov. 16 - Dec. 20/77 - Penthouse appeal, Penthouse five 
win, court says income was from sources other than 
prostitutes. 

Dec. 2/77 - City committee balks at police power to charge 
loitering. 

Dec. 14/77 - Bawdy house charge, Olympic Steam Baths on 
Hastings. 

Dec- 31/77 - B.C. Attorney General appealing Penthouse 
acquittals. 

Dec. 31/77 - Hutt appeals conviction of soliciting. 
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CHARGES 

Feb. 25/77 - Foster group home charged with living off 

avails (Tate). 

May 10/77 - Two men guilty of living off avails,  $24,000  

fine. 

June 6/77 - Three men charged with bawdy house (two 

Granville hotels). 

Aug. 19/77 Hutt charged. 

Nov. 14/77 - Judge says man can't be guilty of soliciting. 

Dec. 14/77 - Bawdy house - Olympic Steam Bath. 

Dec. 31/77 - Hutt appeals conviction. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 1978 

Jan. 18178 - Federal Justice Minister promises prostitution 

law changes. 

Feb. 7/78 - Unmarked police car not a public place, Hutt 

case conviction quashed. 

Feb. 8/78 - Crown counsel tells police more attention 

should be paid to bawdy houses and procuring because of 

Hutt decision. 

Feb. 21/78 - Police and Mayor Volrich discuss results of 

Hutt decision, other convictions overturned. 

Mar 7/78 - Supreme Court will not hear appeal against those 

acquitted in Penthouse case. 

Mar. 8/78 - Penthouse wants liquor license back and 

apology. 

Mar. 9/78 - Penthouse decision means police will have to 

have sex with prostitute to convict suspected pimps; Vogel 

says municipal problem regulated by Federal Criminal Code, 

suggests city by-law. 

Mar. 11/78 - Police and Volrich have to drop 280 solicitng 

charges, complain about Federal Gov't. 

Mar. 14/78 - Volrich and police fear pimp war. 

Mar. 17/78 - Two men get 6 months for living off the 

avails, one found guilty of procuring. 

Mar. 17/78 - Prostitutes numbers alleged to be increasing, 
no need to hide since Hutt decision. 

Mar. 23/78 - Since Hutt decision, prostitutes not as afraid 
to report violent customers. 

Mar. 30/78 - Serka (Hutt lawyer) says numbers exaggerated, 

suggests police not attempting to press charges in order to 
force law change. 

Apr. 19/78 - Man's acquittal upheld; only women can be 
charged with soliciting. 

Apr. 20/78 - Two women charged with bawdy house. 

Apr. 21/78 - Increase in prostitution since Hutt, police 
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increase attention on bawdy houses and procuring. 

Apr. 22 178 - Increase in prostitutes from U.S. said to have 

occured after Hutt decision, Vancouver 'Hooker Heaven. -  

Apr. 26/84 - Man charged with living off avails.. 

Apr. 28 1 78 - Penthouse liquor license still being debated. 

May 2 178 - Federal proposal that soliciting does not have 
to be "pressing and persistent". 

May 16/78 - Penthouse gets liquor license returned. 

May 23/73 - Increase in prostitutes driving prices down, 
police concentrating on pimps and bawdy houses. 

May 24/78 - Two convicted of bawdy house at Olympic Steam 

Baths. 

June 5/78 - Civil servant admits indecency with a boy. 

June 19/78 - West End residents complain of noise resulting 
from presence of prostitutes. 

June 15/78 - Need Federal laws since Hutt, businesses 
complain, city needs new approach.Steet prostitution seen 

as a "problem" attributable to the Hutt decision. 

June 24/78 - Two charged with living off the avails, couple 
forced girl to work. 

june 28/78 - Discussion with Justice Minister re: criminal 

code changes, police and Feds can't agree. 

July 21/78 - Immigration begins deporting in attempt to 

fight prostitution. 

July 22/78 - Police urge early liquor store, restaurant 
closure to quiet West End. 

July 	26/78 	- Report of 22 non -Canadian prostitutes 

deported. 

July 27/78 - White slavery trial; hints of organized 

crime. 

Aug. 5/78 - Prostitution alleged to be threatening tourism 
because of mistaken propositions. 

Aug. 	9/78 - Discussion of the effectiveness of the 
soliciting law after the Hutt decision - should the police 
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botherT 

hug. 	16/78 	 City 	okays 	more police visibility, 
questionino, cut down loitering in West End. 

Sept. 	1/78 	 Loncerns 	about 	prostitution hurting 
tour z  

Sept. 14/78 - Penthouse re-opens. 

Sept. 30/78 - Man convicted of living of+ the avails, women 
convicted of bawdy  houe, judge tells tham to stay away 

from residential areas, drugs discussed. 

Out. 2 -1 / -1B - judge Farris seen soliciting by hotel security 
guard. 

Oct 31/ 78 - Ritz Hotel, clerk charged with bawdy house. 

Dec. 1/78 - Farris admits drinking, resigns. 

Dec. 12/78 - Prostitutes moving farther west in West End. 

CHARGES 

Mar. 7/78 - Supreme Court won  't hear appeal against 
Penthouse acquittal. Mar. 17/78 Two men get 6 months for 
living of -f the avails, procuring. 

Apr. 19/78 - Man's acquittai upheld, only women can be 
charged with soliciting. 

Apr. 20/78 - Iwo women charged with bawdy house. 

Apr. 26/78 - Man charged with living off avails. 

Apr. 28 178 - Prostitute complained, two men charged with 
living off avails and procuring. 

May 24/78 - Two convicted of bawdy house, Olympic Steam 
Bath. 

May 24/78 - Two charged with living off avails, forced girl 
to work. 

Sept 30/78 - Man and 

avails and bawdy house. 
two women convicted of living off 

Oct. 31/78 - Ritz Hotel clerk charged with bawdy house. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 1979 

Jan. 11/79 - Legal action threatened, media coverage scares 
customers from Davie Street businesses. 

Jan. 19-23179 - Story on male prostitute. 

Feb. 21/79 - Attempt to use undercover agents to charge for 

soliciting, media coverage of tape of interaction could 

cause charges to be dropped. 

Apr. 6/79 

bawdy house. 

- Jerry Wong found guilty, fined S- 10,000 for 

April 26/79 - Wendy King case, brothel, 60 men to be called 
as witnesses. 

May 	1/79 	 Girls claim white slavery in Gastown, 

Chinatown. 

May2/79 - Two hotel employees charged with bawdy house. 

May 16/79 - Following Toronto example, police harrass women 

with petty charges. 

June 6/79 - Crackdown by police, prostitutes off streets, 

attempt to redefine 'pressing and persistent" by number of 

approaches. 

July 5/79 - TRACY set up for juveniles. 

July 5,9, 20/79 - Articles about Juveniles, history of 

sexual abuse, McCarthy calls for crackdown. 

July 7/79 - Wide open prostitution suggested as threatening 
business, tourism. 

July 9/79 Police scare customers away, hookers working 

afternoons to avoid police. 

Aug. 9/79 - Prostitutes need job training, ex-prostitute 

working at Gordon House. 

Aug. 11/79 - Devonshire (Georgia Street) closes dining room 

early because of prostitutes. 

Aug. 16/79 - Allen case: Judge says that in order to 

conduct business, prostitutes must be allowed to approach 

customers. Charges dropped. 
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Sept. 6/79 - Desk clerk in hotel found guilty of bawdy 

house. 

Sept-7/79 - Rothwall case; prostitute bargaining for price 

not illegal but astute, Judge says. 

Sept. 14179  - Article about juvenile prostitution. 

Oct. 24/79 - King's address book sealed,suppressed, King 
given fine. 
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CHARGES 

Apr. 6/79 - Wong guilty, fined $10,000 in bawdy house 

case. 

May 2/79 - Two hotel employees charged with bawdy house. 

June 6/79 - Attempt to redefine "pressing and persistent' 

by number of approaches. 

Aug.16/79 - For woman to be able to practise prostitution, 

she must be able to approach customers (Allen case). 

Sept. 6 179 - Desk clerk found guilty of bawdy house. 

Sept 7/79 - Bartering for price is astute, not illegal, 

charges dropped (Rothwall case). 

Oct. 24 179 - King convicted, probation, fine, community 

work. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 1980 

March 1/80 - Escort service proprietor charaed with living 

Off  av(ils. 

Apr.9,18,25,28, 29, May 2,8, - juvenile prostitution: 

social services :MHR) being charged with failure to be a 

fit parent, Margo St. James appointed consultant. 

May 28/80 - Montreal by-law forbids anyone in public place 

for the pur- pose of prostitution, Vancouver looks into 

bylaw 

June 14/80 - Mayor Voirich confident that Fed. Goy t.  will 

change law so that 'pressing and persistent" not needed. 

June 20/80 - B.C. Court of Appeal: 'soft sell" approach; 

can't be convicted no matter how many times a potential 

customer is approached. 

June 20/8(3 - juvenile taken into detention, man cnarged 

with gross indecency in public place, new attempt to 

control Juvenile prostitution. 

julY 8/80 - Police consider licence plate numbers, phone 

wives, family, etc. in reference to juveniles, not done 

because of lack of man- power. 

julY 9/80 - Serka 4,Hutt lawyer) says not police role to 

develop law, iust enforce it. Serka claims police  dont 

 understand the term 'pressing and persistent". 

Jul'''. 1 0/80 - Inve=tidation into juvenile prostitution 

indicates need for better laws, Mayor agrees. 

July 26/ 80 - Fir ,=- -t time in three months, two women charged 

in Georgia/Hornby area with pressing and persistent. 

Oct 23/80 - Family and Juvenile court, attempt to charge a 

iuvenile with 'incorrigible', Judge refuses, saying it is a 

societal and not a criminal problem. 

Nov. 2/80 - investigative co-ordinator recommends sticter 

laws, says 200 juveniles engaged in prostitution in 

Vancouver. 

Nov. 28/80 - Man charged with bawdy house; rents rooms in 

rooming house to prostitutes, women also charged. 

Dec. 2/80 - Lawyer says police charge even though no 
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cc:hviction wili result pecause women will get restriction 
from area as a condition for bail between preliminary 

hearing and trial date. 

Dec. 1.0,22/80 - Wendy King opens book store to sell her 
book on prostitution. 

Dec. 18/80 - conviction on bawdy house, hotel. 

Dec. 20/80 - Woman from U.S. charged with soliciting, first 
time in 4 months. 

CHhRGES 

March 1/80 - Escort service proprietor charoed witn living 
off avails. 

June  20,80  - 'Soft sell can't be considered "pressing and 
persistent' even if man was approached several times. 

June 20 / 80 - juvenile detained, man charged with gross 
indecency. 

July 26/80 - Two women chargea  with soliciting. 

Nov. 22/:'SO - Pittempt to cnaroe man witn bawdy house for 
renting rooms to women, women also charged. 

Dec. 18/2 - Lonviction on bawdy house; hotel. 

Dec. 20/80 - U.S. women charged with soliciting. 
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L;HRONOLOGICAL ORDER 1981 

Jan. 9,15/81 - Juvenile prostitute dies, lack of social 

services criticisd. 

Jan 15/81 - Senator Proiect begins, merchants on Granville 

fail to block it. 

Jan. 31/81 - Federal Solicitor General suggests by-law 

similar to Montreal for Vancouver (even though that by-law 

presently challenged in Supreme Court). 

Feb. 3/81 - Vancouver mayor rejects such a by-law, city 

legal advisor says by-law would by unconstitutional 

April 30/81 - Kiddie Car, Probation and Police enforce 

en-force  probation orders. 

May 26/81 - Police charge 14 year old with bawdy house. 

mayor considers street nuisance by-law. 

May 27/81 - Suicide of one hooker and arrest of another, 

Grace McCarthy pressures Feds. to change juvenile laws. 

June 6/81 - West End protest prostitutes, suggest branding 

customers cars, taking pictures. 

June 10/81 -  Article on West End Senator Youth prolect. 

June 12/81 - Police lay :7: soliciting charges; first in 5 
months. 

June 19/81 - Supreme Court - 2 prostitutes approaching 
eight men doesn't constitute "pressing and persistent". 

June 21/81 - Hotel owners responsible when prostitute uses 

room, Dufferin Hotel guilty of Bawdy House. 3 clerks fined 
$7,500.00. 

June 23,26/81 - Man with 14 year old prostitute,man's 
identity kept secret. 

July /81 - Several articles urging charging of customers. 

July 3/81 - Police officer said no 4 times but still not 
"pressing and persistent " : the officer told the prostitute 
where he was staying and therefore showed degree of 
co-operation. 

july 8/81 - Undercover operation leads to charge of Massage 
Parlour as bawdy house. 
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Aug. 3/81 - Two women charged with bawdy house and 1 man 

with living off the avails. 

Aug. 10/81 - Prostitute charged with loitering, case thrown 

out of court. 

Aug. 11/81 - Devonshire Hotel closes dining room early 

because of prostitutes. 

Sept. 4/81 - Case dissmissed - saying no three times was 

the refusal of a "shy man". 

Sept. 10/81 - Seventeen year old girl charged with bawdy 

house. 

Sept. 29/81 - Beginning of CROWE. 

Nov. 3/81 - Scandal at Senator - staff/client sexual 

relations suggested. 

Nov. 3/01 - Bawdy house conviction. 

Nov. 3/81 - Police tactics to control West End - 1) 

ticketing, 2) visibility, 3) diverters. 

Nov. 18,23, 26,27/81 - Prostitutes laugh at diverters, say 

good for business, slows down traffic. 

Nov. 26/81 - CROWE says increased violence in West End 

because of prostitutes, says city trying but Feds. aren't. 

Dec. 	1/81 	- Supreme Court rules that plying trade 

energetically is not persistence. 

Dec. 3/81 - Expect violence in West End, pimps are violent, 

Harcourt predicts vigilantes by summer. 

CHARGES 

May 26/81 - Police charge 14 yr old with bawdy house. 

Jüne 12/81 - Police lay 3 solicitng charges. 

June 19/81 - Supreme Court rules that 2 women approaching 

eight men is not "pressing and persistent". 

June 21/81 - Hotel owner responsible - Dufferin Hotel. 

June 23/81 - Customer's identity kept secret - 14 year old 
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prostitute. 

July 	3/e 1  - Prostitute not guilty because policeman 

co-operated in some ways, even though saying no. 

July 8/81 - Undercover leads to Bawdy House charge - 

massage parlour. 

Plug. 3/81 - 2 women charged with Bawdy Bouse charge, man 
with living off the avails. 

hug. 10/81 - Prostitute charged with loitering, case 

uismissed. 

Sept. 4/81 - Soliciting case dismissed, polite refusals 

that of a shy man. 

Sept. 10/81 - 17 year old charged with Bawdy House. 

Nov. 4/81 - Bawdy house conviction. 

Dec. 	1/81 - Supreme Court rules plying one's trade 

energetically not "pressing and persistent". 
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CHRONOLOGICAL REVIEW  1 982 

Feb. 25/82 - CROWE intends to picket prostitutes and 
customers, claiming that similar groups exist in Halifax, 
Montreal, Calgary; hope to pressure Federal Govt. Mar. 8/82 
CROWE urges legalization of brothels. 

Mar. 18/82 - Description of talks between Federal and 
Municipal Govt.s; Mayor goes to Ottawa. 

Mar. 21/82 - Federal Justice Minister tells Vancouver Mayor 
to go ahead with by-law, give police powers of overnight 
detention & arrest. Mentions Bill C-53 help for juveniles 
but not adults. 

Mar. 24,25/82 - Criticism of by-law, poorly written, 
infringement of rights, Mayor a bully. 

Mar. 31/82 - Police say by-law inept, appeal to Feds. 

Apr. 6/82 - Vancouver Council says by-law inept, appeal to 
Feds. 

Apr. 7/82 - By-law begins, Mayor states that by-law only 

intended to control street prostitution - "be discreet, 
dont use the street". 

Apr. 13/82 - First charges under by-law laid. 

Apr. 23/82 - CROWE demonstrates in the West End, attack on 
Federal Govt., police warn prostitutes to stay off street. 

Apr. 27/82 - First conviction under by-law (of a man 
subsequently fired from his job as a result). 

Apr. 29/82 - Reduction of prostitutes in West End, Georgia 
Street, since by-law - claim that it works. 

May 5/82 - Fifth person fined (350.00) on prostitution 
charge. 

May 6/82 - Harcourt switches, will give anonymity to 

accused if they plead guilty and pay fine. Persons pleading 
not guilty will be named. 

May 9/82 - First mention that by-law could be opposed on 
legal grounds. 

May 11/82 -  Attorney  General says use all names of 

customers charged; it would be bribery if accused plead 
guilty and then allowed anonymity as a result. 
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May 14/82 Reward for guilty plea, criticized by B.C. Civil 
Liberties. 

May 17/82 	- Calgary by-law challenged. 

May 19/82 
proceedings. 

- First challenge to by-law, court stays 

May 19/82 - Decision that all customers' identities will be 
published. 

May 24/82 Men and prostitutes being charged, a total of 110 
summonses, by-law doesn't discriminate between prostitutes 

and clients. 

May 26/82 By-law challenge July 5, prosecuted cannot stay a 
charge. 

June 2/1982 - Police still continue to charge under by-law 
even though challenge imminent. 

July 6/82 - Police alleged to be too busy on other cases so 
prostitutes working again. 

July 31/82 Enforcement of by-law being stepped up despite 
challenge. 

Aug. 6/82 Washington slayings (Green River murders) cause 
Seattle prostitutes to move to Vancouver. 

Sept. 16/82 By-law upheld but going to Supreme Court. 

Sept. 27/82 - Sally DeQuadros, Rape Relief call for change 
of legislation, decriminalize prostitution. 

Sept. 26/82 - First stage of appeal against by-law. 

Oct. 20/82 - Parking lot is not street so women acquitted. 

Nov. 20/82 - 	A by-law case is dismissed. 

Dec. 	9/82 	Courts backed up because of so many 
prostitution charges under the by-law. 

Dec. 10/82 - Prostitutes busy despite by-law. 
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CHARbES 

May 19/82 - First challenge of by-law, prosecutor stays 
proceedings, but the stay is found illeoal. 

Sept. 1. By-law found legal but goino to Supreme Court. 

Oct. 20/82 -  Parking  lot not street, case dismissed. 

May-Dec.i82 A series of charges under the new Vancouver 
by-law. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 1983 

Jan. 26/83 	 Supreme 	Court 
ithconstitutional. 

Vancouver by-law to be removed. 

Feb. 3/93 - Vancouver by-law scrapped - ali oustanding 

charges  dropped. 

Feb. 11 1 83 - Living off the avails trial - Fosiette case. 

Feb. 12/83 - Fosiette acquitted 

Feb. lb/83 - Prostitution by-law rescinded. 

Mar. 3/83 - Harcourt says West End being taken over, people 
will move out. 

Mar. 3/83 - Pat Carney reports to Justice Committee, 

advocates stronger soliciting laws. 

Mar. la/8:3 - Mayors accross Canada to pressure Federal 
Govt. to change prostitution law. 

Apr.21/83 - Prostitutes 	march to protest proposed law 

changes. 

Apr. 22/83 - CROWE women demand new law to get hookers off 
street. 

May 12183 - Escort agency charged with living off the 
avails. Pat Rae Harrison case. 

May 15,18,19, June 10/8 3  - CROWE complains of West End 
noise. Mayor alleges that banks deny loans to West End 
businesses. Banks deny allegation. 

June 23/83 - Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes meeting 
approved at Denman Centre. 

Aug. 24/93 - Vancouver Multicultural Womens' Association - 

in brief presented to Fraser Delicia Crump states that 
women have no power. 

Aug 25/93 - CROWE gets funding from city council. 

Aug. 30/83 - CROWE founder Gordon Price lobbying, Fraser 
Committee on pornography and prostitution formed. 

Sept. 24/83 - Women in West End being harrassed, CROWE 
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spokesman recommends brothels. 

Oct. 6/83 - Pat Carney blames liberal gov't. for juvenile 

trade. 

Oct 24 183 - Gordon Price resigns from CROWE to be West End 
consultant to City Council. 

Dec. 9 183 - Mayor states that Federally sponsored study of 
prostitution is a waste of time. 

CHARGES 

Jan. 	26/83 	Supreme 	Court 	rules Calgary by-law 
unconstitutional. 

Feb. 11 183 - Foslette case - living off avails, acquitted 

May 12 - Escort agency living off avails. 



CAPTER  IV 
VIEWS FROM THE CONTROL PERSPECTIVE: 

INTERVIEWS WITH POLICE 
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CHAFTER IV 

VIEWS FROM THE CONTROL PERSPECTIVE: 

INTERVIEWS WITH POLICE 

While the study of official police statistics on 

prostitution offers one perspective on the nature of 

control practices, it is a fairly superficial one. It 

offers little understanding of the actual nature of 

policing prostitution, the difficulty the police experience 

in interpreting legal statutes, or the impact of decisions 

made in case law. Nor does the study of official statistics 

tell  us  much about the informal tactics of police 

line-officers used on the street to control prostitution in 

a legal environment which many of them perceive as 

generally ineffective for control purposes, and the 

investigative strategies that founder through such factors 

as insufficient evidence (what is "sufficient" evidence can 

often only be decided in court) or the unwillingness of 

witnesses to testify. The analysis of newspaper reporting 

helps to fill some of these gaps, but newspaper reporting 

itself appears to be selective to the point that the 

description of control activity that it provides is 

difficult to interpret because it is partial and may often 

be biased. The study consists of a schedule of interviews 

with 15 police officers with a further 5 self-administered 

questionnaires using the interview format (7 vice squad 
detectives - either currently or recently in the vice sqaud 
- and 13 patrol officers working in team areas which cover 

the major street prostitution strolls). The interview study 

thus complements the other perspectives on control that we 
have developed, although it, too, has limitations. We would 

have liked to develop a participant- observer or observer 
study of policing in the main areas of street prostitution, 

but recent problems experienced by Vancouver police and 

local criminological researchers led us to the conclusion 

that such an in-depth study would present too many 
difficulties at this particular time. The interviews became 

the only feasible alternative. Some comment about the 

nature of recent problems arising from police research is 

warranted in order to understand the logic of the way we 

have proceeded methodologically. 

Without going into the details of the incident, a 

problem arose recently over a study of certain police 

practices and the nature of the criticism of these 

practices that one of the study reports contained. On the 

one side of the argument, the police suggested (among other 

things) that criticisms contained in the research report 

were unfair and not justifiable, and argued that the 

research should not be published. On the other hand, the 
researcher argued that such an action would curtail the 
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cherished right of academic freedom to the extent that any 
published research is open to criticism, and thus would 
stand or fall according to its own merit. 

As of the time of writing, the main outcome of this 
dispute has been a ban by the Police Union Executive of 
their membership's involvement with that researcher and all 
other faculty in the University Department to which that 
person belongs. The problem thus presented for the 
Vancouver Prostitution Field Study was that although the 

study was conducted independently of any University, the 
principal researcher is a member of the University 
department involved in the police research controversy. It 
was for this reason that a purely descriptive interview 
study was chosen in which we simply attempted to represent 
the experiences and attitudes of a small sample of 
Vancouver policemen who frequently interact with 
prostitutes. Such an approach would allow us to use a 

methodology which gained information about informal police 
perspectives on the control of prostitution which would be 
represented as that and simply that. It should be noted 
that the information collected does not represent the 
official policy or opinion of the Vancouver Police 
Department; instead it is designed to provide a "window" 
through which to view the experiences of police involved 
with the control of prostitution; their attitudes, their 
feelings, their frustrations and their satisfaction (or, 
alternatively, their disillusionment) with their 
experiences in attempting to enforce prostitution law, or 
exercise control in the areas where street prostitution 
attracts so much media attention. As such, we hoped that 
the Police Department would not perceive our research 
effort as threatening their interests -although it should 
be clear enough from a letter of agreement signed by the 

Police Union President and the principal researcher that 
they did  not  attempt to censor direct criticism of police 
prostitution control practices (see Appendix B) and at the 

same time we hoped to prevent their interests from 
threatening the academic freedom that must be allowed if 

objective research is to be conducted. We also signed an 

agreement with the police contact person assigned to select 

interview subjects allowing his scrutiny of the final 

report. 

To the extent that these agreements were signed, 

however, an important caveat should be mentioned: their 

signing should not be interpreted as a precedent for future 

research conduct. This is a matter which requires further 
discussion between the various parties involved. 

These agreements were signed because the study was 

originally designed to be purely descriptive. As such, it 
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represents a small component of our overall research 

effort, an effort which was not designed for the most part 

specifically as a study of police practices. If it had 

been, the agreement with the Police Union would not have 

been signed. In that event, the research would probably not 

have been conducted at all. While it is vital that 

researchers safeguard the confidentiality and anonymity of 

their subjects (item 2 of the Police Union Agreement), if 

objective research is to be carried out which is 

potentially critical of any group the objectivity of the 

criticism is surely compromised if that group holds the 

power to potentially influence or suppress its contents. 

Once any research report enters the public domain it too 

may be subject to criticism, and will stand or fall of its 

own weight. It is at that point that any subject group has 
the right and ability to answer criticism, or demonstrate 

its inappropriateness. The accused in a trial, after all, 

dues not have the right to modify the arguments of the 

prosecution before they are presented, only to respond to 

or reject them after the fact. And it should be recognized 

that both researchers and police are constantly "on trial" 

Lu the extent that much of their conduct, because of its 
social impact, must be open to public discussion, 
evaluation and criticism . 

The Police Union agreement also requested that we 

delete two questions from the interview which asked for the 

respondents perception of the reason why clients patronize 

prostitutes or procure juveniles. It was suggested that as 

these two questions did not relate to police enforcement 

practices they =.hould be deleted. We complied with this 
request. Fifteen interviews with police officers selected 

by our contact person were completed, and a further five 
were self -administered and returned to the research project 

Post Office Box. 

As a descriptive study this report simply strives to 
present the main quantitative dimensions of the information 
provided by the interviews and questionnaires with 
interpretive 	commentary 	when appropriate. 

The interviewer's rections to the questionnaire and his 

experiences with our subjects are included in the final 
section of this chapter. 
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THE INTERVIEW FORMAT 

A copy of the interview schedule/questionnaire is 
included in Appendix C. The interview was structured around 
seven clusters of questions: A -the first section provides 
peneral information about the respondent - age, time in the 
force, level of education and experience with different 
types of policing.  F -the second section provides a 
description of the respondents current police role, the 
purpose of different styles of policing prostitution, and 
the style of recent investigative activities (unfortunately 
none of our information relates to the series of 
injunctions recently brought against street prostitutes in 
the West End in May  1984 because the interviews and 
questionnaires had been completed by that time). C -the 
third cluster of Questions requests respondents to describe 
certain aspects of their prostitution-related policing 
experience. D -the fourth section examines the use of and 
problems associated with particular types of law 
enforcement and control procedures. E -the fifth section 
records attitudes about proposed legal changes (using the 
same format as that included in the Social Services and 
Prostitute questionnaires). F -the sixth section provides 
information about respondents perceptions of prostitution 
in Vancouver, G - the final section poses a series of 
general questions about prostitutes and prostitution 
related 	to 	earnings, 	reasons 	for persons becoming 

prostitutes, reasons for pimps participation in the 
business, the difficulties associated with leaving the 
business, and the desire of prostitutes to stay in or leave 
the -trade. 
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rODING AND CLASSIFYING RESPONSES - SOME CAVEATS 

It should be recognized that because most of the 

questions in the interview are open-ended rather than 

precoded (we did not have the opportunity to properly 

pre-test the instrument), the classification of answers 

often requires the coder  to  make judgement calls in 

distinguishing different types of answers. For this reason, 

care should be taken in interpreting the various response 

tables included in Appendix B. In the interpretation of 

answers we have amalgamated some codes, or at least point 

to their kindred nature where appropriate. We have also 

attenpted to avoid drawing too much significance from small 
differences in response frequencies. When discussing 

different sub-groups of our twenty police respondents (Vice 

Squad, Patrol Teams 1,2 and 3) we only discuss differences 

where they are particularly striking; the small sizes of 

the subgroups make their statistical differentiation 

plausible only in the cases where answers reveal an almost 

unanimous within-group agreement, and between group 

disagreement. Even then, it must be acknowledged that such 

differences would probably not be statistically different 

because of the small size of the sample. Also, our codes 

and frequencies mostly represent instances where 3 or more 
respondents have given essentially the same answer to a 

question. Although we lose some detail in this way, when 

dealing with a group of twenty responses, it is the fairly 

obvious patterns of answers that we have attempted to 

emphasize. 

It should also be recognized that because our interview 

was not adequately pretested some of the questions overlap, 

and could be regrouped in a variety of ways. In preparing 

these research notes, we have not attempted to provide a 

more logical re-grouping of questions - we have simply not 
had enough time to do anything more than a very general 

descriptive overview of the information generated by the 

interviews and remove redundancies whenever possible. 

It should be noted that because the majority of 

questions allow multiple responses, non-responses are also 

recorded in the variou= tables. The range of answers for 

single response questions are also included where 

appropriate. 

The text should be read in conjunction with the tables. 

TABLE NUMBERS CORRESPOND WITH QUESTION NUMBERS. 
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RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS: 
A WINDOW ON THE PRACTICE OF PROSTITUTION CONTROL 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECT GROUP (Q. 1-6): 

We cannot claim that our sample of police personnel is 

either randomly chosen or statistically representative of 

Vancouver police officers in general. We do not know what 
effect the procedure for selecting officers (respondents 
were chosen by our police contact person) may have had in 
biasing the information we have received, although we do 

know that all the officers interviewed have had direct 
experience in the policing of prostitution (all but one of 
the officers were actively involved in the policing of 
prostitution at the time of interview). We thus asked a 
series of questions which serve to describe some general 

characteristics of the subject group. 

The average age of our subject group was 36 years (q.1) 
with an average of 12 years of experience as a police 
officer (q.3). All of our respondents were male. Fourteen 

of the officers had completed some college or university 
education, two had completed degrees or diplomas, three had 

completed grade 12 and one less than grade ten. Thirteen of 

the sample group worked as patrol officers, seven as vice 
squad officers. The group includes officers with a wide 
variety of policing experiences (see frequency tables for 
q.5a and Fib) including an array of special units and task 
forces. 

The thirteen patrol officers all worked (at the time of 
interview) in patrol areas in which prostitution "strolls" 
are located (for maps of the strolls see Ch. 8). Four 
worked in Team One, the patrol area covering the West End 
stroll; two worked in Team Two, including the Granville St. 
and West Georgia strolls; and seven in Team Three, which 
includes the Hastings St. "skid road" area and the 
Chinatown stroll (q.7). Our subject group thus included 

officers working in all the major prostitution strolls 
(with the exception of the East Broadway area which is not 
one of the major strolls at present). In the analysis we 
have tabulated general responses for all subjects, and, 
where appropriate, differences between vice squad and 
patrol officers, and for  patrol officers, differences 
between the responses of officers in the three different 
Team patrol areas. The first section of the interview, 
however, addressed specific sets of questions to either 

patrol or vice officers in order to establish certain 
differences in their styles of police work. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF WORK ACTIVITY - POLICE PATROL OFFICERS 



(n. 7-14): 

In attempting to establish the amount of time patrol 
officers spend policing prostitution we asked a series of 
questions about the percentaoe of time spent patrolling 
prostitution strolls, the amount of time spent on activity 
related to specific prostitution offenses, and the amount 
o-F time spent on investigations of crimes or problems that 
were perceived as being associated with the presence of 
prostitution. 

Overall, our 13 uniform officers estimated that an 

average of 55% of their patrol time was spent policing 
the various prostitution strolls (q.8), with answers 

ranging from 10 to 100 7.  (by "patrol time" we mean the time 
actually spent on the streets or patrolling licensed 

premises, visits to residences etc). Not suprisingly, the 
average amount of time estimated by those working in the 
West End (Team 1) was considerably higher - 66 7.  - than the 
averages for officers working in the Chinatown and skid 
road areas (Team 3) - 26 7. . This difference probably 

reflects two  factors:  firstly, the size of the West End 
stroll - it covers the largest area of any of the strolls; 
and second, the public and political pressure to control 
the most visible aspects of prostitution in the West End 
(which is a residential area, whereas the other two patrol 
areas contain mostly commercial land uses). 

As might be expected, patrol officers spend very little 

of their time on investigations which mioht lead to charges 
under the specific criminal code statutes relating to 

prostitution - bawdy house, procuring, living off the 
avails, etc. - since these are mainly the province of 
specialised police teams, the vice squad in particular. 
Patrol officers estimated that they spend an average of 2 7.  
of their time on these kinds of investigations whereas the 
vice squad members interviewed (most of whom are concerned 
specifically with "morality" offenses) estimated that an 
average of 58 7.  of their time was spent on activity related 
to prostitution offenses (q.16). Of course it is quite 
possible that a vice squad officer might spend all of 
his/her time on a particular type of prostitution offense, 
a reflection of administrative requirements and the oeneral 
structuring of the activities of vice squad members. 

Patrol officers give a rather different account of 
their activity when requested to assess the amount of time 
they spend on offenses and problems that can be related to 
prostitution in some way (drug crimes, assaults, thefts, 
resident complaints, etc.). Our thirteen patrol officers 
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estimated spending an average of 28.5% of their patrol time 
on prostitution related problems, with the average for the 

four West End respondents being noticeably higher - 45%; 
once again the image of the West End as a "trouble" spot is 

reconfirmed, although it must be remembered that these 

figures are the officers' rough estimates of the various 

components of their control activity. 

In describing the purpose of General Patrol (q.11) in 

controlling prostitution there was a great deal of 

uniformity among our respondents in the answers they gave. 

Eight officers maintained that patrol served to control the 

nuisance factors associated with prostitution - to protect 
residents from harassment in the street, to control traffic 

and to generally protect the neighborhood. Seven 

respondents mentioned the control of crime related to the 
presence of prostitution - in a sense another type of 
"nuisance" associated with the street trade. Four officers 
noted that patrol fulfilled the classic prophylactic 

function of Canadian (and much other prostitution)law - to 
keep street prostitution in one area and to control and 

curtail expansion. Probably all our respondents would agree 

that if this is the purpose of the law, it is designed in 
such a way that oeneral police patrol (and, for that 

matter, any other kind of police strategy) is ill-equipped 

to fulfill the goal of the law (see also q. 28, 33). 
Notably, only two officers mentioned patrol as a means of 
keeping juveniles off the streets, thereby supporting the 

general impression that very little legal action is taken 

(either because of the way the law is designed and/or 
enforced) against the sexual procurement of juveniles. Only 

one officer mentioned the visibility of police patrol as a 

deterrent to customers, although this may well have been 

included by other officers under the category related to 

control of general nuisances related to prostitution. 

Indeed five officers did mention patrol visibility as a 

means of deterring tricks in their answer to q.12 ("What 

kind(s) of policing measures do you use to control 
prostitution in General Patrol"). 

In the responses to q.12, a description of policing 
measures used by patrol officers to control street 

prostitution, we find that the main strategies employed 

involve informal procedures and use of legal mechanisms 

which are either not directly related to prostitution at 
all, or  only indirectly related to it. Nine officers 

mentioned the use of traffic laws, and nine mentioned the 

use of routine identity checks of prostitutes as direct 

methods for maintaining a sense of order. Four officers 

mentioned general harassment, and three the use of 

jaywalking 	and/or 	littering 	charges. 	Five officers 

reasserted the importance of general patrol visibility 
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it=elf as a control technique. What one gains from this 

impressionistic sketch is an image-of  policing which 

depends on the resourcefulness and imagination of the 

individual officer to facilitate some sense of order and 

control (in the context of the way the officers perceive 

order) in the prostitution strolls without any recourse to 

legal statutes which relate directly to the control of 

prostitute and customer activities. Control, if it is 
achieved at all, is facilitated by mechanisms which are 

essentially tangential or peripheral to the actual activity 

being controlled. It may well be for this reason that most 

police officers we have interviewed have little faith in 

their overall ability to do very much more than "keep the 
lid on things" ( as one officer put it), and very often they 

feel that they cannot even do that. These observations are 
,7onfirmed by the answers to q.31 - "What types of control 
measures have been used since the Hutt decision to control 

street prostitution": seventeen officers mentioned 1.D. 
checks; the reporting of people to immigration and the 

stopping and ticketing of drivers were each mentioned by 
sixteen officers (The  close collaboration between the 
police and immigration attests to Vancouver's 

attractiveness to American prostitutes and pimps); sixteen 

officers also mentioned the practice of following 
prostitute=; fourteen officers mentioned photographing 
prostitutes, and twelve mentioned high patrol visibility. 

What these figure= indicate i= that even though the 

police perceive current prostitution laws as ineffective 
(see particularly q.29) a great deal of police energy and 

time is devoted to gathering intelligence and facilitating 
tangential contrdl. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF WORL ACTIVITY - DETECTIVES 
(O. 15-17): 

As noted above, the average amount of investigative 
time spent on prostitution related activity by the seven 
vice squad detectives we interviewed was 58%, with a range 
of 0 to 100 7.  (q.15). Of that time, an average of 14 7.  had 
been spent on street soliciting (although it should be 
noted that three respondents said 0 7. , and one did not 
answer the question) 8 7.  on procuring, 19 7.  on Living off the 
Avails (again three respondents reported 0 7. in answer to 
this question),and 28 7.  on bawdy house investigations. It is 
worth noting that three of our respondents had spent well 

over half of their vice squad investigative activity on 
bawdy house investigations which were linked to charges of 
living off the avails. The averages are therefore fairly 
misleading. Once again it should be noted that these 
figures represent the officers rough estimates of the 
various components of their investigative activity. 

Because of the specialized nature of the vice squad's 
role 	we 	asked 	a series of questions about recent 
investigations 	relating 	to escort agencies, body-rub 
parlours, 	steam baths and other types of suspected 
prostitution-related 	organizations and activities. The 
responses to these questions leave the impression that the 
maiority 	of recent investigations of these kinds of 
organization have involved escort agencies (five of the 
seven officers mentioned investigations into escort 
services) and most of the comment related to the difficulty 
of gaining evidence and securing convictions. The main 
raison d'etre of the escort agency in a legal sense is that 
while it allows for the introduction of escorts to 
customers, the owner cannot be charged with procuring or 
living off the avails because the contract they arrange has 
no explicitly sexual component; the sex-for-money 
transaction is completed by the two consenting adults after 
they have been introduced by the agency, and, ostensibly, 
without the agency proprietor's knowledge. The recent 

investigations of escort agencies may have been responsible 
for the difficulty we experienced in other components of 
the fieldwork in interviewing escort proprietors and their 
employees. 

A number of respondents also noted that a series of 
outcall body rub services had been charged with municipal 

by-law infractions (one respondent reported 15-20 charges 
of this type). One cannot help but note in regard to these 
investigative actions that if street prostitution is the 
major focus of public and political pressure group concern, 
such legal actions may compound and intensify the level of 
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street activity, the very thing many people wish to see 
curtailed. 
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GENERAL QUESTIONS 

The remaining questions in the interview were asked of 
all respondents. They are divided into five sections: work 

experience; enforcement; attitudes to legal change; 
perception 	of 	prostitution in Vancouver and oeneral 
information about prostitutes and prostitution. 

WORK EXPERIENCES (Q. 18-27) 

The first series of questions in this section of the 
interview related to information about crimes associated 

with prostitution. To begin with we asked our respondents 
if they had ever dealt with situations in which prostitutes 
had had some crime committed against them (q.18, 19). 19 of 
the officers responded that they had experienced situations 

where prostitutes had been assaulted by tricks, 18 of them 
had experiences in which it had been alleged that tricks 
had robbed prostitutes, or not paid them, 12 officers 
reported incidents in which tricks had raped prostitutes, a 
further 4 reported incidents in which "rape had been 
alleged", and 4 mentioned incidents in which prostitutes 
were threatened by customers. Assaults by pimps or threats 
by pimps were mentioned four times. 

It is quite clear from these responses that police 
officers perceive prostitution as a fairly risky business. 
These responses are misleading to the extent that we did 
not try and record the number of incidents various officers 
had experienced. To have done so would have made no sense - 
most  of the officers suggested that these incidents were so 

numerous that it would be impossible to recall them all. 
Against this picture of the problems prostitutes face it is 
worth noting that almost no legal action is taken against 
the offenders, who for the most part are themselves 
customers (a finding confirmed by our interviews with 

prostitutes). It also so worth noting that many crimes 

committed by prostitutes against customers probably never 
result in charges either. But then, it does appear that 
prostitutes are far less "offensive" than their customers 
when it comes to the offenses that each commit against the 
other. 

As with the question on crimes committed against 
prostitutes, all 20 of our respondents reported experiences 
where prostitutes were alleged to have or known to have 

committed criminal offenses (q.20, 21 - the question 

actually asked about prostitutes "committing crimes against 

someone" but "victimless" crimes were also mentioned). 
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T.eove respondents mentioned prostitutes "ripping off" 

tricks specifically, while ten more simply mentioned theft 

generally. Seven mentioned assaults, including two in 

situations where the customer was alleged to have 

threatened the prostitute. Two officers mentioned murder 

committed by a prostitute (or perhaps prostitutes - we do 
not know if they were referring to the same incident). 

The reporting of types of charges laid (the majority 

being charges against prostitutes) are shown in Table 23 
indicating a total of 18 different types of response which 
included 15 categories of offense. None of the patrol 

police had been involved with living off the avails, bawdy 

house or procuring charges - these were the exclusive 

province of of the vice squad which is more involved with 

these types of proactive investigation. The highest 

frequencies reported were theft/robbery (11 responses) and 
assault charges (9 responses), but this greater frequency 
is probably a reflection of the larger number of uniformed 

officers in our sample who reported these offences, 

probably as a consequence of their relatively more reactive 

style of policing. 

Overall, our sample of officers estimated that 32% of 
their prostitution-related activities resulted in the 

laying of charges (q.22), although this number is skewed 
upwards by the effect of the relatively high frequencies 

reported by the vice squad officers (average=707.). 

Unfortunately the data generated by the question which 

sought to discover the outcome of various charges are 

difficult to quantify (q.24). Six officers noted that they 

rarely found out the results of charges they played a part 

in laying because of court delays and the like. Several 
claimed a reasonable degree of success, but no-one claimed 
more than a 50 7.  conviction rate generally; several 

officers were quite critical of the court system and 

difficulties with rules of evidence in certain kinds of 
prostitution case, a feeling of disenchantment which 
spilled uver into several comments that related to the 

difficulty of developing investigational strategies when 
court interpretations of evidence and criminal intent were 
often difficult to predict. 

We also included in this section on work experience 
several questions relating to the nature and number of 
complaints from residents about prostitutes or prostitution 
in the stroll areas (q. 25,  26, 27) because reports of 
resident anti-prostitution activism have recently received 
high profile in the Vancouver newsmedia, and continue to do 

so. The frequency table for q.25 shows there was a division 
of opinion; ten officers perceived resident complaints as 
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"frequent", "often' or "daily", eight said they were 

"infrequent", "none" or "once a week". Most vice squad 
officers and patrol officers working in the West End 
perceived resident complaints as a continual stream. 
Several vice squad officers mentioned residents complaining 

about bawdy houses, while all the officers mentioning high 
frequencies of resident complaints noted the problems of 
traffic noise and public disturbances, and generally what 
several officers described as "plain street 
nuisance" (q.26)  

Those officers who did not notice much in the way of 
resident complaints generally worked in Teams 2 and 3, the 
patrol areas in the less salubrious parts of downtown 
Vancouver, and a number of officers suggested that it was 
precisely because of the area they worked in that they 
received few resident complaints. The occasional shopkeeper 
in Chinatown might call to request the removal of a hooker 
from the front of his shop premises, but there is not much 
residential development in those areas; the strolls, for 
the most part are located in commercial districts. 

Even though a number of officers reported that there 
were few complaints by residents in the areas in which they 
work, when it came to the question about how police respond 
to such complaints (q.27) all the officers made fairly 
similar comments, except in the cases of complaints about 
bawdy house ,,,  -/ 	which 	would sometimes result in the 
initiation of an investigation and the gathering of 
evddence against the parties concerned. In all the other 
cases, two inter-related strategies emerged. In the event 
of a complaint, police officers try to placate the 
residents as much as they can. The way they do this is 
either to try to persuade prostitutes to move along, or if 
there has been a complaint of a noise disturbance, to 
quieten down. The officer's physical presence becomes the 
most effective means of control in a situation where 
bargaining is often more effective than force, and legally 
safer. Several officers, however, noted that the source of 
a complaint would have vanished by the time the police 

arrived anyway. But often they would not, and as one 
officer noted, all of these interactions with prostitutes 

together with those proactively stimulated during the 
policing of • the  strolls contribute to the growing police 
intelligence system on prostitutes and prostitution. The 
fact remains, however (as the discussion in the next 

section on enforcement shows), that some officers still 
wonder if and when that information system will ever be 
.ts=d. 
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ENFORCEMENT 

(Questions 28 - =8 but refer to the section on 

working experience for a description of q.31): 

Although we had asked a number of questions related to 

enforcement issues in the section on work experience, our 

major purpose in this part of the interview was to gain 

rame impression of our sample group's perception of the 

current problems of law enforcement and general 

prostitution 	control, particularly as they relate to 

different 	types 	of prostitute, hustler and sexually 

pre:lured juvenile. 

The question concerning the main changes in styles of 

policing 	prostitution 	(q. 29) reasserts a theme that 

continually emerged in the interviews; the perceived 

inadequacy of current laws for the purpose of control. The 

overwhelming reponse to thie question was that if police 

perceive any change in the overall style of  poli cing  it 

relates to what is interpreted as the increasing 

permissiveness of the law, particularly as a result of the 

Hutt decision. Eight=!en of the responses locate change in 

terms of the lack of effective laws and a corresponding 

decrease in levels of  en-forcement.  Three responses 

similarly referred +ee fh e  increasing reluctance of the 

Crown to prosecute stre.et  prostitution charges. Those that 

had not perceived much change (four respondents) noted that 

they were referring to 4- heir particular experience in 

prostitution law enforcement, and in no case had this dated 

back as far as the  Hut+ deeision. Indeed two officers 
mentioned that there we= ne,  change  precisely because they 
perceived the Federal Government as stalling in its 

decision to revise  prostit ution  statutes. In describing the 

impetus fur change (q. 29) 11 respondents identified the 

courts' interpretation of the eelicitinn law (i.e. the Hutt 
decision) and five the removal of Vagrancy C (1972) as the 
main catal Ysts of change. Three responses pertained to the 
effect of political lobbying groups, particularly the civil 
libertarian groups, in liberalizing (i.e. making more 
permiesive) the legal approach to prostitution. 

At this point a somewhat tangential question was 
included about the impact of the =treet diverters installed 
in the West End. An experiment in prostitution prevention 
through environmental  design,  =even street diverters were 
installed at the cost of $2 -9,000 in November, 1991. A week 
later several local newspaper articles commented on the 
effect of the scheme - one by showing a picture of a 
prostitute eeated on a street diverter noting how  use-fui 

 they were in slowing down traffic. Indeed, street counts of 
proetitutes and huetlers show that the diverters and 
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miniparks in the West End often become the focus of street 
activity. The response frequency table for q.30 confirms 
this observation as 9  officers commented that the diverters 
gave hookers a vantage point from which to display their 
wares, while five officers noted that the street diverters 
aeteally fennel traffic into the back lanes, or just 
aenerally slow it down. Seven officers suggested that the 
diverters haee had no impact at all in controlling 
prostitutign. All in all, the presence of street diverters 
gained little support from this sample of police officers. 

The remainino questions in this section (with the 
exception of q.31 which is discussed in the section of work 
e-, e.eeiences) solicit information about the character of and 
problems involved with the control of various types of 
etreet prostitutes, hustlere and sexually procured 
juveniles. 

The first of this set of questions (q.32) aims at 
providing an estimate of the percentage of street people 
offering sex for sale who are under 18 years of age. The 
average of the estimates made by the 19 officers who 
answered this question was 24%. 

Seventeen of the officers answered affirmatively to the 
question about whether there are specific problems 
associated with policing juveniles (q.33), although the 
reasons given (q.34 and 39g)fall into the same general 
dimensions as problems associated with prostitution control 
in oeneral - the inadequacy of the law, except that in the 
case of juveniles the problems were perceived as being more 
severe. The majority of responses (15) sugoested that there 
were simply no laws to control juveniles, and no power to 
hold  th em or keep them off the street (the Young Offender's 
Act was held by several  off cers  to compound rather than to 
ameliorate this problem). The four responses which mention 
the Hifficnitv of charging juveniles (can't charge 
juveniles for having sex) clearly fit into the same mould. 
Question 39g provi  des the same general profile of 
responses. The average estimate of the pereentage of 

sexually procured juveniles who work on the street (13 

officers provided estimates) was 64% (several officers 
mentioned elsewhere th.it they thought that juveniles males 

worked steam, baths - this might account for some of the 
stispected off-street trade. Unfortunately we did not ask 
about the off-street trade). 

The discussion of special problems associated with 
policing transsexual and transvestite prostitutes (q.37) 

indicated rather different kinds of problems. Six of the 

respondents indicated that there were no special problems; 

seven, however, noted that transsexual/transvestite 
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prostitutes represent problems as victims - victims of the 

tricks who beat them (having thought they had "bouoht" a 

woman. Three officers remarked rather sardonically that it 

was difficult to know whether to charge certain male 

transsexuals as men or women (to our knowledge there are no 

female transsexual prostitutes in Vancouver). 

When it comes to problems associated with specific 

types of charge (g.39), the general tenor of the responses 

once again related to difficulties with the law and court 

interpretations of evidence. In discussing problems with 

investigations applying to bawdy houses, body rubs, escort 

agenci  es,  procuring and  living  off the avails, we come to 

what is usually the exclusive province of vice sqaud 

detectives. In certain cases, however, many of the patrol 

officers also voiced strong opinions about problems with 

available enforcement strategies given the present 

interpretation 	of 	various 	laws, 	and the perceived 

consenting nature of much prostitution (the classic 

so-called "victimless crime"). In the case of soliciting, 

ail  twenty respondents either said solicitino laws 

effectively did not exist, or were problematic in their 

interpretation. The discussion of problems in residential 

areas (8 responses) centred around the incompatibility of 

street o1icitjn with the West Ends  residential 

lifestyle. 

In the  case  of bawdy houses (q.39b), 7 officers had no 

experience of such investigations, the other 13 mentioned 

the difficulty of obtaining evidence and witnesses (5 

responses), the corresponding expense of  investigation in 
terms of time and manpower (3 responses), the ephemeral 
nature of bawdy house prostitution (3 responses) and the 

reluctance of the crown to prosecute. The comments on 

escort agency investigations (q. 39d) essentially mirror 
these observations; 10 respondents had no familiarity with 

investigations of escort aoencies, 7 stated that evidence 

was extremely difficult to obtain. In the case of massage 

parlours, 7 officers again noted the difficulty of 

obtaining evidence, partly a reflection of the controlled 
access to the premises. 12 officers had no experience of 

investigations cif body-rubs. This is not surprising - most 
of the evidence we have gained in the field study suggests 
that massage-parlours are declining in their importance in 
the Vancouver prostitution trade (although there are many 
individual out-cal l body rubs advertised in local 
newspapers, many of which are likely fronts for the offer 
of sex for  sale). When it came to procuring (q. 39e) one 
main problem for law enforcement efforts was mentioned - 
the refusal of the prostitute to give evidence for fear of 

pimp  reprisais (8 out of eleven responses). This finding 
was strongly reinforced by the question on problems 
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associated with the enforcement of the living off the 
avails statute - 14 officers mentioned the reluctance of 
the prostitute to testify. 

We asked two other questions in this section of the 
interview. The first asked officers to estimate the number 
"ià+ prostitutes who worked with pimps, the second aimed at 
providing a picture of the relative numbers of different 
categories of prostitutes (as classified by age and 
gender). 

In discussing the incidence of pimping (q.35), the 
average estimate by our respondents was that 607. of people 
offering sexual services had pimps (with a range of 

estimated from 57.  to 1007.). There is no clear pattern of 
differentiation of the various subgroups, although vice 
squad officers as a group consistently gave high estimates. 
Several officers noted that these estimates were 

particularly difficult to make by virtue of the fact that 
the legal definition of pimping is potentially too broad. 

Our 	remaining 	questions in this section of the 
interview provides some general estimates of the relative 
numbers of different types of hookers and hustlers working 
in different areas in Vancouver (q.36). The question 
actually relates to all forms of prostitution although the 
street and associated component -forms the main basis for 
the estimates. Since the estimates are broken down in a 
variety of ways in the tables appearing in Appendix B, the 
overall averages are tabulated here: 

Juvenile males 	67. 
Juvenile females 	11 7. 
Transsexuals/ 

Transvestites 	 137. 
Other males 	 57. 
Adult females 	667. 

101 7.  (the inaccuracy is 
caused by rounding) 

It is worth noting that the estimates given by West End 
patrol officers for juveniles (both genders) and for drag 
queens (whether transsexual or transvestite) are higher 
than in other patrol areas - a finding which is generally 
borne out by our street prostitute counts (although the 
street counts suggest that the police responses 

underestimate the number of juveniles, but then again the 
differentiation of juveniles and adults is no easy matter. 

ATTITUDES TO LEGAL CHANGE (Q's 40-45) 

At this point we come to some particularly interesting 
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findings of the study when it comes to one of the most 

important issues deal with in the interview - what is to be 

done?  As in all the interview and questionnaire instruments 

used in the Vancouver prostitution field study we requested 

opinions about three different scenarios of legal change 

and asked the respondent to select and justify (from a 

police perspective) their choice of one of the 

alternatives, or outline some other course of action from a 

police perspective. (Only one officer said that his opinion 

as a citizen would be any different than his opinion as a 

police officer). In the case of the twenty Vancouver 

policemen we interviewed, ten opted for "leoalization" and 

ten for "criminalization" of adult prostitution. (18 out of 

20 opted for "criminalization" in the case of juveniles - 2 

opted for some other alternative; see q. 42-43). 

In preferring criminalization, S of the ten respondents 

suggested that the criminal law was the only effective 

control of prostitution; the control of ancilliary crime, 

particularly drugs, was mentioned 3 times. 

In preferring legalization, 7 respondents argued that 

regulation would allow the establishment of red light 

districts and the solution of the street soliciting problem 
in residential areas. Advocates of legalization also 

suggested that regulation would enable control of disease 
and other medical problems (5 responses) and facilitate 

taxation (5 responses). Four officers pointed out that 

since prostitution had never been eradicted, control by 

regulation made more  sense than control throuah 

criminalization. 

These findings might appear counter intuitive in some 
senses. A consistent theme in the responses to many of the 
questions concerns the perceived inadequacy of the law as 
it stands to effectively control prostitution. One might 

conclude that self-interest alone could lead police to 
adopt a position which advocated the extension of the power 
of the criminal law to control adult prostitution, although 

one might alternatively argue that for the police one of 
the must  consistently frustrating areas of law enforcement 
has been prostitution, and that self-interest might lead to 
an argument for legalization for this reason. But these do 
not appear to be the most useful ways of viewing the 

polarization of opinion in the sample oroup. For in fact 
the polarization of opinion centres around disagreement 
over the most effective way to control prostitution rather 
than whether or not to control it at all. The rejection of 
decriminalization as an option for change reflects the 
concern of all the officers that prostitution be controlled 
- they just disagree over the appropriate form that control 
should take. One finds that advocates of both 
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criminalization 	and 	legalization 	observe that since 

prostitution has never been eliminated, it should be 

controlled. But those preferring legalization emphasized 

the regulation of health and economic aspects of the trade; 

thcse advocatind criminalization emphasized such factors as 

the control of crimes related to prostitution, and the 

control of moral depravity. Respondents in both groups 

argued that the control of the visible aspects of 
prostitution would be more likely to be achieved by the 

option that they chose. 
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PERCEPTIONS OF PROSTITUTION IN VANCOUVER (O's  44-1) 

In this section of the interview we attempted to build 

a picture of the deneral police perception of organizations 

and groups involved both formally and informally in the 

prostitution trade (the link between drug culture and 

prostitution, the influence of organized crime, impressions 

of  residents oroups and impressions of social services and 

other support groups). 

We began with a general question which relates to 

themes already covered in previous sections of the 

interview concerning the perception of the problem status 

of prostitution in Vancouver. All 20 respondents suggested 

that prostitution is becoming an increasingly pressing 

problem in Vancouver (q. 44) particularly because of its 

iocreasing visibility in residential areas (19 responses)  a 

visibility which is brought into sharp focus by media news 

reporting, especially in light of the organized resistance 

to street prostitution by local residents groups (q.47). 

When asked to explain why prostitution was becoming more 

problematic (q. 4E), 14 of the responses referred to 

inadequate laws and lack of control and 7 responses 

referred tu a general change in the moral climate - the 

development  o-f a more liberalized attitude toward 

prostitution. While these types of explanations might hold 

for other areas in Canada, 7 officers also noted that 

Vancouver was a particularly attractive city in terms of 

prostitution because of its favourable natural amenities, 

mild climate and large summer tourist trade. 

The police perception of the transient nature of 

prostitution is confirmed by their frequent contact with 

immigration authorities (q. 31) as a tanoential dimension 

of prostitution control, althouoh we have no concrete 

evidence that prostitution is any more or less transient in 

Vancouver than it is elsewhere in Canada. 

Very few officers, however, agreed that prostitution 

was problematic only when visible (q. 54). While 4 officers 

did agree using a kind of "out of sight out of mind" logic, 

thirteen did not, 12 of them noting that many other crimes 
are associated with prostitution generally, not just street 
prostitution. A respondents also indicated that the 
visibility of prostitution in bars and clubs itself could 
be viewed as a problem (q. 55). 

In trying to establish the relationship of prostitution 

to other subcultures we asked if prostitution was related 
to the drua trade (q. 50) and if "organized crime" had any 
involvement in the organization of commercial sex services 

(q. 52). 13 officers suggested that prostitution and the 
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drug trade were part of the same drug culture because they 

perceived the maiority of prostitutes to be users of 

illicit drugs. Two of the officers disagreed with this 
pueition noting that a number of other subcultures are also 
aseecieted with drugs (not just prostitution)  and  3 argued 
that many prostitutes were not habitua !  drug users (they 

thought that addict-prostitutes were concentrated mainly in 

ChinaLewn and on Granville St.). In answer  ta the question 

about the involvement of "organized crime" all 20 officers 
egreed that prûstitution in Vancouver was not run by 

"organized crime". 

In diecussing the police attitudes to CROWE (The 

Concerned Residents of the West End), four of the officers 

seid they were all in favour of this resident group, one 

du  not  of-fer an  opiniue, while the remainder tended to 

neciative eppraisals. Several officers noted that the 
ergaeization had political ends that went beyond the issue 
ef prostitution and eb-; noted that Crowe's activities 

(especially the development of the "Shame the Johns" 

movement) were physically dangerous, irresponsible and 

could result in unfortunate street confrontations. Three 

other responses related to the questionable legal status of 

some of the residents' group activities. In qualifying 

these negative types of responees, five officers did 

observe  that in light of the apparent failure of the legal 

eystem to control street prostitution, it is hardly 

surprising that reeidente are taking action bordering on 
vigilantiem to curb street prostitution. 

In the case of the Guardian Angels (q. 57), it turned 

out that none of the reepondents perceived the Angels as 
heving anything to do with prostitution control (in fact 
they were not perceived  as  really doing anything at all). 

As to the Alliance  for the Safety of Prostitutes, the 

ettitudee of our subject group displayed a mixture of 
positive and negative reactions. While four officers stated 
fletly that the Alliance did not really do much to change 
prostitutes or prostitution, eight officers noted that the 

censtruetion and distribution of the Alliance 's  "bad trick 

sheds'  at least served a useful purpose in helping  ta 

 protect proetitutes from assaults and other problems. 

Against thie, however, 5 respondents strongly objected to 
the political philosophy expoused by this prostitute 

support group. a sentiment linked to the suggestion that 

the Alliance has nu political credibility (3 responses). In 

the balance, then, the eubject group displayed a fairly 
unfavourable attitude towards the politics of the Alliance 

but acknowledging that their distribution of "bad trick" 

eheete was  a helpful measure. 
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The final Group of questions in this section of the 

in t erview  discuss the provision of social services to adult 

prostitutes and sexually procured juveniles. In the case of 

adults (q. 59c) welfare was mentioned most often(  9  times), 

he Ministry of Human Resources was mentioned 5 times, 

clinics and public health centres twice. One officer 
mentioned drug and alcohol counselling.  8  officers, 
however, suggested that there were no services available. 
When it came to iuveniles, 10 officers mentioned Emergency 
Services (located close to the West End prostitution stroll 

- the main area for iuveniles in Vancouver),. 10 mentioned 

M.H.R., 3 officers did not know of any services, 2 
mentioned welfare (even though welfare generally refuses to 

give financial relief to juveniles) and two mentioned the 
Senator Hotel (which closed a year before this study was 
conducted). The Ministry of Human Resources, Emergency 
Services (a branch of M.H.R.) and Welfare thus emerge as 
the main social services police perceive as being available 
to prostitutes and sexually procured juveniles (an image 

which ie oenerally supported by our study of social service 

agencies - see Chapter 5 particularly q. 30 and q. 31). 

As to the effecFivness of these various services (q. 
60) 12 responses offered a negative assessment arguing that 

the services either do not address the real problem (6 
reeponses) have no real power (4 responses) or simply 

cannot keep up with the probl'em of prostitution because it 

is woreening (2 responses). On a somewhat neutral note, 6 

officers noted that welfare does give money to prostitutes 

but it is difficult to interpret these as positive or 
negative comments. 

In discussing what services prostitutes might need, 5 

officers stated that proetitutes did not need any with 3 

adding that prostitutes e.hould not receive financial aid 

since they make enough money already (in each case these 
were officers who had opted for the criminalization of 

prostitution). Five officers suggested that some method 
should be developed to keep juveniles off the street with 
two advocating the establishment of more counselling 

services. Three officers stated that they did not know. 

Overall this group of police officers does acknowledge 
the need for social services for juveniles, but the 

majority opinion appears to be that social services cannot 
provide much help to adult prostitutes. 
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BOUT PROSTITUTES AND PROSTITUTION (D. 62-79) 

The final section of the interview was devoted to a 
series of questions about prostitutes themselves - why they 

become prostitutes, how much they earn, why they have 

pimps, how easy it is to get out of the business - and some 
questions about the circumstances in which adult 

prostitutes should be charged. 

The introductory question to this section of the 
interview enabled the calculation of average estimates of 
the earninos for various types of prostitutes which are 
tabulated as follows (the ranges of answers are included in 
Appendix D - Table 62): 

rail  girls ave. 
Street walker ave. 

Transvestite/ 

transsexuals ave. 

Sexually procured 

juveniles ave.  

= $57,500 (10 "don't knows") 

= $48,600 ( 4 "don't knows") 

= $44,000 (12 "don't knows") 

= $26,000 ( 8  "don 't  knows") 

IL  should be noted here that our purpose with this 
question has been to provide general "ball-park" estimates 

of the magnitude of prostitute earnings. It should be noted 
that these averages conceal a great deal of variability in 
our respondent's answers - they must be treated as 
speculative figures. In our study of prostitutes (Chapter6) 

we have included a series of estimates of the earnings of 
different types of prostitutes based on interview data In 

general our estimates suggest that earnings are lower than 
these police estimates, with the exception, perhaps, of 
certain juveniles and a small elite group of "call-girls", 
for whom earnings may be greater, although it must be 
acknowledued that these estimates are also speculative. 

In asking why prostitutes and juveniles have pimps (q. 

63-64), our respondents gave fairly clear-cut opinions. In 
the case of adults, two reasons emerge - protection (12 
responses) and the need for love and affection (10 

responses). Only one officer suggested that adult women 

were forced into prostitution by a pimp (although the 
prostitute interviews, even though they do not provide 

evidence that pimps force women into prostitution, do 
filustrate several situations where pimps attempted to 

force - and did force - women to stay in the business). In 
the case of juveniles, 5 officers did mention the use of 
force under the category "fear and domination" (q. 64) as 
an important factor when considering why juveniles have 

pimps (however, it should be noted that in q. 66 - "Why do 
juveniles sell sexual services?" - only one respondent said 

that they were forced into it by pimps; these answers may 
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imply that juveniles fall easy prey to pimps once they are 

on the street). Again, the need for love in what becomes a 

relationship based on emotional dependency is cited as the 

main reason that juveniles team up with pimps (13 

responses) and again the need for protection was thought to 

be important (9 responses.) 

In questions 65 and 66 we come to an issue that has 

occupied a great deal of research time, and one which 

always excites the imagination of the popular media - why 
do people prostitute themselves? To these questions we not 

only received the largest number of responses but also the 

greatest variety. In the case of adults 16 responses 

related to economic considerations; "easy money/think  its 

 easy money" (seven responses), "economic need/no job" (4 

responses), and "money-unspecified" (seven responses)."No 

job skills/lack of education" was mentioned three times, as 

was the glamour of the street ("action on the streets"). 

The influence of "broken homes" was mentioned twice. It is 

particularly interesting to .note that only one officer 

mentioned the "support of a drug habit" as the reason for a 

person's becoming a prostitute (similarly, only one officer 

suggested this in the case of juveniles). One suspects that 

had these interviews been conducted ten years ago (around 

the time that Monique Layton's report on prostitution in 

Vancouver was published - Layton reported a major link 

between heroin addiction and prostitution) these answers 

would be quite different with drug addiction playing a much 

more important part in the reasons police officers gave for 
a person's involvement in the prostitute trade. 

In the case of juveniles (q. 66), the reasons change to 

some extent, but still money is given as the overriding 

precipitating condition. (5 responses were classified in 
the category "economic need", 5 more in the category 
"money-unspecified" and 3 in the .category "easy money"). 
But other factors enter the picture - 5 respondents mention 
the effect of broken and abusive homes, 3 responses relate 
to the likelihood of runaways being sexually procured, and 
2 responses mention lack of skills and education. 

What emerges from these accounts is the perceived 

overriding importance of economic factors as the "cause" of 

prostitution, with some additional factors, particularly 
abusive family situations, mentioned as predisposing 
juveniles to sexual procurement. 

As we have noted elsewhere in the report, the term 

"sexually procured juvenile" is used because  the  term 
"juvenile prostitute" is a contradiction of legal terms. 

However, the use of the term "juvenile prostitute" is 
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general practice much of the time. For this reaons we asked 

our sample police officers if Juveniles who allow 

themselves to be sexually procured are "prostitutes" (q. 

67-6G). Their answers (apart from one "not stated") were 

unanimous; 17 of the 19 officers said that age is 

irrevelant - juveniles who  sil  sex for money (or other 
favours such as drugs) by choice are prostitutes. One 

officer said that he would consider anyone over the age of 

15 a prostitute, another officer generally agreed but noted 

that in some cases procurement might also involve emotional 

attachment as well as money. 

The history of prostitution law has been beset with 

claims that it represents a double-sexual standard to the 

extent that the prostitute has generally been subject to 

criminalization while the customer has not. To this extent, 

especially in light of the fact that many recent proposals 
for legal change have recommended the equal application of 
the law  tu  both prostitutes and customers (particularly in 

the case of soliciting offences), we asked our respondents 

to describe the circumstances in which the use of the 

criminal law against customers of adult prostitutes would 

be justified (q. 69). The answers to this question are 
difficult to interpret because the question is ambiguous - 

it is unclear whether it refers to the present legal 

situation or a preferred legal situation. Added to this is 
the problem of determining exactly what the present legal 
situation is. And yet when combined with the answers to 
question 70 there is a good deal of consistency in the 
responses. 9 of the respondents observed that customers 

should be charged for buying or soliciting sexual services 

in all circumstances, 3 respondents urged charging only in 
the case of public procuring and soliciting. 4 of the 

respondents suggested that customers should only be charged 

in circumstances where they either commit criminal offences 

against prostitutes (assault, robbery) or in the act of 
prostitution  (cg.  gross indecency). Five respondents argued 

that customers should not be charged because prostitution 
itself is not illegal. 

Despite this variety of respones, the answers to 

question 70 (why should customers be charged) indicate 

their consistency - 9 of the respondents argued that since 

prostitution-requires both a buyer and a seller they should 

be equally subject to the criminal law. This sense of 

equality also extended to the three responses which 

logically follow from answers to the previous question - 

prostitutes should be afforded the same rights as anyone 

else, including those occasions when offences are committed 

against them by customers. 

In 	considering 	penalties for customers of adult 
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prostitutes (q. 71) B respondents recommended finee, 

sugqested 	that whatever the penalty, prostitutes and 

customers should receive the same, 3 mentioned iail as a 

final resort, 3 more said that jail should not be used in 

any circumstance. 6 officers said the penalties should be 

severe enough to deter customers but were unable to specify 

what they should be. 

When it came to the customers of juveniles (q. 72), 

eleven officers he.lived that  the  cuetomer should be 

charged in all cases. 3 of the officers suggested that 

customers should only be charged when they solicit the 

Juvenile. 3 suggeeted that charges should be laid only in 

the case of younger Juveniles (under 15) because many 

eustomers did not realize that 16 and 17 year olds were 

actually Juveniles. The responses to question 73 (why 

should customers be  char  ged in none, some or all 

circumstances)  con tain one common theme - customers of 

juveniles should be charged because they exploit children 

(10 responses) although several respondents pointed out 

that "juveniles" would be the last  ter-in  they would use to 
describe a number of the hustlers they had encountered. In 

recommending penalties fur customers of iuveniles (q. 74) 
the responses mirrored those suggested for adult 

prostitutes with one eception - penalties recommended for 
the customers of juveniles tended  tu  be more severe, with 7 

respondents recommendino heavy fines and Jail, 4 
recommendino fines and 3  recommending whatever penalty 

would be sufficient to deter potential ceffeoders. 

Our 	final 	gr oup 	of  questions  (75-78) requested 
respondents tt..3 describe the relative difficulty prostitutes 

experience wheo trying to leave the trade. 

In response to question 75 "if there was an opportunity 
to get out prostitution as a means of support, do you think 

that most prostitutes would take it?" 12 officers answered 
six answered "yes". Similarly for question 77 "how 

easy or difficult is it to get out of the business?" à 
officers stated that it was  very easy or fairly easy. 12 
thought that it was difficult.  Since the answer to 
questions 76 and 78 effectively repeat the same 
information, our descriptive analysis concentrates on the 

responses to question 78 because they contain the oreatest 
detail. 

The 	respondents 	who perceived prostitution as a 
difficult profession to leave suggested 6 principle reasons 
eome of which are closely related to each other: drug 
addiction (4 responses); the influence of pimps (4 

responees); failure to make sufficient money in regular 

jobs (4 responses); insufficient education and/or Job 
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skils :4 responses); and the undisciplined lifestyle makes 
it difficult tu find the discipline required for working a 
eegular ;oh (4 responses). 

	

Alternatively, 	those 	respondents 	who 	perceived 
prostitution as a fairly or very easy profession to leave 
simply stated that if prostitutes wanted to leave the 
profession, they could ( four responses). The major 
implication of this view is that if prostitutes do not 
leave the trade, it is because they do not want to. Several 

officers also noted that it was much easier for prostitutes 

who did not have pimps to leave the trade. It should also 
be noted that of the officers who thought that it was 

difficult to leave prostitution, 6 respondents gave the 
lure of the lifestyle as a reason; in this case the 
"difficulty" of leaving is perceived not as something out 

the prostitute's control but as a reflection of the 
positive attractiveness of the lifestyle (except in the 
cese druu addiction). Taken in sum, two major themes 
emerge from these responses. On the one hand, our 
respondents feel that there are a variety of economic 
contingencies which make prostitution appear as a viable 
option te people with limited opportunities or at least 

make it difficult for them to oet out. But on the other 
hand our respondents believe that there are certain 
positive attractions sufficiently strong that some people 
freely chose the lifestyle and could just as easily leave 
it. What tends to differentiate our group of police 
respondents is the relative weight they gave to each of 
these factors. 

Our  final question asked our (by now weary) subiects to 
provide the one answer that seems to have eluded the modern 
architects of Canadian prostitution law - a realistic 
solution to the problems commonly associated with 
prostitution. A number of our respondents began by saying 

there was no ultimate solution :6 responses) but they 

nevertheless proceeded to recommend certain courses of 
action. And the most 	common response by far (10 
respondents) was the call for leealization in the form of 
the establishment of red light districts with conduct 
rules, protection for the prostitutes and provision of 
medical checkups. The most common alternative to this 
approach involved the introduction of much stronger 
prostitution laws in general to facilitate control (3 
responses) or stronger laws te control the street trade (5 
responses). 
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SOME CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

It must be acknowledged that the representativeness of 

our sample is limited in a statistical sense, and that we 

can make few statistical generalizations from it. But 

limited though the subject group is in terms of its  sire, 

 it is not limited in its pertinence - the respondents all 

had direct contact with the prostitution scene and first 

hand knowledge of control practices under the present legal 

regime. From their responses, a number of clear and 

consistent themes emerge. In some cases there is clear 

consensus among these subjects, in others there are clear 

divisions. In summary, several general points can be made: 

1. There is general agreement among our respondents 

that prostitution laws as they are presently constituted 

are largely ineffective. 

2. In advocating what type of legal strategy should 

replace the present system, our respondents are equally 

divided in their opinion. Half of them advocated the 

legalization of adult prostitution, the establishment of 

red light districts and the institution of a system of 

regulation. The other half advocated the strengthening of 

criminal laws relating to prostitution in the belief that 

this is the only effective means of control, a way of at 

least containing the trade. Advocates of legalization 
believed that the criminal law is ineffective. 

3. Advocates of both legalization and criminalization 

believed that street prostitution should not occur in 

residential areas. 

4. There was clear consensus among the respondents that 

the use of criminal law was appropriate to control the 

sexual exploitation of juveniles. 

5. This consesnsus carried over into the belie+ that 

more legal resources should be made available to keep 

juveniles off the street. 

6. It is clear that although several commentators have 

described the present situation in Vancouver as one in 

which 	street 	prostitution 	has 	been 	effectively 

decriminalized, the police still spend a large amount of 
time and energy attempting to control it. The exercise of 

control is largely facilitated by the use of a variety of 

informal mechanisms, and the use of general purpose laws 

which have no direct relation to prostitution itself. 

7. For the most part, the subject group believed that 
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if the criminal law was to be used  ta  control prostitution, 
it should be used to control both customers and prostitutes 
alike. 
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POLICE INTERVIEWS: THE INTERVIEWER  'S ASSESSMFNT 

MLLULM NEWLAts:DS 

Overall 	tne 	interviews went well. The officers 

selected had extensive knowledge of prostitution in 

Vancouver. In some cases the officers had special knowledge 
apart  from  the street scene. This knowledge was accumulated 
during the investigation of prostitution activities and the 
related 	criminal 	offences 	that 	often 	accompany 

prostitution. In addition, a few officers Mao conducted 

intelligence operations on particular activities that are 
linked with prostitution :i.e. escort agencies, bawdy house 

operations, body rub parlours). From a subjective point of 
view, it would seem that the research team had the benefit 
of having access to so nie of the most experienced police 
officers in the Vancouver Police Department and their 

insight into the nature of prostitution in Vancouver. 

Another important factor that should be mentioned here 

was the cooperativeness of the police officers. In order to 
facilitate the research, our police contact person was able 
to call officers into the station one at a time in order to 
be interviewed thus minimizing the amount of time that the 
officers were removed from their official duties. in the 
interviews, officers were not hesitant in expressing their 
views once the researcher had explained the purpose of the 
research, the funding agency and the +act that both the 
police administration and union officials had given their 
support. In only about three cases did the officers feel 
impatient with the interview process. While attempts were 
made to speed up the interviews in these cases, the result 
may have been less than complete answers to some of the 
questionnaire items. It is this researcher's opinion that 
this had a very minimal effect on the responses overall, as 
individual police officers who had the most knowledge about 
prostitution related activity were the most cooperative in 
sharing some of the information that they had accumulated. 

It did seem that the younger, more educated police 
officers were much more liable to be impatient and anxious 
about the interview. In addition, a number of officers old 
and young alike expressed cynicism about what this research 
would aCtually accomplish. But, despite what the officers 
felt about the research, they were cooperative 
nevertheless. 

A number of the police officers commented on the 
length of the questionnaire, feeling that it was much too 
long. The result was that some interviews took anywhere 
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between 40 minutes and 1.5 hours depending on who  was being 
interviewed and how much information the officer was 

willing to contribute. The feeling of this researcher is 
that the questionnaire was  long, but it would have been 
very difficult to tri ; down without losing a Great deal 
of information in the process. 

he  interviewees were all male police officers. No 

E: ai  were interviewed. The effects of this oversight may 
or may not have been significant, but this is one area in 
which the interviews could have provided more information. 
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CHAPTER V 
VIEWS FROM THE HELP-CONTROL COMPLEX: 

THE SOCIAL SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE 

This component of the research, a self-administered 
mail-back questionnaire survey, was designed to produce a 
portrait of the extent, nature and structure of social 
services that might be used by adult prostitutes and 

sexually procured juveniles, the frequency and 
circumstances of their use, and the attitudes of social 
service personnel towards prostitutes and prostitution. 

Questions were structured around 7 major themes: 

1. Characteristics of respondents; types of services 
offered and sources of funding for each. 

Success 	in 	meeting 	the 	mandate 	of 	the 
organization. 

Description of services that adult prostitutes and 
sexually procured juveniles use. 

Characteristics 	of 	prostitutes and sexually 

procured juveniles serviced. 

The nature of referral services. 

6. The 	nature of prostitution in Vancouver in 

comparison to elsewhere in Canada. 

7. Attitudes to legal change and extralegal 
approaches to to prostitution and juvnile 

procurement. 

A copy of the questionnaire is located in Appendix C. 

Once again as a result of the general time constraints 
of our research, we had no opportunity to pretest this 
questionnaire in a way that could be considered 

methodologically satisfactory. Because of this, we used a 
strategy similar to that employed in the design of the 
prostitute interview schedule. One of the first research 
assistants employed on the project had an extensive 
background in social work, most of it in Vancouver. As a 
result, she had extensive contacts with the Vancouver 
social service network. She identified two local social 

workers who between them have approximately 20 years of 
experience as street workers (much of it with sexually 

procured juveniles and other street people) who agreed to 
help with the design of the questionnaire. 
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The principal researcher and research assistants then 

designed the first draft of the questionnaire and tested it 

by conducting a mock interview in a group session with the 

two street workers. We met again to critique the second 

draft of the questionnaire and after producing a final 

draft, the mail-out began5 the mailing was completed March 
15, 1994. We requested that questionnaires be returned by 
April 6th and provided stamped envelopes addressed to a 

post office box in Burnaby. 

Approximately 400 questionnaires were mailed to 274 
addresses in the Greater Vancouver area. In situations 

where we knew that an agency did not have direct contact 
with prostitutes or sexually procured juveniles, as would 

be the case with many district offices of the British 
Columbia Ministry of Human Resources - M.H.R. - or the 
privately sponsored D.A.R.E. program, we sent two or three 
questionnaires. Our mailing list thus included a variety of 

different types of agencies, institutions and support 

groups both state controlled and private, including the 
British Columbia Ministry of Human Resources, the B.C. 
Probation Services, legal assistance programs, community 

centres, neighborhood centres, church organizations, group 

homes, psychiatric services, women's groups and various 
other charitable organizations and volunteer groups. 

For the most part, questionnaires were sent to the 
agency address, although in some cases they were sent to 

specific individuals identified by the two social workers 

contracted to help with the design of the questionnaire. A 

/etter accompanying the questionnaire (see Appendix C, 
Section 1) described the purpose of the research, and in 

the case of those questionnaires sent to a general agency 

address, we requested that they be filled by the 

individuals likely to have the most direct knowledge of 

prostitutes and prostitution. 

Replies were received from 63 of the 274 agencies, a 

23% agency response rate. Of these, only three of the 

agencies had representatives return more than one 

questionnaire. With the exception of these three 

questionnaires, each response thus represents a different 

agency. Of the 400 questionnaires mailed out, 66 were 

actually completed and returned, a 16.5% response rate 

overall. A further 12 questionnaires were returned as a 

result of a change of address, and several were sent back 
incomplete (including 5 by M.H.R. personnel) with a letter 

explaining that in the face of Provincial Government budget 

cutbacks and employee layoffs, agency staff simply did not 

have time to waste filling out questionnaires. A number of 

other Human Resources supervisory staff returned the 
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questionnaire suggesting that they would need clearance 

from senior M.H.R. administrative officials in Victoria in 

order to cooperate with our research efforts. Our 

subsequent letter sent in May to the appropriate M.H.R. 
Administrators in Victoria resulted in approval of the 

questionnaire, but this approval was not received until 

June 26, 1984. 

Despite what appears to be a rather meagre response 

rate, we were satisfied with the number of questionnaires 

that were returned. Given the highly diversified nature of 

the agencies and groups included in our mailing list, It 

was reasonable to expect that many of the persons receiving 

the questionnaire would not feel qualified to complete it 

given their lack of contact with prostitutes and sexually 

procured juveniles (even though the questionnaire was 

designed in such a way that direct contact with prostitutes 

or hustlers was not a prerequisite for completing it). 

In addition, despite the problems we encountered with 

M.H.R. personnnel, the questionnaire did serve to provide 

contacts with a number of their staff with whom informal 

interviews were conducted. The situation in M.H.R. is 

particularly difficult at the moment because of fears about 

job security in the face of Provincial Government budget 

cutbacks. The fear has been compounded by a widespread 
feeling among M.H.R. employees that any criticism of the 

agency might also result in job loss as a form of punitive 

reaction. An indication of this fear, and a clear 
shortcoming of the covering letter that we sent with the 

questionnaire because it mentioned no guarantee of 

confidentiality, is that M.H.R. employees were more 
concerned about the anonymity of their responses than any 

other group of people we talked to (with the exception of 

the police - but this, as noted earlier, was for an 

entirely different reason). A number of M.H.R. employees 
thus contacted the research team to provide interviews in 

an informal private setting as well as or instead of 

completing the questionnnaire (we talked to twelve M.H.R. 
staff in this way). These interviews proved particularly 

rewarding, partly because they enabled us to collect 

information from sources which would have otherwise 

remained silent, but more importantly they provide the kind 

of information that simply cannot be accessed by a 

self-administered mail-out questionnaire. This has enabled 

Us to supplement the quantitative findings of the 

questionnaire 	survey 	with 	a 	much more qualitative 

assessment 	of 	a group 	of social workers who are 

responsible, amongst other things, for helping and 

controlling British Columbia's "social problem" grOups, 
particularly juvenile street people. 
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The interviews were conducted in various informal 
locations (restaurants, bars, homes, etc.). They were all 
hand recorded. 

The descriptive analysis thus includes two components: 
the first provides a descriptive summary of the information 
generated by the questionnaire survey: the second provides 
a descriptive summary of recurrent themes in the interviews 
(although no attempt has been made to quantify these 
results). 
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

INTERPRETING THE DATA 

Given the limited time available to complete this 

research, we have only been able to provide the most 

elementary of descriptive statistics to represent the 

characteristics of the information we have collected. 

Because of our limited ability to satisfactorily pretest 

the questionnaire, the majority of questions had to be left 

open ended and consequently the translation of information 

into machine readable form is a much more time consuming 

process. As a result the analysis is incomplete because it 
is limited to a description of coded response frequencies. 

A copy of the questionnaire is located in Appendix C, 
Section 1. Codelists describing responses to the various 

questions are included in Section 2 of Appendix C. Sections 

3 and 4 contain tables of single and multiple response 
frequencies. Section 5 includes two supplementary 
tabulations - a multiple dichotomies table and a cross 

tabulation. (These various descriptive statistics were 
generated by SPSSX on the Michigan Terminal System at Simon 
Fraser University). 

The single response frequency tables (Section 3) 

summarize answers to single response questions, i.e. those 
questions for which a single answer is appropriate. The 

tables display "value labels", abbreviations of the various 

coded responses, the codelists in Section 2 of Appendix C; 
"values", the numerical code for each "label"; 
"frequencies", the frequecny of responses; "percent", the 
percentage of the total number of potential respondents 

giving that particular response, i.e. the % of the total 
respondents in the sample; "valid percent", the Y.  of the 
responses of "valid" cases i.e. the percentages of the 
various responses to a question as opposed to the 
percentage of respondents (in other words it excludes 
"missing cases" - those either not giving an answer or 
those that state  'dont  know" - from the calculation,) The 
"cum percent" refers to the cumulative percentage of 

responses from "valid cases" (i.e. those, but only those, 
that did answer the question). For example, in the case of 
question 3, the "value label" indicates the various 
location codes; the "value" indicates the numerical code of 

each value label; "frequency" indicates the number of 

respondents from each location; "percent" shows the number 
of respondents from each area as a percentage of the total 
number of respondents (including the two "missing cases", 

in this case respondents who did not provide an agency 

address); "valid percent" refers to the number of 
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reàe-nnndents in each location as a percentage of the total 
number of valid responses (i.e. "valid cases" - those that 
gave an answer to the question as opposed to the "don 't 
know" or "not stated"). 

The multiple response analysis (Section 4 of Appendix 

C) generates frequency tables with a similar format but for 

questions to which there could be several responses rather 

than one. "Category labels" are abbreviations of the 
various response codes for each question. "Code" refers to 
the numeric value of the various category labels. The 

"count" refers to the number of responses for each 

category. "Pct of responses" depicts the count for each 
category as a percentage of the total number of responses. 
"Pct of cases" indicates the percentage of "valid cases", 

mentioning various categories of response (i.e. respondents 
who gave one or more answers to the question as opposed to 
those that did not give an answer, or stated that they did 
not know). 

For example, the first multiple response tabulation 

(Section 4, Appendix C) refers to the service mandate of 
the organization (q. 14). Ali 66 respondents answered this 
question supplying a range of service mandates that were 
divided into fourteen groups ("category labels"). Eight 

respondents mentioned legal services (the "count") thereby 
representing 10.4% of the total number of responses given 
to th.=,  question (total responses = 77). The eight 
respondents including legal advice as part of their mandate 
represent 12.1 7. of the valid cases, in this case all 66 
respondents. In contrast ln the following table "Why 
mandate not met", 22 of the respondents gave a range of 
nine different types of respOnses (q. 16). 86.4 7.  of the 22 
repondents (i.e. the "valid cases") who believed that their 
agency had not met its service mandate gave  "inadequate 
funding" as one of the reasons (or, in the case of one 
respondent, the only reason), although this represented 
only 33.37.  of the total number of responses (57). Tables in 
section 5 (a multiple dichotomies table and a 
crosstabulation) are explained at the appropriate points in 
the text. 
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DESCRIPTION OF FINDINGS 

Althoudh our specific interest in conducting this 

study was to gain some idea of the services available to 

prostitutes and sexually procured juveniles in Vancouver, 

the questionnaire  was distributed to a variety of agencies 

throughout the Greater Vancouver urban  area  presumably the 
major catchment area supplying Vancouver with prostitutes 

and sexually procured juveniles. 

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENT GROUP  q. 's  3-13) 

Because of the small  sire  of our respondent group 

(n=6) we have not listed the various agencies represented 

in order to ensure our respondents confidentiality. They 

include various executive directors, district supervisors, 

coordinators, program directors, superintendents, 

ru archers,  teachers, administrative officers, social 

workers and counsellors in a variety of agencies including 

the Ministries of Corrections and Human Resources, various 

psychiatric health care clinics, hospitals, probation 

services legal assistance programs, community centres, 

neighbourhood houses, special schools, church 

organizations, emergency aid clinics, rape crisis centres, 

womens groups, youth services, and various local societies 

and volunteer organizations. (See also q. 14 on agency 
mandate). 

The geographic distribution of the respondent group is 

shown in Table Si  Appendix C Section 3. The prefix "S" to 

the table number indicates that it is located in the single 

response frequencies section. Conversely the prefix "M" 
refers to multiple rPsponse frequency tables (located in 

Appendix C section 4). Thirty-one respondents were located 

in Vancouver (codes 1-3), thirty one from the greater 

Vancouver area (code=  4-11, 15) 2 from the Fraser Valley 
and 2 did not provide this information. (The term "out of 
range" refers throughout to  don 't  know" responses or for 

questions where no answer was given i.e. "missinci cases"). 
All but one of the respondents (apart from two who did not 

answer) described the agency for which they worked as a 

non-profit organization (Table  3 .12). 

Questions 4 and 5 indicate the range of services 

provided by our subject group, and the sources of funding 

for each service. Given that we have responses from 

representatives of every type of agency we initially mailed 

questionnaires to, the results presented here probably 

provide a fairly accurate representation of the scope of 

services potentially available to prostitutes and sexually 
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procured juveni  les, and the sources of their funding. The 
responses to questions 4 and 5 are represented in a series 
of separate single response frequency tables ( 52-511) and 
collectively summarized in a multiple dichotomies response 
table (M29). 

The services listed on the questionnaire (q. 4) were 
classified 	into 	nine 	groups; 	protection 	services, 
child/youth services, family services, probation, financial 
aid, medical and mental health services, legal services and 
other services. Each  single  response frequency table 
indicates the number of agencies offering each of the 9 
services, and the relative contributions of different types 
of funding to each. We thus find that 72.3 7.  of the subject 
group work in agencies which do not provide "protection 
services"; of the 18 respondents that do the majority (10) 
are funded by the Provincial Government. For the most part 
the various tables indicate that the Provincial Government 
is the largest single source of funding, although many 
services are multi-funded. 

The multiple dichotomies table (M.29) offers a general 
description of the range of services offered, and the 
general availability of each, although the results here are 
obviously skewed by our sample - we clearly underrepresent 
probation and corrections, although some commentators would 
point out that these are not "social services" anyway. The 
table indicates that 72.7 7.  of the respondents to our survey 
work -for agencies which offer child and youth services, 
(although these apparently are not the services most 
frequently provided- see tables  6 .22-28) 60.6 7.  of the 
agencies represented provide family services, 48 7.  provide 
medical counselling, 36 7.  provide financial aid services, 
28 7.  provide legal counselling, 27 7.  provide protection 
services, 18 7.  provide medical treatment, 18 7.  provide 
probation services, and 18 7.  provide some other form of 
service not included in our categories. 

Several qualifying observations should be made at this 
point. Firstly, there is quite likely to be some ambiguity 
in the responses to the question as we posed it. Some 

respondents may count referrals as a form of service, and 
include  the  more common types of referral that they make 
(for example, referral of children to some other agency) as 
the provision of that service. Similarly, counsellors or 

social workers might provide information for pre-sentence 
reports, and frequently interact with probabtion officers. 
Borne  respondents might have included such activity under 
the category "provision of probation services", some might 

not. Several other factors which we have not been able to 
anticipate undoubtedly also influence our respondent's 

interpretation of the question, and may bias the 
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information. Despite these possible distorting influences, 

thï,  overwhelming impression one gets of our respondents 
perception of their professional activity is that the 

majnrity of agencies and organizations include services for 
 children. It must, however, be acknowledged that the coding 

groups are not mutually exclusive - it is difficult to see 
how they could be - and there is a certain amount of 

overlap, particularly in such categories as "services for 

children" and "services for family". It should also be 

noted that there is a sense in which social service 

personnel with a certain kind of experience may be more 

likely to complete the questionnaire and return it than 

others. This may reflect the almost unanimous concern for 

and disapproval of the sexual exploitation of juveniles by 

almost all of our respondents in each substudy. It is 

possible that those people with the greatest contact with 

sexually procured Juveniles (which by definition means that 

they provide services for juveniles) or those with the 

greatest contact with children generally are the most 
likely to return the questionnaire. In any event this 

finding is hardly surprising given the nature and purpose 
of social work and allied professions. 

Tables 5.13 - 5.20 depict the various proportions of 
different types of service - "residential", "drop-in", 
"appointment", 'outreach", "other" - offered by the subject 
group agencies. The table 5.13 indicates that twenty-one of 
the respondents work in agencies which provide residential 
services, eleven of them in exclusively residential 
facilities (see also 1. 9, table 5.21), 41 of the subject 

group agencies provided "drop-in" services, 5 were 
classified mainly as drop-in centres (Table 5.14) 39 of the 
subject agencies offer service by appointment (Table 5.15). 
25 of the subject agencies provide "outreach" services (a 
more proactive  style of social work which attempts to 

actively seek clients rather than awaiting referrals), 

although apparently very few emphasize this style of social 
work (a tendency which a number of our respondents have 
criticized). Only 5 subject agencies provide "crisis 
phone-lines" as such (Table 5.17) although all of them are 

obviously equipped to fulfill this role. One respondent 
worked for a crisis centre (Table 5.18). Given that nearly 

all the subject agencies are non-profit  organizations, only 
one charged a fee (q. 11, table 529) to its client on a 
contract basis (Table 5.19). 47 of the remaining subject 
agencies did not charge a client fee, 15 charged a "client 
user fee" (a nominal fee paid by the client which only 

partly covers the cost of service; eg. the $10 fee charged 
users of hospital emergency services). 

Tables 5.22-5.28 summarize the relative proportions of 
various age groups serviced by the subject agencies (q. 
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10). The seven tables reveal that our subject agencies 
service  ail  ages of clients with the under 14 and over 60 
age groups serviced relatively less than the age group 
average and the 21-30 and 3 1 -40 age groups serviced 
relatively more than the average. 

Question 12 - "What is the average amount of time 
spent with a client serviced by your organization?" - and 
question 13 - "How much of this time would be on a 
one-to-one basis?" yielded answers that were uncodable. 

2. SERVICE MANDATE (qs. 14-16) 

Perhaps the best description of the range of services 
represented in our sample is given in the responses to q. 
14, outlining the various service mandates of the subject 
agencies (Table M.1). Our 66 respondents gave a total of 77 
codeable responses classified into 14 different categories, 
the most frequent of which entailed the "enforcement of 
Ministry of Human Resources Policy" (16 respondents). Eight 
respondents mentioned legal advice and seven respondents 
worked in neighbourhood houses. There were 6 
representatives of probation services, 5 representatives of 
"juvenile outpatient services" (educational and vocational 
counselling programs), and 5 of medical services, with the 
remainder representing women's centres, crisis centres, 
detox centres, residential programs for disturbed youths, 
alcohol/drug counselling and food and shelter (complete 
codelists are contained in Appendix C.) 

Questions 15 and 16 were designed to describe the 
respondents' evaluation of the success of their respective 
agencies in meeting the goals of their organizational 
mandates. Table S.30 indicates that 38 respondents believed 
that their respective agencies had met their goals; 25 
respondents believed that they had not. The latter group 
included the majority of respondents from the Ministry of 
Human Resources (roughly 75 7.  of them) and almost all of the 

agencies specifically organized to provide services for 

youth. These findings, together with information collected 
in the informal interviews, reflect the widespread feeling 
that very little active effort is being made to help 

sexually procured juveniles. (Similarly, the analysis of 

official police statistics presented earlier in the report 
indicates that the criminal law is rarely used to control 
the sexual procurement of juveniles.) 

In accounting for the failure of various organizations 
to meet their mandates (q. 16) the respondents identified 
one main factor - inadequate funding resulting in personnel 
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shortage (Table M.2). The answers to question 168 (which 

asked for comments on answer given to question 16) simply 

reiterate these findings. 

3. SERVICES AVAILABLE TO PROSTITUTES AND SEXUALLY PROCURED 

JUVENILES (q. 's 17-23) 

Having 	developed 	a 	descriptive profile of the 

respondent group and the agencies they represent, the 

remainder of the questionnaire dealt specifically with 

services available for prostitutes and sexually procured 

juveniles and issues generally related to the subject of 

prostitution. The first group of questions related to the 

provision of "front-line" services. 

24 of the subject agencies were described as providing 
direct front-line services for adult prostitutes (Table 

M.3), 33 of them provide front-line services for sexually 

procured juveniles (Table M.4). It should be noted that the 
question as originally phrased was difficult for 

respondents to answer - while some of their front-line 

services might be used by prostitutes or sexually procured 
juveniles, the same services might be used by a variety of 

other types of client as well. In addition, front-line 

workers might not necessarily know if their clients were 

prostitutes or sexually procured juveniles in any case. We 

suspect, therefore, that most of the respondent's answering 

this question affirmatively had direct knowledge that their 

agency serviced prostitutes or sexually procured Juveniles, 

although several respondents pointed out that the services 

involved were not specifically designed for these target 

groups. This hypothesis is partly confirmed by the answers 

to question 19; 24 of the subject agencies were described 
as having adult prostitutes as clients, 28 of them were 
described as servicing sexually procured Juveniles (Tables 

5 .32 and 9 .33). In most cases, however, prostitutes and 

sexually procured iuveniles constituted only a small 

proportion of the overall agency clientele. 

In the case of adults, counselling was the most 

frequently mentioned front-line service (10 cases) followed 

by financial assistance (Table M.3). In the case of 

juveniles, counselling was again the most frequently 

mentioned service (17 cases) followed by "child protection" 

(11 cases). 10 respondents included "referral to another 

agency" as a front-line service for sexually procured 

Juveniles. 

Because of the problem noted above - the respondents' 
incomplete knowledge of their clients activities - we also 
asked if other services that agencies provided might be 
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used by sexually procured iuveniles and prostitutes (g. 

For both adults and itevenilee, medical services and 
counsellino were the most frequently mentioned responses 
(Tables M.5 and M.6). 

In questions 21 and 22 we asked respondents to 
describe the services that they believed adult prostitutes 
and sexually procured iuveniles might need (Tables M.7 and 
M.8). 18 of the 40 respondents that answered this question 

with reference to adult prostitutes mentioned the need for 

"emotional counselling", 17 mentioned Job training - the 

two most frequent responses by far. In the case of 
juveniles four categories were mentioned consistently - 

safe shelter (18 responses), counselling (15 responses) 
abuse services (14 responses) and "realistic alternative 
lifestyle" programs (12 responses - 49 of the 66 
respondents answered the question). For further details see 
the codelists for questions 21 and 22 - Appendix C, Section 
2. There was a much greater variety of responses to this 

particular question than to most of the others; when it 

came to making suggestions about desirable changes to the 
way help-control organizations react tu prostitutes and 

sexually procured juveniles, our respondents had a great 
deal to say. This observation itself lends credence to one 
persistent impression that we formed; there is a great deal 
of dissatisfaction with the present system of provision of 
services for juveniles and the the style in which they are 
delivered. 

The 	final 	question 	in 	thiE 	section 	of the 
questionnaire dealt with problems associated with the 
provision of services to adult prostitutes and sexually 
procured iuveniles; taking both questions together 'client 
resistance' was mentioned as the greatest impediment (19 
and 11 responses respecticely), although the lure of the 

street life was seen to be particularly relevant in the 
case of Juveniles (15 responses). 10 respondents also noted 

that many social service agency staff were not trained 
sufficiently to service juveniles. 
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SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF PROSTITUTES AND SEXUALLY 

PROCURED JUVENILES (q. 's 24-29) 

In this section of the questionnaire we asked a series 

of questions about links between prostitution and 

'pornography', and about factors which might predispose 

people to sexual procurement. 

In questions 24 and 25 we sought to determine if there 

was any perceived link between prostitution and the 

production of sexually explicit films and magazines. 14 
respondent£ answered this question in relation to adult 

prostitutes, 23 in relation to juveniles. In each case only 

two respondents (the same two) suagested that "many" 

prostitutes or juveniles that they knew were involved in 

sex films and magazine s . although several -  B in the case 
of adults, 15 for juveniles - stated that "some" were 

(Tables 8.34 and S. 35). All fifteen respondents answered 

the question "Have these same juveniles ever been sexually 

procured?" affirmatively but it turns out that the question 

as phrased is meaningless - the only logical answer is yes 
the  previous question limited answers to information about 

sexually procured juveniles only). At least these responses 

do attest to the consistency of our respondents. 

The remaining questions in this section related to 

perceptions of factors which may predispose people to 

prostitution or sexual procurement  (q. 's  27-29). 36 
respondents answpred this question in terms of adults, 48 
answered in the case  of juveniles; in both cases sexual 

abuse was mentioned most frequently. Physical and emotional 

abuse were also frequently mentioned. In both cases 

"economic need" was perceived as an important factor but 

much more so for adults than was the case for Juveniles 

(Tables M.11 and 11 .12). Similarly "lack of work" and "poor 

self image" were more frequently mentioned as predisposing 

factors of adult prostitution than they were of the sexual 

procurement of juveniles. Conversely, "unstable family" 

environment was mentioned more frequently in the case of 

juvenile sexual procurement. Sexual and physical abuse and 

economic considerations thus emerge as the most frequently 

perceived antecedents of adult prostitution; sexual, 

physical and emotional abuse, unstable family environment 

and economic need were perceived as the main factors 

predisposing juveniles to sexual procurement. 

It is worth noting that "substance abuse" was cited 

relatively infrequently as a predisposing factor for both 

adults and juveniles, a finding similar to that emerging 
from the interviews with police officers. Once again it is 
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•ac- -th nating that had these interviews been conducted ten 
years ago (during the time period that Monique Layton was 

conducting her field study of prostitution in Vancouver) 

the +inclines would probably have been quite different with 
substance abuse mentioned much more frequently (assuming 

that Layton's findings which consistently related 

prostitution and drug dependency were correct). In the case 

of our social work and allied professions sublect group, 
'abusive family background" replaces substance abuse as the 

most frequently perceived predisposing factor in the sexual 

procurement of juveniles and a major influence in the 

genesis of adult prostitution. 

The perceived importance of abusive family background, 

particularly sexual abuse, is certainly commonplace in the 

recent literature on prostitution. A recent study in San 
Francisco, for example, (1978) conducted by the Unitarian 

Universalist Service Committee, estimated that 807. of the 
60 male and female hookers they interviewed had either been 
victims of incest, sexual abuse or rape prior to their 
involvement in prostitution. The problem with these 

findings, however, is that reliable estimates of the 
incidence of incest and sexual abuse for the general 
population are not available. We thus asked two questions 

which required respondents to distinguish their perception 

of levels of abuse among all clients from their perception 
of the incidence of abuse among sexually procured juveniles 
(q. 's 28-29). Because of the differences in the number of 
respondents answering the two questions, the tables ( 6.37, 
8.35) are difficult to compare visually. But one striking 

difference does emerge; estimates of the occurrence of 
sexual abuse are much higher for juveniles who have been 

sexually procured (for example, 12 respondents estimated 
the figure to be between 81-100%, the highest frequency 
estimate given in any of the answers to either question) 
than they are for client populations in general. It is thus 
clear that the group of respondents who answered these 
questions did perceive the incidence of sexual abuse among 
juveniles who sell sexual services to be higher than it was 
in their client groups generally. 

5. REFERRALS AND OTHER SERVICES (q .'s 30-31) 

Perhaps the best indication we can provide of specific 

Services available to prostitutes and sexually procured 
juveniles is that given by the question on referral 
services, and services offered (questions 30 and 31.). 

The question on referrals (q. 30) identifies the 

number of respondent agencies which do provide services for 

prostitutes and sexuaily procured juveniles; and for those 

that do not, it identifies the agency or agencies that 
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respondents would refer such clients to. Question 31 
identifies the types of programs offered by the agencies 

that do provide services that juveniles and adult 

prostitutes might use. 

The responses for the first segment of question 30 To  
333m would you refer juveniles who have been procured for 

sexual purposes?" show that 15 of the respondent agencies 
provide services for these client groups. The remaining 43 
respondents who answered this question would have referred 

such juveniles to some other agency; of these, 35 stated 
that they would refer sexually procured juveniles to the 

Ministry of Human Resources. Only 4 respondents identified 
some other agency to whom they would refer such juveniles 

(Table M.13). In the case of juveniles who have nowhere to 

stay( the San Fransisco study found that 65% of the 60 
prostitutes they interviewed had been runaways) 44 of the 
45 respondents who worked  for  agencies that did not include 
services for such juveniles would have referred them to 

M.H.R. (38 responses - 17 respondent agencies offered these 
services; see table H.2, Appendix C, section 5). Only in 
the case of juveniles with drug and alchol problems did 
respondents recommend referrals to some agency other than 
M.H.R.; 34 respondents would have referred such juveniles 

to some form of outpatient drug and alcohol counselling, 16 
of the respondent agencies provided this service themselves 
(Table H.1, Appendix C, Section 5). For the most part the 

respondents working for agencies which provided the various 

services listed were M.H.R. staff. 

What these findings clearly show is that through 

referrals, street juveniles generally end up as clients of 
the British Columbia Ministry of Human Resources, the major 
Provinical institution responsible for social services. 
Since they do, M.H.R. deserves more focused attention and 

is discussed in the final section of this part of the 
report ( a brief overview of more informal interviews with 

M.H.R. staff.) 

In discussing patterns of service and referral for 

adult prostitutes our questionnaire does not allow direct 

comparisons between juveniles and adult because we did not 

ask a range of questions for  each that are strictly 

comparable. In the case of adult prostitutes with alcohol 
and drug problems, the pattern of referrals and services is 

much the same as that described above for juveniles (the 

majority of referrals would have been to alcohol and drug 

outpatient counselling; similarly counselling was the most 
frequently mentioned service available for juveniles with 

drug or alcohol problems - see Table H.3). In the case of 
adult prostitutes who have been raped, the majority of 
referrals were to rape relief (28 responses) or the police 
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(12 responses); we did not ask the same question with 
reference to juveniles since by legal definition sexual 
intercourse with a juvenile constitutes statutory rape. In 
order to make the questions about services and referrals of 
prostitutes comparable to the questions about juveniles we 
should have included a question on prostitutes with nowhere 
to stay. Despite these inadequacies in our questions, it 
does appear that M.H.R. is generally perceived as playing 
much less of a role in providing services that adult 
prostitutes might use. Indeed it appears that no services 
exist specifically for prostitutes with the exception of 
the volunteer "Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes", 
although prostitutes can make use of a number of services 
available to adults generally. Counselling represents the 
main type of service offered. 

Similarly for "sexually procured" juveniles (Table 
M.19) and "sexually abused" juveniles (noting that procured 
Juveniles are, in the legal sense, abused) counselling 
represents the most commonly available service (22 and 18 
responses respectively) although M.H.R. does arrange for 
foster home and group home placements (Tables M.17 and 
H.4). These placements assume a more obvious importance in 
the case of services for juveniles who have nowhere to stay 
(Table M.18) Again, most of these various services are 
provided by the Ministry of Human Resources. 

What 	our 	analysis cannot 	do is evaluate the 
effectiveness of these various services, although we do 
subsequently describe M.H.R. staff comments about the 
effects of Provincial Government budget cutbacks on the 
quantity and quality of services available, and about the 
effectiveness of various styles of social work. 

6. PERCEPTIONS OF PROSTITUTION IN VANCOUVER AS COMPARED  TU 
 OTHER CITIES IN CANADA (q. 's 32-36) 

When asked if the prostitution and procuring situation 
in Vancouver was uniquely different from that in other 
parts of Canada, 20 respondents said that it was, 33 said 
that it was not, and 13 did not know or did not give an 
answer (q. 32, Table 9.39). The majority of our respondents 
thus perceived the prostitution situation in Vancouver as 
to be similar to the situation elsewhere in Canada. 

For those respondents that thought that Vancouver's 

prostitution situation is uniquely different, the 
visibility of prostitution was given most frequently as the 
reason. (Table M.21). Several other respondents implied 
that there were more prostitutes in Vancouver than 
elsewhere  (cg.  "good climate"). Others attributed the 
perceived difference to a wide range of factors varying 
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from the influence of local women's oroups to the alleged 

free prostitution advertising provided by the Vancouver 

newsmedia. 

When it came to the perception of the demand for 

social services, we asked if the number of prostitutes and 
sexually procured iuveniles had increased, remained 

constant or decreased over the past few years (q. 35). 17 

repondents stated that there was no change in the number of 
adult prostitutes, 11 said the number had increased. 20 
respondents stated that the number of sexually procured 

juveniles had remained constant, 19 said that the number 
had increased. None of the respondents suggested that there 
had been a reduction in the numbers of either sexually 
procured juveniles or adult prostitutes during the past few 
years (Table H.5). 

For those believing that the numbers of juveniles and 
adults had increased three major types of reasons were 
given (Table H.6); 1. the lack of training and 
opportunities for those involved in prostitution in a 
period of unfavourable economic conditions generally (Codes 

2 and 4; nine responses), 2. the "liberalization' of 

attitudes towards prostitution (codes 3 and 5, twelve 

responses) with the result that 3. access to street life, 

especially for iuveniles, is much easier now than it has 

been previously (code Bz five responses). 

7. ATTITUDES TO LEGAL CHANGE 

In attempting to assess attitudes to the desirability 
of proposed legal changes, we used the same question format 
as that included in both police and prostitute interviews, 
the choice of one of three scenarios - "leoalization", 

"decriminalization", and "criminalization" - or some 

"other" alternative. 49 of the respondents answered this 
question of whom only four chose some alternative to the 
three precoded legal scenarios that were described in 
question 37. Of the 45 respondents chosing one of the three 
scenarios described, 10 opted for criminalization, 18 for 
decriminalization and 17 for legalization. The 
crosstabulation presented in Table M.30 indicates the 
variety of reasons given for the choices made (q. 38). The 
14 codes in the left hand column are defined in the 
codelist (Appendix C, Section 2), the three codes in the 
top row are defined in the questionnaire (Appendix C, 

Section 1, q. 37). The cells in the cross tab are each 
comprised of 4 figures: the first, "count", indicates the 
frequency of responses; the second, "row pct", indicates 

the % of responses for each of the 14 reasons given by the 
various advocates of each of the three legal scenarios; the 
third figure, "col pet", indicates the 1  of respondents 
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J.,entioning each reason. The 'tab pct" indicates the number 
of responses in each cell as a percentage of the total 
number of "val id cases" (i.e. those that answered the 
question). Thus, for example, 12 respondents noted that 
prostitution "won 't disappear", 5 of whom had selected 
"decriminalization", as the most desirable legal option 
(i.e. 41.7% of the respondents that mention this reason) 7 
had selected legalization (i.e. 58.3 of the respondents who 
had mentioned this reason). The table also shows that 27.8% 
of the respondents who had selected 'decriminalization' 
mentioned this reasun whereas 41.2% of the respondents who 
had selected "legalization' mentioned this option. 26.7 7  of 
all respondents answering this question gave this response 
(the  suffi of the two "tab pots" 11.1 and 15.6). 

What the table shows is that, for the most part, 
advocates of decriminalization and advorates of 
legalization frequently offer the same reasons fur the 
option chosen (althouoh in varying proportions). Control of 
disease was mentioned as a reason 7 times by advocates of 
legalization, but only once by advocates of 
criminalization. Similary, advocates of legalization 
suggest that this option would be safe for prostitutes (à 
responses) but only one advocate of decriminalization 
mentioned this factor. However, advocates of both positions 
Generally stressed the importance of three factors: the 
resistance of prostitution to attempts at suppressing it 

(12 responses); that it would provide a less sexist 
alternative to the present situation (10 responses); and 
that it would relieve the police and courts of a 
considerable amount of work that did not really seem to be 
effective anyway (14 responses). Advocates of legalization 
stressed this final factor most. (10 responses.) 

Advocates of all three positions believed that their 
chosen scenario for legal change would help to curtail 
crime and would have the effect of removing prostitutes 
from the streets - but for slightly different reasons; 
advocates of both decriminalization and legalization tended 
to believe that prostitutes would move off the street 
becuase they would have somewhere to work without fear of 
criminal or civil sanction. Advocates of criminalization 
believed that more effective street solicitinu laws would 
-essentially drive prostitution underground. In fact this 
has their main reason for advocating criminalization. The 
other most recently mentioned reason uiven by advocates of 
criminalization was their  bel ief  that prostitution was 
inherently immoral (4 responses). (It should be noted that 
code 11, "more police power', found its way into the 
codelist erroneously; the code is tautological - by 
definition criminalization produces more police power - and 
should therefore be ignored.) The image one thus receives 
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from advocates of criminalization is that as a legal 

strategy it would help to suppress prostitution, clear the 

streets, and act as an important symbolic statement of a 

certain kind of social value (of course the question in a 

democratic society is whether this vision of social values 

is consensual). Advocates of decriminalization and 

legalization stress the persistence of prostitution as a 

reason to adopt an alternative approach which would not 

only serve to reduce the cost of law enforcement but also 

help to reduoe crime related to prostitution and to control 

the visibility of prostitution by designating some legal 

niche in which they could practice their trade unhindered. 

It appears to be over the issue of control that 

advocates of decriminalization and legalization disagree. 

Advocates of legalization tend to stress dimensions of 

control (i.e. medical control, control of visible aspects 

of street prostitution) more so than advocates of 

decriminalization (the distinction of the two scenarios is 

after all, constituted around the issue of regulation). The 

most fregoent reason given by advocates of 

decriminalization was that this alternative would be the 

least sexist of the three». Advocates of decriminalization 

are much less interested in regulating prostitution than 

advocates cf legalization. 

-fable M.23 provides a tabulation of the same data but 

without distinguishino advocates of the three legal 

scenarios. 

Tables M.24 - M.26 depict the perceived effects of the 

three scenarios of legal  change  on the mandates of the 

various subiect agencies (o. 39). The most striking aspect 
of the three sets of responses is the overwhelming majority 
opinion that no matter what the legal scenario adopted, it 
would not change organizational mandates one bit; it 
appears that prostitues  and sexually procured juveniles 
are perceived as needing the same kind of social services 
no matter what the legal environment. One real issue 
remains - how to provide those services in an increasingly 
unfavourable fiscal environment. In this respect money 
would esppear to be more important as a determinant of 
services provided than any other single factor. 

When it came to recommending extra-legal approaches to 
prostitution (q. 40), almost half of the respondents that 

answered this question suggested that transformation of 

attitudes towards sexual equality and the creation of equal 
opportunity structures would alter the conditions which 
generate prostitution in the first place. As a corollorary 
of this attitude, a number of respondents suggested that as 
much as anything, prostitutes need alternative lifestyles, 
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but very few appeared to think that social services could 
effectively provide these alternatives - only two 

respondents indicated that they thought the provision of 
more social services would significantly change the lot of 

adult prostitutes. Their perception of the situation with 
regard to iuveniles, however, was quite different. 

While our respondent group were divided over the 
nature and extent of the criminal laws involvement in 

adult prostitution, there was consensus over the role of 
law in the control of the sexual procurement of  juveni  les 

 (see Table  1 .28 which describes answers to questions 41, 
42, and 43). 43 of the 51 respondents (84.3%) advocated 
stiffer criminal penalties  to control the sexual 
procurement of iuveniles. In recommending extralegal 
measures to control the sexual exploitation of juveniles, 
the maiority of the remaining responses simply state the 
need for adequate services ( 35 responses), a code which is 
virtually indistinguishable from the other frequently 
suggested needs to provide more education, more training, 
mure child protection and more of an effort to deal with 
abuse. A number of respondents also noted the need for 
increased public awareness of the nature and extent of the 
sexual exploitation of juveniles. It should be noted, 

however, that although many of our respondents believe that 
there should be more intervention in the case of juveniles 

very few respondents recommended compulsory care (it is 
difficult to care for a person if that person does not want 
to be cared  -For) and 15 respondents suggested that a 
punitive approach would not be particularly successful. In 
fact a punitive approach was judged to be more likely to 
exacerbate the problems faced by youths that our 

respondents perceived to be victims rather than offenders. 

The overwhelming impression one is left with in 
reaction to the information provided by this question is 
that a very high percentage of our subject group believes 
that the services available to sexually procured juveniles 
in Vancouver are grossly inadequate. It is in this respect 
that some of our discussions with social workers help to 
contextualize the information provided by the 
questionnaire. 	In 	conclusion 	to this study of the 

help-control professions we therefore offer some 

impressionistic sketches of the general attitude prevailing 
among many of the social workers we spoke  to  The 
information used here is drawn partly from the final two 

questions in the questionnaire but mostly from interviews 

with M.H.R. personnel who felt that they could not 
adequately portray their impressions and attitudes in 
anything but an interactive situation talthough it should 
be added that other considerations' played their part; the 

desire for anonymity is better insured in situations where 
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there are no written or taped records). Since we believe 

that of the various techniques we have used in the field 

study, self-administered questionnaires provide the least 

penetrating information, we interviewed social workers 

whenever possible - indeed, part of our original purpose in 

distributing the questionnaire was to facilitate precisely 
these kinds of contacts. 
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INFORMAL INTERVIEWS WITH SOCIAL WORKERS - SOME CONCLUDING 
LUI II  

It is only fitting that given the central importance 
of the Ministry of Human Resources in the help-contol 
complex that most of our contact with personnel in this 

field was with M.H.R. staff. Although we have not had 

sufficient time to separate our questionnaire respondents 
into sub groups in order to see if there are distinctive 
differences between, for example, M.H.R. staff and the 

other categories of respondent, since M.H.R. is the main 
organi -zation responsible for providing social services for 
juveniles (in this case sexually procured juveniles) it 
seems looical to focus some attention on this agenuy in 
particular. When we do this, the findings of the 
questionnaire survey are underscored and given a slightly 
different significance. Let us first consider some of the 

general themes emerging from the questionnaire findings, 
and then place these in the context of the less formal and 

less structured information provided by the interviews. 

Several of the questions in the interview suggest 
that, for the most part, social workers see little chance 
of successful intervention in the lives of adult 

prostitutes, although they do feel that counselling and job 
training can be of some help. Instead many of them believe 
that adult prostitution is more likely to be influenced by 
changes in economic conditions, in gender based power 
structures and in public perceptions of the part played by 
gender roles in attitudes to prostitutes and prostitution. 
In the case of juveniles, however, the general perception 
is that more, much more intervention is necessary. In 
British Columbia, however, the resources for such 
intervention are scarce, and diminishing. 

While the number of juveniles on the street (whether 

involved in prostitution or not) is perceived as remaining 
constant or increasing, more and more provincially funded 
services are cut. And, of course, less intervention is 
perceived as meaning more  juveni  les on the street. As it 
stands, there are almost no financial aid services 
available for juveniles, and in lieu of other social 
services they are often left with one of two choices - 
returning to an abusive home situation which they cannot 

tolerate (for whatever reason) or "hustling" to make a 

living. The traditional style of hustling for female 

juveniles has been prostitution. And over the past 10-15 
years in Vancouver, it appears to have become more 
acceptable for boys who would otherwise be involved in the 

more traditional male hustling roles - petty theft, 

burglaries, and the like. Both forms of hustling are 

becoming more visible and several of our respondents have 
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suggested that the more visible it becomes the more 

likelihood there is of other juveni  les  becoming involved. 

While this is happening, the money necessary to finance 

intervention is being withdrawn, agency staff are released, 
programs are cut, neighbourhood facilities are closed and 
the unemployment rate rises. This scenario has left nearly 
ail the M.H.R. social workers we have talked to with 

various degrees of frustration and a certain sense of 

helplessness. These feelings were not clearly as apparent 
in the responses to the questionnaire as they were in the 

various interviews that were conducted. 

This is not to say that should the resources be made 
available, the social workers we have talked to would agree 
about the form intervention should take although it is 

clear that most rule out a directly punitive approach (see 
table M.28 and the commentary above) since they perceive 
the juvenile as beino a victim as well as (or instead of) 

an offender. Several of our subiects have been critical of 
the general move towards a largely reactive style of social 

work - waiting for referrals - rather than proactively 

searching out clients and identifying juveniles at risk. 

Several respondents also noted that the structure of the 

juvenile care system itself, from group homes to detention 

centres, might well serve to add to the ranks of the 

street-kid culture. Since there is very little 

classification of juveniles in the State's "care" system, 

they get thrown together in a situation where the 

experienced street-kids introduce the appeal of street 

lifestyle to neophytes for whom it provides the one thing 

they often do not get from either their home environment or 
the state's system of care - a sense of autonomy. The 
problem with the street culture is that the juveniles' 

search for autonomy itself often produces other types of 
dependency. 

And 	although directly punitive measures are not 

recommended by most social workers, a number of them have 

observed that social work with juveniles often becomes a 
form of bargain-control. The services delivered are often 
dependent on the clients pliancy and willingness to comply 

with directives based more on institutional requirements 
than they are on the clients' interests (depending, that 
is, on what the interpretation of those interests are). A 

number of respondents thus suggested that there is a sense 
in which social work itself has failed its clients because 
institutional factors require the control of juveniles, not 
their help. Weighed against this, we must nevertheless 
acknowledge that many social workers do believe that their 
efforts to help people do meet with a certain amount of 
success at an individual level. 
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In conclusion, what this study generally indicates is 

that there is a sense in which social workers feel they 

need more power to intervene in the lives of juveniles, and 

there would be  uni versa? agreement on the need for more 

funding to intervene, but opinions diverge when it comes 

the style of intervention. 



CHAPTER VI 
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CHAPTER VI 

VIEWS FROM THE STREET: INTERVIEWS 

WITH HOOKERS AND HUSTLERS 

METHODOLOGY 

1. CLARIFYING SOME TERMS 

Our 	purpose 	in 	interviewing 	48 "hookers" and 

"hustlers" was to gain an insight into the nature of the 

working experience of those people that sell sexual 

services, and the rewards, problems and hazards that are 

involved. At the outset it is important to describe the 

choice of the terminology used here. The terms hooker, hoe, 
and prostitute are used to distinguish adult males and 

females (i.e. 18 years of age and over) who sell sexual 

services for money or other goods. The term "transsexual" 

refers to males who intend to have, or have had, any one or 

all of a series of operations to change their sexual 

gender. The term "transvestite" refers to men who dress as 

women or impersonate women, but who do not intend to change 

their biological gender identity. We deliberately do not 

refer to juveniles as prostitutes despite the convenience 
of doing so, because, as one social worker we spoke to has 
pointed out, the term "juvenile prostitute" may be a 

contradiction in terms. Adult prostitution is not 
criminalized in Canada because it involves the contractual 
behaviour of two consenting adults. The juvenile, on the 

other hand (17 years of age and under), cannot consent to 
such a contract without the consent of his/her parent or 
guardian. The term "juvenile prostitute" is thus an 
unfortunate one because it implies a form of consent that 

Canadian law implicitly denies. This is all the more 

unfortunate when we realize that the term is highly 
emotive, often has a pejorative connotation and suggests 
that a juvenile so labelled willingly chose that activity 
as a way of making money. This is not to deny that there is 
a sense of choice in a person's becoming a prostitute, but 
this research suggests that it is often a choice made in 
the face of very few alternatives. We have met few people 

who could be adequately characterized as having been 
"forced" in the most literal sense into prostitution-
although we have met many who had very few opportunities 
for other sources of income when they began prostitution 
and even fewer once they had started. The issue is one of 
freedom in relation to constraint, not one of choice or 
force. 

The most adequate term from a legal point of view for 
what the media usually refers to as "juvenile prostitution" 
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would 	be 	"the procurement of juveniles for sexual 
purposes"; consequently we use the term "sexually procured 
juveniles". When specifical/y referring to juvenile males, 
we use the street term "hustler". 

INTERVIEW DESIGN 

Because we intended to interview both prostitutes and 
sexually procured juveniles two different interview 
schedules were developed. They elicit essentially the same 
information, but they do so in slightly different ways. In 
the case of the adults we interviewed, we prepared a formal 
interview schedule with a questionnaire filled in by the 
interviewer. In two cases the interview was filled out by 
the respondent and mailed to our post office box. About 
half of the interviews were taped. In the case of younger 
juveniles we adopted a slightly different strategy, much 
less formal, which allowed the interviewers to get a feel 
for the way that subjects viewed themselves - we did not 
want to be responsible for changing our subjects' 
definitions of themselves by, for example, referring to 
them as prostitutes. We then transferred the information 
onto one of the standard interview forms. 

The adult interviews were structured into twelve 
groups of questions which covered: 

a) the choice modus operandi (street walking, bars, 
escort services, advertisements, etc.) and since most of 
the sample group worked the street, reasons for the choice 
of stroll. 

b) reasons for choosing Vancouver as a location. 

c) characteristics of the working milieu (competition, 
safety measures, identification of peripheral groups who 
facilitate the trade and the structure of payments made to 
them). 

d) relationships with, and attitudes to the police. 

e) relationships with residents and business people in 
the various Vancouver stroll s . 

f) characteristics of tricks, relationships with 
tricks, demands of tricks, problems with tricks. 

g) overhead expenses - the economic costs of the 
business. 

h) circumstances which led to the choice of or 
recruitment 	into 	prostitution 	(and, in some cases, 
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circumstnces which led to a person's quitting the trade - 

we deliberately included a number of ex-prostitutes in our 

subject group in order to gain an insight into problems 

associated with leaving the trade). 

i) the occupational hazards of prostitution (medical, 

legal and social). 

i) knowledge about and history of use of social 

services. 

k) attitudes to legal change. 

1) biographical information - age, place of birth, 

educational and occupational history and nature of family 

relationships. 

DESIGN AND PRETEST OF ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE 

In designing our interview schedule we examined other 
field studies of prostitution conducted in Vancouver 

(Layton, 1975; Kohlmeyer, 1982) in order to allow for some 

degree of comparability between these studies. In no case 

have we simply duplicated the questions asked by other 

researchers, but we have asked questions in such a way that 

they provide information which is comparable to that of the 
Layton and Kohlmeyer studies. Unfortunately, however, we 
have not had enough time to proceed with these comparisons 
as of the time of writing. 

It was impossible, given the duration of this study, 
to complete any methodologically rigorous pretest of the 
interview. We did, however, subject it to a form of pretest 
in two ways. After we had developed the first draft of the 
questions, we interviewed an ex-prostitute in order that 
she might exorcise questions that were considered to be 
offensive, ambiguous, irrelevant or so esoteric as to not 

be understood by our subjects. The questionnaire was 
revised extensively as a result of this experience. Then 
armed with a second draft of the interview we contracted 
the two women who organize and run the "Alliance for the 
Safety of Prostitutes" to subject the interview to further 
critical scrutiny, make suggestions for modifying the 

format, and propose additional questions that they felt we 
should include. 

After two four hour meetings with the Alliance women 
and four members of the research team, the final draft of 

the interview schedule had been completed. At this point, 

the interviews began. 
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DESIGN OF JUVENILE INTERVIEW FORMAT 

The 	question 	format 	designed 	for interviewing 
Juveniles was constructed in such a way that it provides 
much the same information as the adult interview, but the 
style of the interview was quite different. Although when 
we interviewed adults many of the sessions were taped, the 
interviewer would record as much information as possible by 
hand. Most of the questions were pre-set although there was 
a great deal of ad-libbing. One of our interviewers, 
however, a social worker dealing mostly with young street 

people (particularly native juveniles) felt that the 
interviews should be as short as possible if we hoped to 
get any response at all, and the questions rephrased for a 
younger subject group. To reduce the amount of time taken 
to complete the interviews we dispensed with hand recording 
and used a tape recorder only. We redesigned the interview 
schedule to provide a series of structured probes for the 
interviewer (see Appendix D , Juvenile Interview Format) 
who would reword the questions in a way that the subjects 
would most readily understand. After the interviews, a 
transcript was made, and the information then translated 
onto the regular questionnaire. Five of the interviews were 
recorded in this way. 

SAMPLING METHOD 

It should come as no surprise that methodologically 
adequate random sampling procedures simply cannot be used 
when conducting street research on this scale in such a 
short period of time. We have had to use what might be best 
described as a "snowball" sample. As such, we have not 
managed to interview representative samples of prostitutes 
in different types of trade (street, bar, escort service, 
etc.), or in the different strolls used by street 
prostitutes and sexually procured juveniles (the West End, 
Chinatown, Hastings, Broadway, Granville, and Georgia). 
Similarly we have not been able to obtain representative 
samples of various age groups or gender types. In some 
senses, then, our sample is systematically biased. The 
biases reflect the nature of our street contacts (the 
majority of the persons interviewed mainly work the West 
End), and the differential willingness of different groups 
of people to be interviewed at all. In particular, we have 
found it very difficult to break into the escort service 
business despite the contacts members of our research team 
have established with women and men who work both the 
street and as escorts (although we have been told on 
several occasions that, many people who work for escort 
services do not work the street because several of the 
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escort agencies insist that their employees do not do so). 
For entirely different reasons we have found it 
particularly difficult to interview women who work on 
Georgia Street. The general consensus emerging from the 
various groups we have interviewed (police, social workers, 
prostitutes, street juveniles) is that the Georgia trade is 
almost exclusively controlled by pimps. Perhaps as a result 
of the control exercised over them by pimps, either the 
Georgia women are less willing to be interviewed, or it is 
much more difficult for researchers to break into the 
Georgia Street scene and get to know them. This second 
possibility would appear to be confirmed by our experience 

being introduced to prostitutes at the weekly meetings of 
the Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes. While the 
founders of this group have been particularly helpful in 
introducing prostitutes to us by letting the female members 
of the research team attend some of the meetings, few 
contacts were made with the Georgia women because they 
rarely attended. 

In contrast, a number of women and transsexuals who 
work in the West End and women working in Chinatown and/or 
Hastings did attend the meetings, and through them we met 
many more street people. We also developed contacts 
informally through the general social networks of the eight 
research assistants involved with various stages and 
components of the interview research. Our contacts with 
street people were thus always facilitated by a personal 
introduction. 

We did try one other method of introduction to 
sexually procured juveniles - interviews with inmates of 
the British Columbia Youth Detention Centre. The Director 
and staff of the ceirtre were particularly helpful to our 
research effort by attempting to arrange interviews with a 
number of juveniles in their custody. In order for an 
interview to take place, we not only required the consent 
of the youth, but also that of the parent or guardian. With 
the help of the Detention Centre staff we developed a list 
of youths willing to be interviewed, and then sent a letter 
to the parent or guardian of each describing the purpose of 
the research (that it related to juvenile sexual behaviour) 
and requesting consent to conduct the interview. Of the 
twenty or so requests for consent mailed out at the 
beginning of April 1984 only two were returned. As it 
turned out, neither boys had hustled sexual services, one 
was 14 years of age, the other 15, although both were 
familiar enough with the practice. The low return rate 
itself bears some consideration; while many factors might 
explain it, one can not help but wonder how the attitude 
that it implies fits into the circumstances that led these 
youths to their residing in the Youth Detention Centre in 
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the first place. For one reason and another, then, our 
Youth Detention Centre contact did nothing to increase our 
number of interviews even though the staff were very 
cooperative. 

Although our sample is biased, we do have a fairly 
representative group of prostitutes and juveniles from the 
largest "stroll" in Vancouver - the West End. 31 of the 48 
juveniles and prostitutes that we interviewed worked the 
Davie Street area (Davie is the main thoroughfare of the 
West End residential district) and includes both adults and 
juveniles, males and females, and transsexuals (for maps of 
the strolls see Chapter 8 and Appendix A). We thus have 
detailed information on what turns out to be one of the 
most unusual areas of street prostitution in North America, 
unusual to the extent that the majority of the people 
working in the area do not work for pimps in the 
stereotypical sense of the term. This statement immedately 
needs some qualification, for the term pimp potentially has 
a very broad meaning if defined as someone who "lives off 
the avails of prostitution" and there is no doubt that some 
of the West End hookers that we interviewed have supported 
sexual partners at various times financially. But they did 
not work for their partners in the same sense that most 
North American prostitutes work for pimps. Legislators 
should pay particular attention to this characteristc of 
the West End stroll because many of the prostitutes and 
juveniles in the area believe that if they move off the 
street it will be much easier for pimps to take control 
(the visibility of the street trade and the constant police 
presence make for a much safer environment for the hookers 
and the hustlers). 

The West End is also unusual in comparison to other 
Vancouver strolls and many street prostitute areas 
elsewhere; there are almost as many males working the area 
as there are females, and nearly as many juveniles as 
adults. 

The interviews usually took about 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 hours 
to complete, although several continued for 4 or 5 hours. 
They were conducted by 5 different members of the research 
team, one of whom was responsible for the lions' share, 

administering 24 of them. 

Because we had decided to try and gain as many 
contacts as we could through the street scene as well as 
through official agencies (police, social workers, etc.), 
it required at least one member of the research team to 
spend a great deal of time in and around the various 
strolls, although this effort finally concentrated on the 
Davie Street area. As a result of this, the research 
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assistant became a familiar figure in the social world of 

the Davie stroll, and gained the opportunity to informally 

observe and describe many features of the lifestyle that 

simPly could not be captured in the interviews. Our 

interviewer/observer also had a chance to experience the 

recent displacement of prostitutes and hustlers from the 

traditional street location in the West End to an area east 

of Burrard Street, away from the main residential  area  (In 
Chapter S the dimensions of this change are recorded 

together with a short description of some of the problems 

associated with the move). 

An account of this researcher's experience conducting 
the interviews is included as a postscript to this chapter 
to give a more detailed description of the methodology that 
we employed. But the essay does more than this by 

describing some of the experiences and observations arising 
from this kind of interview research which necessarily 
immerses the researcher in the world of his or her 
subjects. 

In describing the results of the interviews two 
approaches are combined. From the hand-recorded information 
single and multiple response frequency tables of the 

various coded answers were generated. In this way we 
produced the same type of descriptive statistical profiles 
as those in our studies of policing and social services. 
Again we used the SPSSX package on the Michigan Terminal 

,f-stem of Simon Fraser University. The single and multiple 
response tables are the same type as those used for the 
study of social services (for a description of the 
interpretation of the tables see Chapter V, pp.154-155.) 

While these simple descriptive statistics allow the 
reduction of a mass of detail into a comprehensible form, 
they tend to lose touch with the flesh and blood subject. 
For this reason we taped as many of the interviews as 
subjects would allow, and produced transcripts of 
twenty-four. Using the frequency responses as a backcloth, 
we use sections of the transcripts to try and bring the 
questionnaire information to life. While time does not 
allow us to weave a coherent and systematic account of our 
subjects' lives through the medium of the transcripts, we 
do present what appear to be representative quotations to 
illustrate the quantitative elements of the analysis. The 
descriptive statistics provide the framework of the 
analysis, the transcripts add the colour. 

The quotations of our subjects are indented in the 
text; the statements of different subjects are separated by 

a blank line. 
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THE INTERVIEWS 

SOME GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECT GROUP 

We begin by describing some of the general 
characteristics of the subject group - age, gender and 
place of birth (other biographical details are discussed 
subsequently). 

In total, we interviewed 48 prostitutes, hustlers and 
sexually procured juvenile females. Their ages ranged from 
15 to 56, but only 4 were over the age of 30 (Table S.45). 
The average age was 22.25, the mode 18. Six of our subject 
group were legal juveniles (under the definition of the 
Young Offender's act), although the majority of the others 
(65 7. ) initially became involved in prostitution as 
juveniles (see table 43). Indeed 427. of our subject group 
(18 of them) had "turned out" by the time they were 14 
years of age. Our subject group included 28 women, 5 female 
juveniles, 8 male adults, 2 adult transvestites, 1 juvenile 
male, and 4 adult transsexuals (Table 8.59). 15 of our 
subject group were born in Vancouver, 8 of them came to 
Vancouver from elsewhere in British Columbia, 15 came from 
other parts of Canada, and 5 came from Europe. Only one 
person came from the United States (coded as "other" in 
Table  5 .44) but given the nature of our sample, this 

finding may not be particularly significant. 

The majority of our subject group work in street 

locations primarily, although the number of responses to 
0.1 (104) indicates that many prostitutes change their 

modus operandi. This is particularly true of the older 
people in our sample. 277. of the sample group also worked 
in bars, although this reflects the inclusion of 3 
respondents who left the business within the past 3 years, 
and 2 respondents who had left the business for more than 5 
years, all of whom worked mainly in Vancouver hotels and 

bars. Tables  5 .29 and 8 .30, depicting the number of our 
respondents who claim to have left the business should be 

interpreted carefully - it appears that five of these 
respondents have not really left the business at all. One 

young adult male, for example, considers that he has left 
the business because he no longer works the street - now he 
works for an escort agency. Three other young women (2 
juveniles) also claimed to have left the business, but 

since the time of interview we know that at least two are 

still working. One other respondent who stated that she had 
left the business still works part time. Our sample thus 

includes 42 active hookers and hustlers, but we added the 

other 6 women who used to work in the business so as not to 
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give the impression that once people become involved in 

prostitution they are involved in it for life. Obviously 

the age factor plays its part here; one does not see many 

women over thirty years of age in the West End (see also 

the interviewer's comments on the working life-span of 

hustlers in the postscript to this chapter), although it 

should be noted that our 56 year old respondent (Table 
S.45) is still an active transsexual prostitute working 

almost exclusively by telephone. In the case of the six 

respondents who had left the business, none could be said 

to have done so purely because of their age (five of them 

are still under the age of 28, the other left the business 

when she was 25), although there is no doubt that many 
customers prefer younger persons. 

Eight of our respondents worked for escort agencies at 
one time or another, although only two of them work 

exclusively this way (some work the street and carry a 

pager so that the agency can get in touch with them). Only 
four of the respondents rented an apartment specifically 
for turning tricks ("trick pads") and eleven used their own 
apartments at times, most of whom work a phone business (9 
responses). Many of our subjects, however, provide their 
services in cars and underground parking lots (see Section 
VI of this chapter). 

Given the variety of types of people in our subject 
group a series of analyses of each distinct group 
(males/females; active hookers/ex-hookers; those that 
"turned out" as juveniles/those that "turned out as adult; 

etc.) should be completed but time simply has not permitted 
us to look at these dimensions of the data. We do, however, 
point out the obvious differences between various 
sub-groups of our respondents whenever appropriate. 

SECTION I. CHOICE OF WORK STYLE (O. 's  1-3) 

As noted above, 39 of our group work the street. 
Despite their varied geographical origin, 35 of our 
respondents began their prostitution careers in Vancouver 
(Table S.2). Of the 39 who worked the street, 31 work the 
Davie Street area in the West End. The remaining responses 
include the well known strolls - the East End (9) and 
Hastings (8); Granville (5); Georgia (4); - and two areas 
not generally known for street prostitution, Robson and 
Commercial (although some respondents have mentioned other 
people that they know of who work in these areas). Many of 
the respondents had worked several areas, although the 
general pattern is for them to work in one area during any 
given period of time; of the 30 respondents that answered 
this question, 15 of them had worked in more than one 
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street location (Table  5.1). We have, however, met several 
people who work one area during the afternoon, another at 
night. Several prostitutes worked the Broadway area because 
of the court orders preventing them from appearing on the 
streets of the West End. One thing is certain from these 
findings, any attempt to control street prostitution which 
is area specific (applying only to the West End, for 
example) will simply displace it to some other location. 
Area specific discretionary law enforcement would likely 
have the same effect. 

In describing why they chose a particular style of 
work, most of our respondents who worked the street said it 
was because tricks were easier to meet (Table M.2). 

When it came to the particular street location (g. 2a) 
West Enders again mentioned the greater likelihood of 
"catching" tricks there. One 21 year old woman, for 
example, had worked in many street locations but spent most 
of her time in the West End. 

I've worked on the East side. I worked on 
Granville 	Street, I catch dates down there 
sometimes. 	I've caught dates on Georgia. I 
usually work on Davie. I've caught dates on 
Robson, Hastings, Broadway, Commercial. I've 
caught dates in White Rock, Richmond, but Davie 
usually. (Q. On Broadway and Commercial as well?) 

Yes, I was down there picking up my welfare 
cheque when I was in the hospital. 

(Q. Why Davie?) Because on Davie the tricks know 
to go down there and it's more accessible. They 
have places to park. They know where to pick you 
up. They know that you are 

male/female/transsexual, whatever. They usually 
all know the prices. They've been there before 
and if they haven't their friends tell them where 
to go. 

Another woman now hooking in the West End originally 
worked the East End before Davie Street became well known 
as a stroll: 

I work Davie Street area because there's no 
interference from pimps. Most of the girls that 
work in the area are independent and I prefer to 
work in an area where I'm not going to be hassled 
by a pimp. I have worked in the East Side, years 
ago, because that's the area that was known for 

working girls so I worked down there. Then it 
progressed up to Davie Street. I sometimes worked 
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daytime down there and evenings up here. If the 
police got too heavy up here I'd go down there. 

But the important consideration in many cases for the 
choice of street location related to the social scene on 
the street - one works with one's friends (14 responses: 
Table M.4). As one woman put it: 

I knew most of the people there - it was fast and 
I had the best rapport with the women. I didn't 
have a pimp, so I couldn't work Georgia. Besides, 
I knew a lot of people with trick pads in the 
West End, so it made it simpler. 

Some people simply went where their pimp told them to 

go, as was the case with one West End hooker when she first 
turned out: 

I didn't start out on Georgia; I started off in 
the West End at Bute and Comox. I was working for 
someone then, and that's where he put me. W.  Did 
he tell you to go to Georgia sometimes too?) No, 

I went there on my own with another girl that was 
working for my old man's friend. (Was your pimp 
black?) No. (Do you still work Georgia?) No, just 

the West End - I don't work for anybody now. 

These comments also show that the West End is not 
exclusively worked by independent prostitutes. 

The West End was also favoured because the East End 
was perceived as a lower quality stroll by virtue of the 
number of addict prostitutes working there. 

The girls in the West End are a lot more 
agreeable. There's not as many junkies. I don't 
know. I felt comfortable there. It's sort of the 
rumour there, Jervis Street is the better street. 

- (O . Where would you hear something like that?) 
From my boyfriend. 

In terms of off-street prostitution, our sample does 

not provide much information. It is clear that a number of 
people working the street also work for escort services 
(including a number of juveniles that we have met). In one 
case, a young male respondent worked only for an escort 
agency now that he felt he was generally too old to work 

the street (21 years of age). A number of our respondents 
work bars as well as the streets, and 3 of the ex-hookers 
used to work some of the higher class local hotels. Many of 
the street hookers also use the telephone to facilitate 
business with "regulars" (repeat customers) and some of 
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them advertise in local newspapers. Only one of our 
respondents worked exclusively by phone, although she too 
used to be a street worker. 

IL VANCOUVER AS A LOCATION (0.'s 4-9) 

In our questions on Vancouver as a location we gained 
some general idea of prostitute mobility, and the 
attractiveness of Vancouver as a place to work. As noted 
above, over 707.  of our subject group started working as 
prostitutes or were first sexually procured in Vancouver 
(Table 5 .2). Nearly 707. of them had worked in at least one 
other city (Table 5.3) of whom some had travelled 
extensively, working all the while. One young man, for 
example, had: 

...started working hitchhiking when I was a kid. 
(Q. In Vancouver?) In Canada and the States. I 

hitchhiked all over the country, down south. (O. 
And that's how you started?) On the road, with 
the truckers. (O. So would you say essentially 
you've been everywhere around Canada and the 
States?) Canada and the States, yeah. I've never 

been anywhere overseas. I've been to Mexico. (O . 

Where did you go in Mexico?)  Tijuana.  I lived in 
a little hotel in San Diego for $15 a week over a 
bar, it was really wild. It was so cheap. I was 
living with a bunch of Indians. It was a lot of 
fun. I got ripped off before I left for a bit of 
money in my knapsack but I had a good time. 

Sometimes, 	business and pleasure trips would be 

combined: 

I went across Canada once with my girlfriend and 
I worked in all the major cities from here to 
Toronto in the hotels. Actually the trip across 
Canada was combined business and pleasure. I 

wanted to go to Toronto anyways and we thought it 
would be a good idea to try it on our way, my 
girlfriend and I. It didn't work out too well 
because we didn't know how the hotels worked and 
ended up not making half as much money as we 
expected to. 

One of her much more travelled counterparts had worked 
in a variety of places: 

Montreal, Toronto, Edmonton, P.E.I., Vancouver, 
Saskatchewan, 	Halifax, 	Penticton, 	Kelowna, 
England, L.A.. I went down to L.A. with my mother 
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and caught dates there. When I used to go on 

vacation I would always catch dates. 

Several others had worked extensively in other parts 

of Canada before coming to Vancouver: 

I started in Montreal which is my birth place and 

when I was a little older I went to Toronto. That 

was in the 50's I was in Toronto. I was there for 
2-3 years. I had a house there, I didn't work the 
streets. A big house. I wasn't working that much 
myself, I had people working for me. I was 

married twice. I am a transsexual so I was 

married to a female - that sounds weird - and I 

had 13 children. Not all mine, 6 are mine, 7 
adopted. Some are still living, some are not and 

the ones still living, they're all married and 

have kids of their own. (You mentioned a couple 

of other places.) Toronto and Montreal, and I 
worked in Victoria for about 2 months, I couldn't 
handle it. My family was living there and I had 
to quit. 

When comparing Vancouver to other cities as a place to 

work, our respondents were divided (Table M.5). Some said 

it was better, some said that it was not as good as other 

places they had worked. Some said that 'there were more bad 
tricks in Vancouver, some said that there were less. Six of 
the respondents said that they had come to Vancouver 

specifically to work (Table S.4), four of whom came from 
Edmonton. 

From the answers that were given here it does not 
appear that Vancouver is really perceived as being a hooker 
haven in comparison to other cities, although some of the 

younger subjects in our group had travelled to Vancouver 

specifically to work here. In the case of 3 that were 
interviewed, however, they only stayed for three weeks and 

we have heard that recent anti-street prostitution resident 
group activity in the West End has resulted in others 
leaving the city. 

A sample of our subjects' responses indicate the range 
of opinion that exists: 

I don't think it's as good as Toronto but it's 
better than the other places between here and 

Toronto. (But that could be based on the fact 
that you know Toronto better than Vancouver.) 
Yes. I lived in Toronto for a long time first and 

I think Toronto is better because it seems to 
have more businessmen and seems to have more 
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money. There's more hotels too. There seems to be 
a bigger market in Toronto than here. 

Vancouver is the best climate in Canada. It's a 
big convention centre, it's on the Pacific rim, 
it's one of the Pacific rim countries and we have 
visitors from all over the world coming here. 
It's a real central thing for Japanese, Asians 
and all sorts of people like that. 

The cops are really easy, Davie Street has no 
pimps, literally no pimps compared to anywhere 
else. The weather's good. There's better money in 
other places but compared to all the other 
hassles in other places it's worth it. 

Compared to Alberta and most of the other cities 
in Canada, Vancouver is more relaxed so you can 
literally work easier but you always have the 
pimps bothering you more here than in other 
cities I find. There are always at least 30 pimps 
driving around to bother you. At least 30 a week. 
I get a lot of them all the time. Five a day 
driving by and by and by. But usually in Alberta 

it's really, really rough because in Calgary 

especially, it's almost all pimps and you have to 

have someone backing you up. In other words you 
have to pay them. The same in Edmonton. I was in 

Edmonton about a year and a half ago, before I 
came here again and there was only 1 or 2 corners 
where independent girls could work. I worked on 

one of those and I still got hassled a lot. 
Vancouver is not as tough either. In L.A. you 
have a black girl in a bar and one minute she's 
talking to a person, and the next minute she's 

telling that person to leave the bar. They turn 

around and say no and the next thing you know, 

they're dead on the floor; the other girl walks 

out the door with the shank. Nobody does 

anything, nobody says anything. You just let her 

walk out. The cops came about 1/2 hour later and 
they said who did it? Nobody, ok that's fine, 
throw the body in the wagon.. Hooker dies. But 

Vancouver, it's a little bit more caring just 

because the girls are closer. The transsexuals 

can work a hell of a lot easier. They can't 

really work easily in Alberta. The people I hung 

around with in Calgary, if they saw a transsexual 

they would kill them. They just don't like them, 

they don't like them at all. You have quite a few 
bad dates in Vancouver but it's easier to work, 

you  don 't  have as many restrictions also. I have 
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gotten more bad dates here and in Edmonton than 

anywhere else. 

All in all, the choice of where to work ends up being 

a selection of the least problematic option, although a 

variety of other contingencies clearly play their part. 

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WORKING MILIEU (0.'s 11-12) 

In this section of the interview we wanted to gain 

some idea of the nature of the working milieu in terms of 

competition for tricks, safety measures, relationships with 

people who may facilitate the trade, and the extent and 

nature of pimping. The responses to the question of pimping 

provide a useful insight into the general independence of 
many of our respondents. 

The majority of our respondents flatly stated that 
when it came to competing for tricks, most people simply 

did not bother that much (Table M. 60. There is very little 
that one can do to actively compete, apart from certain 
aspects of physical presentation. As one young woman 
described the situation: 

There's competition for tricks in a healthy 
sense, like if you were competing in real estate 

to sell property you would try to do more to 
influence your clients. You're happy-go-lucky, 
you're more polite or whatever you think is going 

to catch their fascination. I haven't found any 
violence in competition. People actually getting 
heavy or beating on you or something like that. 
It's sort of a healthy little competition. 

Only 4 respondents suggested that there was open 
hostility on the street; for the most part our subjects 
simply said that it was not a problem (497. of the "valid 
responses") or that they worked on their own or with 
friends (147.). For the most part it is the neophyte and in 
some cases the juveniles, who experience a sense of 
competition, and this is mainly over territory: 

Well when I first came there I worked a couple of 

blocks down on Comox, that's where they all 
start. I started down on Comox and a couple of 
the girls came on heavy; they came down and 
started saying stuff but then I just sort of 
minded my own business and after a while they 
liked me and the girl that first came down heavy 
on me, she's my friend now; like we get along 
really well. (Q. What kind of stuff were they 
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saying; were they threatening you?) No, they 
were just saying this is the rule of the street, 
I was a new girl, they explained things. They 
realized that I wasn't pushy, I wasn't arrogant. 
If you're pushy you're looking for trouble right 
away. I relate it to any job; if you go into any 
kind of position in any sort of job and you go in 
there and you try and out do everyone else, they 
automatically dislike you so I just minded my own 
business, stayed on my corner and after a couple 
of months was accepted and I moved maybe a block 
and then about a month after that, I worked where 
I liked. As far as they were concerned, I'd been 
there for years. I got along really well with all 
the girls but there's a lot of factors maybe if I 
was on drugs, if I was a junkie or something they 
wouldn't like me because all those girls, most of 
them don't do drugs. There's the occasional girl 

who's been there for years and years, she has a 
drug habit and they just accept her because she's 
been there so long. But for a new girl if they 

have drug habits we try to get rid of them as 
fast as possible. 

As our subsequent description of the distribution of 

street prostitutes and sexually procured juveniles 
indicates, the West End stroll is divided into several 

areas, each containing different sexes and/or ages of 

prostitutes. Within each area, a hierarchy of corners 

reflect the seniority of the people working. As one young 

hustler put it: 

When I first started working here, 3 or 4 years 
ago, they used to have territories. Jervis 
Street you couldn't work unless you were 19 and 
a girl. Bute you could work, Bute and Nelson. 

Georgia Street girls started cutting in on Bute 

then; that's when there was a whole bunch of 

stabbings going on. Broughton was for the older 

guys that had been there for a year or better. 

Nicola was there for hustlers with 6 months or 
more and Cardero was for first timers. (It's not 
like that anymore.) No, you work where you want 

now. (Q. So when you came out did you go right 

to Cardero?) When I came out, I came out on 

Nicola usually because I found better business, 

better pay up there. At first you didn't quite 

know exactly what to charge, $401  great, lots of 

money and then you realized, hey, this is shit. 

While many of our respondents suggested that the 

prostitutes were a fairly coherent group when it came to 
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establishing prices, a number of the younger respondents 

complained about undercutting (5 responses): 

Right now everybody is undercutting, I don't. 

Well I do sometimes, seriously. It's $80 for a 

lay and $100 for a half and half. I charge 

$70-$90 and if I can $80-$100. $70-$90 is really 

not undercutting, but it's the lowest you're 

supposed to go. I don't compete that much and 

have quite a few regulars and it's just whoever 

stops, stops. It takes longer to catch a trick 

these days. 

Commenting on the juveniles, a young woman noted: 

A thirteen year old girl is working on Jervis 

Street right next to that corner and nobody is 

kicking them off. 13/14/15 year old girls that 

are getting into the D.A. (a drug) and they're 

undercutting. They're doing $20-$30 blow jobs but 

nodody kicks them off. (Q. Why do you think 

nobody kicks the other people off?) Because 

nobody's bothered and because they'll come back 

again. There used to be a lot more unity in the 

streets. I've been working down here 8 years now 

off and on and people have really known me for 

about 3 1/2 years and about 6 months ago I was 
kicked off Jervis Street by someone I've never 
met before, by some big bitch and I turned around 
and said help me out here and everybody kicked 
her off. The new girls think that if they're 
bigger and stronger they can come down and kick 

everybody off which is not true. But nobody wants 

to help anyone else out because they're so 

worried about getting their fix or their goddamn 

rent paid they're not worried about the other 

people running around the street trying to get 
their rent paid and they're doing cheaper dates. 
Then  ail  of a sudden everyone falls back down, 
going where's the money going to? How come we're 
not making any money? They're really fucked. 

When it comes to establishing territory it is clear 
that while areas within the West End stroll are 
territorially divided among different types of prostitute, 
much of the corner space within each is distributed on a 
first come, first serve basis. There is, however, a 
distinct feeling of seniority on the street: 

You get there first. It's usually by seniority. 
The number of years a certain person has been 
around working at that corner and usually to work 
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that territory you have to get in good with that 
person first of all and then you've got to prove 
yourself; prove your worthiness. In other words 
if nobody likes me I'd be working down on 
Granville Street if I was lucky. Quite a -few know 
me in the area so I'm allowed to work where I 

work. I'm sure if one of the trannys decided  they 
 didn't want me working around there I'm no match 

for a big tranny. I'm sure that I'd lose it but 
nobody's done that so far. In fact I have people 

don't even know asking me to work with them. I 
say no because I'm o.k. where I'm working. It's 

not my territory, it's not anybody's territory, 

its a combined group that works there. 

One of the transsexual prostitutes from the West End 
gave a similar account: 

A territory is established by a person that's 
usually been there the longest and the new people 
that come on to that territory owe the person 
that has been there the longest a degree of 
respect for letting them come to work there 
because they're in the area where I'm going to 
make money so obviously they are going to affect 
my income if a client should drive by and see 
them, money that might be mine. The way it works 
to my experience is that you just respect the 
older people in the area and you don't get out of 
hand and if you get out of hand they tell you 

and you either leave the area or stick to the 
rules, whatever they might be. Seniority; there 

is very much a strong sense of that on the 
street. 

For the less senior street people, the move into 
established territories thus appears to be a little more 
problematic; as one adult described their experience as a 
juvenile: 

When I went down there I had to stand up to 
everybody; it's a test of guts. If you've got the 
moxy to stand up to them then they will leave you 
alone. You may take a few shit kickings but if 

you can't fight back or don't fight back then 
they will walk all over you. It depends on how 
you establish yourself and then you establish 

your territory by being there saying that's my 

spot and you work away from me. Most of the girls 
that are down there now know me and they stay 
away from me. If I tell them to move, they move 
or I'll move them. 
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And as one of the most succinct street philosophers 

put it in the response which most clearly captures the 

information provided by our quantitative analysis (see 

Table M.8): 

You start standing somewhere and if nobody kicks 

you off it's yours. If they kick you off it's 

theirs. 

The process of territorial claiming was highlighted 

particularly well in June this year when the West End 

prostitutes moved east of Burrard away from the residential 
area following the notice of public nuisance injunctions. 

There were several skirmishes with prostitutes who already 

work the area claiming that the territory was theirs. 

Several pimps tried to drive the West End prostitutes out 

of the Granville area, but were unsuccessful. For several 

nights, however, the young hustlers were unable to 

establish a corner territory in the much more confined area 
of the new stroll. At the time of writing, the ecological 
structure of the new stroll is only just being established. 
We also have evidence that some police officers in the new 

stroll area east of Burrard (the adjacent police patrol 
area to the West End) attempted to drive the prostitutes 
back into the West End, the typical reaction of many groups 

to street prostitutes - anywhere but here (for more 

information on this move, see Chapter VIII). 

As to the safety measures prostitutes take, we were 

concerned at this point in the questionnaire with finding 
out if prostitutes helped each other. Table M.7 shows that 
while almost $307. of the respondents that answered this 
question take no specific precautions, there is a sense in 
which the street prostitutes and juveniles watch out for 
each other, some in a quite direct way; the majority of 

respondents reported that both they and their working 

companions would systematically take the car license plate 
numbers of customers (19 responses). Many of the hookers 
work in partnerships, although not necessarily with just 
one other person: 

I never took safety measures all those years I 
was working. I would do what any other woman 
would do in terms of I wouldn't go with anyone 

who was really, really drunk unless we did a 
double. Safety measures? what I would do is I 
would go out on doubles, that's what I do now. 
What I do now is, I don't turn a trick unless 
there is soneone else in the apartment, I go over 
to  G. 's  when she's home. Someone's got to be 
there or else it's got to be a double, which is 
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probably why I don't make any money. I won't 

negotiate. I've never been very good at acting. I 
turn them off. "Did you  corne, did you come, did 
you enjoy it?" Fuck off ! You're only a trick. 
Tricks don't like this. 

Most prostitutes appear to take various kinds of 

precautions when it comes to their individual dealings with 
tricks, a topic we discuss in more detail in the section on 

customers. 

PIMPS AND LOVERS 

Of our 48 respondents, 607. of them "shared" their 
money with some other person (C!. 11d, Table  5 .5). Of these, 

however, only 8 shared their earnings with a person fitting 
the stereotypical image of a pimp (Table M.9); someone to 
whom the prostitute hands over all, or the majority of 
their income. The information presented here is very 

difficult to interpret. Most of our subjects said they 
t-lared their money either with working partners (i.e. 

people with whom they work on the street as prostitutes) or 

with friends. For example, two hustlers we know will 

frequently give each other money, depending upon who is 

making it at any given time. These two young men have no 

sexual relationship with each other. Alternatively, a young 

woman or juvenile working the street might help to support 

a boyfriend who deals drugs, or who lives on unemployment 

or welfare. In the case of juveniles who are not eligible 

for financial aid but live by hustling, they are 

technically living off the avails of prostitution during 
the periods that their girlfriends support them; 

technically they are pimps. The same may be true  -for  adult 

males who are on welfare, and also supported by their 

prostitute girlfriend. The majority of our respondents, 

however, would not classify such "friends and lovers" as 

pimps (Table M.9 - 22 responses). These findings are 

problematic, however, to the extent that many women who do 

give their earnings to a stereotypical pimp (a person who 

is deliberately searching out women - usually more than one 

- to work for him) would also classify him as a lover or at 

least they would do so initially. Our sample contains a 

number of subjects who worked for stereotypical pimps, but 

soon realized the extremely exploitative nature of the 

relationship. Then again, there is a problem of how to 

classify the several young hustlers that we know who 
practice a form of serial-polygamy with 

prostitute-girlfriends. In a sense these young hustlers are 

financially parasitic, but they do not perceive the women 

they court as working for them, and the women see their men 

simply as boyfriends. In a similar fashion, a 17 year old 
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woman we met believed that her pimp (a man for whom several 

women prostituted themselves) was her genuine lover and 

that they would retire on "their" earnings, all of which go 

to the man. Despite her family's attempt to "protect" her 

from this man, she has since run away with him to Edmonton 

to work there. 

While there may not be a legal difference in these 

various types of people with whom prostitutes share their 
money there is a great deal of difference from the 

perspective of the hookers, hustlers, and female juveniles. 
Quite simply most of them do not like pimps': 

I've never had anybody to pimp for me at all or 
procure, I don't need that. I pick and choose to 

go with someone for one reason or another, I have 

my reasons for not going with them, I don't go, 
that's all. There are girls downtown, like Bxxx. 
for instance, who get beat regularly, at least 
twice a week, get robbed and raped at least twice 
a week and if it isn't a trick that's doing it, 

it's her old man that's doing it so what the 

hell. Or the drug dealer's beating her up becasue 
she doesn't have money for drugs. Poor bitch 
doesn't get a damn thing. It's really a vicious 
circle, you have to have drugs to go to work and 
you have to work to get the drugs and so on and 
so on and so on and if you have an old man that 

wants it too you have to support his habit as 
well. (Q. Do you find that that is happening more 
now?) Yes and the kids that are out there now, 
and I say kids, are really getting into it more 
and more and more and the pimps are putting out 
younger and younger girls all the time and 

nothing is being done. Nothing can be done until 
you get the pimps off the bloody streets because 
the girls get beat up regularly, they have their 

money taken from them, you've got to produce the 
money or else, and if you get caught keeping it, 

you get badly beaten. Whether he's black, white, 
or yellow, it don't matter and in most cases it 
doesn't matter what their skin tone is, most of 
them are yellow anyway because they can't beat on 
a man, they have to beat up on their bitches and 
that's all they're good for. Most of them are 
really intelligent and they are in excellent 
health and physical shape but they're just too 
bloody lazy. They're trash, they're garbage. If 

their mother was good looking they would probably 
have her out working too. (Q. Do you hear a lot 
about pimps coming up from the States? Is that 
true?) Yes, it is. Right now you walk down Davie 
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Street and ail  of a sudden with spring and summer 
coming, take a look at how many black girls are 
now working the street or the extra white girls 
are now working for pimps and most of them are 
black. There are white pimps, too.  l'in  not saying 

black because I am prejudiced but I am against 
pimps. I don't give a shit if he's East Indian or 
Chinese or Japanese or white, anything. I don't 

care what his nationality is. Any pimp or any man 

who makes a woman go on the street, makes her go. 

If it's her choice and he agrees to it, that's 

different. 

The ambivalence of the boyfriend as pimp - pimp by 

law, but not by street reputation - is well displayed in 

the final part of this respondent's analysis: "if it's her 

choice and he agrees to it, that's different." The issue 

that distinguishes the pimp is the element of coercion or 

exploitation in the relationship. As one woman put it: 

In any situation that you are involved with a 

person, on the personal level you are going to 

share things and they're going to share what they 

have; it's just a give and take type of thing, 

sometimes they might not have something and you 

help them or they help you when they have it and 

you  don 't, and they look after you when you are 

sick and keep you company. 

Another young woman felt pretty much the same way: 

I shared my earnings with my boyfriend the whole 

time I was working. (Q. What did he do in return 

for your money?) Not much. Rented my hotel rooms, 

looked out for me. He was around if I needed him. 

More often than not. Even if he wasn't just 
around the corner watching me, he was down the 

street and I could always come and get him if I 

needed him. (Q. Does that make you feel a little 

more secure?) Yeah, and he also would come and 

check on me every couple of hours just to see how 

I was doing. 

And again: 

W.  You didn't have a pimp?) No. I didn't give my 

money to nobody. I've shared it with my 

boyfriend, I wasn't giving it to him, it was 

still mine. 

The secret of the pimp is that despite his dependency 

on the woman, he manages to reverse it so that the woman 
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app2ars dependent on him. But not so for one young woman 

who often gave money to her boyfriend: 

He treats me nice, he buys me iewellry with my 

money and he takes me out for dinner with my 

money and he takes me to movies with my money. 

(Q. Do you just hand him over the money?) Sure, 

yeah. No, not all of it. I make him feel like he 

has to, I make him feel bad, I make him know that 

I'm giving him the money. He'll say I'm going out 

to the bar and I'll say with what money and he'll 

go, and I'll say here's 50 bucks, be back by two 

o'clock. He has to be back by 2:00 or he knows 

he's not gonna... 

This kind of dependency can become so great that the 

boyfriend comes to be perceived as a pimp: 

(Q. Did you give your money to your boyfriend?) 

Not really, he kind of conned it out of me in 

other ways. He got it one way or another,. He was 

sneaky about it. He made me feel like I was 

holding on to it but he would run up all these 

bills so what difference did it make. You may as 

well have been handing it to a pimp! 

Nevertheless, in the case of lovers, most of our 

subjects felt that the relationship was a reciprocal one. 

In contrast, contrary to the popular image that pimps 

protect their women, Vancouver women who had been pimped in 

the stereotypical way said that the men had done absolutely 
nothing in return  -for the money they gave them: 

(Q. Pimps you were involved with, did they ever 

do anything at all for the money that you have 
Given them?) Are you kidding, did they ever do 
anything for the money? Threatened to beat me 

unless I brought enough money. Beat me, do  ail 

 sorts of things, I mean I could really get into 
this. 

We have recorded some fascinating accounts of the 
methods used by pimps to persuade women to work for them, 
and there is no doubt that from the woman's point of view 

the relationship to begin with is perceived as an emotional 

affair and no doubt continues that way for many women. But 

the  majority of women that we spoke to who had been pimped 

(but had broken away from the relationship) had almost 
nothing positive to say about the experience. The few women 

that we interviewed who were actively working for pimps had 

a totally different perception of their relationship with 

their man. 
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When it came to the question on why our subjects share 

their earnings (Table M.10), we gained very little 

indication that force plays a major part in the West End 

street scene. 

Our final questions in this section of the interview 

related to people facilitating the trade. Our original 

purpose in asking these questions was to establish whether 

pimps themselves helped to introduce customers to 

prostitutes, and whether other persons peripheral to the 

prostitution scene help to facilitate the trade. 31 of the 

41 respondents who answered this question said that other 

people did help introduce customers to them (Table 5.6), 
but in the majority of cases it was other hookers or 

hustlers that did so, or in some cases the customers 
themselves (Table M.11). In many cases, hookers introduce 

customers to each other in order to perform "doubles" 

(situations where more than two people are involved in a 

sex act). Sometimes prostitutes have specific partners with 
whom they "turn doubles", but often they will ask other 

hookers that they don't really know that well to help them. 

Sometimes hookers will pass on dates that for some reason 

(usually the type of service requested) they do not want to 

accept: 

Yes I've been introduced to customers by other 

working girls. I don't find it so much prevalent 

now but when I started working it was. You would 

give them $10 for giving you the tricks, as a 

matter of point of respect because they are going 

out of their way to give you something that 

perhaps might have been their's, you turn around 

and say here's $10 for giving me the trick. 

Taxi drivers seem to play only a small part in the 

trade. 

In question 12 we asked about a variety of people who 
might help to facilitate bar prostitution. We did gather 

some information in this respect, but most of it came from 

either the older active hookers, or from the respondents in 

our sample who have since moved into other occupations: 

What I used to do when I worked in a hotel was I 

would leave a big tip for the waiter for not 

ratting on me to security and there was one hotel 

that I worked at, where I really got in good with 

the waiter and he would call me and let me know. 

He'd give me codes like "It's foggy out here" 

which would mean there was no business or "Boy 

the planes are coming in like crazy", "The 
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landings really clear" and he'd let me know and I 

would just give hime 107. of what I made. I would 

just leave it as a tip after I left the bar. 

Generally then, we find that the prostitution trade 
flourishes in Vancouver without the need for a network of 
people to directly facilitate it. Like any other service 

business, the major problem facing the prostitute is access 
to clientele. Vancouver prostitutes and Juveniles that we 

have interviewed work the street in locations well known 
for their "red-light" activities. It is because this is the 
easiest way to meet customers that the prostitutes are 
there in the first place. 

IV. RELATIONSHIPS WITH AND ATTITUDES TO THE POLICE 

In this section we asked a series of questions about 

our subjects relationships with the police. The first 
question asked pertains to a general assessment of 
relationships with police, the remainder refer to specific 
types of police practice. Tables  5.7-5.14 display the 
series of yes/no answers to the various questions about 
police activities. Generally we find that our subject group 

have fairly positive perceptions of the Vancouver police, 
although almost everyone that we talked to had negative 

comments about particular police officers. There tended to 
be a direct relationship between the age of respondent and 
positive perception of the police - the younger the 
respondent, the more likely the attitude would be fairly 
negative. Our younger respondents were, however, aware that 

the more hostile their own attitude, the more hostile the 
attitude of the police: the hustlers in particular tend to 
have the more abrasive type of attitude. 

In 	general 	though, 	relationships 	seem 	fairly 
amicable (see Table M.12): 

Usually okay. It depends on what cop it is. 

Generally speaking, excellent. There are good and 
bad in every occupation and there are asshole 
police and there are other ones; like two 
actually came down to my home in Richmond where I 
was living temporarily and brought me two big 
boxes of groceries and stuff like that. Totally 
unexpected, as a matter of fact, I couldn't 
figure out how they found out where I was 
living. 

Well they like me. I get along with them fine. 
They couldn't do too much anyhow. They only bug 
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people, the girls who are on drugs. And the girls 
who cause the disturbances. Most of my friends 
and I, we did our business and that was it and 

then we didn't hang around down there. (Q. Was 

that even after you got into that incident where 
you were in a bit of trouble?) Well, I haven't 

really had any trouble with them. 

I don't talk to them. I don't know any of them. I 

knew a couple of them but I talk straight with 
them. I don't mouth off to them. If they ask me 

if I have anything on me I tell them. I give them 
a reason why I have it on me and usually that's 
it. They don't bother me, they have no reason  to 

 They've seen me around enough and I've never been 
picked up and I've never caused trouble so they 

have no reason to stop me. 

I have a pretty good relationship with the 

police. I don't do anything illegal so they have 

nothing really to bother me about. I keep to 
myself. 

Some relationships I have with police are very 

good, some of them are very fatherly, some are 

nice, I find the older policemen that have seen 

years of service, tend to understand life, 

lifestyles, life trends, whatever you want to 

call it, and they just - well age teaches you 
everything and they don't react as violently to 

things as younger officers. Some young policemen, 
fresh on the force, can be complete assholes in 
the sense that I'm wearing a badge so I can say 
or do anything I want to do. 

Some of them can be alright, some of them can be 

pricks. Depends on what cop it is. There's good 

and bad in everything. 

In 	the individual questions on experiences with 

police, however, (Q . 15) we find mention of several 

specific incidents of violence, mostly from the younger 

respondents: 

Yes, police have beaten me, many times. Do you 

want me to tell you all the times? I can't 

remember  ail the times but several times. (G. So 

what were the circumstances? An actual bust or 

other situations, just a working over as a form 

of street justice?) Well, remember last year? 

They came to my house, or the year before, we'd 

had our first shit kicking. I've been beaten by 
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the police when I was a kid and they were taking 

me back, like I was AWOL or I would call the 

police on my stepfather who was beating the fuck 

out of me and they would come over and they would 

call me a little whore, a little slut. I'd run 

away, they'd catch me, they'd beat me up, they'd 

take me to the detention centre. 

I was beaten once in Montreal. That's only 

because I didn't speak any French, they didn't 
speak any English so they just beat me and a 

friend of mine up and left us back on the 

highway. We were hitchhiking and we were accused 

of doing something. It wasn't a severe beating or 

anything. 

I don't know if you call it beating, kidnapping - 

taken to a farm that was surrounded with pig 

muck, stripped of your clothing, had your purse 
ripped up, all your makeup taken off, your hair 

messed up, punched around, raped and then thrown 

in pig muck. Having your iacket taken away and 
leaving you with ripped jeans and a t-shirt in 

the middle of December in Edmonton. The cop, he's 

been removed right now because of some other 

incident. It's a drag when you have to walk 30 
odd miles back to the nearest pay phone in 

blizzards, sleet and snow, and by this time 

you're pretty cold and you stink and nobody's 

Wing tO pick you upq neody's going to give you 
a ride .  

A total of 17 of the 39 respondents informed us that 
they had been beaten by police, although many of the 
incidents did not occur in Vancouver (Table 5.7). Nine 

respondents claimed that the police had asked for money: 

Porky again in Edmonton. In fact he demanded 
money from me so he wouldn't take me back down to 
the pig farm. This I did not do; in other words 

I walked home again. 

In Montreal it has been suggested very strongly 

by detectives walking the street that I buy them 
a drink or I won't be working for the rest of the 
night. 	I've 	heard 	of 	it but I've never 
experienced a situation where police say give me 

money to leave you alone. 

They've taken it from me in Montreal. 

This was years ago, back in the 50's when Axxxxx 
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was the police chief and he disappeared with a 
bunch of money. In those days, this town was wide 
open, this town was roaring. 

Several years ago in Toronto, one woman mentioned the 
systematic attempts of two police officers to force her to 
give them money: 

About 6 months later I'm in the hotel again 
drinking and the same cop, I didn't recognize 
him, came and sat down with me and they were out 
to get me. They set me up because I made sure I 
was smarter by then. I made sure I didn't say 
anything but they managed to arrest me and they 
took me down, finger printed me, took my picture 
and kept me overnight. As it was, this is the 
honest to God's truth, I knew some really, really 

heavy people that I was running around with in 
Toronto and I told them about it and these cops 
when they arrested me were insinuating that I pay 
them money in order to keep working. They showed 
me pictures of this big boat they had and told me 
they had to make payments and everything. I just 
played dumb like I didn't understand because I 
was not about to go along with that because you 
get yourself involved like that and you're really 
in trouble. Anyways, I got in touch with these 
people, I told them about what happened and they 
said ok, we'll take care of it but you're going 
to owe us. They did, and when I showed up to 

court the cop never elowed 5Q I guess they paid 
him off. 

While bribery does happen, then, it does not appear to 
be a problem in Vancouver, at least in the case of our 
subject group. 

13 of our respondents have related incidents in which 
they claimed that police requested sexual favours of them, 
although a number of these incidents do not have sinister 
implications - the policemen paid for the services provided 
just as any trick would. As one of the more cosmopolitan of 

our respondents remarked: 

They're usually willing to pay for it. If they 
don't they either say give me a favour or I'M 
going to bust you or put you in jail but in 

larger cities I think the answer to that question 

would be yes because the police there are totally 
different from the police here. I find the police 
here in Vancouver are like kindergarten in 

comparison to some larger cities like Montreal or 
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Mw York, San Francisco, Hawaii, Los Angeles. (O. 
If you got into a situation like that would it be 
normally a cop that was on duty or would this be 
someone who was on duty that saw you later?) I 
have seen police on duty and talked to them but 
it's not saying that it doesn't  happera. I've 
heard stories where they've made very strong 
suggestions because police are just like anybody 
else who are basically turned on by a beautiful 
woman. 

Yes I have. I have been propositioned with money 
and 	have done 	some. There is some weird 
infatuation. There are several good looking 
police driving around. If they offer me money to 
suck them off with the rubber attached that's 
fine. As long as they are paying the right price 
and they put the safety catch on their guns, 
that's fine. 

As a matter of fact, yes. Not in the last while 
but a few years back, yes. I had to do this and I 
had to do that or else, but that's very rare; 
very rare; but they're humans too. When they're 
off duty they wouldn't mind taking a few of the 
girls out and they do, married or not. They want 
some strange piece, too. They certainly do and 
they like it, too. 

Right after we got out, the RCMP that took us out 
asked if we would do them a stag. As they were 
taking us out of iail, "Incidentally, would you 
mind doing a stag for us?" 

One, yes, actually. One cop, he was driving an 

unmarked car and he goes well I'll tell you what, 
I'll make sure that you never get busted if you 
give me head. There's another chick that got 
stopped by him too. I asked him for a light and 
he goes it's in the glove compartment and a gun 
popped out and I said I'm getting out and he 
said, hey man, cool it, I'm a cop and I just said 
fuck you man, get away, if I get busted, I get 
busted. That's when the by-law was here a few 
years ago. 

Eleven of our respondents related incidents in which 
they accused police officers of stealing money from them, 
but the majority of our respondent group had never 
experienced this problem (Table 6 .10). Those that did 
usually referred to small amounts of money disappearing 
when they were arrested or searched. 
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In contrast, all but three of our subject group had 
been requested by police ta show their identification, a 
reflection of the persistent intelligence activity of the 

police when it comes to prostitutes and prostitution (Table 
S.11): 

Yes, they ask for I.D. a lot. They don't ask me 
in the bars because they know me but just on the 
corner when I'm working. (Q. Why do you think 
that is?) I think in a way it's good, like I can 
see their point too because what if we pick up a 
trick or something and he does kill us or 
something and they have no way of identifying 
you. So I think it's good. 

Yes they do ask for I.D. but they've never been 
insistent upon it and I find if it's dealing with 
people, if you recognize their authority, they're 
going to have to treat you  O.K.  If you don't 
recognize their authority, then of course they 
are going to go out of their way to make sure 
that they let you know that you better come up 
with something. I've seen it happen to friends of 
mine that have refused to show I.D. to them and 
the policeman jumped out of the car throwing the 
person's purse on the hood, dumped everything all 
over which they're not allowed to do but they do 
anyway and they do it just because the person 
refused. Basically, it's in how you deal with 
people. 

I was never able to produce I.D. because I never 
carried my I.D. on me and they told me that the 
next time, if they catch me without my I.D., I'm 
going to go down to the station but they never 
did. They knew that I wasn't one of the more 
seedy characters. I was quite trustworthy as far 
as they thought. As far as I'm concerned, I was 
quite trustworthy. (Q. How could they be sure 
about you? You look pretty young.) I was accused 
of being 14 years old and 16 years old but they 
knew I wasn't after they spoke to me and realized 
I was on the level. 

The prostitutes and juveniles have become accustomed 
to the police photographing them while working (Table 9.12) 
and often rationalize the procedure as a safeguard  for  them 
rather than as a threat to their civil liberties. 

In Vancouver they come up and ask most of the 
time and it's understandable why they want to 
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take your picture because when they find a dead 

body and they don't know who it is, they don't 

have any I.D., they can always match it up. Then 

again, Edmonton, Calgary and a lot of other 

cities they just come, point you toward the car 

and they just take your picture whether you like 

it or not; but I like being asked because then I 

can make sure I look O.K. 

Yes, the police have my picture. (O. Do you go to 
the station or do they take it right there?) Here 

they've taken it right on the street and tell you 

they're going to take you down to the station. 

They've always said I would like to take your 
picture so sure I go along with it and you never 

know, something might happen to me and I might be 

in such shape that I'm unidentifiable and that 

might iust help. I find that the people that use 
their camera more forcibly are the press more 

than the police and there's always the little 

boys running around clicking off a camera. The 

press are the people that are exploiting the 

picture thing, not the police. They usually come 

up and ask you, usually quite polite about it 

because the ones that are doing it I find are the 

police that have been around for awhile. 

Yes, they took my picture very sneakily. They 

drive by when you're not looking and I thought 

that was illegal. I told the girls don't, if they 

come up to you, say no, I'm not doing it, and if 

they insist, say no I don't have to, it's against 

the law, which it is. It's a harassment thing. 

Not forcibly but they said we have to have your 

picture taken and they took my picture. It's not 

like they pinned me down and took my picture but 
they said we'll get it one way or another. The 

ones that took my picture were actually quite 
nice about it. 

Yes. (Q. Lots?) Yes. (Q. Forcibly?) Yes. (O. What 
do they do, do they just come up on the street?) 
Right on the street corner and when I'm standing 
there they take pictures and all those Shame the 
Johns idiots take pictures too. (Q. Shame the 
Johns take pictures?) Yes. 

As well 	as asking what problems our subjects 
encountered in their interactions with police, we also 
asked if the police had ever helped them. There were 
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several affirmative answers to this question, as for 
example in the case of one young woman: 

A couple of girls jacked me up one night as I was 
standing on the corner, and oh thank God there 
was a cop coming around the corner. I was scared 
shitless. The funny thing is that I had been 
extra mouthy with this one cop just 15 minutes 
before - he must have thought "Oh, that mouthy 

little cunt." I guess he Just saw that there was 

something wrong and he pulled right over and just 

sat there and watched. And then he says "Hey, 

you, come here." I went over, shaking, and he 

said "What's the matter?" It was really great - 
he got me out of there. The more you're nice to 
them, the more you find they are nice to you. If 
you're a real little bitch, they kind of let you 

have it. 

And in the case of another woman: 

This one cop ran two blocks to get this pimp off 
my back. He intervened and got this guy out of 

there. And yet when he first came downtown he was 
a real jerk but he learned more or less the law 

of the street, not the law of the street but the 

ambience of the street. He had the intelligence 
to deal with it properly and not go around being 
an asshole. 

Perhaps the greatest amount of resentment felt about 
Vancouver police came in the questions asking if the police 

ever hassled the prostitutes when they were not at work - 
over 1/2 the subject group said that they did (Table 
8.14). 

THE PROSTITUTE AS "CRIMINAL" 

Although 	we asked detailed questions about our 

subjects' criminal records, we have generalized the 

findings to indicate the range of criminal activities our 

subjects have been involved  with  For the most part the 
information focuses on prostitution charges (Table M.12). 
We did not accurately record the various drug offences and 

property crimes that our respondents had been involved with 

- we know that several have fairly extensive records, 

particularly some of the young hustlers. These tabulated 

data do not therefore give a reliable indication of the 

number of criminal convictions registered against our 

subjects, but they do include all the prostitution charges 

that our respondents could recall. 
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To complete this section of the interview we asked our 

subjects to describe the present laws relating to 

prostitution. In some senses their responses are difficult 

to interpret to the extent that many of our respondents 

(police, social workers and prostitutes alike) do not 

understand the present interpretation of the law. Table 

M.13 displays the range of responses to this question. As 

might be expected, since most of our subjects are street 

prostitutes, they were mostly familiar with the soliciting 

and bawdy house provisions (70% of the responses). 

Some of the specific answers to this question are of 

interest, because they indicate the lack of importance of 

legal considerations in prostitute decision making and 

activity patterns. 

Be-fore,  remember when they had that by-law and 

then they changed it and then they changed it 

back - well I guess during that time before the 
by-law changed, that's when they took the picture 

of me and I didn't even know the by-law changed 

and this one cop pulled me over and asked me how 

I was doing and he says you're lucky that the 

by-law changed and I says the by-law changed? I 

didn't know that and he goes yeah, I had 3 
warrants for you, 3 summons for me to go to court 
on that. 

Other respondents did not have much of an idea about 

any laws relating to prostitution; although the belief that 
it was legal to stand on the street certainly did influence 
the behaviour of two of our subjects. 

I really don't know of any because no one ever 
told me. When I was working there weren't any 
criminal laws. There weren't any laws, the by-law 

wasn't changed and as far as I knew it was legal 
at that time and it's only now that they're 
trying to change it. I knew that it was probably 
illegal to be caught in your room and I always 
figured that if the police set you up and posed 
as a trick and then caught you, okay then you're 
in trouble or when they come busting into your 
room, then you're in trouble but as far as I knew 
it was legal to stand on the street. 

The other had an acute sense of the present 
interpretation of the law: 

All  I  know is that if a prostitute is pressing or 
persistent she can be arrested for soliciting 
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which is not prostitution,  its  the act of being 
a prostitute. That's the only law I know so I 
just curtail myself from being pressing or 
persistent. 

The third respondent had perhaps the most realistic 
view of the law enforcement situation if our police 
interviews (Chapter IV) are anything to go by: 

Indecent exposure, jay walking, not having your 
seatbelt on. Al? the hunky dory things that 

they're thinking of now. Loitering on a public 

corner. Actually right now I walk from one side 
of the corner to the other. They can't get us for 

loitering. Bawdy housing, living off the avails, 
theft, drugs - having them in your purse. I think 
that's about all I can really think about right 

now. I know it's not illegal to work. 

V. RELATIONSHIPS WITH RESIDENTS  (Q 's  19-20b) 

Because of the steadily increasing pressure of groups 
opposing street prostitution in the West End of Vancouver 
(the "Concerned Residents of the West End" and "Shame the 

Johns") we asked our subjects about the nature of their 
experiences with residents in the areas in which they 
worked. The question mostly applies to our West End 

respondents, since the other strolls in which our subjects 
work are either not used as intensively as the area in the 
West End, or are not located in residential areas. The 

responses to these questions tended to change throughout 
the study period - the first subjects we interviewed 
perceived far fewer problems with residents than subjects 
interviewed towards the end of the study period. This 

largely reflects the appearance of the "Shame the Johns" in 

April and May this year, and their practice of picketing 
the prostitutes and customers. 

50% of the respondents maintained that residents had 
been abusive (Table S.15); these responses came exclusively 

from people working in the West End stroll. Abuse ranged 

from insults to  projectiles  hurled from apartment  buildings  
(Table M.14). The projectiles often produce the very 

disturbances that other residents complain about as the 

hookers vent their wrath - being hit with an egg is not a 

particularly pleasant experience apparently. 

They walk by and call you names. Oh, physically 

they have, of course they have ,  at that apartment 

right on the corner of Jervis and Davie I got hit 

by an egg. You know I dot eggs thrown at me from 

that apartment. I've had, in Calgary, I've had 
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oranqes and Pop bottles and stuff thrown at us 

and eggs. They're throwing ice out of there right 

now - a couple of times when we've been up there. 
guess it's cheaper than eggs. They were 

throwing all kinds of shit.  W. In Calgary that 

happened too?) Yeah, we were working behind the 

Westin and they were up in the parking lot. Right 

behind me a pop bottle went, I could feel the 

breeze from it. I almost died. 

They're not happy with their own lives 50 they 

want to bug a minority and the gay people should 

be behind us and so should everybody be because 

they've all gone through the same thing and they 

don't realize it. They're so caught up in their 

own little world making Canada a better place. 

They don't worry about unemployment. They worry 

about a hooker on the corner they've clot to get 

rid of. 

There's a lot of older people around that area. 

There's older people and younger people and the 

younger people would throw ice cubes out their 

window at us and scream and stuff and there were 

older people that walked by us and really didn't 

say anything and we weren't rude to them either. 

(So mainly you had a problem with the younger 

people.) Yeah younger people and then when things 

started with the Shame the Johns and stuff, 

that's when I quit, just before then, that's when 

people started coming out and saying stuff. We've 
never said anything to these people and they've 

passed us by on the street several times and all 

of a sudden they had a reason to say things so 
they did and they were very rude. 

A drunk resident that lives about 1/2 block away 
from here came up the back alley with a cast on 

one hand and a bandage around his head with dried 
blood  ail  over his nose, drunk, pissed to the 
gills. He was shouting "I don't want you hookers 
here, I don't want you hookers here. It's my 
city. I want you all to die. I'm bringing out a 

gun. I'm going to shoot you all." I said "What's 
the matter? We're not making any noise." He goes 
"I don't care about the noise, I just don't want 
your fucking bodies around here." 

Yes, very. The guy on Bute and Comox like I say, 
he'd talk down, call me slime and he says I'm the 

lowest, disgusting thing he's seen on earth and 

this one big  fat  lady about a week and a hal+ 
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ago, she came up to me and she did some fancy 
judo kick in front of me and said "When I am on 
this sidewalk, you get the hell out of my way, 
you slime bad" and I was just laughing my head 
off. I iust take it as a joke. I'm supposed to be 
the young one. I think they should grow up a 
lJttle: bit. (C. Have you had anything thrown at 

you?) No. I've been chased down the street with 
cameras when I've been in tricks' cars. 

I'd say we barely make a fraction of the noise 
compared to what CROWE do. They're definitely 

trying, it seems to me, to bring the situation to 
a head one way or another. I think they're 

trying to make things worse, to try and make the 
violence come out and everything. It will work 
too. 

As noted above, however, several of our respondents 
have sudgested that the situation in the West End has not 
always involved these open disputes: 

There's a lot of people that walk down the street 
and we can see that they're walking home from 

work. We regularly see them because they live in 
the area and they say hi and we'd say hi and 

after a couple of times of them seeing us, they'd 

stop and talk, ask us how we were doing, etc. 

They never took us out. There were men and women 

who would stop and say hi. There's older ladies 
that would ask us how we are and talk about the 
weather and just general chit-chat and move on 

their way with their shopping bags. Young mothers 

with kids with strollers just strolling along and 

we'd make remarks about what a cute baby or 
whatever and they'd stop and talk. It was 

pleasant. They weren't rude to us. W. Have the 
"Shari:e the Johns" changed the situation?) Yes, I 
think they have. 

Despite the general problems that were beginning to 
occur in the West End until the stroll moved east of 
Burrard many of our subiects did not seem to think that 

residents complained very much to the police, although 
there were exceptions (Table S.16): 

imagine 	some 	people complain about the 

activity. When it gets noisy, yes they complain 

which I don't blame them for doing, the police 
come down and say who's making the noise or 

whatever and they keep it down and if that 

continues they come and park their car on the 
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corner so people eventually have to leave. 

Not with me cause I work during the day. I'm 

quiet, I don't make any noise, there's no real 

line up of cars. We've had a couple of complaints 

and it's not really the girls that are screaming, 

it's the dates and they're throwing their beer 

and they've got their hoses. Usually the cops 

just drive by and wave. They go' "We just got a 

complaint, quieten down!" and they will leave and 

go back to their coffee break at Boston Pizza. 

There's one building in particular there's a lot 

of complaints from. They have a security guard or 

a supposed security guard that walks around and I 

was sitting on the wall. He said "This is private 

property. Leave or I'll call the cops!" and I 

said there's no sign, you can't charge me. 

There's got to be a sign up and I waited there 

for an hour and a half for him to come back with 

the cops; no one showed. 

When it came to complaints from business people, our 

subjects generally said that there were none (Table S.17); 

indeed their perception is generally that local business 

people actually favour their presence: 

Most of the business people that I know are glad 

because that's where most of their money comes 

from. 

((D. Were there any businesses where you were 

working?) Around the corner. With the Shame the 

Johns and all that sort of stuff trying to drive 

the hookers out, there's a lot of businesses I 

think that will suffer; they will certainly 

experience a decline in their income. Restaurants 

that we frequent and we have money to spend. (So 

in other words there wasn't complaints from the 

businesses.) No. Just think, the drugstore makes 
a lot of money from us and we used to get to know 

the girls in the drugstore and say hi. I've gone 
out for coffee and lunch with some of them. 

I know Georgia Street they are pouring soapy 

water out the windows now. They also put spikes 

up so the girls couldn't sit down. I've had no 

complaints because the people on Davie really 

realize that they are getting 307. of their 

business from goddamn hookers. If they lose 307.  
of their business, I'm sorry, they're going to be 
washed up. 



VI. TRICKS  (Q. 's  21-40) 

In this section of the interview we look at the 

"trick" through the eyes of the prostitute, the component 

of our study which gives the greatest insight into who 

customers are and what they are like (in fact, given the 

failure of our trick study, it gives the only insight). 

Several of the questions in this section on the economics 

of the trade are dealt with in Chapter X. 

We beoan with several general questions about the best 
working times in terms of the number of customers on the 

strolls. The responses generally confirm the activity 

patterns reported in Chapter VIII; lunchtime and the 

evening period generally. Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 

are perceived by the majority of respondents to be the most 

lucrative days of the week, although every day is mentioned 

by at least eight respondents (Table M.16). 

Our subjects gave a wide variety of opinions about the 

desirability of having regular customers (O. 23). Several 

of them favoured regular customers (especially some of the 

hustlers) by virture of the regular income it produced, and 

because it afforded the opportunity to begin a phone 

business. 

I do not have as many regulars as I want to. I'm 

trying to build up a call business but since 

everybody's from out of town, it is hard to do. I 

think I have about 5, maybe 10 that were from 
town that would call me. Toronto was much better 

for that. Toronto you could get regulars like 

crazy because it's such a big city and people 

there seem to be into sex a lot more than they 

are here and they're into kinky sex in Toronto a 

lot more than they are here which is very 

dangerous. 

Other hookers were less interested in having regular 

customers because they were perceived as wanting more for 

their money than one-time customers. Some of our 

respondents, usually women, couldn't stomach seeing a trick 

more than once if they could possibly help it - this was 
especially true of those who despised the men that 

purchased their sexual favours. 

As one woman put it: 

I have quite a few. Most of the regulars are the 

ones I don't want. Like the one that was on the 
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phone 	1-11g.v F.nect too much, you know, they come 
back 4 or 5 times and I still do them. So I do 
give them better treatment than the other ones. 

Hustlers, in contrast, tended to develop more amicable 

relationships with their tricks which would often end up 
in weekend trips skiing, or journeys to other cities in 
Canada and the U.S.A. 

As one young hustler explained: 

I keep picking them up all the time, they're so 

easy. I've had one for 4 years almost. He drives 
a fucking Porsche, I know his license plate off 

by heart and everything. (Q. How often does he 

come by to see you?) He comes once a week. $100 
for a blow job every time. He wants to take me to 
New York for two weeks for $1000 a week. (Q. Are 

you going to go?) Yeah, I think so. (Q. Is he 

alright?) He's alright like even once he said I 

got no money, I'll come and pay you next week and 
he'd pay me double, he's never going to rip me 

off plus I know his license plate and what he 
drives. 

One older transsexual prostitute developed much longer 
term business relationships with tricks: 

Yes I do have regulars, some for a number of 

years, one 14 years. Another one I had a thing 
going on for a lot longer than that but he died 
at the age of 81. (Still going strong.) Not so 

strong anymore. It was more of a social thing; I 

would go over and cook him a nice little gourmet 
meal and play the piano for him, we'd sit and 
have cocktails afterwards. 

A 	general descriptive statistical review of the 
prevalence of "regulars" is displayed in Table M.14. 

When it came to developing non-business relationships 
with tricks, very few of our sample group had done so. 

Several young hustlers proved to be an exception to the 
general rule: 

I've had ones that have been so nice to me, I go 
over to their place all the time. One guy has 
become a friend of mine, he's really good. I 
didn't have to trick him to take us up to 
Blackcomb, for three days. Nothing. He's really 
decent, easy going, the guy's right on and he 
treated me like we'd known each other  for  years 
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and that's the way he is. 

A few of the women had also developed non-business 

relationships with tricks: 

Yes. I fell in love with a rich ouy. He told me I 

had to stop seeing any other customers, he wanted 

me totally for himself and he was about 35, he 

had a really nice body, he was good looking, and 

he didn't act like a normal trick, he was really 

something else. It wasn't his wealth or anything. 

I was really upset when he split up with me. The 

reason for that was because of his wife; she was 

pregnant. 

A couple of times. We iust met for drinks or 
dinner. (Q. You ended up staying because you 

wanted to?) Yes. 

I've gotten some really good friends out of it. A 
couple of them are really good friends of mine. I 

went out with a couple of them, like dated them. 
(Q. And that would mean that you wouldn't take 

money from them?) No. 

Generally, however, the women that we talked to like 

to keep their relationships with their various tricks 

strictly at a business level. (One of our respondents 

completely reversed the question by noting that some of her 

relationships had turned into tricks.) One woman typified 

the attitudes of most of the women when she  said  

It's hard to become friends with a customer 

because in a way you don't like them even if you 

can talk with them and stuff like that; in a way 

you kind of feel a certain amount of distaste 

towards them. 

This feeling becomes paramount in question 26 when we 
asked our subjects to generally describe their feeling 

towards their customers. There was a great range of 

answers, the general dimensions of which are described in 

Table  11 .19. The most frequent responses simply referred to 

customers as generally being "nice guys", but nearly as 

many of our subject group referred to at least some of 

their customers as "jerks" (but generally using more 

explicitly derogatory descriptions than that). 

Representing the more acidic view of customers, many 

of our women respondents had very little good to say about 
the men they sexually service: 
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507. are fat, unkept, goddamn fucking slobs who 

stink. I will not take them out no matter how 

much...well if they gave me $1000 I'd give them a 

blow job if they took a shower first. About 1/4 

of the dates I take out are very good looking men 

and in that case 75% of them are Italian and I 

love Italians. I'm very, very partial to Italians 

and blondes. 

For some women, the pretense they feel they must 

sometimes muster to satisfy their tricks becomes too much, 

particularly when the customer diverges from the informal 

rules of quick commercial sex. One woman became 

particularly frustrated with the men who wanted her to be 

something she could not be - satisfied with her sexual 

relationship with him: 

Honest to god, "What's a nice girl like you doing 

in this business?" "I'm going to pick you up 

because you look so lonely and you look like you 

need the money and blah, blah, blah." If you want 

to be nice, give me the fucking money. This one 

guy came up to me, he wanted me to blow some coke 

with him but I don't do coke. He said "What would 

be your idea of a really good time? I want to 

satisfy you." I thought oh no, one of these, like 

fuck I want to satisfy you too. Look honey, I'm 

not here to be satisfied. You giving me the money 

is the satisfaction. 

Some of our respondents felt more ambivalent about the 
situation: 

Some of the tricks are very appreciative of the 

service. My particular customers, as most 

customers that would return to a particular 

person, would appreciate the service that that 

person gives them. But there's a lot of tricks 

walking around that are complete assholes too and 
I refuse to do it and there's not enough money 
they can pay me to put up with their bullshit. 

Sick would be the word I'd use. Sick. No, I 

shouldn't say that. I would say some of them are 

really sick, sick, sick, sick, sick and need to 
locked up, they need help. On the other hand some 
of them are really neat. They are caring human 
beings. They really are nice, warm people. 

Most of them are nice. You see different girls 
attract different types of customers. Just like 

xxxx attracted mostly pretty nice customers. 
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Fhere were °iris who dressed up in S&M and they 
attracted the freaky guys and there were girls 

who looked like the really nice, square girls, 

they usually attract guys that are pretty nice 

and square themselves. The girls that looked kind 

of ,,-;eedy and looked really scruffy they tend to 

attract kind of scruffy customers. Those women 

seemed to have more problems than anybody. 

Some of the younger women tended to have a more 

favourable view of customers generally: 

Most of them are really nice: I like them: 

sexually they do nothing for me, but as human 

beings they're really nice people. 

My customers, my own customers, the people I go 

with, are pretty good, some of them aren't bad. 

Lots of them are married and have kids and all 

that  (Q. How would you describe tricks in 

general? The whole concept of being a trick?) The 

whole thing is a big head game. 

One rather unusual response (or at least unusual in 

the case of our subject group) was given by a woman, now no 

longer a prostitute, who had worked for several pimps. The 

attitude instilled in her by  her  man" provides an 

interesting glimpse of the mentality that is associated 

with this style of prostitution. When asked to describe her 

tricks (all picked up in hotel bars) she replied: 

They were out of towners. They were usually in 

between 40 and 70. They're business men, they 

drank. I just have a good time talking to them. 

At  first I really liked their company and it was 

interesting talking to them but towards the end I 

lost my patience. They were interesting men. 

Sometimes you would meet customers that would 

really hassle you over the price and it would 

make you so fed up and so frustrated that you 

wouldn't even feel like going to bed with them. 

You Just feel like walking away from them, which 

I did quite a few times. Clients are one thing, I 

went out with black men only on a social basis 

and that's how I differentiated between a man and 

tricks. A trick was a white guy and that's the 

only way I could do it because it was really 

hard. ( Q. All white men became tricks, didn't 

they?) Yes, even the young ones. So I was really 

turned off white men for a long time. It was 

really weird. I guess a trick would be a white 

man, older. I have no respect for anyone that 
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paid for it. I still don't. 

When  it came to the question of why men buy sex (O. 

28), 45% of the respondents who answered this question 

sugaested that the main reason was the uncooperativeness of 

wives. Variety in sexual partners was mentioned several 

times, as was the belief that one of the more significant 

aspects of commercial sex was the feeling of power that it 

affords the buyer (Table M.63). Most of the respondents 

gave a variety of reasons thus making these answers 

particularly difficult to code. 

Some they enjoy the risk because they're doing 

something that's illegal, they enjoy the risk, 

the possibility of being caught. Others-had one 

regular that used to come down with his wife. She 

used to bring him down, give him the money and 

say here, I'll be back in an hour to pick him up. 

Wives, like many women don't do certain things. 

Men buy sex for all kinds of reasons. Their wives 

won't do what they want them to. I don't know. If 

I had a lot of money I might even pay for it. It 

avoids a lot hassle. I've been hurt in a lot of 

relationships so I know what it is. It's just 

like purchasing a movie and watching it. You 

enjoy it for the length of time and then you 

return and that's all there is to it. There's 

nothing else to it. Just the discreetness of it 

and that's all they want out of it is the 

immediate satisfaction and nothing more or it's 

either that generally or they're really lonely. 

They're really lonely and they don't know how to 

make friends or they don't know how to go out and 

meet anybody. 

They're lonely, immature, sometimes their fathers 
have told them you're not a man unless you go out 
and get a hooker. Sometimes men buy sex for their 

sons so they can lose their virginity. They come 
down and think a hooker will do it and we will if 

there's money involved. Their wives are pregnant, 
they can't give sex; their wives are frigid, they 

won't give sex; theY have no one to turn to; they 
have no friends; they want company; they're in 
from a different city; they're bored; they don't 
feel like having an affair; it's always better to 
have a one night stand instead of an affair 
because the wife probably won't find out and it 
doesn't matter that they don't love her. 

I'd say 50% of them is out of curiousity because 
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the women down there are supposed to be thought 
of as sexy and all that sort of stuff and a lot 
of them really aren't. 25% are getting something 
that they  dont  get at home which is, for 

example, the S&M trips. Husbands who want blow 
jobs, but they don't get them at home, buy them. 
The other 25% are just lonely people that are 
very unsuccessful with women. 

They're just men that need to get something and 
they can't get it  -for  free and everybody needs it 
once in awhile. They're not bad people, some of 

them are good people, some of them are bath  

Men who go to prostitutes go to prostitutes (and 
I've been hooking  -for  19 years) because it's a 
power trip. They pay the money, they get to call 
the shots. They own you  for  that 1/2 hour or that 
20 minutes or that hour. They are buying you. 
They have no attachments, you're not a person, 
you're a thing to be used. 

Men buy sex because they are taught to; it's a 
notion that's put into them from childhood that 
men should go out with prostitutes so it goes 
from generation to generation. 

In the case of the hustlers (the majority of whom do 
not consider themselves gay), several of them felt that one 
of the main reasons that bisexual men in particular bought 
sex from males was that they simply did not know where else 
to go: 

I think because they don't know how to get it. 

They say they do but they always come back it 
seems. Plus I feel that they don't have any 
commitment either. (Q. Think that a lot of these 
guys that you go with are married?) Oh yes, quite 
a few of them. One guy goes, "Well I can't go 
home, see my fiancee's there, she doesn't know 
about this part of my life, it's private from 
her." Well shit you got to look at them, they're 
bi-sexual. They get the pleasure from both so 
they got to get out too. 

However when it came to unabashedly gay men, one 
respondent simply could not understand why they ever 
patronized hustlers: 

I have no idea why gay men buy sex. I think it's 
pretty stupid. I don't know why. I think that 
they can just go to any of these gay bars around 
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here, and find some cute little guy or some older 

guy or whatever they want for nothing. I think 

they  enjoy paying for it. 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

In 	order to gain a general sketch of customer 

preferences we asked several questions which aimed to 

describe the types of services that customers requested 

most (Q. 29) and the general demand for juveniles (0. 25). 

We also asked if our respondents had ever had female tricks 

(Q. 27). 

In discussing customer service preferences, 77% of the 

responses referred to two main types - oral sex ranked 

first and  inter-course  second (Table M.21). The demand for 

all other services paled in comparison to these. One of the 

more detailed answers should be sufficient to give a 

general impression of the consensus: 

The most popular sexual service is a blow job 

because they can't get their wife or girlfriend 

to do it. Society's ideas are that blow jobs are 

a sexually perverse thing for a normal woman to 

engage in. That is the most popular. You also get 

requests for greek lays, requests for dominance, 
discipline. But S out of 10 requests involve a 

blow job if it's not in the sense of a half and 

half or preparatory to finishing the lay. It's a 

blow job or a hand job. Men like cocks sucked, 

what can I say, and they can't get it that much 

from their wives. That need is why prostitutes 

make money, you want it, you go down and get it. 

It will cost you 40 bucks/50 bucks. You can take 
a girl, spend $50-e 100 and get not as much as a 
kiss or a hand shake so why go through all that. 
Set a little bit aside and go down and have fun 
later. Your girlfriend is still your girlfriend 
and you've got your pleasure. You're a nice guy, 
she still respects you and you still get off. 

One young man who worked for an escort agency said 
that most of the requests for his service were for bondage 
and domination, although he had to agree that "blows and 
lays" were the predominant service provided by street 
hookers and hustlers. 

Several of our older respondents noted that service 
preferences had changed since their youth and that had this 
survey been conducted 20 years ago, oral sex would have 

commanded higher prices than intercourse; and be much less 
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frequently requested. (Other details on prices - Q. 24 - 
and the frequency of 'dates - Q. 39 - are contained in 

Chapter X, a discussion of the economics of prostitution). 

In order to try and provide a surrogate measure of 

demand for juveniles, we asked our respondents if they were 

ever requested to help procure juveniles. Of the 43 
respondents who answered the question, 25 said that they 
had. This represents a fairly high percentage of the adults 

in our sample. Several respondents also suggested that the 

demand for Juveniles was growing: 

Yes, lots of requests for kids. Especially in the 

last 4 or 5 years. It's getting worse. lney want 
younger and younger and younger like 13 and 14 
and 12 year olds. In one case an 8 year old and 
you call me sick, you call me sick. Another one 

wanted a 6 year old and I said oh boy, you are 

sick, sick, sick, sick. Some of them will ask you 

to shave your pubic hairs because it reminds them 

of a little  girl. No way! (Q. So you think that 

this is on the increase.) Oh yes, it is, 

definitely. You just look at the streets these 

days at how young those kids are especially in 

the West End. It's terrible, where are these 

kids' parents? (Some of the ones we've talked to 

have come across Canada to get away from their 

parents and away from their family.) All right. 

Where are the aqencies that are supposed to take 
care of those kids? What the hell is Grace doing? 

She's cancelled it all. 

Yes, in other words I tell them I'm not going to 

get you someone under age. I go I'm under age. 

"How old are you?" 16 years old and I'll want to 
tell them that I just turned 16 last week. I have 

been asked that and if I can't get away with it I 

will just tell them to get lost and I will take 

down the license plate number and I'll report it 

to the police. In other words I have to report it 

to the police. I know that they'll want to do 

something. They'll tail the guy and they'll write 

him up a ticket for anything. They'll follow his 

car and if he does something wrong, that way they 

are pretty well discouraged and they'll go home 

for a couple of days. 

Well, I 	was 	a child. This one trick, my 

girlfriend's trick, I would go out with him now 

and then, he wanted to pay us $1,000 if he could 
get M....'s sister 10 year old. That was 10 years 
ago. It's less closeted now. (Q. But is that 
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because 	of economics and because of social 
services beind cut?) But it's always been there 

just like wife battering and incest, it's always 
been there. 

As wel/ as the one respondent iust quoted, several 
other prostitutes took a particularly dark view of men who 
requested their aid procuring children. Several others 

similarly said that they would report such incidents to the 
police: 

Yes, there is a lot of demand for iuvies, 
especially up here on Broadway. Tricks'il pull up 

and ask if I'm working or not and I'll say yes. 

Well do you know where I can find 14, 15, 13 or 
whatever and I Bay get the fuck out of my face 
and if I see you again,  Ill  call the cops and 
I've got your license plate number and I better 

not see you again. 

Conversely, one respondent took advantage of her 

knowledge of this demand: 

(Well you are a child) Nobody knows how old I am. 
My tricks all think I'm 19 and my I.D. says I'm 

21 so the cops think I'm 21 and they have asked 
me for really young girls. Really young. Lots of 

tricks ask me to call them daddy. Wear shorts and 
bobby socks and that's why I wear my bobby socks, 
ask me to call them daddy and all this. 

For the most part, our subject group took extreme 

exception to the demand for juveniles, and the most 

commonly used word to describe the potential procurer was 
"sick". 

The answers to our question about female customers 
came as something as a surprise (to us at least) - 1 8 of 
the respondents said that they had met female customers, 
although this  includes several respondents who refused to 
provide the service (Table 8.19). 

In the case of female prostitutes, most of the demand 
is for them to join a maleifemale couple: 

I've been procured by a man, he was up from 
Oregon with his girlfriend and he wanted someone 
to service both him and his girlfriend. (So it's 
pretty rare probably.) Yes and no, there are a 
lot of...it's always the men that procure the 
women, it's not the females that go procuring 
them. It's the men, they want to see somebody go 
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down an their girlfriend. 

In Vancouver, I've had about 7 or 8 women that I 

can remember. In Ontario when I was working in 

Ottawa when I was younger sometimes the guys 

would take me out and would have a wife there. 

They would want me to meet their wives and so on 

and once I got to know them. Then they would give 

me more money for a little bit of sex and I am 

bisexual, it didn't really bother me that much. 

In fact, I'd prefer women clients half the time. 

I love to get a woman client just because its 

something new, something different because 

basically I don't really have to do any sex and 

its a change. 

I had one lady who came and she had promised her 

husband on some anniversary that she would, she 

was a brunette, a gorgeous brunette, she promised 

that she would get a blonde for him and their 

anniversary. He wasn't with her though. She made 

the arrangements. 

We have heard of individual women approaching female 

prostitutes on the street: 

Yes, I've had a couple of women. It's just 

normal. It's the same thing. If a girl stops, it 

surprises me, I've had about 3 and I used to 

really like girls. (Q. Women actually drive by in 
the car and stop and say "how much are you"?)Yes. 

It's the same type of deal. 

One young hustler has also reported being picked up by 
a woman an the street: 

I've worked five years and had about 3 or 4 
women. It's very infrequent. They're really shy. 

The first one I had, I didn't know. She pulled in 

the parking lot, I was working down on Cardera 

when I first started. She pulled into the parking 

lot, I was standing there and she kept watching 

me. I thought it was probably a cop or something 

and then she left and then some guy came to me 

and said you know that lady that was sitting in 

the parking lot there, she wants to go home with 

you so I walked over and talked to her and I said 

I didn't know and she goes well I'm really shy. 

In another instance, a young man who worked for an 

escort service at the time of the interview also described 
an incident with a woman client: 
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I had a blind girl through the escort agency 

once. It was pretty neat. (Q. Somebody set her 
up?) No, she called and talked to me herself. It 
was strange; she didn't really care what I looked 
like cause she really couldn't tell, but I guess 

she was just really lonely and I went over and 
spent the evening there, we got really drunk and 
really stoned and went to bed and I stayed the 
night and I left in the morning and that was 

that. I also had an older lady pick me up in a 
limousine and we drove around Stanley Park 

talking, 	iust 	like 	we're 	talking 	about 

prostitution, about the drug laws, about 

abortion, about politics, about everything. We 

drove around the park drinking Grand Marnier. I 
was in a 3 piece white silk suit and she took me 

to this small party and showed me off to her 

friends and then we left ans she ended up paying 
me $700 and all we did was talk. Talk for $700 

for 4 1/2 hours. That was the best time I had all 

year. I had a really good time. She didn't have 
to pay me a cent. (Q. Do a lot of women call the 

escort agency for men?) Yes they call 

but....They're gigglers you know. They got a 

couple of girlfriends in the background, they go 

oh we're talking to an escort. They all know in 

the back of their minds exactly what the score is 
and yet none of them will admit it and they play 

around but they never come through. They're 
usually phoning from somebody else's house or 

they give a phony name. It's very rare. I've had 
two in 3 years, 4 years I've only had two. 

The results of this question are thus not as 
surprising as it first appeared; a lot of hookers and 
hustlers in our sample have experience of female tricks, 
but the experience is extremely limited. 

PROSTITUTE PREFERENCES 

Having asked our respondents what services customers 
prefer, we asked them what services they preferred to 

provide, what kind of customers they favoured, and what age 
of customer. 

Of those that answered the question about service 
preferences, about half preferred oral sex; half preferred 
intercourse (Table M.24). Seven of our respondents probably 
spoke for everyone when they suggested that they would 
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prefer giving no services if they still got paid. In the 
case of some prostitutes, this is not quite as flippant as 

it might seem. Some hustlers claim that it is not unusual 
fer a trick to pay them without any sexual services being 
provided. In the case of oral sex, they sometimes claim 
that the trick is the fellator rather than the fellatee, 
and it is in this sense that une of our subject hustlers 
said that he preferred oral sex. 

When it came to the question of why particular 

services were preferred, 3 reasons dominated the answers; 
the preferred service was either fastest, easiest, or less 

intimate (Table M.25). There was actually no consensus, 
however, on what was fastest, easiest, or less intimate, as 

these reasons were variously given for both of the two most 

preferred services - "blows" and "lays". Blows were thought 
to be less intimate by some of our subjects because of the 
use of condoms - physical contact is hardly made. The same 

reasoning has been applied to lays, because of the use of 

condoms, but also because intercourse appeared to be less 

intimate than oral sex. Many prostitutes that we met, 

indeed most of the women, preferred to exorcise any form of 

intimacy from their relationships with tricks - it is for 
this reason that very -Few prostitutes will actually kiss 

their customers. 

In asking what kind of customers our clients preferred 
we received a wide variety of answers, although one answer 
stands out - the preference for oriental tricks (Table 
M.28): 

Japanese, they pay really well. They end up 
giving you presents on top of the money they give 

you. They're just so wonderful. They are my 
favourite. After that I guess the businessmen 
that are travelling in from town. 

The prevalence of this response reflects the general 

feeling that for many prostitutes oriental culture produces 

men closest to their idyll of the perfect trick; someone 

who is polite, reasonably generous, and not "pushY n . This 

is not to say that all of our respondents identify 

orientais in this way, and not some other racial group. The 
real essence of the preference of most of our subjects is a 

desire for customers who just do their business, are 

polite, and leave: 

I like a plain man that just wants to enjoy 

himself and have a good time, not one that wants 

to demand this, that and the next thing. 

Just give me somebody who wants to get their 
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rocks off, doesn't want no big trip and that's 

it. 

Some of our respondents would nevertheless like to 

enjoy a little of their business experience if possible, 

and so would flippantly add that it would help if their 

tricks were "young, good-looking, with 24" waist, 14 inch 

biceps, cute buns, dark hair and a tan; but only if there 

was no hassle involved". 

When it came to the question of what age of customers 

our subject group would prefer, hand tabulations indicate 

that two answers predominated: a) while some of our 

subjects did prefer younger tricks, a majority of them 

preferred older men because they were perceived as causing 

fewer problems: 

Between 40 & 50. I think they're the easiest to 

get along with. They're not too old where they 

take their time and they're not too young where 

they take too long. 

Customers preferred? - The elderly people mostly 
around 40-45, they're real nice, they'll talk to 
you, they respect you, they don't think you're 

bad people, most of them. 

I prefer my tricks to be about 40. I find they're 

a lot more mellow to deal with. 

I like the older ones better because they're a 

lot easier and they really appreciate you because 

you're a nice young thing and they really treat 

you well and I don't mind the really young guys 

either because you know that they can't hurt you 
but then it's the guys like the college students 

are the worst, they're the worst ones. Those 

young guys they come down because they think 

they're so sexy and that the girls down here are 

horny. They expect because they're so young and 

good looking that you really should go for free 
and they're really disagreeable as soon as you 

get to the hotel. 

b) the remainder of the respondents did not really 
care what age their tricks are: 

Doesn't matter just as long your money's money, 
red-50, 10's are purple, 100's are brown, it's 

all the same to me. I don't even remember any of 

their names and they come back again, what's your 
name again. I don't know you. 
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There's no age. I never go out with really young 

ones, under say 30 because they've always been 
trouble I find. They like to rape you, beat you 

For the money but then there's no specific age 

group for  that  

PLACE AND TIME LIMIT 

The two questions on location of service and time 

limit give a clear indication of the quick turn-around of 

much prostitution activity. The number of responses for the 

question on location  W.  30) indicate that most of our 

subjects provide services in a variety of places, most 

frequently in apartments (a "trick pad", the "customer's 

home" or the subiect's home). Also in hotel rooms, and 

often in parking lots or back alleys. The younger the 

respondent, the more likely the use of parking lot or back 

alley. 

The deneral sentiment when it comes to the amount of 

time spent with a customer is generally 'the faster the 

better". For the street prostitutes and hustlers, 30 
minutes was the maximum, although many preferred not to 
stay more than 15 minutes. (There are more responses than 

respondents - Table M.23 - because most of our subjects 
would graduate their prices according to the amount of time 

they spent with a customer. That escorts generally command 

higher 	nrices than 	street prostitutes is partly a 

reflection of the amount of time escorts sometimes spend 

with their customers.) 

As an example of the typical type of response one gets 

from most street hookers, this despiser of cocaine-usind 
customers told Us: 

Usually if I spend more than 5 minutes with a 

date it's too long.  Its  the ones on cocaine that 
I love because they never come. Mind you they 

almost get there everytime. Just a couple more 

minutes, I  know  I  can come. 1/2 hour 

later....just a couple more minutes. (Q. Is there 

a point where you simple say no more?) I try to 

be fair. If it goes beyond 1/2 hour I say I'm 
trying my best, if you want me to stay longer, 

then you're going to have to donate more money to 

the cause because the cause needs refurbishing 

and they usually say yeah you're right and if 

they want to spend more money, then they spend 

more money, otherwise that's it- 
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In another case our respondent echoed a sentiment that 
echoes tnrough much of the information we have gathered: 

I'm not going to spend $50 for like 4 or 5 hours 
with a guy. it's somethino like 1/2 hour. I'll 
sit and talk to them for 10-15 minutes. The sex 
only lasts 10 minutes. Talk to the guy for 
anether 15-20 minutes or whatever if we  cet  into 
a Good conversation. If he's an asshole, that's 
it, bang, it's over with. 

And 	for 	one very impatient provider of sexual 
services: 

Actually I'd like to get it to be 2 minutes flat. 
Get up there 30 seconds, undress 20 seconds, suck 
for about 1 second and then all of a sudden it's 
ail  over and you lust leave - 2 minutes flat. 

STAGS, CONVENTIONS AND OTHER FUNCTIONS 

22 of our 49 respondents had worked stag parties, 
conventions and other group functions. These events are 
attractive because they allow the opportunity to turn a lot 
of tricks fast. A number of respondents had worked stags, a 
few  of the bar prostitutes and escorts had worked 
conventions, and some had travelled to logging camps, 
although these were not apparently trips that left 
particularly fond memories. 

A typical stag party works in the fol lowing way, 
although they are apparently more lucrative in many cases: 

I did a stag way out in North Delta.  Q.  Just 
once?) Yeah but I've taken a lot of grooms who've 
come down to ti-o=  West  End; their friends will 
come down and drop them off and I'll take them to 
my place. (Q. But you've never gone with a group 
of guys?) No, except for that one stag. I made 
about $240-$250 but I was there  for a long time. 
I think I was there for about 3-4 hours and it 
was a long time drivind in and back. I didn't 
think I was paid well enough for it. When we do a 
stag, this is another rule on the street, when 
you're doing a stag, $200 ta  walk in the door for 
each girl SO there was two of us so there's $400 
right there. That $200 inicudes a strip, the 
groom and the doorprize and either girl whoever 
wants to do what. One girl says okay I'll do the 
strip, you do the groom or whatever. (Q. So you 
wouldn't both strip?) No. We did this one time 
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they paid US extra money to. 

Another of our subjects had a little more stag 
experience: 

'les,  I work quite a few stags. (Q. How do you get 
them? Do the people come to the street?) On the 
street, people just drive by and ask me; I like 
stags, I like to do them. I love to dance. I love 

dancing even if I have to take my clothes off, I 
love to dance.  bu  can have a good time. (Q. Make 

good money too?) Oh yeah. You can always Convince 
people into so much at stags. 

In another case our subject did stags, but was not 

that much interested in dancing: 

Stags I do every so often. I do not like 

stripping, I used to strip when I was younger, 

under age of course in famous Dino's which burnt 
down thank God. I have worked stags. I won't take 
my clothes off in front of a group of people 
there's no way. I usually just get paid for going 

there and doing work on the side. 

Other people, however, refused to do stags or other 

croup functions reasoning: 

I refuse to be involved with a lot of people on a 
sexual basis. I find it dangerous. 

A number of others, presumably, had not had the 
opportunity; 	for some, the males in particular, the 
opportunity will probably not be presented. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF TRICKS 

In order to provide a general description of customer 
characteristics we asked our respondents to describe the 
age and income levels of their tricks. 

Table  5.21 reveals that 38 of our respondents (76%) 
estimated that the majority of their customers were in 
middle to upper income brackets, although the majority of 
our subjects noted that tricks come from all income 
brackets. 

It varies from the top right to the bottom. 
There's a rich man that drives a Continental 

that wants a blow job for 20 bucks and there's 
the guy that comes in a beat up station wagon 
with all his painting gear thrown in the back, 
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with his coveralls on and he's just so happy to 

be with a girl that he would spend some time with 

him and just very willing to give you all the 

money you want that you can muster and a lot 

nicer than the guy that's driving the big boat 

down the street and he's dressed up in a 

beautiful suit with diamonds all over his hands. 

(0. Do you find the rich ouys are more chintzy?) 

Yes, 100%. They've had it all and their whole 

life seems to be an effort to show everybody how 

much they have. But when it really comes down to 

it it's not that rich guy, it's the little guy 

painting houses or digging ditches or a regular 

working guy, that wants to see a girl because 

it's a dream for him. I'm going  ta go out now and 

have myself a working girl and have a good time. 

Where it's the guy that has all the money, you 

can ride in my Cadillac for 20 bucks. (Q. Is 

there any correlation between what the upper and 
lower income in what they want?) The lower 
working man is just happy to be with a lady and 

is willing to do pretty well because they're shy 

and they feel like they're doing something out of 
their regular life where the guy that has all the 
money and the big car, demands it all; like I 
have to have this, and that's not good enough. I 
want to try this and no, no I paid you so much, 
and we're going to do this and I'm going to get 
off and that's that. They are firm in their 
desire, almost to the point where they are 
ignorant. The man that has the less income is 

thrilled to pink to be able to experience this 

and he'll go on till his next paycheque when he 
can afford it, dreaming about it. 

Several of our subjects reiterated this sentiment: 

A lot of guys they don't really have too much 
money and the guys who have the highest income, 
the guys who are very wealthy are the cheapest. 
The ones who work a straight job and they live on 

their own, they're bachelors or whatever, they're 
the ones that really spend the money. It's really 
odd. 

Upper income don't like to spend any money. Mine 
are usually middle income or low income. Low 

income being they save every time they get a 
paycheque, $30-$40 and at the end of the month 
they have enough to go out and have a good time. 

Thye just want to have a good time. The upper 
income guys want everything for 20 bucks or else. 
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You take them up for a $50 blow job and they end 
up almost raping you and they give you no more 
than $5 and slap you in the face. That's the main 
kind of hassle. 

In describing the general age of customers, we 
computed the mean scores of the various estimates that our 
subiects made. It should be noted that there was a certain 
amount of variability in the answers; some of our subjects 
stated that they serviced mostly younger customers, others 

said their customers were mainly older men. Our 
calculation of the averages of the various estimates 
suggest that the majority of customers were over the age of 
40 (although the majority is a small one (Q. L,4a): 

Average 

Teens 	20's-30's 	40's-50's 	60 or over 

10.0 7. 	32.0 7. 	 40.0 7. 	 16.0 7.  

A number of our respondents said that they would never 
turn a teenage trick; some said that they preferred them. 

REFUSING TRICKS AND PROBLEMS WITH TRICKS 

When asked if our respondents had ever refused tricks, 
all 48 of them unequivocally said "yes" (Table  5 .22). When 

we asked what kinds of problems our subjects had 

experienced with tricks, it is easy to see why they would 

refuse potential income. 

When it came to refusing tricks obviously some of our 

subjects were able to exercise more discretion than others 
- somebody badly in need of money will be much less likely 
to refuse a potential customer. For the most part our 
subiects relied purely on their intuition in vetting 

customers that simply look "weird" (see Table M.27): 

Yes I refuse customers a lot. Just getting bad 
vibes. If it seems weird or something to me. (Q. 

So it's more of a feeling than anything?) Yes. 
(Q. Has anyone ever forced you that you've said 

no to?) Yes. (Q. And you had to go with them?) 
Yes. I've had knives pulled on me but that was 
after I went with him, when we got to where we 
were going. (Q. Did you have any bad vibes about 

those people that pulled knives on you before 

they did it?) A couple of times I did and I guess 

I just let the vibes go because I needed the 
money. 

Yes, I refuse tricks if I sense that there is 
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danger in it for me because the years I've been 

exposed to prostitution I've developed almost a 

warning signal in myself. It's just an 

uncomfortable feeling. You learn to assess people 

with sexual desires, to know who is being sincere 

with you. 

A number of our subjects associated trouble with 

certain racial groups more than others. 

My customers, most of them, are white because I 

don't mean to be racist but I find that most 

East Indian men either harass you or they're very 

cheap and they won't let you out of the car and 

they do shit like that. There's really not that 
many black men out there and the one's that are 

out there are usually pimps and you can tell the 

difference between the pimps and the ones that 

would be customers. I have had one black man as a 
customer and he was a working normal joe kind of 
thing. In general I hate to be prejudiced about 

East Indian men but they are really time wasters. 
They're also violent. They have no respect for 
white women let alone hookers. 

And one resented what she perceived as the increasing 

exploitation of women on the street: 

Half of my tricks I refuse because their head 

space about hookers is wrong. I've been working 
since I was 11 years old. 3 years ago people got 
treated nice. If you used to work, girls got 
treated with respect. Nobody would offer $50 for 
a lay or anything like that. If you went out 
there as trick you had to pay money. People were 
treated nice. Now it's kinda, I'm paying you so I 
can do what I want with you, how I want. But it's 
not like that, not for me anyways. Even if I have 

to go broke I ain't gonna let somebody step all 
over me. 

Although we subsequently devote a complete section of 
this chapter to the hazards of prostitution, it seemed 
appropriate to inlcude our main question on "bad. tricks" in 
this section of the write-up since our view of the customer 
through the prostitutes' eyes would be otherwise 
incomplete. To the question "What kinds of problems have 

you experienced with tricks?", we were often appalled with 

the answers: 

Do you want problems  I have right now because of 
dates? (Those and previously.) I have two scars 
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on the back of my head. I have a broken nose in 

two places. I've had a broken jaw which has a pin 

in the back of it. I've had 5 or à broken ribs. 

I've had burnt hands in Edmonton. My hands were 

scalded; they were put on a hot plate; I still 

have scars all over my hands. I've had a drill 

bit pushed into my finger. I've had a gun pulled 

at my head; the trigger has been pulled and then 

the guy was laughing because he didn't have it 

loaded. I've had hoses pu/led on me, fire hoses, 

high pressure hoses. I've had bottles thrown at 

me. I had a beer bottle break over my body. I've 
been set on fire. I've had gasoline put on me. 

Ive  had my pussy tarred, not set on fire though, 

thank God. I've had my eyebrows shaved. I've had 

my head shaved in one place. I've been stabbed. 

I've been run over. I've been thrown from the 

third storey of a building. I have been robbed 

numerous times. I've been punched out numerous 

times. I've got scars all over me from dates and 

from just living. Thanks to the dates I am now 

accident prone. I can walk in front of a goddamn 

car and I don't know what's going on. (Q. This is 

all stuff that has just happened to you by 

tricks?) Yes, just by tricks. (Q. Going back to 

the question of why men like sex, do you think 

violence is part of the reason why these 

particular guys are buying sex?) The S&M. The 

people that give me violence don't pay for it. 

They're just people that promise and then beat 

the shit out of you. One looked like a good 

looking guy. Clean, responsible, had his own car 

and he came in. I asked for the money. The next 

thing I knew I had this knife in my head; right 

across my nose and he ripped off my swimsuit and 

he yelled out "You're not a guy". Of course I'm 

not a guy. I was standing with M..., a trannie. I 

worked with this trannie, and when a trick 

approached he thought she was the female and I 

was the male. (Q. So in other words you're 

talkino about 15-20 bad tricks?) No, I'm talking 

hundreds. Hundreds and hundreds of bad dates in B 

years. Drug addictions, having needles stuck in 

your arms when you don't want them. Being forced 

to drink. Being slapped around. It happens all 

the time. I haven't had any bad dates in a couple 

. of months thank God. I nearly killed a bad date a 

couple of years ago. He had a knife and I stabbed 

him almost to death because I was so frustrated. 

The guy is still in jail and will be for quite 

awhile but now I can protect myself in a way I 

never thought possible. I can fight a guy now 
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better than most guys can fight. I just go crazy. 

Anybody that hits me, I'm sorry, I'm not 

responsible. I turn around the room, I say I'm 

not responsible, I Q0 on them. I don't care. I 

don't care anymore. I don't care if I live or 

die. The only thing that is keeping me alive 

right now is my cat and the hope that I can get 

out of the business. Make enough money to stay 

the way I want to. 

In the case of this woman we can corroborate parts of 

this story - we met the two people who picked her up from 
the hospital the last time she had her nose broken by a 

trick, and they were familiar with several of the other 

incidents described. It seems almost incredible that a 

woman can keep working despite these experiences, but in 

this case she feels that she has no other options 

available. And although she may credit her cat for keeping 

her alive, this belies her own survival ability - she has 
had cervical cancer twice, and has stayed away from heroin 

for three years after maintaining a three year habit. She 

is 21 years old. 

One of our eighteen year old subjects experiences 

were similar, but not yet as extensive: 

These three guys picked me and my girlfriend up 

to do a double (we do them all the time) no big 

deal. They looked like really clean cut guys. We 

got to my apartment which was about 4 blocks 
(this was when I was living in the West End for 

about a month or two) and my girlfriend went to 
the bathroom and I said before we start I have to 

get some money from you.' we've done this  so many 
times. I asked them for the money and all of a 

sudden one pulls out a big gun and ne sticks it 
tu  my head and ne  said do you want to die? And I 

said no. I was scared but then I was mad and my 

girlfriend started crying. Then they tied us up 

with all my nylons. Then they raped us. Then they 
tried to rob Us. They were out to rob us but 

there was nothing to rob; we had not made a dime 

that night. That's what makes me feel good about 
it. So I was raped, I feel bad about that but 
then at the same time these guys went to all this 
trouble to pull their gun out, get identified by 
us and they didn't get anything. 

In the case of another young woman, the situation was 
not quite so bad: 

I've had lots, well I can't say lots, but I've 
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had a few bad tricks. I've had tricks, like this 

one ouy in Edmonton. He paid me and everything, 

we did it, then after we finished I started 

getting funny feelings. He started to dress too 

fast and when I came out of the bathroom, he was 

coing through my pants for the money. But I don't 

hide it in my pants. Right away I hurried and put 

on my pants and he didn't have his shoes on and 

then I could hear a blade open. But he didn't 

want his money back. All he said to me was 

"You're just like the rest of the bitches." and 

he came at me and I put my hand up and he cut my 

hand open. Then he split. I've had tricks that 

say they're going to pay me and you don't start 

getting bad vibes but then when you get to your 

destination, they try pulling out a knife and 

just try to force without paying. (O . So that 

might be another reason why you prefer older guys 

cause there's not as much violence?) 'les. 

In .ome cases a weapon is not necessary. One of our 

fifteen year old respondents (presumably when she was 

younger than this) was scared enough just at the 

possibility that her trick might have a weapon that she 

succumbed to rape: 

I was raped once. He was just sort of taking his 
time and I knew that there was something wrong 

and I went to get out of the door, he just leaned 

over and clicked the door and so I knew that 

right there and then just to not fight with him 

because he might have had a weapon on him and I'd 
get hurt so I just gave it to him and then he let 

me go and that was it. 

Transsexual and transvestite prostitutes are also 

subject to violence, but we suspect that this is not 

because their customers are unaware of their sexual gender; 
Sc  one of our respondents put it "there is a certain kind 

0-F guy who really likes looking at a pretty face while he's 
got a cock in his hand." Instead a certain kind of 

person searches out transsexuals to assault (as in the case 

Of the mistaken identity of our 21 year old woman 

respondent above; she complained that her tricks often did 

not want her once they realized that she was not a man). 

One transsexual we interviewed was severely beaten with a 

hammer earlier this year. In other cases, the outcome was 

not quite as serious: 

A guy a couple of weeks ago pulled into the 

parking lot and he got ready to pay me and then 

saw law pulling into the parking lot so he 
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waited. Are they gone? I'm going yes, yes, it's 

okay. This was supposed to be a trick in the car 

and ail  of a sudden he just boom, he hits me in 

the head a couple of times and I started to 

scream and I got out of the car and that was 

that. He just punched me in the head a couple of 

times. He gave me a fat lip and 3 or 4 lumps on 
my head lust for nothing. Just out of the blue. 

Table M.29 provides a statistical summary of the 

different kinds of "bad trick problems" experienced. Only 
five of our respondents said that they had not experienced 

bad tricks (3 of whom were neophytes), with assault and 

sexual assault constituting the most frequent problems, 

followed by robbery. We will return to these issues 
subsequently in discussing other hazards of the trade. For 
the moment it is sufficient to note that prostitution is an 

extremely dangerous profession. The Alliance for the Safety 

of Prostitutes hands out "bad-trick" sheets; each week a 
double-sided single spaced 8x14 sheet is distributed 

describing problem tricks identified by prostitutes. The 

current situation with the Green River murders in Seattle 
has been reported as driving a number of prostitutes to 
Vancouver although we did not actually meet any of them. 

Several Vancouver prostitutes have died in the past ten 

years, but we do not have reliable figures as to the 
number. But they are not really needed for it is clear that 
prostitution is a dangerous business, and that whatever 

form legislative change might take, its designers must 

always ensure that it is not at the expense of the 

prostitutes' safety. Prostitutes need protection. The issue 
is what form the protection takes. 

VII. COSTS OF SERVICES AND OVERHEAD  W. 's  24, 39 and 41) 

Questions relating specifically to the economics of 
prostitution (Q 's  24, 39 and 41) are discussed in Chapter 

X. It is worth giving some idea of the prices for various 
services at this juncture as a reference point. In the West 
End the average prices appear to be $50-$60 for a "blow 
job" (oral sex), $70-$80 for a "straight lay" 
(intercourse), and $100 for a "1/2 and 1/2" (a combination 
of intercourse and oral sex). In the East End the prices 
tend to be a little lower ($40-50, $60-$70 and $80, for 
oral sex, intercourse and 1/2 and 1/2, respectively, but 
sometimes much lower than this). We are told that Georgia 
Street prices are a little more expensive. Several juvenile 
females charged slightly higher than the West End prices - 
these were also the subjects that tended to get the most 
tricks. 
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PROSTITUTION AS A CAREER  (Q. 's  42-49 , BO) 

In this section of the interview we asked a series of 
questions about prostitution as a career; circumstances 
that led to entry into the profession, viaible career 

alternatives, and, for those of our respondents who had 

left the profession, the reasons for their 'retirement'. 

In asking what circumstances first led our subjects to 
"turn out", 45% said that it was straight forward financial 
need. A further 8 respondents who said that they turned out 
when they ran away from home should probably also be 

included in this category. Ten of our respondents noted 

that "friends" had provided the necessary help to turn out, 
another 5 simply stated that they were turned out by pimps. 
Only three mentioned entry into prostitution as a way of 
supporting a drug habit. And only 2 said that it involved 
the "excitement" of the trade; generally our respondents 

had straight forward material reasons for their involvement 
in prostitution (Table M.30). 

Table M.31 reveals a small inconsistency in our 

respondents' answers. In question 43 we asked if other 

people had helped our respondents turn out; the answers to 
this question indicate that seven of our respondents 

considered themselves to have been turned out by pimps. 
Roughly 50% of the respondents that answered this question 
said that they had turned out by themselves, the remainder 
said that they were helped by other people. Three of them 

said their entry into prostitution was more by accident 
than anything. The following accounts indicated the range 
of circumstances that led our subjects into the trade: 

I was going to school, I was living on my own and 
working and where I was working I wasn't making 

any 	money. 	I was 	working as a telephone 

salesperson on commission. I wasn't making 

anything. I was hitchhiking to school because I 

wasn't making anything and I was hitchhiking to 
school because I never had any money to get to 

school. One guy offered me $50 and I thought he 
was a real weirdo. And then I really needed 

some money. So I got in contact with him again 
and I got some money. Then my girlfriend put me 
in touch with another man and he was giving me 
$150 once every two weeks, or once a week; 
whenever he wanted to basically. I was making 

$400-$500 off him a month. (Q. So you started out 
with one customer basically?) Yes. 

I was taken 'back to a foster home after my 
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strp-fafher went  ta  iail, me and my mom started 
having problems, I started running away and I 

turned a couple of dates then. I quit after my 

baby's father died, I'd come back to Vancouver 

and never even used a needle before that and I 

just, depression I guess, I was really down and I 

started fixing and I started working. It got so 

bad that I just didn't give a hell for the first 

year or so. 

Monetary. I was on my own at the age of 13, and 

no where to go and no money to do it on. I had to 

eat. Somebody asked me if I would like to go up 

to their apartment for dinner and what not and I 

said sure and they paid me and I thought, ding, 

the light went on and I thought now this is an 

easy way of doing things. But it really isn't. 

It's tough, very tough. 

My first trick, I was 15. My ex-old man put me up 

to it basically, glamourized it. It was a very 

strange experience. I was lucky enough I guess 

that my first trick was a half decent person. (So 

this was with help from your pimp?) Yes. 

When I was working the street I got a disease 

that's when I was beginning and I didn't know 

what I was doing. A young girl forced me to do 
it, she said it was alright, she said all the 
other girls do it. I had no other choice. (Q. Is 

that how you turned out?) Yes. MHR wouldn't help 
me. I went down to this office and they never 
helped me out. They said go back to Quesnel and I 
didn't want to go back to Quesnel. (Q. How old 
were you then?) 16. They put me on independent 
living after I was working the street for awhile. 
(Q. So this is the person that told you this is 

all you do?) She didn't tell me that, she just 
told me the basics. She didn't tell me the whole 
thing, who and who not to get into, how. She 

didn't stick around very long. (Q. So you turned 

out just to make money to live?) Yes,I didn't 
want to live wth my mom. I got tired of living 
with my mom. She kept kicking me out telling me 
to go look for a job, go look for a job and 

there's not many jobs in town for a 16 year old 
that's only got a grade 8 education. 

Oh a girl said to me, well you look like you need 
some money so why don't you go with this here 
guy. This is my regular. This is the first time. 
$100 for a blow job and that was that. (Q. Where 
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did you meet the girl?) She was working down on 
Nicola. (Q. And you did it once and went right 
on?) Yeah, far out. Money. 

(When you lived in these group homes you were 
still working then?) Yes. (Q. How much time a day 
did you spend on the street?) For the beginning 
of it not much but then in the middle of it I was 
spending a lot, almost like 16 hours each time, 
each day that I was there. (Q. Did you go to the 

street just to work or did you go there to see 
your friends?) First I went there just to see 
friends and then I got tied up with a pimp and so 
it more or less was like I was in lust with him 
and all this stuff and it just kept going from 
there. (Q. So you were 15 then?) Yes. (Q. How old 
was the pimp?) 21. 

I told you I had a stepfather who beat on me so 
the only way that I could get out of that 
situation, I could call M.H.R., call the police, 

they wouldn't intervene, they wouldn't do 

anything about it, so I'd run away and it was the 
only way that I had of keeping myself alive, 
being half-assed independent. 

I ran away from home. (Q. How old?) 14. (How did 
you get going?) A girlfriend and I did it. (Q. 
Did she already work?) She had turned a couple of 
tricks, that's about it. 

In the case of the males that we interviewed, the 

descriptions of their entry into the trade are not very 
different. 

(Q. Do you remember your first trick?) My first 
trick, I don't know, I had this guy pick me up in 
Moncton, New Brunswick when I was 14. He 

literally picked me up. I liked the guy. He was 
the sound man for a band in Montreal that I know 
really well and we were sitting there and we had 
dinner and stuff and he just looked at me and 
said do you want to give me a blow job? And I 
said no I don't and then he came up with all 
these excuses why I couldn't stay, then he called 
this woman that he knew and told me he was 
sending me over and this was an older lady about 
35 so basically I had sex with her in order to 
stay there for the night. I don't know if you 
classify that as a trick, that was my first 
trick. (Q. When was the first time you clot cash 

- 
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money handed over?) It would be on the highway, a 

trucker or it was a car. I could never remember 

the specific one but it was during my hitchhiking 

days. I used to get cash from all of them whether 

I tricked them or not. 

A lot of tricks like young, good looking men. I 

was 13. I was walking around the street. I lived 

here all my life in this area. Some guy made me a 

good proposition just to go with him  for a little 

while. I thought ok. And he's saying here's 100 
bucks and I think hey, wow, $100 at 13, I feel 

like a millionaire  I  just slowly got into it. 

(O. So in fact nobody else actually helped you to 

get doing.) No. You start yourself,  l'in the only 

fault I'm working because I started it. Believe 

me, i+ I had a job, I'd quit. 

In the case of many transsexuals, prostitution is seen 
as a way of facilitating an expensive sex change (we have 
met several sex changes financed by the avails of 

prostitution); 

When I first came to Vancouver my family sent me 

here to find out what I could get done here as 

far as getting a sex change. They knew when I was 

sixteen. When I was sixteen I admitted myself 
into a Psychiatric Institute for a month and they 
came up with the conclusion that this person is 
not gay but is extremely effeminate and would 
like to be a woman. My family gave me some money 

and said here, go to Vancouver and see what you 

can get done. I met a queen here by the name of 
L.... and another by the name of P... and I lived 
with her for a while and her roommate worked the 
street and at that time it was virtually 

impossible to get financial assistance for my 
medical condition. 

The image of the entry into prostitution given by 

these accounts suggest that economic considerations play 
the most important role, and that pimps had only recruited 
a few of our subjects. The others, most of whom turned out 

when they were juveniles, were often initially turned out 
by tricks. Friends on the street scene often helped our 
subjects in the initial phases of their careers; we thus 
find that 15 of our respondents recall situations in which 
thd=.y helped other people turn out (Table 5.25). The reasons 
they gave for doing so are shown in Table M.33. Only one of 
our respondents had helped turn out other people by virtue 

of being ordered to do so by a pimp. Several years ago when 
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pimps were perceived as having a much more extensive 
control of prostitution in Vancouver, one of our 

respondents helped turn out certain women so that they 
could avoid the domination of the local pimps: 

Yes, I've helped turn out many women. C... was 

going to get someone and get them to work for him 

and I said bullshit on this. I'll turn you out 

and show you how to do it on your own and make 

your own money and keep it for yourself. While I 
was teaching her the business, every pimp in town 
thought  I  was taking her money which was 

ridiculous. I wanted to teach her to do to it for 
herself and not go through what I went through 

with all those pimps. The girls that I did turn 
out were girls that I'd talked to about working 
and they wanted to learn and rather than a pimp 
teach you, I'll teach you and you do it for 

yourself. I took them with me and I told them 
what not to say and just basically follow my 

lead. I'd do all the talking until they learned 

for themselves and they would never go into a 
room with a client by themselves at first. Never. 
It was iust too dangerous so we would do a double 
which the guy loved. I mean two girls for the 

price of one. I did this to protect them. I hate 

pimps. I don't think any woman needs a pimp. 

Similarly the other respondents who helped other 
People  to turn out did not appear to receive any material 
gain for doing so: 

girlfriend of mine was going to work and I said 
I'd help her but I never pushed her to it. (Q. 

She was going to anyway so you gave her a hand?) 

She wanted to do it and then she decided she 

didn't want to do it but I iust said if you're 

going to do it you'll be my friend down there and 

you will be accepted because you are my friend 
and you don't have to worry about that stuff, 

you'll stand with me and I'll make sure 

everything is taken care of. 

No, I don't really help people turn out as such. 

If they want to get into it on their own, fine. 

Once you've decided you want to do it, then I 

will help you learn the ropes. But I will not 

force anybody or recommend it to anybody, not 

anybody, male or female or anything in between. 

No way. Get a job honey, forget the streets. Get 

a profession you can fall back on at least even 

if you must hit the street temporarily, get 
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something to fall back on. 

Well, not really turn someone else out but; well 

I look at M..., she was working for a pimp. She 

was working for another person downtown. She was 

going nowhere fast. M.... is young and she wants 

to be a woman, she's going to try and prove it by 

doing young freebies or whatever comes along. I 

figured well I know what she's going through 

because I know what I went through and I promised 

myself a long time ago I would never help anyone 

again because every time I have tried it, I've 

been fucked up but M.... has been really good. 

She knows I'm trying to help her. Not necessarily 

putting someone out. She's been here for two 

months, I've never asked her for any rent. Once 

in a while when I can't make the money I'll ask 
her to help me out with the groceries or getting 

something to eat for the boys but she does all my 

housework, all my cooking, everything for me 

here. I take care of her and she takes care of 
me. 

My sister got me into it actually. I started when 
I was in Kelowna. Every once in a while she would 
have a trick that she didn't have time for, she'd 
have two set up at the same time and obviously 
couldn't do both. She said B..., would you be 
averse to making $80 for twenty minutes of work. 
I think every girl at one point in their life 

wonders what it would be like to be a prostitute 
for a day. Here was my chance, so I took it. And 
it didn't bother me that much. I always thought 
that prostitution would be a really disgusting 

line of work. I couldn't see how anybody could do 
it, but I did think it would be neat to try. I 
got my chance, I took it, it didn't bother me. 
She was really open about what she did, and I 
understood. It worries me sometimes. 

In other cases, our respondents simply refused to help 
anyone else get into the business because of their own 
feelings about the effect of prostitution oN someone's 
life: 

I have never wanted to help turn anybody else out 

because I wouldn't want anybody to end up like 
me. I am suicidal. I have suicidal tendencies. I 
try to commit suicide every couple of months. In 
my own little ways, jumping off bridges, swimming 

out across the lake, stuff like that, but girls 

that have really needed the money I have taken 
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them out and gotten them a date and at that time 
tell them this is the only time I will take you 

out. I don't want to see you out here again. But 

to train coming out permanently, no I would never 
do that. Never. I wouldn't want them to turn out 
like me. 

It is clear in the case of the last 

respondent 	that 	she does not have a particularly 

favourable view of prostitution, despite her involvement in 
it. Indeed, when we asked what advice our respondents would 

give to someone considering turning out, nearly 70 7.  of the 
respondents who answered the questions said, "don't do it" 
(Q. 80 - Table M.60). A remainder of the answers represent 
types of advice that would be given to a would-be 

prostitute to avoid the many pitfalls  and  hazards of the 
trade. Some of our respondents noted that although they 

might advise a would-be prostitute not to bother, they 

realized at the same time that this advice was itself 

contingent  upon other factors; they realized that most of 
the people who might be asking for advice in the first 
place would nevertheless continue into the trade because of 
the lack of any viable alternative. In that event, our 
respondents said they would readily give advice about the 
hazards of the trade. The perceived relationship between 
economics, job opportunities and the decision to become a 
prostitute is also demonstrated by our respondents 

portrayal of their own access to job alternatives (O. 46b). 
23 of our respondents said that they had no viable 

alternatives to prostitution (56% of the respondents who 
answered this question - see Table S.27). Most of them see 

prostitution as a profession which is extremely difficult 
to leave: 

used to be an artist, I had an agent, I'm a 
hairdresser. Being a woman and then being a 
prostitute and having a record, it makes it very 

hard/difficult to get into anything and keep 
anything if people find out what you've done or 
what you've been or who you are. My step father 
used to beat the fuck out of me when I was up  for  
a scholarship. I was a straight A student 

throughout elementary, high school. If they would 
have let me skip the amount of times they wanted 
to, I would have finished my Grade 12 when I was 
13 but they didn't. So it wasn't from lack of 
brains, it was from lack of opportunity. Then 

when I had the kids, I just turned 17, I was even 

more entrenched in it. I couldn't go to school. I 

tried to go to school and there wasn't enough 
money so I had to work and I couldn't handle it. 
At one point I was working part time, had a 
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57uare job, looking after the kids and going to 

school fulltime. It was overpowering. (31 year 
old woman) 

I have a grade 7, most of my education is grade 7 
or grade 8. I have my grade 12 automechanic, 
machine shop, welding and autobody and I cannot 
get a job because I am female. (Q. The question 

people would ask is "Have you looked for those 
kind of jobs?")Yes, I've looked for those jobs. I 
had a job for 2 1/2 months in Calgary where I 
worked at Mxxxxx Nxxxxxxx. I had a female boss. 

Her boyfriend asked me out. I did not know it was 

her boyfriend. I was fired. I did not get 1 cent 

for 2 1/2 months worth of work. I went to court 
and they had no records of me contempt of court - 

six months in jail. Basically because I was a 

hooker. So in other words the cops here want me 
to have a straight job but I can not get one. I 
have no  • ucking experience. I'm nearly 22 years 
old and I cannot get a fucking job. This place, 

I've only lived here for a week. It's looking 
up. (21 year old woman) 

And for an 18 year old hustler: 

If I did have a chance at a job, I'd be there. I 
don't. I did have a chance with my uncle but he 
died. He owned a cab company in Vancouver. A cab 

company and 1/2 of another cab company. He died, 
then the rest of the family sold it. 

For transsexuals, the problems can be even more 
complicated: 

No, I can't get jobs, not really. Not because of 
lack of jobs, it's because of the transsexualism, 

it's very difficult. If they even have a clue 
that you might be a little different or somebody 
says something, there's no way. I've never used 
any of my training really except my nursing; the 
one I did and got bounced out of when they found 
out I was a transsexual. I fought it for two 
years in court. It wasn't a matter of my gender - 
or lack of it - it was because it was a private 
hospital and if any of their patients had found 
out, there would have been a lawsuit against them 
so either I resigned on my own or was to be 
fired. I would not resign so I got fired. And 
then of course the Medical Association stepped in 
and said "You are constituting fraud. You aren't 
L..." and I said well I am now legally. I had my 
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name changed a long time ago before I started 

working for you. "But you took your training 

under that name and evidently it wasn't your name 

then." What's the difference, it's still the same 

person. I studied for four years in Saskatoon and 

I went there as a female. I went through all my 

training as a female. Nobody there knew. Nobody 

really gave a damn. I came out here and went to 

work and I worked there for 7 years. I went from 
an ordinary R.N. all the way up to administrative 

matron. I was next in line, I would have been 

administrator. 

Most of our respondents conceived their job options as 

extremely limited and often not particularly appealing, as 

in the case of one young native Indian tranSsexual: 

I think the only things I could do if I really 

wanted to push trying to get a lob would be 

housekeeping, daycare or waitressing. 

For one young woman, even though she did not have many 

Options  now, the future looked brighter: 

Not right now, no. (Q. But you are going to 

school?) Yes, I'm finishing my grade 12 and then 
I'm registered in a Dental Assistance course at 

V.C.C. I'll probably start in January. 

Another woman claimed to be in quite a different 

situation compared to the majority of our respondents: 

Well I've had lots of  Jobs, lots. I've done 

everything from a paper route when I was a kid up 

to when I was about 15 years old and then I got a 
job working in a shoe store. I worked as a 

waitress in an old folks home, I worked in a dry 

cleaners for about 1 1/2 years and did the cash 
and helped with the books too. I did the banking 

and stuff. I learned how to do that there. (Q. So 

you could get a straight job if you wanted to?) 
Yes .  I have one now. 

Table  5 .31 depicts the jobs presently held by our 

subjects. Six of our subjects actually hold jobs, five of 
whom are retired from the prostitution trade. There are 

several students, and two "artists" but neither actually 

subsists on their artwork. The three "service-prostitutes" 
are part-timers. The reality of the situation then, is that 

very few of our subjects moonlight. Most of them do not 

see themselves as having viable job alternatives. As noted 

earlier, only 6 of our subjects have actually left the 
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profession, the remainder who claim to have done so still 

either work part or full-time as prostitutes (Table 8.30.). 

And yet 65: of them would quit prostitution were a good 

paying job to become available (Table  5.29) although a 

number of our subjects commented that they would still turn 

tricks  on the side. 

Table M.59 displays the various kinds of jobs that our 

subjects have held at one time or another. The traditional 

service occupations constitute the largest single 

occupational category; 707.  of our subjects held a service 

job (waitress, gas jockey, hairdresser, etc.), 12 had held 

jobs we categorized as white-collar labour (clerks, 

typists, etc.), and 8 of our respondents had been or had 

become involved with social work. Many of these occupations 

reflect the marginal status of women in the labour force - 

a concentration of "unskilled" (so-called) generally 

low-paying types of work (since most of our male subjects 

were under 20 years of age at the time of interview, most 

of these occupational groups were mentioned by the women, 

and sometimes the transsexuals). An examination of 

prostitution in Vancouver  during the period of 1900-1920 
shows the social position of prostitutes at that time to be 

not much different (see Deborah Nilsen - "The Social Evil: 

Prostitution in Vancouver 1900-1920 in B. Latham and C. 

Kess, 1980, In Her Own Right - Essays on Women's History in 

B.C. Camosun College, Victoria: pp. 205-228). 

The overall impression given by these results is that 

very few of our subjects prostitute themselves by a choice 
made independently of economic considerations (they would 
choose to do other work if the opportunity was available). 
And many commentators suggest that economic contingencies 

have forced prostitutes to do wht they do. These findings 
beg the question: "how do our respondents feel about 
themselves in relation to the work they do"?. Twenty-eight 

of our subjects said that they feel differently about 
themselves because of their  profession  than they would feel 
if they worked a regular "straight" job (Table 8.24) - 
seven of the respondents süggested this was because of the 

job itself, nine of them said it was because of other 
peoples' attitudes. 12 respondents said it was a 
combination of these two factors. As one ex-prostitute 
summarized the ambivalence of the situation: 

You get to the point where you think that, 

everybody else that isn't working is a square and 
you are doing the only thing that is right. It's 
just a way of protecting yourself to say, hey 

what I'm doing is okay; everyone that wasn't 
working was a real jerk because here we were 
making all this money. That's the way I thought 
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about myself but I would never admit that I was a 
hooker. I was not a hooker. Even when I was doing 
it, when I would go with a trick and I would be 
in his room and I was giving him a blow job, I 
would be thinking to myself boy, little does this 

guy know I'm not really a ho. So what if he gave 
me money and I did what I did, I'm not like those 
other girls. 

Yes I think it does make you feel different. 

There were times three years ago ago I'd wake up, 
look at myself in the mirror first thing in the 
morning and go  Fm a hooker - you're not worth 

anything. I'm finally just getting out of that. 
If I had a square job  Id  probably be, more happy 
with myself. I wouldn't be able to do as much - 
oh I probably would. No I wouldn't because I 

wouldn't be able to see the places I've seen. 
Everytime I go somewhere I'd have to work to make 

up the money. I wouldn't have been so sick. I 
wouldn't have had to pay the bills I've paid. I 

would feel different though. I'd feel a lot more 
different about myself. I'd also have a different 
outlook towards life and I would be square and I 

wouldn't have the same outlook, I wouldn't be 

able to express myself the way I am. The way I do 
now. It's people's attitudes. The attitudes the 
dates put into your head. The job itself. Working 
the streets, people say it's easy. But they don't 
really know. It is very hard. Since I've been 

working I started writing songs. People that have 

read them have said they're very, very 

depressing.  So my outlook towards life is 

depressing. When I come back here it's like my 

own little refuge. I can do whatever I want. I 

lead a split life. I've got to do two things. I'm 
a hooker and then I'm Just me. Doing my hair the 
way I've done it is a way out of myself, it is a 
way of escape. The way I've always wanted it. 
It's not as radical as I want it. I want it short 
on top so it sticks out all over the place. Just 

like a marie  but I can't do it. I want to catch a 
date -  l'in  having trouble catching dates like 
this. But nowadays I have hair like this you know 
people go down "I went out with a hooker with 
green hair all over, green hair all over. Got to 

take her out." People will come down and they 

will look for a hooker with green hair. Having my 

picture in the papers and on TV, fuck I had 

dates. (O. Who said "Oh, I saw you on TV. I want 

you. 100 bucks, fine"?) I'm still getting them. 

The papers have helped. If they had just kept 
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quiet I may have moved. I'm willinq to move. I'm 

willing to move to a different location. If they 

want me to, if there's response, if it's 

reasonable. 

Many of 	our respondents said that it took a 

considerable time for them to adjust to their role as a 

prostitute (some said that they never did): 

For years I had a very low self esteem. Society's 

attitudes makes one feel different about 

themself. The reinforcement that you're a whore, 

that you're nothing, that you're a low life does 

have an impact on how you feel about yourself. If 

you're constantly being told that given the same 

message for years and years and years by society, 

by the social agencies, by the police force, by 

your family, you can't help but have a low self 

esteem and it's only in the last couple of years 

that I've started feeling good about myself. For 

years I didn't. 

Now I feel good about myself. For awhile I was 

really confused. I didn't know how I felt about 

myself because people, they treat you a lot 

differently when they know you're a hooker. They 

really talk down to you or treat you as a lesser 

being. Now I say fuck you, you think you're so 

high and mighty, I probably fucked your old man 
and he paid me good. Now it's like, you're no 
better than I am. I'm probably better than you 
are because I can face up to life and not ignore 

things that you ignore but before it was like I 
didn't feel as good about myself as I do now. 
I've come to accept it. 

Another hooker, now a part-timer, found the reverse 
effect: 

As you get older it gets worse. I went out on the 
street a couple of weeks ago because my monthly 
bills had been too high and I did need to make 
some money and I was standing there and a couple 
of people I know in the business world walked by 
and said something like aren't you a little old 
for this and I was looking around at the kids and 

remembering I used to be just like that. But then 
the defenses went up and it was like I was just 

out to make some money and that was that. It did 
bother me for a little bit or just in snatches. 

But as you get older, yeah, I'd say it bothers 

you, it gets to you because of other people's 
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feelings and looks. They start to get to you. 

Weighed 	against 	these comments, fifteen of our 

respondents said that being a hooker made them feel no 
different than if they had a square job. 6 said it made 
them feel superior (Table. M.32). 

When it came to leaving the profession, only one of 
our five ex-prostitutes gave age as the answer. In the case 
of another, she feels that she is too well known for her 
political activism to catch dates now (many tricks do not 
appear to appreciate feminist prostitutes that much), 

another left in order to break with her alcoholism: 

Well I ended up drinking so much that I gained 

something like 25 pounds, I was no longer 

attractive to customers and I was really fed up. 
If I didn't get what I wanted, I was always 

drunk, I was turning into an alcholic and if I 
didn't like a customer, I'd tell him to stick it. 
I was really bad. I was nasty towards them. 

The remainder simply just wanted to get out of the 
profession. The same goes for some of our part-timers (most 
of whom are under 23 years of age): 

Well the first time I left I was completely sick 
of it. I was sick of my boyfriend too, but I 

continued to see him after I moved home. I was 

starting to feel a little bit trapped by it all. 
I wanted to get away from my boyfriend basically 

the first time I left it. W.  So you moved back 
home?) I moved back home for 4 months and then I 
moved out with him again and I had a straight job 
working in a restaurant and I also worked the 
street but I didn't work nearly as much as I did 
before. He collected welfare and I had my job and 
for extra money I'd work downtown and then the 
second time I quit, I had to. (Q. So you got into 

a bit of trouble so you couldn't work if you 
wanted to.?) I couldn't go down there for 

personal reasons. This was 4 months ago. 

In the case of this young woman, we know that she is 
once again on the street. The retirement of several of our 
subjects, however, has been permanent for a number of years 
(Table 5.30). A second of our part-time respondents 

couldn't really decide whether they had left the trade or 
not: 

I really haven't left but I have. Just getting 
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fucking tired of it, not being able to stand if 
anymore. 

A third says he has quit +or good, and expects to do 
well at his new career: 

My reason for leaving the street: Just like 

anything else,  I  graduated to something  I  knew I 
was better at. I realized I was good at something 

and finally directed my energy towards that. By 

the time I'm 25  1 plan to be pretty well off and 
not too many worries and I believe that every 
inch. 

The latter respondent, considering himself retired, 

now works as a male escort! 

When it came to the circumstances that might lead our 
retired subjects back into business (Table M.34) serious 

money problems was the only eventuality mentioned (the 

remaining responses reflect the answers of the part-time 
contingent of our subject group). Of the respondent's 
mentioning serious money problems, one (an 18 year old) has 
subsequently returned to the business. 

The final question in this section of the interview 
asked respondents if they had ever been involved in the 
production of sexually explicit films or magazines (Table. 

5 .28). Seven of our respondents said that they had. Several 

others said that the opportunity had often been presented 
to them but they had refused: 

There are guys that drive around and ask if they 
can take a picture, but most girls they basically 
say if you want that you go and get the girls 
that get into that. We're just selling our bodies 
on a person to person basis. We're not actually 

wanting to be movie stars. (O. Do you think the 
introduction of video has made a difference to 
you? Lot's of people could make their own videos 
or would like to make their own videos.) I don't 
know. I've never really thought about that. If 
they want to make their videos, they can make 

them with someone else. I certainly wouldn't be 
the star and a lot of girls feel that way. Very 
few girls would even think about it twice. 

No I have not. I have been bugged. When I was 
addicted to heroin, I had a needle waved in front 
of me so I would do nude photos but that got 
taken care of in my own way. (Q. How?) When my 
brother heard about it. 
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Never, never let anyone do  that  So many people 

see those things and they go "Hey, magazines." 

Jesus! You go into a little corner store and 

here's a picture of you on the front page of a 

magazine, it would be pretty funny. 

No. Absolutely, geez I don't need that kind of 

notoriety. It's bad enough any where I go in 

Canada everyone goes "Hi, M..." Hi D..., I 

haven't seen you in years." Ask any pimp. They'll 

tell you about that fucking old bitch still 

around, trying to rule the roost so to speak. 

One juvenile female, however, was not perturbed by the 

threat of notoriety: 

All sorts of people, there's a few, there is 

some, quite a few guys pick you up who are for 

modelling agencies or porno flicks, whatever. (Q. 

Have people ever asked to do photos?) Oh yeah. 

(Q. Have you ever done photos?) Yes. (O. Have 

tricks ever had pornographic information or 

material around?) Not that I know of. They might 

have, I didn't really ask.  W. Have you ever done 

pornographic movies?) No. (You've Just had 

pictures taken?) Yes, they paid good money for 

those too, for me they did. 

IX. HAZARDS OF THE TRADE (0.'s 50-58) 

Table M.35 provides an inventory of the various 

hazards our subjects associate with the prostitution trade. 

As might be expected from our earlier discussion of 

customers, 'bad tricks' (coded variously as "violence", 

"trick violence", "rape" and "bad tricks") are perceived as 

the most formidable hazard of the business (687. of the 

respondents included bad tricks). Medical problems were 

mentioned by 12 respondents, pimp violence was mentioned 8 

times (i.e. by  ail the subjects who had pimps): 

Hazard one would be your potential bad trick, 

being beaten, raped, stabbed. Maybe just the 

mental stress that we suffer. A lot of girls take 

it all the same, a light attitude but you know 

deep down inside it bugs them. 

You could die. You always take a risk with police 

or some irate person coming along running you 

over with the car and you take a lot of shit and 

you take a lot of verbal and physical abuse, you 
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really do. If you don't get it off the street 
from people walking by, off tricks or iooky-loo's 
and you get it from your pimp if you have a pimp 
or your family's always bugoing you. 

The kooks that come down that have no intention 
of takino out a girl. They Just want to take out 
their frustrations on a girl. Diseases. Violence 

from other girls or pimps. It ages you. 

You could get killed or you can catch diseases 
and you can die from them, there's  su  many 
hazards from working the streets. 

(Q. Did you get frightened on the street?) 
Sometimes. (Q. Why, what would frighten you?) 
Hearing about a friend who's dead or a girl 
coming up to me and saying watch out for that car 
and that sort of stuff or knowing that it was a 

risk to get into a car. 

The obvious ones - being beaten up by a trick, 
being arrested, turning into an alcoholic. Um 
serious about that. 

Seing  attacked by somebody, by a knife or dun or 
whatever sort of weapon. Harassed by the 

residents of the West End. 

( Q. Have you ever been scared on the street?) 
Sure. (Q. What of?) Every day when you go out to 
work - I'm scared I'm goino to get murdered. I'm 
scared of other people on the street too because 
you never know what somebody else is thinking. 

The situation is no different for the males: 

Getting psychopaths, getting groups of kids, 
drunk kids, who just feel hey, let's call up a 
hooker tonight  or  let's pick up a hooker and 
fucking do them in. I 've had a lot o+ friends 
who have been raped, my girlfriend was raped 
twice; once in Stanly Park and once under the 
Burrard Street bridge. I got in a car once and 
had a guy come around from the back seat with a 
wire to go around the neck and I put my hands up 
and he caught my hands. He and his buddy stood 
there and held a knife to me and strip searched 
me. They had watched me turn a trick and so they 
knew I had money, they didn't know if I had 
turned any before that or not but they knew I had 
turned one so they got me. They took the money 
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and left me and that was it. I'm not really 

worried about violence anymore because I can take 

care of myself. Basically I tend to be a very 

violent person to begin with. I try to keep it to 

inanimate objects but occasionally I get in a few 

bar fights and stuff and I don't usually lose and 

I don't give a fuck because I'm not scared of 

dying. But I don't want to die like that, it 

would be really silly. I'll do everything in my 

power not to. So when you give off that kind of 

attitude peole don't fuck with you. I've, I don't 
know how I'm alive, some of the people I've 

mouthed off to and talked back to, it's just the 

attitude that I give that they figure no way this 

would be more trouble that it would be worth. 

It should be noted that there are some exceptions to 

the general tone of these comments, but it should be 

remembered that the following 18 year old subject, devoted 
to her pimp for whom she had worked for three weeks since 

he turned her out, has not yet had a great deal of 

experience of life on the stroll: 

I don't see any hazards to tell you the truth. 

The only hazards I see is catching a disease and 

if you use rubbers everytime like you should then 
you're going to be fine. 

37 respondents (of the 44 who answered the question) 
said that they had a crime committed against them while 

working as a prostitute (Table 8.32); these crimes are 

classified in Table M.36. Of the 38 respondents that 

answered this question, 22 had been robbed (58 7. ), 28 had 
been assaulted (74 7. ) and 21 had been raped (55 7. ) while 

working (in fact scrutiny of our original data reveals that 

all but two of the women in our sample have been raped at 

least once either whilst at work or at some other time). 

Table M.37 indicates that very few of these crimes 

were ever reported to the police. Our data are somewhat 

misleading at this point. In question 51a (have you ever 

had a crime committed against you while working?) we simply 

scored responses as "yes" or "no" (in other words, they 

under-represent the number of crimes). When we asked what 

action our subjects took in these cases (i.e., had they 

ever reported it to the police) we also scored a "yes" in 

the event that any one of a number of incidents had been 

reported to someone - our figures thus over-represent the 
Proportion of those incidents reported to some third party. 

When respondents did report these crimes, few of them felt 

satisfied with the results. The following anecdotes, 

together with those presented in the section on bad tricks, 
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provide a general portrait of prostitute victimization: 

A 23 year old woman: 

Many crimes, too many to even fucking... I've had 
pillows over my head, I've been slashed, I've 
been raped .  I've been robbed. One time in 
Edmonton I was going up to see a trick and this 
goof came screaming into the elevator after me 
and started ripping all my clothes off and 
scratching, I was bleeding. He had his hand 
around my neck from behind, and he was dragging 
me to the underground parking lot and he said 
"You're going to give it to me, you're going to 
give it to me for nothing." He was dragging me 
towards the underground parking lot. As we got 
out of the elevator somehow I either bit him or I 
either stepped on his foot or kicked him. The 
night manager came along and I said call the 
police, this man just tried to fucking kill me 
and he looked at me with my clothes ripped to 
shreds, my suit, my underpants, my bra. I'm 
bleeding and he looks at me and says "Get out of 
here you dirty whore." and says to the guy, okay 
you can go now. That's iust fucking typical. I 
told you what happened when my kids were raped, 
they don't fucking do anything. That's the kind 
of response I get. 

An ex-bar hooker: 

Robbery several times. I normally kept a really 
good stash where I put my money but a couple of 
times a trick would find it and take it. I was 
raped once in Las Vegas by a dealer, black jack 
mother. (O. Did he know you were working?) Yes, I 
think that's one of the reasons why he did it. 
(O. Did he come on as a potential trick?) Yes, 
sure did. Took me back to his place and raped me. 
That's when I was running with that really, 
really heavy crowd and when they found out about 
it supposedly they did something about it but I'm 
not sure what happened, I never asked. A couple 
of times some customers would try to hit you if 
they weren't satisfied with what you did, if they 
were drunk or if you did everything they asked 
for but they didn't think it was enough and 
they'd try to get their money back and of course 
you wouldn't give it to them and they would try 
to beat it out of you. Nobody actually ever hit 
me. (O. Did you report it?) You can't. It was 
just that one time when the security guard helped 
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me where I was really freaked out and thank god 
he was there. But a lot of times in situations 
like that when there's no one else around you 
give them their money back and you try to talk 
them down. They're weirdos. It's like walking on 
eog shells with them. You have to be really 

careful. 

An eighteen year old woman: 

Robbery and assault, yeah. I've been robbed. Like 
tricks after I've turned them they've taken their 

money back plus what I had on me and I've been 

beaten up and forced to turn them, to put out 
even if I didn't want to. W.  Did you go to the 
police? Rape Relief?) No, nothing. What can you 

do about it. Say it happened in a car, what can 
your partner do. But if they took me to their 
place then we could go back and pay them a visit 
or something. (Q. Has that ever happened?) Yes, I 

did that. Can't go to the cops, what can they do. 
(I remember you said before that you felt it 

might be okay that the cops took your I.D. 
because then they could help you if something 

happened.) Yeah, if you got killed they can 

identify you, that's what I mean. 

A 22 year old woman: 

Well I still felt robbed because they didn't pay 

me but at the same time I think I was more mad 

than scared. That anger sort of pushed away the 
scaredness and then maybe took a humourous side 
because I was so mad saying, ha, you didn't even 
get anything. If you've got to pull guns on girls 
to have sex then you've really got sexual 

problems. (Q. It didn't stop you from working, it 
didn't freak you out completely?) No. I reported 
it to the police. I should have reported it right 
away but I was so mad I went and had a drink with 
my girlfriend and my boyfriend. I was just mad 

and we just started talking about it for an hour 
and then we went to the police and they said well 
you should have told us right away we would have 
caught them before they left the West End but I 

think that's a bunch of garbage. I kept bugging 
the police about it - What are you doing about 
it? on several occasions. Actually every time I 
laid eyes on that particular policeman I bugged 

him about it. (Q. But at that time, what kind of 
response did, you get?) They took the details, I 
gave them the description of the car, the license 
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plate. They're going, well it could have been 
stolen, etc. Well that's true but still. (Q. Did 
they ever catch them?) No, I don't thinks so. W. 

 Did they have other reports about these men,their 

license plate or something?) I don't know, they 
never seem to have a straight story about it. (Q. 
Did you ever see them again?) No. (Q. Did you 
contact 	the 	Alliance 	for 	the 	Safety of 
Prostitutes or Rape Relief?) Well I saw them at 
the next meeting. (Q. Did you get them put on the 
bad trick sheet?)  Vos.  I told every girl that I 
could that night, watch out for these guys just 
in case. 

Two transsexuals: 

I've been robbed, and raped once. (Q. Do you want 
to talk about it?) I was working on Davie and 
this guy picked me up in a grey Jag. In those 
kind of cars you don't have much room to move and 
all he did was, he was a big guy, he just threw 
his arm across my throat and just held me there, 
just pinned me there. I couldn't move and drove 
me out on this side of the bridge underneath the 
bridge and then he drove me back afterwards, like 
this was the wrong thing to do. I got out of the 
car and the girls automatically noticed there was 
something wrong, got the licencse plate number 
and he got caught. I didn't have to go to court, 
I went to the hospital, the doctor signed a 
statement and I signed a statement and he was put 
away  for  assault. I was raped and they did find 
the evidence they needed. (Q. How were you 
treated? Did they know you were working?) In 
cases like that the police don't really care if 
you're a queen, sex change or whatever. You have 
been attacked and they want them off the streets. 
They want these people off the streets and the 
police will help you. 

Yes, I reported it to the police, the medical 
staff at the hospital, they take a full report 
too. Nothing was ever done. They patched me up, 
said well you're in the profession, that's all, 
tough shit. Only once they took a guy to jail and 
that was when he had me down on the waterfront. 
That was a couple of years ago and then the guy 
got fined and put on probation for a year, that's 
it. In the meantime, he could have killed me. He 
had me in the right spot for it. If he had got me 
into that box car they would have found me in 
Calgary or some other place down the line dead 
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and I know it  for a fact. He would have killed 
me. The man was, I mean  lm  pretty tough too, but 
this man was huge, like steel, he had arms like 
steel. He got me down like this and I had a wrap 
skirt on and my boots on. The only thing that 
saved me was I said why  dont  you wait until I at 

least get my panties down. The way you're 

straddling me right now I can't get my legs open 

to pull my panties down so you can do whatever 
you want to do and the man did not know I was 

transsexual so when he got up I booted him and I 
boogied. Anyways, I tripped over a stupid log 
down there that was in my way, I didn't see it in 
the dark and he got me in the middle of the 

bloody road. My knees were all s'kinned and 

everything else and he grabbed me by the back of 

my good coat, luckily, and he started dragging me 

across the road back towards the box car, luckily 
the cab came along and saved my ass. It's the 

only thing that saved me and they all witnessed 
against him until the police told them I was 
transsexual and they would refuse to appear in 
court. 

While the majority of our subjects suggested that they 

got little satisfaction when they reported crimes commited 
against them, this was not always the case. One young woman 
told us: 

(You've 	been 	assaulted 	though.) 	Yes. (Q. 

Abducted? Taken away somewhere? Driven somewhere 

far?) Yes, University Endowment lands (Q. Ever 
been robbed?) Once or twice. (Q. Did you report 
it?) I reported it to the police. 	(Q. Did 
anything 	happen?) No. (Q. What about other 

situations?) I got robbed in Calgary and I took 

it to court and I won and the guy had to do some 
weekends, I can't remember how many weekends but 
he did have to do some weekends. (Q. So the 

response was good?) It was then, yes, it was 

really good. I was really pleased. They were 

totally on my side which was really great. 

Given the general tendencies of these responses, it is 

hardly surprising that many of our subjects (25 out of the 
40 that answered the question) carry weapons (Table S.33). 

Table M.38 shows that knives are the preferred means of 

self defense. One of our subjects had gone so far as to 

keep a baseball bat close by: 

I don't carry a weapon as such; my fists and 

whatever will do. A broken mirror if I have one 
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in my purse and can get to it. If no, then if I 
have time to run to my truck - I have a baseball 
bat, an aluminum one this time. It might dent and 
it mioht bend but it won't break. I do not carry 
a knife because then you are asking for trouble 
and if you ever pull it on a trick you're taking 
a chance he'll take it off you and use it on you. 
Do you with your own knife. My best advice if 

you're being attacked is don't fight it, go with 
it. You might get bashed up a bit but you will be 
bashed a lot less if you don't fight against it. 
Let him do whatever he's going to do. I know it's 
still rape and I know you're a ho and it doesn't 
make any difference reporting it to people. But 
it does make a difference. It's still rape. It 
still affects you. 

PROSTITUTION AND DRUG USE 

The study of prostitution in Vancouver conducted by 
Monique Layton in 1974 suggested that there was a high 

incidence of heroin use among Vancouver prostitutes. 

Although several of our subjects have used or still use 
heroin, this is a much smaller percentage than that 
indicated by Layton. We have already noted in the studies 
of police and social services that few people perceived 
substance abuse as a major factor in the genesis of 
prostitution and drugs were not frequently mentioned as 
hazards of the trade (see Table M.40). Street people are 
nevertheless voracious drug and alcohol consumers (although 
no more so than many other social groups); 33 of our 
subjects used drugs or alcohol while working, 13 did not 
(Table  5 .34).  2 of the respondents that did use drugs or 

alcohol while working said that they did so to alleviate 
the stress of the job (Tables  5 .35 and M.39): 

I go out and have a few drinks especially if 

business is bad. I go out and have a few drinks 
because a lot of girls can go out there and it's 
like hey,  corne  here. I can't do this, I've had a 
few. Yes it makes it easier for me to do. Some 
girls it's just a natural thing to do, they can 
go out there and go snap, snap, snap. I can't. 
They do it with just anybody and I can't. 

It's only in the last year that I haven't had to 
be high to turn a trick. I don't do drugs, I 
don't like them. It makes me less aware of what's 
happening. Why did I? It was a way of blocking 

out what I was doing, I couldn't fucking stand 
it. 
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(How much do you drink?) I don't know, a fair 
amount I suppose. (Q. You don't drink every day.) 
No, I don't drink everyday but when I go Out I 
drink maybe 6 beers or something. (Q. What drugs 
have you used when you were on the street7) 
N.D.A., Speed, Valium and Demerol. I love 
Demerol. (Q. Ever been to a drug and alchol 
clinic?) No. 

I used coke occasionally, very rarely, only when 
it was Given to me by my friends and I did it so 
rarely it didn't even matter. Alcohol all the 
time. It was my crutch. I could not work without 
having at least a 1/2 bottle of wine ,cq--  a couple 
of drinks of something. 

Several of our other subjects used drugs while they 
were working, but not because they were working: 

I always have a couple of tokes or maybe a beer 
or two before I work, then there's times I go 
down perfectly straight. I get totally stoned out 
there, just enough that I can feel a nice buzz. 

When I work I don't do it any different out there 
as I do with my friends out smoking drugs. Not 
just because I'm working, if I smoke drugs, I 
smoke drugs. 

In contrast to these respondents, several of our 

subjects did not do drugs specifically because they did 
work - to be stoned was to be vulnerable: 

Not when I'm working. I'd probably be dead by now 
if I did. I tried to go to work on coke and I 
can't do it. When I'm high I like 
to be sitting at 
home. I don't get high because if something 
happened my mind is pretty slow when I'm on coke 
and if I get paranoid or something....while I'm 
on coke or if I get too relaxed, something might 
happen; I can't feel safe. I can usually get 
pretty good vibes when I'm straight. If I'm high 
I'm never going to know what anybody else is. (I 
think that's it with a lot of people. You got to 
be constantly on guard.) Yes. 

It appears that there are very few heroin users in the 

West End stroll, although the East End is by reputation 
more renowned for its "junkies". Our West End subjects 
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9enerally tended to frown on heroin users: 

(Q. Do you feel like you need to use drugs while 

you're working?) Yes. (Q. But you were mentioning 

before about drugs, that women were down on 

people using drugs, is that just junkies?) That's 

the needles drugs. Everyone smokes pot down 

there. Well, not even everyone. There's some 

girls who don't drink or smoke pot.But I think a 

lot of girls think the junkies are sort of 

pathetic people just standing there nodding. They 

feel sorry for them, but why do we have to worry 

about this person going out in a car knowing that 

she'd be the easiest person to rob or to rape or 

kill. The chances are a lot easier than for any 

other girl because they're stoned and when 

they're nodding out like this it's so easy to 

just hit them over the head. It's sad. It's not 

so much that we don't like these Junkies because 

we see them when they're not stoned and we like 
them and we talk to them, then we see them when 

they're stoned and we can't talk to them, they 

can't talk to us and they're just off in their 

own little world. Some of them we know really 
well and we do like them but when they come out 
on the street stoned we just like go home, we try 

and tell them that they're in a state of mind. 

They tell you to fuck off or whatever. They don't 

listen to you and that's their biggest problem. 

It's not that we don't like them. There're some 

that we don't like. They're known as rip-off 
artists. A lot of them clip the trick or set them 
up. Take them to their place and have guys next 

door that rob them. That part of it is just the 
worst, ruins the whole name, ruins everything. I 

get tricks that say I was down last week, I mean 

they keep coming back, but they say I was down 
and this girl tried to rip me off and I caught 
her or she was in my wallet while I was in the 
bathroom and stuff like that. 

Despite the ambivalent feelings towards the use of 
drugs and alcohol while working, the majority (if we 
include alcohol) of our respondents do use mind altering 
drugs. Our analysis also misses to some extent the 
different patterns of drug use in the different strolls 
reported by other observers (eg. Forbes' study of Vancouver 
street prostitution in 1977 and Kohlmeyers' in 1982). Were 
our sample to include a larger compliment of East End 
hookers, we would probably find a higher incidence of 
heroin users in our sample (which does include several 
current and ex-users), and a higher frequency of Talwin and 
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Ritalin users. Talwin is a strong depressant and Ritalin a 
stimulant; these are taken together intravenously . The 

general opinion of our various contacts in official 
agencies in Vancouver (police, social workers, Alcohol and 

Drug Commission) is that heroin use has declined rapidly 
during the past ten years in the city. The mixture of 
Talwin and Ritalin, a highly addictive combination, is 

often substituted for heroin (when it is not available). 

Both are prescription drugs, large numbers of which find 

their way onto the East End streets (Chinatown and 

Hastings) Each cap is worth about $10 and literally 

thousands are prescribed every week. We have little 

information on this aspect of the street scene which 

intermingles with the East End prostitution business. The 

large contingent of native Indian people in this area also 

makes it unique in ways in which we have not been able to 

offer much of an insight. Talwin and Ritalin use certainly 
compounds the financial problems of the few Talwin-Ritalin 
users that we did interview. 

MEDICAL HAZARDS 

of the 44 respondents that answered this question 

attributed medical problems that they had experienced to 

their work (Table S.36). The types of medical problem are 

described in Tables M.40 and M.41. Plain "poor health" was 
the medical problem mentioned most, a reflection of the 

feeling that street life is generally deleterious to the 

health. Only 5 of our respondents mentioned having had any 
type of venereal disease, although the category 

"infections" may encompass others - it depends upon one's 
definition of venereal disease. We do know that most of our 

subjects make their customers use prophylactics no matter 

what type of service is performed (including our male 

respondents) in the belief that this will minimize the 

chances of contracting a venereal disease. Only five 

respondents mentioned P.I.D. although we have information 

from a Vancouver nurse who worked in the Youth Detention 

Centre that young females known to have been active in the 

Vancouver street scene are revealing a very high incidence 

of P.I.D...29 of our subiects hold medical insurance, 11 do 

not; Ei of them did not provide this information (Table 

S.38). 

The main reason given for not having medical insurance 

was lack of proper identification - a number of the 

juveniles in our sample (and it was mainly the juveniles 

that did not have medical insurance) simply do not have 

their own I.D. (they frequently use someone else's). 

24 of our respondents had their own doctor, the 
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remainder used various public clinics. 

Detailed though they are not, these various findings 

do suggest that specific types of health hazard are 

associated with prostitution (a suggestion which will 

surprise no-one), but they are potentially much more of a 

hazard to the prostitute than they are to the customer. 

X. SOCIAL SERVICES (D. 's 59-40) 

The purpose of this section of the interview was to 
construct a profile of our subiects' past and present use 

of social services. Because of inconsistencies between the 
adult and juvenile interview formats, five of our 

respondents were questioned about their use of social 
services in such a way that they could not be included in 
the analysis. The two respondents who completed the 
interview as a self-administered questionnaire did not 
complete questions 59 and 60. These ommissions together 
with some further attrition in the interviews left us with 
a group of 36 respondents who completed the question on use 
of social services. Table M.43 indicates the main types of 
social services used by our subjects - our 36 respondents 
had used an average of  3  different types of social service 

each. Medical centres were most frequently mentioned 

followed by financial aid (17 responses), counselling (12 
responses), emergency services (12 responses) and group 
homes (11 responses). Eight respondents also mentioned 
having been helped by the prostitute organization "Alliance 
for the Safety of Prostitutes", the only organization 
designed specifically  for  that purpose. 

It is clear from these answers that prostitutes and 
sexually procured juveniles make extensive use of social 
services. One of the most consistent themes that appeared 
in these responses concerned the difficulty that juveniles 
experience in their attempts to get help. Typically our 

respondents would evaluate each service as they were 
mentioned: 

(Rape Relief): If you're raped and you're a 

whore, Rape Relief won't want to hear from you. 
They use that hospital centre for a help line, 
but where are they when you need them? What are 

they doing there? They're absolutely doing shit. 
The people that are in the service industry are 

sitting on their asses doing nothing collecting 
big  fat  wages. (Medical Centres): Yes, I use 
them. (Counselling): almost nil, so little there 
may as well not be any. (Help Lines): Ditto. 
(Food & Shelter): Well that comes under Ministry 
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of Health and Welfare but if you're a juvenile, 
no way. If you're under 18 no way, Welfare will 
not help a 16 year old kid. No place to stay, no 
food, no nothing. Tough isn't it, go to juvenile 

authorities and tney say what about your home, go 
back home. Then the kid will hit the streets and 

they'll get some dirty, rotten son of a bitch up 

there either a black pimp or a girl who's working 

for a pimp will grab them and start them out in 

the streets. For the first week or two it will be 
lovey-dovey home type thing, nice clothes, 
beautiful big car ride around with this black man 

and the man gets you in bed one night and does 

this little number on you and you fall in love. 

Love? Shit: All he's doing honey  is making you 
feel good so you'll do anything for him, 

anything. (Financial Aid): If you're a certain 
age, yes. If you're 16 there isn't. (Emergency 
services): There's nothing that I know of. 

There's juvenile authorities and all they want to 
do is grab you and put you in the clink and then 
phone your parents. There's no place they can go, 

for instance, stay here, live here, go back to 

school or take school at home, this is your duty 
around the house and this is what you have to do 

in the garden and once a week you have to do this 

downtown and come home again; crap! (Q. Have you 

had any contact with the Alliance for the Safety 

of Prostitutes?) This is a really good 

organization. I wish it would get more off the 

ground than what it is. They should be backed 

more than they are. (Group homes): There are 

group homes but it's through M.H.R. again. There 

is nothing there, like if I had the resources and 

I had a big huge house or even a hotel. Now 

there's another thing. Why are they ripping down 

these bloody hotels? These old hotels, they're 

ripping them down instead of refurbishing them 

and opening them as homes for kids. (Educational 
services): Yes, if you are of a certain age and 

on welfare, fine but if you're 15 or 16, you're 
screwed or 13, you're even more screwed up. If 

you're of the eligible age of 19 and over fine, 
there's lots of things you can get but if you're 

under 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12 even, forget it. 

If you get caught by the police, that's it, then 

your parents are contacted if they can get a hold 

of them or else Child Welfare comes in and that's 

it. You're shuffled from foster home to foster 

home to foster home and you run away and you're 

back on the streets. It's around and around on 

the merry-go-round. But you might get into a hell 



of a good foster nome. 

Lever-.i 	respondents 	pointed out that facilities 

ostensibly designed to help Juveniles and other street 

people effectively serve to control them instead: 

The churches definitely won't help you. They'll 

phone the police. They'll interview you and find 

out where you're living and they'll phone the 

police. Salvation Army, the same thing. I'm not 

going to point out any particular group or church 

but they're all the same thing. 

One 21 year old hustler discussed at length his 

history of contact with social service agencies: 

I've been to see some of the best psychiatrists 

in the country. The mind  as a big trip for me, I 

get into it. Every psychiatrist I've seen has not 
yet been able to figure me out except for the 

fact that I can't trust myself. They've proven to 
me time and time again through tests that I can't 
trust myself. I won't let them hypnotize me 

fully, I won't let them tie my hands behind my 

back which is something a lot of them ask me to 

do. (O. What kind of therapy is that?) This is 

really basic therapy  -for  what they're trying to 
find out in me and what I'm asking them to find 
out in me. (Q. What are you asking them?) Simple 
questions which I've found, which I've come to 
the conclusion that are in everybody's minds so 

why should I worry about them which is like, 

okay, I say I love my mother, I know I love my 

mother. When she gets hit by a car tomorrow, what 
am I going to feel like? I know what I'm going to 

feel like. I'm going to maybe cry for a day but 
that's it. Life will go on. I say I love my 
girlfriend. If she gets shot tomorrow, she gets 
raped or killed by a trick tonight what am I 

going to be thinking about? What's going to 
happen with the bills and the possessions and 

everything, how do I keep everything in order, or 
am I going to be grieving, or what? I've seen 
about 4 people killed in front of me, that  ive 

 actually witnessed and I know I could watch 
someone get killed right in front of me and it 
won't do anything to me at  ail. But I found out 
that the majority of people are like that. It's 

nothing unique. I thought I was really unique. I 
thought I had a real problem that I was really 

weird because I didn't feel anything. I've 
contacted poison lines a couple of times because 

262 
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I used to be pretty heavy into drugs and I'd bang 
all sorts of things into my arms and then I 
wouldn't know whether I was going to die or not 
so I'd phone those guys and I'd  tell  them what I 
did and _qay am I  going to die and they'd tell me 
what to do. They'd tell me go throw up, go to 
sleep. They were very business like. They 
analyzed what I had done and what I should do, 
whether I should go to the hospital, they'd just 
tell me what  i  should do. (Food banks): I lived 
in a communal house where everybody used to go 
down to Sally Ann and get a $10 voucher for food. 
That's about the only time I ever used anything 
like that. I used to stay in stopovers in Toronto 
a lot when they were 50 cents for a bed and 
breakfast. I used that a lot when I was 15/16. I 
take Welfare. I don't mind. I've worked enough 
that I think it's almost about even now. We're 
just about even. I've been in school for 9 months 
and haven't been receiving Welfare. I've been 
receiving welfare for 2 months. I Just scored a 

job so I'm only going to take one more cheque off 
them. I'm not going to defraud them. I don't like 
Welfare. I hate Welfare cheques because I know 
what my monthly bills are and I know my cheques 
are going to not cover it but they're going to 
cover most of it so I never see any cash out of 
it anyways and I'm honest with my workers. I tell 

them, they know I got no money for rent or food 
or clothes. They  now  where my money is going. I 
tell them and they give it to me. I don't 
bullshit them in the least. I've gone to medical 
centres for treatment of V.D. and I actually used 
a regular doctor for  8  months when I first got to 
town because I wanted to find a doctor I liked 
and I trusted.i tried to go to clinics and then 
they kept referring me to different doctors and 
I'd op see them. Until I was comfortable I used 
them for everything. For my asthma, for colds, 
for anything I'd go in and see them and they'd 
look after me. They'd send me for x-rays and 
everything.  W.  Drug and alcohol counselling?): 
I've always handled it myself. I was able to quit 
cold turkey every drug under the sun which is 
about basically what I did. I quit everything 
except drinking. (Q. Were you wired on heroin?) 
No, I never liked it. I didn't like it. I was a 
speed freak. (Group homes): 5 or 6. I can 
remember 1 or 2. I never stayed. I stayed a week 
and left. That was it. (That seems to be the 
story on everybody.) There's no faults with the 

group homes. Oh fuck, I had one, it was out on a 
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farm. It was great. I'm an idiot for not stayine 

there. There was two gorgeous little farmer's 

daughters. I didn't mind getting up and working 

in the morning and really good food and lots of 

sunshine and everything. But for me I thought 

there was something better so I iust stayed a 

week, packed up and left. I'd say 807 of the time 

it's  nt the fault of the group home, it's just 

the kid feels something better, there's got to be 

something better. They automatically assume 

because of the media and propaganda and 

everything that this fosterhome, this group home, 

these people are going to be assholes and I got 

to move out so as soon as they start laying down 

rules they figure okay, I'm going and they go. I 

imagine there are quite a few group homes, in it 

just for the money. They scam their way through 

everything. They ask for $100 for a new swing set 

and then they buy one for $20, a rusty old one 

from next door and spend $80 on a night out. I've 

seen that. That happened right next door to me 

once. I see that shit happening so I know it's 

possible but the group homes that I was in were 

always good. It was my choice to leave. I never 

used Youth Services; I was under an alias all the 

time so I used all the adult services. 

One young hustler who claimed several times that as 
soon as he could get a job he would quit hustling 
complained about the lack of job training available: 

Gordon House does help you out with job training 

in a sense. There's not really too much training 
though. It's a job,  they pay you five bucks an 

hour. Five bucks an hour but it's better than 
working on the street. A few people use it. But 

they're not really training you for a job,  you're 

Just working for them cutting lawns, 

landscaping. That's not really job training. In a 
sense it is training. But they need more I think. 
They used to have one in North Van, they called 
it Canadian Activity for Youth or something like 

that. They trained you how to go out looking for 

work, how to make resumes. They cancelled that 
because of financial cutbacks. 

One 	transsexual 	in 	discussing social services 
generally mentioned the special needs of people like 
herself: 

They need something like in Montreal, they have 
aid to transsexuals. That's what they need here. 
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A lot of trannies come into town, they go out, 
they don't know where to turn, they don't know 
which way to go and somebody says well she needs 
a way to make money, c'mon girls. That's how a 
lot of us start. Who wants to hire a tranny when 
you don't have the female I.D. You can't get a 
lob. (Q. When you have a sex change, you're not 
given new I.D.?) No, you have to apply for it. 
You have to go through the name change and 
everything. (Q. So you haven't had a legal name 
change?) The doctor that did me had a few 
problems with a few other sex changes that he'd 
done, fouled up on them, I've been very fortunate 
so he quit altogether and he won't answer any 
letters, he won't answer any affidavits or 
nothing. (Q. You have to have proof that you've 
had the operation?) Yes, you have to have a 
letter from him, you have to have a letter from a 
G.P. and a letter from two doctors in V.G.H. 
after examination. (Q. Does it bother you that 
you can't do that?) I've talked to them and I've 
had my brother's girlfriend get in touch with the 
Department of Vital Statistics. They say go and 
see these two doctors at V.G.H., have them 
examine you, go see your G.P and fill out your 
forms and send them to us; they're going to try 
and work it out. I hope they can do  it  (Q. How 
long has it been since you had it?) Three years, 
three years in July. 

One of our respondents suggested that her pride had 
prevented her from using services that were available: 

I think they are good but I don't know. When I 
was in the business I relied only on myself and 
it was a matter of pride not to go to those 
places. I think Legal Aid wold be a definite 
benefit. As a matter of fact, I had one regular 
customer that was a lawyer and in exchange he 
would do my legal work for me. 

Another, a young male, agreed that there was a need 
for social services, but he was not at all convinced that 
existing forms of service are particularly helpful: 

The thing those people seem to think is that when 
you're hustling, you're ruining yourself. But 
they don't understand what you're doing it  -for. 

 It's for making money. They look at it as a form 
of ruination, so I don't think they are any good 
except for maybe medical centres and help lines; 
goes with the job. Drug treatment centres I think 
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there should be more - they should take pill 

poppers off the street and help them. Like I got 

a friend, he used to have a girlfriend, now he 

pops pills and he's fucked all over and he can't 

do nothing all day.  W.  Would you say that most 

of these places give you adequate help?) No. 

Of the people that did offer an evaluation of the 

social services that they had been clients of, 10 of our 

respondents said that services offered were inadequate, 10 

of them said they were adequate (Table  5.40). But even the 

people that said the service had been adequate were often 

critical of the attitudes of service personnel or the style 

of service. One typical complaint involved the mandatory 

nature of some "services", particularly in the case of 

juveniles. One juvenile described the situation in the 

following way: 

I was made to go to everyone I went to, made, 

forced and I think that they can't help you 

unless you want to be helped. I did not want to 

be helped at the time and I got through it by 

myself eventually. They tell me when I'm about 

30-35 I'm going to go through all these mental 

stress problems and I'm going to probably want to 

commit suicide. I was in the Maples for hooking 
and doing too many drugs and for sexual abuse; 

for being raped. When I first went in there I was 

paying for other people's problems. I was locked 

up because I was raped too many times and I never 

did any drugs before I went in there and then I 

ran away and came down to the West End. (O . What 
made you come to the West End?) I don't know. I 

wanted to be cool to start with, I wanted to be 
in with it. I hate meeting people and when I 
first came downtown I felt really bad and I was 
really by myself and always alone. I did things 

by myself. I don't know how I met anybody. Right 
now they are refusing me help. I don't want any 
help but they're telling me even if I did want it 
I can't have it. (Q. Do they refer you somewhere 
else?) Yes, I was in a hospital in Port Coquitlam 
and they told me I should be in the Maples (a 
psychiatric unit). (Q. How do you feel about 
them?) They say I'm young and naiive and I need 
help and I need all these grown ups around me to 
help me. I guess they're right in thier way, they 
think they're helping me in their way but it's 
not the type of help I need. 

Something like the Maples is no good; people go 

there unwillingingly. You can't help somebody who 
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doesn't want to be helped. There should be 
sofflething where if people want to go they can go 

and they don't have to be locked up and kept 
there. Just not the whole head trip that goes on 

now. 

Other Juveniles expressed to us the same overriding 

desire for a sense of autonomy: 

(Q. How do you feel about the attitude of 

Emeroency Services?) Bad. (Q. Why, is their 
attitude really bad?) They said well if you want 

to eat you got to go in a group home and I said 

well I just want a food voucher, I'll pay you 
back, whatever, I just don't want to go to a 

group home. I even broke a social worker's finger 

when he tried to take me, his name was R... and I 

broke his finger and he had two other cops take 

me down. When you become a street working person, 

your lifestyle changes a bit and then if you 

worked as a street worker for a few years, your 

whole life will be totally changed because you'll 
look at it as hey, these guys are really doing a 

lot of garbage shit, that's how you look at it. 

But a lot of them aren't. Say you were a street 

worker right now, you'd be dragging me down to 

E.S. if I was 15. Medical centres, they're pretty 

good but they're slow. They take a long fucking 
time, 8 hours if you have to get some penicillin 
for your throat, 8 hours in there and you get a 

bottle. Most of them didn't treat me as a hustler 

so it was a fair attitude. I go to the hospital 

and the doctor goes so you got strep throat and 

it kept coming back and I  don 't  know why. He goes 

well have you been doing oral sex and then I said 

well I 'got a girlfriend, I'm not into that sort 
of shit just to protect myself because I don't 

want him thinking I suck cocks. I don't want 

nobody to know that. 

In another instance, an 18 year old hustler complained 
about his continuing skirmishes with welfare: 

Welfare, is a total bummer for me. Every time I 

go down there it's a different excuse. For the 

last two months I haven't gotten a cheque. I got 

one cheque and that was it and they haven't given 

me anything since. It's always come back tomorrow 

or do this, or we got to talk to so and so, or 

you got to move offices. I move offices and they 

tell me I have to go back to the other one again, 
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or your cheque will be in the mail, they  dont 

 even have an address for me yet and stuff like 

that. Emergency services were  o. k.  when I was 

younger but when I turned 16-17 it was like 

goodbye. They give me $5 worth of food vouchers 

and say that's going to last you for the week. 

Another 18 year old man: 

Welfare refuses me all the time so I  dont  even 

bother going. Its basically because I  dont  have 

a fixed address. But how the hell are you going 

to get a fixed address if you have no income. 

They're not about to give you income unless you 

have a fixed address. Its  a big run around. 

This young man estimated that he had been in about 30 
group homes or other care facilities since the age of 3. 

Borne of the homes he spoke of quite favourable but they 
rarely ever worked out - he blames himself for many of the 

incidents, but generally had hated the group and foster 
home experience. 

What we generally found was a great deal of criticism 

of social services both in terms of quantity and quality - 

only 6 of our respondents believed that there were enough 
services available, 24 did not (Table 5.39). Services were 

felt to be particularly inadequate in the case of 
iuveniles. Table  1.44 describes the kind of services that 

our respondents recommended be introduced to help keep 
juveniles away from the strolls; the most frequently 

mentioned form of service included safe group homes and 

safe shelters where juveniles could eat and sleep; several 

people also recommended crisis centres as supplementary 
facilities. The needs for counselling and "good social 

workers' were also mentioned. Some of the major commentary 
in this section focused on the inadequacy of the group home 
system as it is currently organized. One of our subjects 
could not understand why the female juveniles picked up by 
the police would often reappear in the strolls. She 
realized that one important factor, however, was the 
general reaction of the juveniles to group homes in which 
they lived: 

She was a very mixed up little girl and the kiddy 
car would come by and pick her up and take her 
down and 1/2 - 1 hour later shed be out and if 
they're going to pick her up, why let her out? 
She should be put somewhere right away but then 
shed tell me stories about these group homes 

where she said she just couldn't live there. 

+- hink those services are lackind in some areas 
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especially with kids who need a lot of help. Some 
kids are easier but she's very difficult and I 
think when she was in these group homes, they 
treated her more as if she had a behavioural 
problem than some severe mental problem that 
needed ironing out. 

In the following passage, two 18 year old hustlers 
talk about their various experiences in group homes and 
detention centres: 

A - The group homes I've been in have been more 
help for me. The group in the Horseshoe Bay where 
I stayed at, it was run by a priest, he worked 
with the cops', where he goes to the' places and 
says well so and so died in your family, he calms 
me down and that was a really good place, he 
treated you iust like his own kids. I was in one 
group home which was pretty decent. He had strict 
rules but if you obeyed his rules you got treated 
with a good respect. That was alright. That was 
about the only one I was really in that I liked. 
Then I was at M.... House. That really burned me 
when I was first put in as a ward of the court. 
They stuck me in there and it was like a prison 
centre for juveniles. I was treated like I was in 
there for a crime and meanwhile all I was was a 
ward of the court. I couldn't go out, I couldn't 
smoke. (It was like a community prison.) Exactly. 
(So you might just as well have been a prisoner?) 
Yeah, I might as well. That's the size of it. 
It's like what am I doing here, might as well go 
out and do a crime, you get the same treatment. 
It ain't my fault that I'm a ward of the court, 
it's your fault. You made me a ward of the court, 
not me. They say there's no where available for 
you so you're in iail. What's that kind of 
bullshit. 

B - (O. Ever been in Willingdon?) I spent three 
years there. 

A - Put it this way, I think Willingdon is worse 
than Oakalla. 

B - They treat you like shit. You swear, you're 
locked up  for  two hours as punishment. 

A - You can't get away with too much. There's one 

guy, Mr. ...., he used to wail on you. (Q. So 

they beat you?) There's a few that did. 
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B - Remember we thought, when I first went in 
there, my last  naine  is the same as his. When I 
first went in there he goes "Yeah, this is my 
little brother, my little cousin' or something 
like that. (Bet that made you popular.) Pissed me 
off. (One way to get a beating.) I never did 
though, not ever. I was in there for so long that 
everybody knew me. (Q. Much fighting between the 
people in there?) Depends on who the person is. 
If you're not solid, obviously you're going to 
get shit. 

A - Except you get away with a lot more because 
they got rapists in there, too. No one talks to 
them but they don't get severly punished like at 
Oakalla. 

B - You get dead in detention, too. When I was in 
there some guy got killed. It was only because he 
opened his mouth, he was drowned in the pool. (Q. 
What, he finked or something?) Yes, he was just 
held under water in the pool until he was dead. 

A - There was guys in there that were in for 
murdering people. (Q. Do you think your 
experience in Detention helped you in any way, 
shape or form?) No. (Q. Do you think it did the 
reverse?) I think so, especially Unit... All you 
do there is you sit, you get up, have breakfast, 
You get locked up, you're out, you watch T.V., 
you get locked up again, come out, have lunch, 
get locked up again, get out, watch T.V. and 
that's it. That night, if you're lucky, you get 
to use the pool or the gym. 

B - If you're lucky. 

A - I went into detention the first time when I 
was 13. I'm only 13 and the people that are 17 or 
16, you figure, they're always talking about 
crime, you figure that's cool to do that. If 
you're in there for six months, that's all you 
hear and you get treated like shit for six 
months. When you get out, you're not going to be 
the person they want you to be, you know you're 
going to do it again. 

B - You go, hey that guy had a good idea when he 
did that. I'll try and add a bit to it and try it 
again so you go off and rob someone using his 
style but a bit more of yours, you get busted 
again, you go back in, you get out and you try 
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and make it better. It's a big run around. They 
don't help you out at all. It makes things 
worse. 

A - They  don 't  counsel you or give you help. It's 
like you're there and you're a piece of meat and 
you get locked up and you're out and you get fed 
and you have your cigarette, your six cigarettes 
a day and that's it. 

To make matters worse in the eyes of our respondents, 
not only are different kinds of services needed, but more 
of them. The trend in British Columbia, however, is the 
opposite. One program recently cut involved a social worker 
on patrol with two police officers in what became known as 
the 'kiddy car", a special unit targeted at juveniles on 
the street. As one respondent noted this car did have an 
affect on the iuveniles on the street, but again, not much 
of one: 

I think there should be services to help them. 
When I was a juvenile, kiddy car was actually, in 
a way, a scary word but most juveniles  won 't  
admit it, they'll say well fuck, its a kiddy car, 
big deal, I can get out in an hour. But it was a 

scary word because these people were the ones who 
publicize you. They'd let your parents know, your 
parents would let your aunts know and if your 
parents were not strict but older fashioned they 
would really come down on you. The service that 
really scares me is E.S. It was one of the most 

terrifying things I could ever think of going to 
E.S. again, fuck. (Q. What do they do with you 
when you go to  ES.?) Oh they just threw me 
around to a group home or whatever, whatever 
their trip was for the night. Here's a dollar for 
bus fare. (Q. Did the kiddy cars go out nights?) 

Yes. (Q. Do they come around much?) Yes, that's 
actually the cop who's out to get me, the one who 
drives the kiddy car. I know his badge and 

everything, his name so I'm not worried. As soon 
as he takes me I'll just have my lawyer rung and 

I'll just tell him badge ... caught me. He's 
getting me so go do your stuff. First thing next 
morning, in court and that guy's off the force 

just like that because he's got no legal right at 

all to even touch me. If I'm on a street and he 

asks me my name I can say get lost, I don't want 
to tell you. If he says I want to know your name, 
I say I don't really give a damn and then he goes 
well, here I really want to know your name and I 
go what are you charging me and he says nothing 
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and I say well get away from me. 

Others agree with our two young hustlers quoted above 

that custodial intervention is similarly ineffective (apart 
from the actual period of incarceration) in preventing 
juveniles from returning to the street: 

I worked as a juvenile. I started when I was 14 
and there wasn't anything that you could offer me 
that would get me off the street. They put me in 
Willingdon and they shipped me home and I know a 
lot of other girls that I met in Willingdon and 

when you're a juvenile you don't care what 

anybody says, you're just going to do what you 

want. But there's got to be a way. It's not 

right. I know I sound like a hypocrite to say 
well I did it and I came out okay but they 

shouldn't be allowed to. They got to have a way 

that they can take those kids and ship them the 

hell out of here. (Q. Were you aware of the 
Senator Project?) Yes.  W.  What do you think of 

that?) I haven't heard of anything yet that's any 
good really. 

As we shall see later in the discussion of our 
respondents' views on legal changes, almost all of our 

subjects (even those just turned adult) agree that 

juveniles should not be sexually procured. Most of our 
respondents believe that the power of the criminal law 
should be turned to the procurer of juveniles, not the 
iuveniles themselves. Many observers might respond that 

some coercive power is needed to control the juveniles 
themselves. And yet such power is itself problematic.For 
the respondent just quoted, the group home was perceived as 
a form of coercive power, and this perception became one of 
the reasons she herself was on the street. As an 
alternative, many of our respondents suggested that safe 
houses for Juveniles should be established. Several 

respondents suggested that these should be run by street 

people, but one transsexual noted some of the obvious 
pitfalls: 

I would say a place, an old hotel that's been 
refurbished, for the purpose of a house with more 
of a home atmosphere. That would have been useful 
in my case, because there are a lot of gay kids 
out there too and they need a place to go that 
people will understand them. But the only thing 
is "Oh, but if you open a place like that and 
you're transsexual, you will be taking advantage 
of the young boys and girls that come through 
sexually." Excuse me, I have my own family and 
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I've got news for you, I don't even let the girls 

downtown. I have police that will back me up on 

that. I boot their asses off, I literally kick 

them. I say get off. Now when you're old enough 

to know your own head better then you can maybe 

come back to work. If I'm not around you get a 

pimp? Tell him to come and see me, the name is 
.... and I'm riaht on the corner of Georgia and 

Gore, honey, any time, and if I ain't there, I'm 
in .... or I'm over on Keefer. Any time, you tell 
him to  corne and see me. Any time at all and if I 

can't beat him up, I'll call my old man. W. 

 Basically you're saying that the services that 

should be around for kids are places where they 
can get off the street?) Places wherè they would 
have more of a home type life, like a good home 

type life, with counselling and not somebody 
running around in little suits with all these 
brochures and shit. I mean people who are people 
who have been on the street and are not on the 

street anymore, who have been in the business, 
know what's going on. You can't bullshit them 
because they've been it and done it and that's 
it. Like I tell these kids, you can't tell me 
shit about drugs because I've done it all when I 

was young, I went through the whole bit including 
heroin and I'll tell you right now, it's the 
shits. It  ail  is shit and I've been on the street 
for most of my life. Oh I've had straight jobs, 

too, that's cool. I've seen both sides of the 

fence in many ways. I'm telling you now, it's no 

good unless you're smart and you put your money 

to work for you. I was smart but in the last few 

years I'm getting older and I guess it made me 

stupider instead of wiser, I don't know. With age 

does not always come wisdom  Ill  tell you. 

Sometimes you do the weirdest things like make a 

wrong move and all of a sudden, zip, you've got 
nothing anymore. 

The fact that eight of our respondents have been 

involved in social work of some kind (Table M.58) does 
attest to the role that street people often see for 

themselves in helping others avoid the pitfalls of street 

life. The majority of our respondents, whether involved in 

social work or not, similarly believe that some help should 

be provided for juveniles. 

The 	various 	attitudes 	towards 	juvenile sexual 

procurement revealed in these interviews together with the 

information from the social service and police studies show 

that there is almost unanimous agreement among all of the 
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people that we have talked to that something should be 

done. Almost as many agree that the force of the criminal 
law should be used against the adults who procure juveniles 
for sexual purposes. 

XI. ATTITUDES TO LEGAL CHANGE (Q .'s 61-63) 

As in each of the other interview and questionnaire 
studies that we have conducted, we presented our 

respondents with the choice of one of 3 possible scenarios 
for legal change - criminalization, decriminalization, and 
legalization - or to suggest some other alternative. 27 of 

our respondents opted for decrimina/ization (60%), 18 for 
legalization (40%) - 3 respondents did not answer the 
question. 

In rejecting criminalization our subjects believed 

that they should not be subject to the criminal law simply 
+or the act of prostitution. When it came to soliciting 
law, which would push prostitution underground, most of 

them were opposed to it because they believed that it would 

firstly lay them open to more trick abuse and secondly make 
it easier for pimps to take control of the trade. This does 
not, however, mean to say that our subjects believe that 

street prostitutes should be allowed to practice anywhere 

they please (although some did), but that the street 
situation made it easier for them to catch tricks, and 
easier to watch out for each other. 

When 	it 	came 	to choosing decriminalization or 
legalization, many of our respondents felt that 

legalization simply produced another, albeit different form 
of pimp control (nearly all the born women in our sample 
chose decriminalization as did most of the transsexuals). 
Decriminalization, it was believed, would produce a legal 
environment in which prostitutes could work alone or in 

small groups without being organized for somebody else's 
profit. There is a general belief among our subjects that 
legalization often produces a more extreme form of 

exploitation of prostitutes housed in state run or state 
regulated brothels (as in Nevada) or ghettoized in 
red-light districts: 

I think decriminalization sounds the best. (Q. 
Why?) Because it sounds to me if they legalize 
it, it's  coing  to be like working the "chicken 
ranches" in Nevada. I'm all for free enterprise 
and leave well enough alone. 

Advocates 	of 	legalization never mentioned these 
considerations, 	seeminly unaware of them. Their main 
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argument was that since prostitution could never be wiped 
out, it made much better sense to create a legal 

environment in which prostitutes could work without fear of 

criminal sanctions: they like advocates of 

decriminalization, stressed the safety factor: 

(Q. What sort of legal changes would you like to 

see7) I'd like to see it legalized to protect 

prostitutes from bad tricks, harassment from the 

police, and harassment from each other. I think 

there should be some sort of system protecting 

prostitutes, making it some sort of more legal 

business. 

(Q. So you'd be in favor more of legalization?) 

Yes, I would. (Q. Can you tell me why?) I think 

it would be better if we had houses and that, or 

places where we could take our tricks, it would 

be a lot safer for both sides. For them to make 

it decriminalization, it still would be hazardous 

to us because then the real loony-tunes can come 

out. 

Table M.45 describes the classification of reasons 

given for preferred legal change. The codes "women's 

autonomy" and "government as pimps" reflect the more 

politicized subjects in our group who opted for 

decriminalization. The response "make it legitimate" was 
offered by the majority of respondents selecting 
legalization. 

Sixteen of our respondents did directly advocate the 

use of criminal sanctions against customers of juveniles, 

although 8, including many of our youngest respondents, did 

not (Tables M.46 and M.47). Several respondents urged 

criminal sanctions against violent tricks, and several 

others wanted criminal laws againts pimps: 

I'd like to see some way of getting rid of pimps 

totally which will never happen of course. (Q. 

Then perhaps you think the laws should be 

stronger against pimps?) Sure, of course, 

definitely. I think they should spend 10 years in 

jail with probation. I think it should be so 

heavy that they are totally discouraged. I think 

there should be more publicity about pimps so 

that girls don't get caught up, it's like a 

knight in shining white or black armour comes and 

gets them and sweeps them off their feet and 

tells them I'm going to make you a star. I'm 

going to give you diamonds, I'm going to give you 

this and that and if they're sort of discouraged 
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about that happenino maybe it  won 't  happen to 

them. (O. How about publishing the trick's name 

in the paper?) No I think that's wrong. I  dont 

 think he's an innocent victim but I don't think 

it should be publicized because you would ruin 

the man's family life and business life. ( But 

that would deter him from going with a ho.) 
Prostitution is a necessary thing. I think 

prostitution keeps a lot of families together. I 

don't think there is anything wrong with it. I 

would love to see the way they have it in Holland 

where there is medical check ups and everything. 

But how are you going to do that? Nobody wants a 

public house like that in their neighbourhood. 

There should be laws protecting these girls. 

There should be laws that enforce these men to 

live up to their bargain, pay the girls what they 

owe them. Actually it's money up front but some 

of them try not to pay. There should be some sort 

of penalty for robbing, raping or beating up 

prostitutes. There should be laws protecting the 

girl against her boyfriend, living off the avails 

for the boyfriends I think that should be 

illegal. (And yet you shared your income with 

your boyfriend.) I did but I think it should have 

been illegal. 

It should be illegal to use these kids; for 

tricks to pick them up. The penalty for being 

caught with somebody under 16 should be enforced 
so much that the kids wouldn't even venture on 
the street. 

Consistently, 	however, the criminal law was not 

thought to be the answer to the problem. As one respondent 

put it, alternatives are what the kids need. But not just 
one alternative - legal precedent as well: 

Give them something to live for other than the 

street. Give them an alternative, start work 

programs, start educational things for them and 
don't have a whole bunch of red tape they have to 
go through and bureaucracy before they can get 
it. By that time, they'll be dead. They'll be on 
dope and hopelessly gone. We're so far behind 
here, we're so narrow minded and so pissy-assed. 
We're snipity about "Oh well we can't dirty our 

corporate hands, our judicial system and we can't 
do that and we can't say this because it might 
make precedents." Make the fucking precedents and 
get it over with, make the precedents and make it 
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stick and sew up the loop holes so some idiot 

lawyer doesn't get in there and screw it up 
aclain. The lawyers are getting very rich, so are 

the pimps. Get  rid of the pimps, definitely get 
rid of the pimps or the boyfriends that are 

pimps, iust get rid of them. 

Table M.49 describes the various recommendations that 
our subjects made to help ameliorate the situation of 

sexually procured juveniles. 20 of the responses relate to 
either more police power to intervene in the lives of 

juveniles, or the charging of procurers. "Education and 

training' (7 responses) and "juveniles need help" reflect 
the demand for more social services. Only 5 of our 

respondents said that nothing should be done. 

The 	final 	question 	in 	our 	section on legal 

alternatives asked our respondents where they would meet 
tricks if the definition of street soliciting was changed 
to include s.: 1 1 circumstances in which tricks and 

prostitutes meet in public places. The majority of them 
mentioned hotels and bars (27 responses), several said that 

they would work for escort agencies, and some would still 
work the street. Several of our subjects noted the 

hypocrisy involved in banning the street trade, and then 

proceeding with criminal investigations of bawdy houses or 

escort services: 

They would have to put ads in papers. But the 

government people can't have their cake and eat 

it too. Either take one or the other. Stop the 

street prostitution but don't try and stop the 

whole thing. Let them advertise in certain types 

of newspapers, let them advertise, let them get 

their clients through the papers or whatever or 
in clubs that will accept them. Don't try and 

stop it because you won't. The minute you decide 

it's off the street and you're going to get into 

some private apartments or houses or hotels or 

whatever, just leave them alone then and change 

the judicial system because the biggest pimp 

right now is the judicial system. Definitely it 

is. They're the ones that get all the fines. $350 

for a fine and up to $2000, where is all that 

money going? It certainly is not going back into 

the prostitution field to help the kids that are 

on the streets, that's for goddamn sure. It's 

going to pay judges, lawyers, policemen, 

policewomen, 	the 	whole 	judicial system is 

becoming richer and richer. They're driving the 

Rolls Royces. The kids are then back on the 
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street to get the money to pay the bloody fine so 
who's the biggest pimp? 

I'd still work on the street or in the bars. (Q. 
Even if they arrested you every time you went out 
on the street, would you think you would keep 
working on the street?) Yeah because there's no 
crime against walking on the street. (Q. Okay 
but say they made it a crime to walk on the 
street if there's goind to be anything like that 
involved. Like if they caught you soliciting and 
they could arrest you, would you still do it?) 

I needed the money, yeah. 

You know what I thought was a really good idea, 
the Penthouse. The girls were off the streets. 
They didn't have to worry about meeting 
customers. Customers were screened when they went 
into the Penthouse. If there was a weirdo, the 
bouncers at the Penthouse would protect you. The 
Penthouse was a good place. It really was. 
Everyone knew prostitutes were there. There were 
cops in there all the time but who cares about 
them. Mainly they were there for customers who 
were being ripped off and as soon as they found 
out in the Penthouse that you're ripping someone 
off, you didn't work there anymore, or if you had 
a disease, you didn't work there anymore. It was 
controlled. It was really a good place and I 
think if they had  something like that it would be 
great. (0. What about a red light area in 

Gastown?) Gastown would be perfect. 

XII. BIOGRAPHICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE SUBJECT GROUP 
(0.'s 65-79) 

In the final section of the interview we asked a 
series of questions which help to build biographical 
profiles of our subjects, although for the purpose of this 
report we present generalized findings. 

As we noted earlier, 27 of our subjects began their 
prostitution careers as juveniles (Table  5 .42), of whom 18 
had turned out before their fifteenth birthday. All but 
four of the respondents for whom we have this information 
had turned out by their twenty-first birthday (Table 

S.43). 

Over 90% of our subjects have a least one brother or 
sister 	(Table 	8.46) 	whose 	current occupations are 

=ummarized in Tables M.51 and M.52. Table M.50 describes 
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the predominant living arrangements of our subjects during 
their childhood years. The six subjects that we recorded 
here as living in group homes or foster homes did so for 

most of their childhood. Other respondents lived with both 
parents for a portion of their childhood until the parents' 
marri  age  broke up and then lived with one or the other 

parent. Some of them lived with both parents until they 
left home, others spent the major part of their childhood 
with only one parent (Table M.50). Parent occupations are 
described in Tables M.53 and M.54. 

Our subjects assessments of the financial situations 
of their respective families are shown in Table S.47; 
eleven of our subjects (25%)described their families as 
'well-off" 23 said that their family financial situation 
was "comfortable", and 6 said that it was "needy". 

Our next series of questions attempted to guage the 
nature of our subjects family relationships. At this point 
we  cari  only provide the most general of descriptive 
statistics to summarize the findings of this part of the 
questionnaire - time constraints have not permitted a more 

detailed analysis of the statistical properties of the 

information. Tables S.48 -  8 .51 provide a general 

descriptive statistical profile of our subjects' 

relationships with various members of their families. What 
we find  is that most of our respondents viewed 

relationships with their siblings favourably, but the 

majority of them viewed their relationships with either one 

or both parents unfavourably. Relationships with fathers 
were viewed as the least favourable. Indeed nearly 707  of 
aur respondents reported a background of family violence 
(Table 8.52); the family members involved are described in 

Table M.55. A series of vignettes serves to indicate the 

kinds of family violence which the majority of our subjects 
experienced: 

W.  Did anybody in your family argue?) Oh yeah. 
(Q. Who was that?) Everybody really. The whole 

family was just crazy. Aunt M.... would blame my 

Aunt S.... for sleeping with her husband but Aunt 

M.... also has a drinking problem. When I was 

about 7 after my grandma died, I was sent to live 

with them. Whenever my uncle would say no, I'm 

not buying you any booze,  shed  take it out on 

me. (Q. Did anybody hit each other physically?) 

My mom and my Aunt S.... It was pretty crazy. (Q. 

Did anybody ever hit the children?) My Aunt M.... 

(Q. Who did she hit?) Me. She used to hit me alot 

for no reason. (Q. How young were you when this 
happened?) Seven. She used to leave all the 

housework up to me and everything. Like dishes 
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and cleaning up, 50 after school I never got a 

chance to watch cartoons or -=clything. 

(22 year old woman) 

(Q. Did they ever hit you or your brother?) Well 

my dad had his fits on me a couole of times but 
that was after my parents broke up. (Q. Have you 

ever been scared living a home?) Oh. yes.  O.  Who 

of, your father?) Yes. 

(18 year old male) 

My dad used to beat up my mom. (Q. Did he ever 

hit you?) He hit me. One time I was lying for my 

mom about something and I had my nightgown on and 

he took his belt and he got it wet and he whipped 

me with that and then my mom smashed something 

over his head and then after that when he came 

to, then we both really got it. I used to go to 

school with bruises all over my body and this 

school that I went to was really prejudiced. They 

used to make me take  F. E. and everything and I'd 

Just be in pain and the kids at school were real 

assholes. They used to tease me because of the 

bruises and shit like that. My dad would be at 

work or whatever, he was never at home,  ne  had 
other girlfriends so I'd just stay home and when 

I'd hear the van coming into the yard I'd iust 
run and hide in the closet. (O. How old were you 

then?) I was pretty young. I was scared of my dad 
and it W85 about 7 until about 12, then we moved 

away, Just took off on him. 

(15 year old female) 

I remember a lot of bouts with my step father. He 
was a really weird man. He was always really 
violent. I remember my brother screaming in his 

room because he was really scared. I don't ever 
remember being hit, well I got slapped in the 
face a lot but ofher than that, that was just for 
disobedience. Other than that, I don't remember 
anything. He hit my mother once and that was the 
first and last time he ever did that. (Q. Did you 
step in?) Oh I certainly did. I was so close to 

my mother because I had her to myself for six 
years and I remember I was about 12 and hear him 
slap my mother and they had a big fight and I ran 
downstairs and found he was about to hit her 
again and I grabbed a wine bottle that I 
decorated with candles and I just grabbed it and 
iust smacked him over the head. I almost killed 
him, it was something like 1/2 inch from his 
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temple and I would have killed him and that's the 
niuht they split up. It had been leading up. He 

had been making sexual advances towards me since 
I was 10 years old. 

(28 year old woman) 

I'd go home sometimes every once in awhile, my 
mother would boil the burners and stick my hands 

onto them or very close. She fucking whipped me, 
she'd fucking take sticks and fucking beat me and 

stuff like that. I got sick, so sick of it. Made 
it to the point where I almost punched my mother 
out E0 many times but I never hit her. (Q. So it 

was basically your mother against you?) No, me 
anainst my mother. (Her perpetrating violence 

against you.) Only when I did something wrong, 

very wrono. It was more like I was against my 
mother, I was doing all the crimes to get back at 
her. But I'd also do the crime because I liked 

(So you really had a sort of sense of bad is 
good.) Yes, I guess so. Me and my dad spent a lot 
of time in Jail too so my mom thinks I took after 

his footsteps. Like he did attempted murder and 

stuff like that in the B.C. Pen and my mom thinks 
I kind of went after his footsteps. 

(18 year old hustler) 

My mom used to beat me alot. (Q. Nobody else in 

your family got beat up? Just you?) They used to 

get spankings but my mom used to literally beat 

me up. Use extension cords on me and everything. 

(Q. Did your dad ever beat your mom up?) Yeah my 

dad used to beat my mom up. (Q. And then your mom 
used to beat you up?) Yeah but never when my dad 

was around. My dad would be out at work in the 

bush but he caught her a couple of times. One 

time she came in with an extension cord and she 

got me twice across the face and left marks and 

my dad wasn't supposed to come in until the 

following week but he came in a week early and so 

he seen my body like that and he never really 

knew how bad my mom used to beat me and none of 

us would tell our dad. My dad he used to get 

pretty mean but not with us kids, he never abused 

any of us. Him and my mom used to get in real 

good fights. 

(19 year old woman) 

In some cases the family situation did not involve 

violence, but that did not make the situation any more 
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tolerable for one of our young male subjects: 

My mother hit me once in my whole life and that 

was during the divorce and she was drunk and now 

I can fully appreciate why she did because I was 

being a nag and she was at her wits end and she 

hit me and two minutes later apologized up and 

down and that was it. Our family was one of very 

strong mental contact. When you did something 

wrong, you got a dirty look and you knew it. 

That's how I raised my little sister. I raised 

her from 2 weeks old up to 3 years old. My mother 

had her talk show and her magazine so she was out 

till 11-12 at night.I walked her home. An average 

day for me would be to get up at 7:00, get my 
step brother up who was living with us, my mom's 

second husband, his sons, I'd get him up for work 

and I'd have a lunch for him packed and then I'd 

get my little brother and my little sister up and 

I'd feed her and he'd go to school, then I would 

take her to daycare, and then I would go to 

school and the I would come home at lunch, do the 

breakfast dishes, make lunch. My little brother 

would go back to school, I'd come home, I'd do 
the lunch dishes, I'd make dinner for the whole 

family, I'd go walk my mom home from work, pick 

my little sister up from daycare, I'd feed 

everybody. I'd finish dong the dishes and 

everything by 7:00. I usually bribed my little 

brother by paying him because at 12 years old I 
was getting an allowance of $25 a week for all 
the work I did around the house and taking care 

of my sister so I'd bribe him and I'd leave by 
about 7 and I'd come home drunk about 12 and go 
to bed and repeat the process over and over. And 

then one day my step father said either he goes 

or I go, so I figured Mr. Know-it-all, I can 
handle it and my mom thought I could handle 

myself. She was on her own since she was 15 and 
she said "stay  in  touch" and I do. That was 
that. 

Tables  5 .53 and 5 .54 reveal that 14 of our respondents 
were sexually abused as children by family members, 13 were 
sexually abused as children by non-family members. Tables 
M.55 and M.56 describe the various abusive relationships. A 
total of 23 of our respondents had been sexually abused as 
children (4 of them by both family and non-family members), 
50 7,  of the respondents that answered the question. It is 
possible that the actual percentage is higher. We do not 
however know the level of abuse in the general population, 
so we do not know the significance of this finding. We do 
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ur-■ int,,. however, that when sexual abuse and family violence 
are added together, at least 75-80% of our respondents come 
from abusive or assaultive family backgrounds (the figure 
is probably higher than this - we have not calculated the 
ratio of our subiects coming from assaultive family 
situations that were also sexually abused as children.) 

In the cases that we know of, sexual abuse sometimes 
involved several different family members, and sometimes 
lasted for several years. Table S.55 indicates the 
respondents age at the time the abuse began, or the time at 
which a particular single incident occurred. Some of them 
involve fairly long periods of time, as with one girl 
abused by her father: 

There was a lot of sexual abuse in my family 
between my mom and dad, between my dad and me, 
between my mom and me, between my mom and my 
sister, between my dad and my sister. That's what 
I mean, it was a really weird head game. (Q. 
What?) My family is mental. Even I'm a little bit 
screwed up inside. I admit that. (I don't think 
so.) I do. I have a bit of a weird thing about 
sex and all that. My family is just really weird. 
My mom used to make comments like, there was 
actually people in my family who'd grab my ass, 
not in the family but family friends and my mom 

would say, oh, you can't do that, that's $100. 
Really weird head games. (Q. And you said that 
your dad molested you. What did he do?) He's been 
after me since the time I was 8. He fucked me and 
everything when I was only eight years old. I got 
pregnant at the age of nine and I ran away from 
home the day I found out I was pregnant. This is 
a good one, I'm serious. The day I ran away I was 
9 years old and that was the day I found out I 

was pregnant and I ran away from home that night. 
I got raped and beaten. I was in the Children's 

Hospital for about 7 weeks. (0. How many times 

have you been raped?) Twice raped and once 

beaten. And those things in my family. There's 
also a family friend who tried to molest me. I 

told my dad what this guy was doing to me and my 

dad said we're going to kill him. Walk over and 

shoot him. My das was doing the same thing to me 

as this guy was doing. He's really weird. ((2. How 

did your mom react?) My mom knew. I'm sure that 

they would plan. My mom knew. It's not really as 

incredible as it sounds because I know a lot of 

girls who have been molested, a lot of girls. 

It's just that now it's finally being talked 

about. But even if I hadn't had any family 
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problems I would still be out there. I had it 

pretty good for awhile. I lived with my 

grandparents and my grandparents are really good 

people. I had it really, really good. I had 

whatever I wanted pretty well. My grandma made my 

bed and all that and she loved me. I had it 

really good. (Q. Did your grandparents know what 

was happening at home?) Yes, that's why I lived 

with them for awhile. I lived with them for about 

1/2 a year and I had it really super good and I 

was such a bitch. I called my grandma a stupid 

douche bag and all this and my grandma isn't used 

to hearing stuff like that and I ran away from 

there too. 

Some of the abusive situations involving non-family 

members were simply single incidents: 

I was sexually abused when I was about 7 years 
old by this dirty old man up in an alley. He gave 

me 25 cents to suck me off. (Really?) Yeah, when 
I was seven years old and I told him about 2 
minutes into it, I said hey my mom's calling me 

so  car:  I have my 25 cents, I got to go. (Q. Do 

you think that that could have been instrumetnal 
in you becoming a prostitute?) No because I was 
living on the street about a year before I ever 

thought about prostitution but it seemed like a 

better life than selling drugs. 

In another case the abuse continued for a period of 

about one year and involved several different offenders: 

When I was living with my Aunt M... her youngest 

boy, not her youngest, her second youngest boy; I 

was sexually abused by him. (Q. How old was he?) 
He was, I guess, maybe 10. (Q. And how old were 

you?) Seven. (Q. You had your first ever sexual 

assault when you were seven?) Right. (Q. Was 
there a frequency to that, did it happen again?) 
It happened to me about 4 times through the whole 
year that I lived there. But it was things like 
if I dropped a glass and it broke and they 
weren't home, he would say, like this one time he 
said to me, well let me do this to you and I'll 
take the blame for the glass. When I was 10 there 
was this man who had camera stuff and he lived 
across from where my grandpa and my aunt lived 
and me and this young girl would go there and he 
used to give us money to take nude pictures all 
the time. That was the second time. (Q. Was there 
moo- times than that?) After that, no, not until I 
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hit the street. (Q. Did you tell anybody about 

either of these episodes?) Nobody. (Q. Were you 
bribed?) Sure. W.  Has anybody lied to you about 
those situations, like the adults, what did the 
man across the street say to you, did he say it 
was okay?) Yes he said it was okay and that he's 
taken pcitures of other girls and stuff like that 
but when it got really bad like he had this dish 
thing and he wanted me to stick it inside of me 
and that's when I ended right there. I said look 
no more of this. 

In another case the abuse again did not reach the 

point of intercourse: 

He sexually abused me by touching me and trying 

to kiss me but he never had sex with me. (Q. He 

would have if you had let him?) Oh definitely. I 

was trying to keep it from my mother. I didn't 
tell her until he died, what he had done. I kept 

it to myself all that time. It really hit hard 
for ayoung kid to keep that to yourself. I knew 

it would hurt her if I told her, so I never told 
her about it. 

And in another case the physical abuse did not quite 

materialize but nevertheless had a significant impact on 
the victim: 

Towards the end when I was leaving I had a 

feeling like my father, he started doing weird 

things like coming into my bedroom with just his 

underpants on and shit like that. I don't know if 
it would have happened or what but I just left. 
(But you felt the vibes.) It was just things that 

he'd never done before kind of thing and he was 

so hyped up on like my mother and this and that. 

Thirteen of 	our respondents who reported being 

sexually abused thought that it had a significant impact on 

their subsequent involvement in prostitution. Ten of them 

thought that they would have become prostitutes whether 

they were sexually abused or not. 

In any event, one point bears repeating; a very high 

Proportion of our respondents come from what are typically 

called "abusive family situations". 

The final set of questions in this section of the 

interview provided information on education levels, current 
living arrangements and offspring. Table  9 .57 displays the 
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educational achievements of our subject group. Table 5.58 
describes the children of our subject group. It is 

important to note that the code "abortion/miscarriage" 

should be ignored since we did not systematically ask our 

respondents for this information. Table M.59 depicts the 
current living situations of our various subjects. 
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ANECDOTES ON INTERVIEWS WITH PROSTITUTES 

MAUREEN ST. LOUIS 

Initially, until contact was made with the people 
working the Davie Street area, acquiring interviews was 
constantly perplexing. I first contacted people I knew had 
worked in the business in the past and had them pass around 
the word that I was .interested in interviewing anyone 
involved in "the life". This approach was fairly 
unsuccessful. 

I made contact with a stripper who had "worked" the 
Georgia/Hornby area. Georgia and Hornby is an area said to 
be controlled exclusively by pimps - predominantly black 
pimps from the United States. It is for this reason that 
this area was particularly difficult to penetrate - anyone 
agreeing to be interviewed would have to have the 

permission of "her man". The women in this area appear to 
be reluctant to use up time they could be spending with 
"their men", or making money, to be involved in an 

interview. 

My 	first 	meeting 	with 	the stripper found her 
co-operative and willing to assist (the fact that we had 
mutual acquaintences dissolved any initial feelings of 
distrust). However, the interview itself never materialized 
because of our respective schedules. 

By the time I succeeded in reaching a group of 
prostitutes time had become a major concern. 

My intital contact with the prostitutes of Davie Street 
was made at a weekly meeting of prostitutes in a local 
restaurant, with the help of the organizers of the meeting 
(the representatives of the Alliance for the Safety of 
Prostitutes - A.S.P.). I was introduced as a researcher 
doing a study on prostitution. I spoke with most of the 

prostitutes individually, explaining the purpose of the 
study and my involvement with it; I referred to myself as 
someone studying criminology, who had extensive prior 
knowledge about prostitution. The fact that I had this 
experience appeared to interest them, and made them more at 
ease. 

It was through this meeting that I became acquainted 
with a few of the prostitutes, who later became my main 
suurce of introduction to life on the street. My identity 
didn't seem to disturb anyone apart from a few who were 
extremely inquisitive as to exactly what I was doing (only 
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one person, a transsexual, refused to participate in an 

interview. She gave me her number and then, shortly 

afterward, asked me to cross it out, stating that she had 

changed her mind. She offered no explanation, and I didn't 

ask). Althoudh I took down many telephone numbers and gave 
out my own, many of the promised interviews did not 

actually materialize. 

By establishing a rapport with a small number of 

prostitutes and frequenting restaurants and bars in the 

Davie Street area with them, I eventually became 
comfortable and felt accepted enough to "hang around" on my 

own. Through this direct observation of prostitutes' social 

activities, I was able to gain vital insights into a part 

of the lifestyle that could never be learned through the 

interview process alone. 

Once I was accepted they offered information openly; 

they seemed to enjoy talking about their lives (perhaps the 

attention made them feel more important). There were 
actually a number of situations in which I met a prostitute 

in a social situation and found them offering the story of 

their life without any probing on my part. 

My 	initial 	contacts 	were with the older, more 

influential people on the street - the transsexuals. My 

credibility was established through my association with 

them. However, I found that the difficulties with this 

situation were the tendency to feel gratitude for their 
help, and my awareness of the requirement to remain on good 

terms with them. I was constantly aware of the fact that a 

single negative word from them could block access to any 
further interviews. This became an extremely difficult task 
because of the animosity between various people, and I 

found myself constantly trying to avoid being identified 

with any particular group of people; I tried to carefully 
and evenly distribute my attention in order to establish 

productive relationships with members of contending 

"factions". I also recognized that showing preference for 
certain subjects would reflect the biases of the cliques in 
the interviews (I did, however, tend to spend more time 

with individuals who appeared to be more articulate and 
better informed). 

I was fortunate to come across an old friend of mine 
who was at the time of this study employed as a male 

stripper (fortunate in that I subsequently found that a 

number of prostitutes associate with male strippers for 
both sexual relationships and friendships - male strippers 
appear to be considered a step above prostitutes and a few 

of the male hustlers I met actually aspire to become a 
stripper as an escape from the street). Through my renewed 
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association with this stripper I was introduced to a 
different group of "street people". 

Some of the people I became acquainted with expressed 
their desire to maintain a friendship by inviting me for 
dinner or out for a drink, with the promise of introducing 
me to potential interview subjects. Several of these people 
were extremely direct in their approach to this - they took 
me to the various strolls, introduced me briefly to 
someone, and informed them that they were to do an 
interview. This approach was generally excercised by the 
"trannies" (transsexuals) who are known for their dominance 
on the streets (which is at times a source of amusement for 
other street people). Others used a more subt/e approach by 
pointing peuple out to me and leaving me to introduce 
myself. Watching these people exercising their power to get 

me interviews was not only of interest, but amusing. 

However, regardless of the assistance I received from the 
prostitutes themselves I still had difficulties in securing 
an adequate number of interviews. 

A major problem was the (apparently) inordinate number 
of prostitutes who do not have residential telephones. In 
many cases, after securing the promise of an interview, I 
would have to cruise the streets regularly to find the 
person - in fact, had I been able to actually interview 
everyone that complied with the request, the number of 
completed interviews would have tripled. Without a doubt, 
sponteneity was the most effective means of guaranteeing an 
interview; however, this was difficult because of the 
extensive time required for the interview. Often people had 
to go somewhere, or I personally had other commitments. In 
other cases, I had problems with people not appearing when 
a time and place was pre-arranged. In fact, on two 

occasions  I  drove accross town to find the person 

conspicuously absent! 

The location of the interview posed another problem. I 
was fortunate in that I spent one week in an apartment in 
the West End (an indicator of the ease with which 

frienships with these people are formed - one of our 
subjects allowed me to stay in her apartment while she was 
out of town), which was convenient for both pre-arranged 
and spontaneous interviews. To put people at their ease I 
usually offered them coffee or a drink prior to the 
interview. Upon completion of the interview I drove them 
home and returned to my search for someone else who had 
agreed to an interview. In fact, I spent so much time 

wandering around looking for people that I managed to 

secure credit in a local restaurant where many street 

People congregate. 
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Five of the 24 interviews I conducted were done in the 
West End apartment and another two were conducted in my own 

home. These interviews were the most satisfactory in terms 

of control and time, although I felt more pressure to make 

them comfortable (usually a drink solved the problem). Six 

interviews were conducted in restaurants - a good location 
in terms of gettinu information because it is a much more 
social setting with lots of "chit-chat" going on, but 

expensive in terms of time (usually longer than two hours) 

and money because I always paid the bill. However, the main 

disadvantage of conducting a taped interview in a 

restaurant was that of noise and interruptions 

The majority of interviews (11) were conducted in the 

respondent's home. Apart from the apartment situation, I 

preferred using their home as the interview setting. The 

disturbances of 'phone calls and unexpected visitors were 

compensated for by the opportunity to observe their living 

environments (a lot can be learned about an individual In 

this way). 

Because of the limited time I tried to include a 

variety of "types" of prostitutes in the sample (I probably 

could have interviewed almost every transsexual in the 

Davie Street area) . I chose to spend my time making 

contacts with various age groups rather than gender groups 
- since transsexualism, for example, involves a much more 

complex lifestyle than that of a born male or female a 
large representation of transsexuals would have biased the 

results of the study. 

Once I had been in the area for some time and my 

credibility was established people actually came to me 

asking to be interviewed. In fact, now that the interview 

period has terminated I have been approached by people that 
are seemingly offended that they were not interviewed, or 

even asked to be interviewed! 

I had only one problem with regard to my identity. One 

person I approached had apparently been told that I was a 
"narc". After hearing this she questioned one of the street 
people that  I  was frequently with; apparently any 
uncertainty about my identity was soon resolved. 

It took until approximately the tenth interview before 

I felt comfortable with the questionnaire. Eventually, I 

was able to ask questions without having to read them 

verbatim. I often contributed my own personal anecdotes to 

put subjects at ease and get them talking - for example 
when asking whether residents of the area had ever been 
physically or verbally abusive towards them, I would 

mention my experience in dodging eggs thrown at me while I 
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stood in a back ally conversing with a prostitute (most 
prostitutes in the West End have experienced this and think 
nothing of it. I personally found it shocking). 

I would also talk about my experiences with police in 
the West End - being mistaken for a prostitute and 
receiving a jaywalking ticket on Davie Street. I found that 

telling them stories about myself put me on a level closer 
to their experiences and made it easier for them to talk to 
me. 

In most social groups people plan their activities. I 
found that, for most street people on Davie, activities 

evolve from how much money they made the 'night before. For 

many of them, the day is spent sleeping (recovering from 
the night before) or just "hanging around". Most of them 
don't seem to stray far from the West End. I met one 

teenage prostitute who had just returned from a trip to 

Kitsilano on her bicycle. She was obviously distraught and 

ready to tell her tale to anyone who would listen - she 

said she had "blown" a tire on her bike upon reaching 
KitsiIano and was so unsure of what to do that she sat on 
the ground and cried. She claimed that she would never 
leave the West End again because she felt so safe there. I 

found it amazing that this young girl lives and works in an 

area known for its high crime rate, and she jumps into cars 

with unknown men each night, yet she is terrified at her 
own helplessness when a minor problem occurs in an 

unfamiliar area. The street is like a home for most of 

these people and everyone around is "family", offering a 

sense of security. 

My experiences on Davie Street have reinforced my 

suspicion that there is a major difference between working 
un the street and working as a prostitute through other 
means. The turnover on the street is an attractive aspect 

for those wanting to make money fast, whereas the girls 

that work hotels, escort agencies or the phone are more 

concerned with quality - spending time with a trick and 

satisfying him so that he will come back. On the street 

quantity is the dominating factor - "get off and get out". 

This is not to say that street prostitutes are the only 

ones concerned with "getting it over with" - in an'/  area 

the unspoken rule is to do as little as possible for as 

much as possible. 

It is interesting to note the differences in language. 

Most people on Davie street are not familiar with the term 

"hoe" ( a word used for prostitute in other areas - I 

believe it originated in the black-American underworld). On 

Davie Street they merely refer to themselves as "hookers". 

The term "date" (customer) is rarely used on Davie Street. 
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Either 	"trick" 

customer. 

or "iohn" is commonly used for the 

Because of the variety of people working the Davie 
area, the customers are equally diversified. A potential 
customer can choose from a variety of different types of 
people to fit his particular fantasy - anything from a 12 

year old child to a 47 year old sex change. Consequently, 
for customers looking for an unusual request, Davie Street 
is preferable to the other working areas in Vancouver. 

The peak time for business is between 900p.m. and 3:00 
a. m.  but some of the prostitutes work during the day as 
well. I have noticed that the ones that work during the day 
usually do so when extra money is needed for something in 
particular. Others see going to work as a social affair and 
work the afternoons for lack of anything better to do. The 
prostitutes that work afternoons and evenings on a regular 
basis (some do work 12 - 14 hours a day) are usually 
females who  ii vo  with someone who wants the money, or they 
have a drug habit. There are a number of drug dealers on 
Davie street that go out with the female prostitutes. -fheir 

income is conveniently supplemented by the prostitutes' 
earninus  I  noticed that a few names of dealers constantly 
came up in conversations as being "boyfriends" of the 
prostitutes. These people are obviously making their way 
through a number of girls. They have the reputation of 
getting girls "wired" and taking their money as repayment 
for a constant supply of drugs. The girls are unaware of 
what the reality is even when warned by others. They 

believe it is "true love". 

The West End is alleged to be a "pimp-free" area While 
this is true to the extent - that the women are not hassled 
for being independents (by pimps) there appears to be a 
large number of drug dealers who benefit from the 

prostitutes' earnings, yet are not considered to be pimps. 
In fact, a great majority of the females have "boyfriends" 
with no visible means of support, but the relationship is 
never defined as a pimp-prostitute alliance by the women. 

Drugs are a major  facet of Davie Street life. A 
suprising number of the "trannies" use hard drugs far less 
than the male hustlers and teenage females. Many of the 
transsexuals  I met have had a drug problem at some time in 
the past and are now content with pot and alcohol. 

Approximately 	one-third of the male hustlers are 
"junkies"(the street definition of a junkie includes those 

who "fix" anything - M.D.A., cocaine etc. - not neccesarily 

those who use heroin. People using heroin dominate the 
Granville area, I was told). On Davie, many of these 
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hustlers brag about 'fixing" and are eager to show off 
their 'tracks". they all claim to hustle just for the money 
and cl am  that it is only temporary. They see hustling as 
an alternative to dealind drugs. Regardless of their claims 
of an intended short career they are proud to boast about 
the length of time they have been on the street. When a 
male hustler reaches a certain age he loses a lot of his 
appeal on the street and the younger, fresher ones become 
competition. I have met a number of hustl  ers in their 20's 
that have left the street to work for an escort agency. 
They generally carry a pager and stand on the corner when 
the agency is slow. 

I had always assumed that, since the- large majority of 
a hustler 

themselves 

claim to 

There are 

enjoy the 

labelled a 

Most of the hustlers come from the suburbs - Surrey, 
Abbotsford etc. - and some still have family ties. They 
live a double life in that their suburban friends are often 

not aware of their work activities. One hustler that grew 
up in North Burnaby returns frequently to see his friends. 

When his friends inquire about his large cash supply he 
claims to have made it playing poker or shooting pool. A 
major concern, amond these hustlers, regarding the move 
east of Burrard is the increased visibility - many fear 
their friends or family will see them. 

With regard to the actual interview, male hustlers 
posed a very specific problem - they seemed to believe that 
the interview signified the beginning of a relationship 
with me (or at least a one night affair). In every 

instance, I received an offer of dinner, drinks or just 
"getting together in the future. This suprised me, until I 

realized that their sexual preferences do not include other 
prostitutes. There are a few couples that both work the 
street, but it appears that many aspire to having a 

"straight" girlfriend livind in the suburbs. I was actually 
given gifts by two of the hustlers as an indication of 
their "desire'. 

Generosity 	appears 	to 	be a common trait among 

prostitutes - with the exception if those who have a drug 
habit. I have nad a number of gifts given to me, including 
cards and clothing. It was not uncommon for me to go to a 
club and have many of my drinks bought for me by both male 
and female prostitutes. If they have had a good night at 
work they tend to be extravagant with their money (there is 

"s 	customers are homosexuals, the hustlers 
must also be homosexual. In fact, most of them 
be heterosexual with a few alleging bisexuality. 
a few that are homosexual and openly admit to 
work. An obvious homosexual on the street is 
"screamer". 
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a sense of "easy come, easy go"). The hustlers actually 

brag about the money they make and come across as being 

quite arrogant. They contstantly and consistently boast 

that they generally have to do nothing for the money. The 

following are two examples of services performed as told to 

me by two juvenile hustlers: 

"I had been standing on Drake for about five 

minutes about 2:00  p. in. A car drove by slowly, 
went around the block, then stopped and asked me 

if I was available. He offered me $100.00  to come 

back to his hotel in Richmond (I also received 

$15.00 return cab +are). I told him I would spend 
one hour with him. He wanted to blow me until I 

came on his  -face and then I would blow him. An 

hour passed and I still hadn't come so I told him 

his time was up and I left." 

The 	above scenario 	involved 	an 	Australian 
businessman. 

...he iust wanted me to jerk-off and each time 

I came he would give me $50.00. I made $300.00 
off him". 

Most 	of the stories I heard involved the trick 

performing oral sex on the hustler. In fact, many claim 

that they won't reciprocate (although I find this 
dubious). 

As mentioned previously, a hustler's career on the 

street is much shorter than his female counterpart. There 
are a number of ex-hustlers that come down to the West End 
and boast about the days when they worked the street and 

how much better things were then. This seems to be a common 
complaint among the older prostitutes who 'reminisce" about 
the time when the younger prostitutes respected the older 

ones much more than they do now. Nonetheless, the street 

scene as I observed it appears to function no differently 

from any other "job" where seniority is an advantage. 
Additionally, a younger prostitute who knows someone with 
seniority (ie. power) can achieve status much more 
rapidly. 

Prostitutes seem to be proud to announce that they have 
"been out here for years". There are a number of people who 
claim to have worked the streets for a length of time that 

seems quite impossible considering their (reported) ages. 
There are a few that have been around "forever". One such 
person is a 46-year-old sex change who could "control the 
streets' if she desired. She has many regulars but still 
works the street. She also cruises up and down Davie Street 
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and through the various other working areas in her car, 
picking up tricks through eye contact (apparently this is a 
method used frequently in Las Vegas - because girls  cari  be 
charged under Vag C they work in their cars to avoid being 
spotted; according to her, the method works well here 
too). 

During the latter few weeks of conducting interviews my 
familiarity with the people working "tranny ally" reached 
the point where they would Jump in my car and ask to be 
taken for a ride. They usually requested me to drive across 
Davie Street to the area where the hustlers work, in order 
to see if there were any newcomers in the area. They 
frequently commented on the hustlers' attractiveness and 
would often have me pull over so they could talk to them. 

The area the hustlers work was the only area in which I 
experienced problems with motorists. People on this side of 
Davie didn't seem to be as tolerant of street activity as 
they were farther south. Except for the incident with 
"flying" eggs in tranny ally, my presence on the south side 
of Davie seemed to cause no problem. In the Pendrell and 

Broughton areas motorists would pull up behind me and 
refuse to move around me. Traffic in tranny ally was by far 
the most dense, yet people were extremely patient. 

Friday and Saturday nights posed the most problems for 
traffic due to the arrival of carloads of youths who were 
looking for prostitutes to harrass. I have heard stories 
about these "breeders" jumping out of cars and beating up 
the hustlers. 

There was only one evening that I was on foot for a 

sufficient time to observe the situation from both the 
point of view of residents and prostitutes. It was 
announced at a weekly meeting with a lawyer that there 
would be a march down Davie Street in protest of the 

nuisance injunctions laid against a number of the Davie 

prostitutes, it began at 900 p.m. in the mini -park at 
Denman and Davie Streets. The majority of protest marchers 

appeared to be from feminist groups, with only a small 

number of prostitutes participating; many of the 

prostitutes were reluctant to get involved even though the 

protest was for their benefit - it was the first public 

protest they had ever had the chance to be involved with, 
but many of them balked at the idea. Through horn-blowing 
and chanting the attention of everyone in the vicinity was 
attracted, and although many of the prostitutes appeared 

willing to cheer the rally on, but reluctant to join in. 
Throughout the entire march there were no visible negative 

reactions from residents - in fact residents were leaning 

out their windows and cheering. 
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After the rally it was rumored that C.R.O.W.E. was 

going to have a Sahme the Johns march at midnight. Some of 
the prostitutes spread the word that they would march 

"with" them. Signs were distributed and groups of 

prostitutes 	'joined up" with groups of the resident 

C.R.O.W.E 	marchers. The Shame the Johns groups were 

obviously unsure of how to react to this situation and 
chose to ignore it - in fact both groups refrained from 
interacting with each other with the exception of a few 
sarcastic comments. 

At one point a man drove up to inform Shame the Johns 
that a group of hookers were on the next street - when he 

realized that he was actually talking to a group of 

prostitutes he retreated in confusion. 

I overheard one conversation between a transsexual and 
a homosexual member of Shame the Johns. The hate in the 
resident's voice could not be disguised and I am sure that 
if the prostitute had not been dressed as a female there 
would have been physical violence. 

Shame the Johns were effective in deterring tricks from 
the area and keeping prostitutes from working. If a popular 
resturant on Davie was full of prostitutes during "working" 

hours, it meant that Shame the Johns were out. Apparently 
there is no point in trying to work when they are present 
on the streets. However, one unforseen consequence of the 
resident group's actions was an extension of the hours the 
prostitutes worked on the street, to make up for lost 
time. 

One aspect of the lifestyle is almost universal among 
prostitutes - an extreme disregard for the value of money. 
Because it is acquired so quickly and easily (in terms of 
the amount of time spent actually performing the act for 
which they are paid) it tends to be spent in the same 
manner. Most of them earn between $50.00 and $300.00 per 
day, yet they are continually out of cash. Only rare 
exceptions save money for the future. Most of them collect 
welfare and actually depend on this to pay their rent. It 
is for this reason that some of them do not even have a 
bank account - they are afraid their welfare checks will be 
cut off if a bank account is discovered. 

Based on my daily question "How did you do last night?" 
it would appear that most of them make enough to have a 
moderately comfortable life. However, the following example 
highlights the fact that what money is made is rapidly 
pent. One of the transsexuals in our sample works seven 

nights a week and has no difficulty with payina $53.00 per 
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day to live in an apartment hotel - yet she is unable to 
move into a regular (and more economical) apartment because 
she can never save the $600.00 to $700.00 required to make 
a damage deposit and pay the first month's rent. 

The recent move east of Burrard has caused a lot of 
difficulty for the West End prostitutes. Business is said 
to be bad, Granville Street pimps and prostitutes are 

causing problems, as are the police, and there is a major 

concern about their visibility in this new area. The 

initial territorial squabbles have been sorted out and each 

type of prostitute (ie. boys, trannies, women etc.) now has 
a set area to work in. There is, however, talk about 
leaving Vancouver. 



ChAFTER VII 
VIEWS FROM THE CUSTOMERS: 

A QUESTIONNAIRE THAT NEVER WORKED 
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CHAPTER VII 

VIEWS FROM THE BUYERS OF SEXUAL 

SERVICES: THE CUSTOMER QUESTIONNAIRE 

There were few illusions at the beginning of this 

research as to the practicality of gaining access to 

information from some of the groups targeted in our 

research proprosal. Our study has been a dismal failure in 

two respects - we were unable to interview any "pimps" 
althoudh we did manage to obtain some information from the 

prostitute interviews. Similarly, despite a fairly 
concerted effort, our main source of information about the 

customers of prostitutes has come from the prostitutes and 

hustlers themselves; of over 30 questionnaires distributed 

to customers, only 4 were returned to our post office box. 
We are not quite sure why the response rate was so poor, 

but it seems that something about the questionnaire or the 

letter that accompanied it deterred otherwise apparently 

willing respondents. While it is not worth analyzing the 
results of such a meagre response, it is worth describing 
the methodology and including a copy of the questionnaire 

so that others may benefit from our complete failure. 

The questionnaire was designed in such a way that it 

could either be self-administered or conducted as an 
interview. Clusters of questions sought to compile 
information about a customer's first encounter with a 
prostitute; past and present frequency of use of prostitute 
services; prices; manner of contact; preference in terms of 
age, sex, clothing styles, etc.; attitudes to legal change; 
attitudes towards prostitutes, and the usual array of 
questions on family and social status. 

We tried a number of different methods of distributing 

self-administered mailback questionnaires and for finding 

subjects for interviews. We never did manage to arrange an 

interview, althought it should be noted that most of our 

effort was devoted to distribution of questionnaires to be 
returned by mail. We tried three methods of distributing 

questionnaires - approximately ten were given to people in 
the various personal social networks of members of the 
research team; ten were handed to regular customers of a 
cocktail lounge by one of the cocktail waitresses who also 
worked as a research assistant on the prostitution project 
(she only distributed questionnaires to customers in the 
bar who privately admitted that they patronized 
prostitutes); and 12 were distributed by three prostitutes 
to a number of their regular customers. 

It is difficult to say why so few of those who agreed 
to fill out the questionnaire actually did so. Once again 
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the limited time allotted to complete this research did not 

allow for a careful pretesting of the questionnaire and it 

may well be that some of the questions were thought to be 

offensive or illconsidered. Or it may be that because so 

many of the subjects were known to members of the research 

team that they thought the anonymity of the information 

they gave could not be realistically guaranteed. It could 

be that potential subiects simply regarded the whole matter 

as unimportant. Alternatively, the tone of the introductory 

letter, or the general purpose of the research may not have 

been to the liking of our potential respondents. In the 

case of the cocktail waitress, the offer to complete the 

questionnaire may have simply been another opening to talk 

to a woman. Whatever the case, the effort was 

unproductive. 

We also considered placing a newspaper advertisement 

requesting the cooperation of customers of prostitutes in 

our research endeavour. But after the experience of the 

research team conducting the Atlantic Provinces 

Prostitution Field Survey with a similar newspaper 

advertisement that produced little useful information, we 

decided not to proceed. A second consideration influenced 

this decision as it also did our decision to avoid the 

strategy used in the Quebec Prostitution Field Study of 

appealing for research subiects on radio talk shows; from 

the outset we have carefully sought to avoid any publicity 

of the Vancouver Prostitution Field Study in the local 

media for fear that it could jeopardize various components 
of the research, particularly the prostitute and police 

interviews, for reasons which apply specifically to 

Vancouver and were discussed earlier in the report. 

Although we never expected to produce a sample of 

customers sufficiently large to reach methodologically 

rigorous criteria of representativenes, we had hope to at 

least gain enough information to make some generalizations 

about one group in the prostitution business about whom a 

great deal has been said, but not much is really known in 

anything but anecdotal fashion. Unfortunately the return of 

4 of our customer questionnaires will not alter this 

situation one bit. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

VIEWS ON THE STREET: COUNTS OF STREET PROSTITUTES 

It is not so much prostitution itself that has 

generated public debate and political concern in Vancouver 

as it is the street trade. But it is not the mere existence 

of the street trade that so many journalists, local 

politicians and residents group spokespersons find 

problematic; it is the particular location of the trade 
that is considered to be problematic. 

In reconstructing the history of prostitution in 

Vancouver since 1970 it is obvious that street prostitution 
has existed throughout this period, although it is 

extremely difficult to tell if it is the level of 

occurrence that has changed, the conspicuous locations or a 
combination of both. As the discussion elsewhere has 

indicated, although street prostitutes clearly worked in 
the West End in 1972, most of the local representations of 
prostitution by politicians, journalists and residents' 
group spokespersons have either attributed the spread of 
prostitution into this area to the closure of the Penthouse 
Cabaret in January 1976 or to the Hutt decision in 1978. 

Both accounts are clearly only partially correct. Indeed 

there is actually not much concrete evidence that the Hutt 
decision significantly increased levels of street 

prostitution in Vancouver at all, although it does appear 
that the Penthouse closure did increase the level of street 
prostitution in the West End, and is largely responsible 
for the development of the West Georgia stroll. Whatever 
the case street prostitution has been practiced in the 
Chinatown area and the section of Hastings Street located 
close by, and on Granville Street without exciting much 
public protest. 

More recently, in May and June 1984, the activities of 
a West End residents' group in picketing prostitutes and 
customers (the "Shame the Johns" group) and the serving of 
injunctions against a number of alleged West End 
"prostitutes" and "per- sons  unknown" as public nuisances has 
been argued as being responsible for the development of 
prostitution along East Broadway between Main and 
Commercial. Several residents and local businesspersons 

were quoted in the Province newspaper as suggesting that 
the appearance of prostitutes in the area was in direct 
response to the West End nuisance injunctions and the 
activities of "Shame the Johns" (Province, June 13th, 

1 984). This may be true of some of the people working the 
area; indeed we have interviewed several prostitutes who 

work Broadway, two of whom did so because of various bail 

or probation orders prohibiting them from being in the West 
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End. One of the orders was made early in 1984; we do not 

know the date of the other, but it was prior to 1984. The 

other people we interviewed who worked in the area have 

also done so  for  some time, and newspaper articles appear 
in 1961 and 1982 which referred to the activities of street 
prostitutes on Broadway. Information from the Vancouver 

Police similarly confirms that street prostitutes have 

worked the Broadway area since at least 1982. 

Although prostitution has occurred on E. Broadway 

since 1981 or 1982 (depending on which source one 

consults), it has not been particularly visible, or at 

least not in comparison to certain streets in the West End 

or on West Georgia. And yet the appearance of a newspaper 

article which effectively serves to advertise the area as a 

"stroll" may well produce the very  situation  it purports to 

describe (or at least help to; one should not ignore the 

efficiency of street people in diseminating information). 

Whatever 	the case may be it has often been 
demonstrated that the location and incidence of street 

prostitution is intimately related to the effort to control 
it. While a hydraulic model of the relationship between 

incidence of prostitution and control is too simplistic, a 

number of studies have clearly demonstrated that movement 

is one of the prostitute's most effective strategies in 

circumventing control (Reckless, 1933; James, 1976, Shumsky 

and Springer, 1981) and that the configuration of 

prostitution is always sensitive to and partly dependent 

upon the characteristics of control practices and the 

niceties of legal interpretations. And this has clearly 

been the case in Vancouver, particularly as a result of the 

Penthouse Cabaret, perhaps as a consequence of the Hutt 

decision (see Appendix A) and once again as a result of the 

recent Vancouver street nuisance injunctions, as our 

graphics subsequently show. 

It should be noted at this point that one of the most 
problematic aspects of attempting to account for and 

interpret street prostitution pattern changes through the 

1970s  is that we do not have accurate information about 

incidence, only media accounts, and the anecdotal 

information provided by prostitutes. This has certainly 

been enough to show that popular political and media 

explanations of pattern changes must be regarded with 

caution. For this reason we developed a system of counts of 

street prostitutes in order to assess the impact of a 

variety of variables on levels of incidence and general 

patterns of street prostitution. In the event of any legal 

change (municipal, provincial and federal) or change of 

enforcement practice, we would have a quantitative 

assessment of its direct impact on geographic locations and 
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levels of street prostitution. 

The counts began in March 1994 and this report 

includes those finished by the middle of July, 1984 - 

although they will be cOntinued on a weekly basis 

indefinitely. The agenda of counts was planned in such a 

way that we would have at least two counts conducted per 

week during the 16 week period (although we did not always 

meet this goal), but that on a number of days interspersed 

throughout the period we would do several counts in order 

to develop a descriptive profile of the incidence of street 

prostitution in several different areas at different times 

of day. Counts would begin at 9:00 a.m. one morning, and 

continue through the day and night until 2:00 or 3:00 a.m. 

the following mornjng. It became obvious  from  the first of-

these daily counts that there were several peak activity 

periods, an observation which generally agreed with 

information provided by interviews with prostitutes. We 

thus concentrated our subsequent single counts in une of 

the main periods of street activity - 9:00 p.m. te 12 

midnight. 

As well as providing information about the impact of 

law enforcement practices, resident's group activity and 

legal changes, the counts enable the construction of a 

series of profiles of prostitute activity which indicate 
changes in numbers seasonally, on different days of the 

week, and at different times of the day. They also 

facilitate comparison of activity patterns in different 

areas and, in the case of the West End, a micro-geodraphy 
of different types DI' prostitutes (as distinguished by age 

and gender); an ecology of the street sex trade. 

COUNTING PROSTITUTES 

A number of different prostitution strolls have been 
identified in Vancouver at various times since 1970. 
Between 1970 and 1975, the Granville Street area for 4 or 5 
blocks north of the Granville Bridge, the Chinatown area, 
and Hastings Street for several blocks west of Main Street 
represented the principle prostitution strolls, although it 
should be noted that the street and bar trades inter-Mingled 
in those areas (see Appendix A, p. 21). Davie Street was 

also used at this time. A certain amount of bar 
prostitution along Hornby Street adjacent to West Georgia 
may have also included a small ancilliary street trade. Bar 

prostitution appears to have been widespread in many 
sections of the Vancouver downtown area throughout this 
time period, including many of the major hotels. While this 
trade still persists, the intensity of the street trade 
appears to have increased since 1976 following the closure 
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of the Penthouse Cabaret after the owners and several 

employees were charged with  living off the avails of 
prostitution, and the subsequent closure of a second 
cabaret which the police were investigating. 

mince 197 5 , the West End stroll became more frequently 
used as prostitution spread from Davie to the alleys and 
streets  adjacent  to it  the  diffusion of the stroll into 
the side streets appears to have begun in 1977). At the 
saine  time West Georgia developed as one of the principal 
Vancouver strolls. An area of high civic esteem, this was 
reported by Corporal G. A. Forbes in 1977 as being the 
location of the highest paid street prostitutes, an area 
exclusively run by stereotypical pimps. This information is 
confirmed by our own field notes and by Kohlmeyer (1982). 
Ferbes suggested that the West End followed Georgia in the 
price hierarchy, with the Chinatown area, Hastings and 
Granville as the lowest tier. At this time no mention was 
made of street prostitution in the Broadway area. The areas 
are also differentiated by the extent to which pimps 
control prostitution - the West End was reported by 
Kohlmeyer as a relatively pimp free area, a finding which 
is supported by our own field notes. As we discuss 

elsewhere, however, the definition of a "pimp" is no easy 
matter in and of itself - a variety of different types of 
people live wholly or partly off the avails of prostitution 
who do not fit the classic pimp stereotype. 

It was according to the various sources of information 

described that we selected five areas for detailed 

recording of street prostitution activity: 

1. The West End 
2. West Georgia Street 
3. Chinatown (Gore, Keefer, Union, East Georgia) 
4. Granville 
5. Broadway 

For 	the 	most part our counts contain detailed 
information about the first three areas; we saw very little 
evidence of street prostitution in the other two areas. It 

appears that much of the Granville trade has either moved 
to other areas or back into the local bars. Hitch-hiking is 
the main modus operandi on Broadway, although it appears 
that the more typical type of street trade where the 
prostitute simply occupies a street corner is also 

practiced in the area. We kept monitoring the level of 
street prostitution in these various strolls in the event 
that resident group activities or law enforcement efforts 
in the West End, the focus of the main political debate and 
concern over the visibility of street prostitution in 

Vancouver, displaced street prostitutes to other areas. 
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The actual procedure of counting prostitutes is not 

without its problems, not the least of which are the rules 

one uses to decide who actually is a prostitute or a 

hustler, how old they are and, in some cases, their gender. 

Nevertheless we have tried to distinguish the following 

categories of people: 

Juvenile females 

Juvenile males 

Adult females 

Adult males 

Drag queens (transsexuals, transvestites) 

We also noted any obvious customer pick ups. 

Obviously there is an unknown margin of error in the 

counts; our main criterion for counting a person as a 

prostitute, hustler, or sexually procured juvenile was 

simply to include anybody standing or sittind on the street 

in the areas we knew to be strolls (with the exception of 

people walking in groups carrying "Shame the Johns" 

placards). While this procedure is arbitrary to some 

extent, it did not take long for the counters to recognize 

most of the regular street people offering sexual services, 

especially after we had interviewed many of them (6 

different researchers conducted the counts in order that we 

not become conspicuous). Despite this precaution, counters 

were stopped on two occasions by police officers as a 

result of prostitutes reporting the car license plate 

numbers of what they thought were "suspicious persons". 
Much more difficult was the age dichotomy where a purely 

arbitrary figure (eighteenth birthday) distinguishes adults 
and juveniles. We suspect that there is a margin of error 

here, although we were informed in interviews that certain 
locations in the West End were specifically worked by 
juveniles. Our interviews with juveniles confirmed this 
impression and made the judgement of age easier in the West 
End area but by no means error free. Similarly we knew from 

our interviews with transsexual prostitutes that they too 
work a specific area in the West End - an alley just south 
of Davie Street. Since some women work this area too there 

may be some margin of error, but then again the various 

researchers soon became familiar with most of the regular 

transsexual prostitutes. Base maps of the various strolls 
were prepared for the counts with the researcher recording 

the exact location of the subjects, their age and gender, 
whether they stood alone or in groups, and whether they 

were in the process of making a date with a customer. We 

also recorded weather conditions to see if they effect the 

intensity of the street trade (especially in light of the 

frequent assertion that prostitutes migrate into Vancouver 
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to take advantage of the favourable summer climate and 
tourist season). 

In addition to the counts we conducted between March 
and June 1984 5  we obtained permission from the Vancouver 
Police to copy a series of street prostitute counts 

conducted by vice-squad officers between November 1982 and 
March 1983. While the counts are not completely comparable 
to the ones conducted by our research team, most of the 
police counts distinguish the number and gender of 

prostitutes and hustlers in the various strolls. The exact 
time of day is not recorded, although we were informed that 
nearly  ail the counts were conducted between 6:00 pm. and 
midnioht. Police officers also noted the weather on 
occasion, particularly when conditions-were unfavourable 

and there appeared to be relatively few prostitutes on the 
street. The police conducted approximately 100 counts in 
the period for which we have records. 

With the inclusion of the police counts we have a 
fairly reasonable picture of levels of street prostitute 
and juvenile hustling for the period November 1982 - June, 
1984. This is a particularly interesting period for it 

includes 1. the latter part of the period during which the 
Vancouver Municipal by-law was in effect (enforcement of 
the by-law began in April 1982 and ended in February, 1983 
when it was scrapped), 2 = the onset of "Shame the Johns" 
picketing in April, 1984 and 3. the new legal strategy 
involving injunctions against alleged prostitutes and 
"persons unknown" as behaving in a way that produces a 
public nuisance. From newspaper accounts we know that 

somewhere between 500 and 700 charges were laid under the 
municipal by-law in 1982 and 1983, and that 50 injunctions 
were delivered in the recent campaign in June 1984. The 
street counts allow an assessment of the impact of these 
various strategies on levels of street prostitution in 
Vancouver. 

PATTERNS AND ANALYSIS: TRENDS IN STREET-HOOKING. 

A Guide to the Maps and Figures: 

The results of our counting activities are displayed in 
a series of maps and figures (included immediately after 
the text of this chapter). Our discussion focuses on the 
general trends and patterns that the data display. 

The 	first 	collection of maps (1-28) depict the 
distribution of prostitutes and sexually procured juveniles 
in the three areas for which we have the most sytematic 
data - the West End, Georgia Street and the East End. Maps 
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also depict head counts in these three strolls, but 
after the recent Judgement (July 1984) that a nuisance 
by-law would be enforced against prostitutes engaging in 
street soliciting anywhere west of Granville Street. This 
series of :flaps documents the movement of the Georgia and 
West End prostitutes in accordance with the by-law. In the 
case of the West End, the movement of the stroll involved 
two distinct phases, the first in response to the informal 
statement by the Provincial Attorney General that nuisance 
injunctions would only be laid against people working in 
the area west of Burrard Street (maps 8-15), the second in 
response to the court decision that the iniunction would be 
enforced against anyone soliciting in public west of 
Granville Street. Maps 1-7 thus show the traditional West 
End stroll, maps 8-15 show the new location of the stroll 
after the first West End nuisance injunctions were 
delivered and the Burrard "boundary" drawn. Maps 32-33 show 
the location of the stroll after the redrawing of the 
iniunction boundary at Granville. It should be noted that 
the first series of counts in the West End included the 
Granville  area  These should have been counted as two 
different strolls. Figure 15 shows the separate statistics 
for the Burrard-Granville area during the 4 months that the 
counts were conducted. 

Maps 16-20 and 34-35 show the movement of the Georgia 
stroll from its traditional location between Burrard and 
Granville to the area east of Granville (maps 34-35) after 
the creation of the Granville iniunction boundary in July. 

Maps 	21-25 and 36-37 show the East End stroll, 
unaffected by the injunction plan. 

Maps 29-31 depict the counts of customers in the three 
traditional locations. 

The sets of figures display various activity profiles 
over time - either through a day in each of the strolls, or 
through each of the months for which the counts were 
conducted. 

The tabular data from which the maps and figures were 
constructed are included in APPENDIX F. 

ACTIVITY PATTERNS: LONG TERM TRENDS 

Figures 13 and 14 display the overall counts of street 
prostitutes conducted by both the police (fig. 13) and 
ourselves (fig. 14) between November 1982 and June 1984. 
The graphs show a considerable amount of correspondence 
between the two groups counting, although our own counts 
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reveal a much greater variability in the number of people 
working the strolls on any given night. Both count sources 
suggest that the West End was by far the most populous 
stroll, followed by Georgia Street, with the East End being 
the least populous stroll. The separate statistics for 
Granville Street (Figure 15) show that until the nuisance 
iniunction was brought to bare, the Granville stroll was 
similar to the East End stroll in terms of the number of 
people working it. After Burrard became the informal 
boundary, the Granville Stroll (the one closest to the West 
End) increased in both area and prostitute density, an 
effect which was nullified by the recent redrawing of the 
injunction boundary at Granville Street. This has resulted 
in a totally new stroll location developing; the area 
between Granville and Homer (maps 32 and 3-3). 

Figure 13 depicts the average number of prostitutes 
(including Juveniles) observed by the police during the 
last 3 months that the Vancouver street prostitution by-law 
was in effect, plus the 12-month period immediately 
following its withdrawl. The graph indicates that levels of 
prostitution activity increased a little after the by-law 

was rescinded, but it should be noted that an increase of 
street prostitute activity in the summer months is normally 

to be expected. This is certainly the case in the West End 
in both 1983 and 1984 where an increase appears to occur in 
May. In 1984 the pattern is disturbed in May and June by 
the appearance of "Shame the Johns" and the impact of the 

street nuisance injunctions. Although we do not have a time 

series of sufficient length to establish whether this 

seasonal variation is statistically significant, these 
observations together with other evidence presented in 
Chapter X (a review of the number of charges laid during 
the period in which the by-law remained in effect) do 
suggest that the by-law had little impact on the location 
or  level of 	street prostitution. In contrast, the 
iniunctions have been successful in terms of their raison 
d'etre - the stroll has moved. 

The reason for the differential impact of the two 

measures is quite simple - the by-law was applied uniformly 
in ail the strolls so it did not make much difference where 
a person worked. And from the evidence available, by-law or 
flot, work they did. The nuisance injunction, however, is 
area specific - street prostitution is tolerated anywhere 
in Vancouver except for the downtown area west of Granville 

Street. In that event, the prostitutes moved en masse to 
the area where they were not susceptible to the nuisance 

injunction. What this finding suggests is that prostitutes 

will adapt their activity to a law which allows them 

somewhere to work (remembering that they still cannot work 
in private places because of the possibility of being 
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oharued with running or being an inmate of a common bawdy 
house). In lieu of other legal options, as was the case 
with the Vancouver by-law, prostitutes simply continued 

working in the locations they perceived as being the most 
favourable given the other hazards involved with the trade 
- hazards against which the threat of the criminal (or 
civil) law pales in comparison. The solution seems 

overwhelmingly obvious - the problem of street prostitution 
can easily be solved by creating a legal structure which 
gives prostitutes a place to work. As the law stands, 
prostitution is legal, but it is effectively impossible to 

work anywhere but the street. Given the reasons for the 
attractions of the street, public soliciting is likely to 
continue no matter what law is designed to prevent it as 
long as no legal alternative is provided. 

ACTIVITY PATTERNS: SHORT TERM TRENDS 

Figures 1-8 display hourly activity patterns in the 
three strolls for the three days on which we conducted 

series of counts. Figures 1-3 compare the three daily 
profiles for each stroll. with Figure 4 depicting the total 
and average activity patterns for each area  (je. the hourly 
averages 9+ the three daily counts). Figures 5-7 compare 
activity levels in the three strolls  -for  each of the days 
where full counts were conducted. Figure 8 depicts the 
total and average activity patterns for each day dyring 
which several counts were made. 

As noted earlier, these various diagrams show the 
relative population of the three strolls, and how the 
proportions fluctuated through the day. In all of the 
strolls the greatest activity occured after 8:00 p.m., and 
began to decline after midnight, although activity 

continued until well after 2:00 a.m.. In contrast to the 
West End and East End, however, there was almost no 

prostitute activity on Georgia until after 8:00 p.m.; in 
the other two areas prostitutes and juveniles began to 
appear on the street at about 10:00 a.m., and there was a 
noticeable activity peak between 12:00 noon and 3:00 p.m. - 
the lunchtime trade. Activity abateds to some extent until 
about 8:00 p.m. when the major  activity period begain. 

In the West End a certain amount of spatial variation 
in the location of prostitutes and sexually procured 
juveniles appears to have occured systematically at 
different times of day. Maps 26-28 depict the location of 
prostitutes in the West End during the afternoon and 
evening on each of the three days that a full set of counts 
was completed. The maps indicate that during the afternoon 
the streets north of Comox tended to be used more regularly 
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than during the evening. The maps also consistently show 
that the Granville area and Davie Street west of Burrard 
were used at night, but hardly at all during the day. Both 
Granville and Georgia Street trades were most extensive 
during the evening period. During the day these commercial 

streets were filled with other people goina about their 
business; perhaps the general level of street activity made 
it more difficult +or customers to recognise prostitutes, 
and to avoid beina seen soliciting. We have reason to 
believe, in fact, that the Granville trade was conducted in 
the local bars durina the day. The East End proved to be an 

exception to this pattern as prostitutes sometimes worked 
on the Chinatown shopping streets durina the day. Several 
other streets used during the day, however, contain 

virtually no commercial activity (that' is also true of 
parts of the Granville stroll area). 

The various map groups display the spatial distribution 
prostitutes and  juveni  les in the three strolls. 

Generally the maps speak -for  themselves - the Georgia 
stroll is a small, hiahly concentrated area, the East End 

stroll is somewhat larger and less frequently utilized with 
a large  variety of iocations, only some 0+ which are used 
on any given day. The Georaia and East End strolls are 
peopled almost exclusively by female prostitutes (as was 

the Granville stroll prior to the displacement of the West 

End hookers) and fewer juveniles appear on the street 

relative to the West End stroll. Since the West End stroll 

presented an entirely different picture in terms of the mix 

of prostitutes a more detailed analysis follows. 

The monthly average populations of the strolls are 

summarized in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the proportion of 

various gender types and age groups populating the strolls, 

and Figure 12 displays the average number of the various 

gender types and age groups in counts conducted during the 

peak periods of the day ( 8 :00 p.m. - 2:0() a.m.) in the 

three strolls. 

ACTIVIT\  PATTERNS:  IHE HUMAN ECOLOGY OF THE WEST END 
STROLL 

The West End stroll was conspicuous among areas of 

street prostitution for its mixture of ages and gender 

types. Figure 11 shows that although adult women far 

outweighed any other group (even allowing for the margin of 

error that undoubtedly exists in our classification of 

adults and juveniles), many males could be found working 

the strolls (because we feel that our classification of 

adult and juvenile males is the most suspect, the figure 

for the average number of males is included here). A 
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significant number of transsexuals (males changing to 
felLales) also worked the area. 

The various maps of the traditional West End stroll 
(Maps 1-7) indicate the territories of the different 
prostitute and juvenile groups. Generally speaking, the 
alley on the south side of Davie Street was populated by 

transsexuals, although some women did work the south side 
too (the laneway is often referred to as "tranny alley"). 
North of Davie, the males tended to congregate towards the 
western end of the stroll, particularly along Carder°, 
Nicola and Broughton where they intersect with Pendrell. 

Some juvenile females also worked in the area, and women 

often worked slightly to the north along Comox. fhe main 

female concentration was the the east, however, 

particularly on Jervis and Bute where they intersect with 

Comox, Pendrell and the alleyway in between. Davie Street 
itself was also a popular location for women. The juvenile 
females tended to work in the western side of the female 
section of the stroll closer to the young men and boys. 

The West End hookers that we interviewed (Chapter VI) 

clearly indicated that the informal rules of the street 

maintain this ecological structure, and that within each 
gender territory (as loosely defined) certain streets and 

corners were considered to be more prestigious and/or 

lucrative than others. It was also clear that certain 
individuals played an important part in maintaining the 

general °ender distinctions in the area and in preserving 
certain corner territory as their own. 

These same distinctions quickly re-materialized in the 
successive phases of the displacement of the West End 
stroll from the Davie Street area first to the 
Burrard -Granville area (Maps 8-15) and subsequently east to 
the Granville-Homer area (Maps 32 and 33). 

In the days following the presentation of the first 
injunction notices the prostitutes, after a series of 
meetings organized by the Alliance for the Safety of 
Prostitutes in consultation with various lawyers, decided 
to move to the area between Burrard and Granville Street, 
away from the West End residential area, but close enough 
that the tricks would be able to find them. Since most of 
our interviewed subjects who worked in the West End also 

lived there, they also wished to minimize their journey to 
work. It seems , then, that an informal arrangement had 
been struck between the Attorney General and the 
prostitutes, aided by legal counsel, to move the stroll 
from the residential district. In the first few days of the 
new stroll (Map 8) we already saw the new gender 

'Territories taking shape, although our research observer on 
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the street at the time noted that a certain amount of 

confusion characterized street proceedings on one 
particular nioht. The ecology of the stroll did not develop 
without dissatisfaction. The boys in particular seemed to 
end up at the lowest end of the pecking order, and found it 
difficult to find corners in the new, much smaller, area. 

Many 	of the prostitutes and juveniles complained 
persistently about problems in the new area. Several boys 

reported that they thought the location was too visible, 

and that friends or family would see them. The transsexual 
and female prostitutes experienced a series of problems 

with women - most of whom were thought to be heroin addicts 
- who already worked the area, and their pimp7 (one person 
had a knife pulled on them in a conflict over territory). 
The encumbent hookers and their pimps clearly wanted the 

new arrivals to return to the West End. And so, according 

to several of our informants, did some of the police who 

work this area. The new stroll area falls partly under a 

different patrol area than the West End. A number of the 

people working in the new area complained of persistent 

police harassment; being interrupted for I.D. checks 

frequently, especially when they were talking to customers. 
One young hustler reported that when asked by a policeman 
where he came from he replied "Pendrell and Cardero" (a 

male corner in the original West End stroll), only to be 

told to get back where he came from or to go and work at 

the I.G.A. grocery store. Another policeman told four 

transsexuals in front of one of our research assistants "I 

wish I could kill all of you. Why don't you go back to the 

West End, we don't want your type here". The same policeman 

charoed three hookers with jaywalking. When requested to 
give his badge number he refused to do so. After an 

incident where a pimp had been hassling two of the West End 

prostitutes, when someone approached two police officers to 

request intervention should the incident be repeated, a 

research assistant overheard one police officer reply "Oh, 

well, we'll Just come and pick up the bodies". They drove 

off. The attitude of several police officers to the 

prostitute street scene was thus fairly typical of one of 

the most consistent types of response to prostitution - 

'anywhere but here'. 

Despite 	what to all intents and purposes was a 

generally hostile reception to their arrival in the area 

east of Burrard, the prostitutes remained for two weeks. 
Successive maps show the development of the same 

territorial divisions that had characterized the West End 

stroll. The transsexual prostitutes congregated at one side 

of the stroll, this time the north side along Helmcken 
between Burrard and Granville. The women occupied the 

centre territory along Davie at the intersection of Howe 
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and Hornby and in the adjacent alleys and the young men and 
boys moved to the south side of the stroll along Burnaby, 

Drake and the southern parts of Howe and Hornby. This 

general pattern was often interrupted as the large number 

of boys working in the southern part of the stroll appeared 

to force some of the women further north into the 

transsexual area (see Map 13) although it should be 

recognized that transsexual prostitutes often work 

partnerships with 	other 	women 	as 	well 	as other 

transsexuals. 

On July 3rd a court decision changed the effective 

public nuisance boundary from Burrard to Granville Street, 
thus effectively outlawing street solicitation in the new 

stroll area. Instead of deciding to fight the nuisance 

iniunctions 	(and 	the 	general 	concensus 	among the 

prostitutes advisors at that time was that the fight would 

be successful) the prostitutes again decided to move east 

once again, this time to the adjacent area on the other 

side of Granville Street. Once again the territorial gender 

division materialized, although the two people conducting 

these counts were not experienced enough to recognize the 

transsexuals (the latter counts were conducted by research 

assistants who had previously been working on other parts 

of the study). 

The definition of the Granville boundary also affected 

the Georgia Street women, although they did not move as 

quickly. Map 34 shows that the Georgia women were still 

working their normal locations shortly after the 

announcement that the nuisance injunction would be enforced 

west of Granville. By the 13th of July they too had moved 
in due accordance with the law, largely at the behest of 

the police. 

These findings are particularly interesting because 

they do show that the West End prostitutes are organized 

enough to take collective action, and that their main 

objective is simply to find the most hassle-free location 

in which to work. Should the prostitutes continue to 

receive harassment, and should the local press continue to 
describe the movement of the stroll as a victory for the 

West Enders rather than a negotiated agreement, the more 

likely it is that the prostitutes will move back into the 

traditional stroll and challenge the nuisance injunctions. 

This same outcome might result from the introduction of a 

law which did not define soliciting as "pressing and 

persistent" behaviour. 
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TRICKS: 

The remaining 3 maps included in our graphic package 
display the number of trick "pickups" we witnessed during 
the course of completing approximately 80 counts (Maps 
29-31). The maps depict only 7 pickups of East End 
prostitutes, 24 of Georgia Street prostitutes and 38 of 
West End people (these figures only include the period up 
to the displacement of the West End stroll in June). It is 
difficult to know exactly what to make of these figures - 
during approximately 150 hours of observation we observed 
only 68 trick pickups. Our method of observation, however, 
may give a distorted impression of the frequency at which 
prostitutes "turn" tricks. Depending on one's 

interpretation of the data, this finding dOes lend credence 
to the evidence reported in Chapter X suggesting that 
prostitutes turn an average of only one or two tricks each 
day that they work. If 50 to 100 prostitutes worked the 
West End stroll on any given day, there would only be 
100-200 pickups per day; it is unlikely that one would 
witness more thatn a very small number of these in the 3/4 
hour period it took to .complete one count of the West End. 
stroll. 
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Ma.b 2. WEST END - MACH  72nd, 1.4am: Distribution of 
ProAtieAs And c--,=ually Frnur=d Juv=niles  Cl set  to the 
hveran= Distribution  h=. 4 ==n Rpm Anri 2am. MArr. h ic2E4. 

• Adult Ferrials 0 	'ni le  F=mal=s 
• hdult Males 	D  Juvenile Males 
• TrAnAviAse- it==1TrAnA-Semual= 

-- Traffic Div=rter 
School 
Mini Park 

Mrch Averane: 

Adulf Females 
Juvenile Females 

iLkfult Males 
Juv=hil=  Males 

 TrA.n=vesfites/ 
Trans-Sxuals 
Total 

Weather: Light Rain/Warm. 

March 22nd Distribution- 
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June Average: 
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June 8th Distribution. 
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Overall Average: 
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Total 

Weather: Dry/Warm. 

Midnight Distribution 
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Total 

Map 11. WEST END - lUIE 22nd 1904:  Distribution  of Prostitute 5,  
and Sexually Procurd Juveniles at 12.00 midnight. 

• Adult Females  O  JUvenile Females 
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Map 12. WEST END - JUNE  22nd 1984: Distribution of Prostitutes 
and Sexually Pronuremd Juvez,nil:ms ;-.ut 2 .15am. 
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Adult Ferales 0 Juvenile F.- males 
Adult  Males 	D  Juvenile Males 
Transve ,m-tites/Tr-qns-Semumds 

Traffic niverter 
School 
Mini Park 

nverall Average: 

Adult Females 
Juvenile Females 
Adult  Males  
Juvenile Males 
Transvestites/ 
Trans-Sexuals 
Total 

Weather: Dry/Warm. 

D i str ibution ,       ,itztue  
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Map 13. WEST END - JJNF!  23rrt 1984:  Distrib ution  of Pro!,,,ti - e----- 
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Map 15. WEST END - 1UNE 24th 1984: Distribution of Prostitutes 
and Sexually Prorured Juvnils af 
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Map 17. GEORGIA STREET - MARCH 29th, 12.30am: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles Closest to the 
Average Distribution between Elpm and 2am, March 1984. 
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Map 18. GEORGIA STREET - APRIL ISth, 1.45am: Distribution of 

Prostitutes and Sexully Procured Juvnils Closest to the 
Average Distribution between Spm and 2am, April 1984. 
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• Transvesfites/Trans-Sexuals 
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Weather: CIA.r/Cool. 
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Map 19. GEORSIA STREET -  MAI  1Sth, 10.0pm: Distribution of 
Prosfifufs and 9,g•-x:1 ,q1ly ProcurF-d 3uvenilss Clcset fd  the  
Averaoe  Di stribution  betear  apm A.nri 2am, May 19S 4 . 
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Weather: Clear/Partial Cloud/Mild. 
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Map 20. GEORSIA STREET - JHNE ist 	9.00p.: Distribution of 

Frcetitufes And Se>ua1 ly Prnhur.d J:kv ,n-nile,, s Closest to the 

Average Distribution bg,tween Rpm enr! 2am, . -fun ,=à 1934. 
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Map 21. EAST END - MAY 18th, 10,00pm: Distribution of 

Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles Closest to the 
Average Distribution between 8pm and 2am, March to June, 
1984. 
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Map 22. EAST END - MARCH 30, 12.00pm: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juvenile-.s. Closest to the 
Average Distribution between Spm and 2am, March 1984. 
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Map 23. EAST END - APRIL 18th, 9.45pm: Distribution of 

Prostitutes  and Sextuqlly Procured JuvenilPs• Closest to th 

Average  Distribution btween Spm and 2am. April 1994. 
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Map 24. EAST END - MAY 2nd, 10.00pm: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexally Procre,,,d Jeiveniles Closest to the 
Average Distribution b.,==.twen 8pm  and '2 ,qm, May 1984. 
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Map 25. EAST END - JUNE 15th, 9.00pm: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and fz.3xu ,q1ly Procured Juvenile ,-- Closest to the 
Average  Distribution  bei- wIn 8pm  and  2am, 3:n 1984. 
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Map 29. WEST END: Distribution of rustomers ;  March to June 
1984. 
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Map 36. 	EAST END - JULY 4th 1984: Distribution of 

Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 10.30pm. 

• Adult Females  o  Juvenile Females - Traffic Diverter 

• Adult Males 	El Juvenile Males 	S School 

• Transvestites/Trans-Sexuals 	 Mini Park 

10.30pm Distribution. 

Adult Females 	 1 
Juvenile Females 	0 
Adult Males 	 0 

Juvenile Males 	 0 
Transvestites/ 	 0 
Trans-Sexuals 
Total 	 1 

Weather: Light Rain/Warm. 
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Map 37. 	EAST END - JULY 13th 1984: Distribution of 

Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 10.30pm. 

• Adult Females 0 Juvenile Females — Traffic Diverter 
• Adult Males 	El Juvenile Males 	S School 

• Transvestites/Trans-Sexuals 	 77''''T Mini Park 

10.30pm Distribution. 

Adult Females 	 9 
Juvenile Females 	0 
Adult Males 	 0 
Juvenile Males 	0 
Transvestites/ 	 0 
Trans-Sexuals 
Total 	 9 

Weather: Dry/Warm. 
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Map 32. 	WEST END - JULY 4th 1984: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 10.30pm. 

• Adult Females 0 Juvenile Females 
III Adult Males 	Juvenile Males 
• Transvestites/Trans-Sexuals 

10.30pm Distribution. 

Adult Females 	 33 
Juvenile Females 	3 
Adult Males 	 4 
Juvenile Males 	 4 
Transvestites/ 	 1 
Trans-Sexuals 
Total 	 45 

Weather: Light Rain/Warm. 
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Map 33. 	WEST END - JULY 13th 1984: Distribution of 

Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 10.30pm. 

Traffic Diverter 
School 
Mini Park 

• Adult Females  o  Juvenile Females 
• Adult Males 	0 Juvenile Males 
• Transvestites/Trans-Sexuals 

10.30pm Distribution. 

Adult Females 	 21 
Juvenile Females 	1 
Adult Males 

Juvenile Males 	 4 
Transvestites/ 	 1 
Trans-Sexuals 
Total 	 30 

Weather: Dry/Warm. 
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Map 34. 	GEORGIA STREET - JULY 4th 1984: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 10.30pm. 

• Adult Females 0 Juvenile Females — Traffic Diverter 

• Adult Males 	D Juvenile Males 	S School 

• Transvestites/Trans-Sexuals 	 U3 Mini Park 

10.30pm Distribution. 

Adult Females 	 10 
Juvenile Females 	0 
Adult Males 	 0 
Juvenile Males 	 0 
Transvestites/ 	 0 
Trans-Sexuals 
Total 	 10 

Weather: Light Rain/Warm. 
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Map 35. 	GEORGIA STREET - JULY 13th 1994: Distribution of 
Prostitutes and Sexually Procured Juveniles at 10.30pm. 

• Adult Females D Juvenile Females — Traffic Diverter 
• Adult Males 	0 Juvenile Males 	S School 
• Transvestites/Trans -Sexuals 	 ; Mini Park 

10.30pm Distribution. 

Adult Females 	 11 
Juvenile Females 	0 
Adult Males 	 0 
Juvenile Males 	 0 
Transvestites/ 	 0 
Trans-Sexuals 
Total 	 11 

Weather: Dry/Warm. 
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CHAPTER IX 

ADVERTISED "COMPANY": ESCORTS, MASSAGES, DATING, 

AND OTHER SERVICES ADVERTISED IN NEWSPAPERS 

Although much of the Vancouver prostitution study has 
dealt with the street trade, this is but one dimension of 
the commercial sex business. In all likelihood, the street 
trade represents only a small fraction of the total - 

several American estimates suggest that it contributes less 

than 20 7.  of the total prostitution business. Such estimates 
are complicated by the problem of defining prostitution; as 
many feminists point out, ours is a patriarchal society 
which tends to commodify the sexuality of women in such a 
way that the line defining prostitution is hard to locate. 
If, however, we take only the most obvious form of 
prostitution - direct payment of money for sexual services 
on an ephemeral basis - a variety of off-street services 
exist. But the program of interview studies we conducted 
gave very little indication of recent trends in the 
off-street trade. Although our prostitute subject group 

included a number of persons who currently worked or had 
worked for escort agencies and we met a few people who 
advertised sexual services in local newspapers, we met only 
one person that advertised actual massages, and we met only 
one person that worked exclusively for an escort agency 
(although he too used to work the street). We thus gained 
little idea of the recent history of these types of 
services. What we did do, however, was attempt to gain some 
idea of the soliciting patterns of various off-street 
trades in the form of newspaper advertising and advertising 
in the telephone yellow pages. 

The persisent impression given by the Vancouver press 
is that street prostitution has increased dramatically in 
Vancouver since either the closure of the Penthouse cabaret 
or the impact of the Hutt decision. One often gets the 
impression that given the failure of soliciting law, the 
street has become a more popular location for meeting 
tricks. If that is the case, one might expect a reduction 
of the off-street trade. But that does not appear to have 
been the case. 

The method we used here is subject to a number of 
problems. For the purposes of this analysis we sampled 
editions of the two main local Vancouver newspapers, the 
Sun and the Province, and counted the number of personal 
advertisements for sexual services classified into 3 
categories - escort, massage and dating. The counts are 
subject to a certain amount of error: some escorts may nøt  
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provide sexual services (but it appears that most do); we 

do not know how many personal advertisements for dates 

involve commercial sexual services, but it is quite clear 

from the tone of many of the advertisements that they do. 

But clearly there is a certain element of judgement-calling 

in our attempt to count only those dating advertisements 

placed by prostitutes. 

TRENDS IN ADVERTISING (Figures are included immediately 

after the text, Tables appear in APPENDIX G) 

We counted 	the advertisements appearing in the 

Vancouver Sun contained in the edition printed on the first 

Friday of each month for the period 1970-1984 (see Figure 

2 , Tables 1-6). For the Province, we examined two periods, 

1970-1972 and 1978-1984 also for the first Friday of each 

month (see Figure 3, Tables 7-9). 

We also counted the advertisements appearing in three 

other local weekly Vancouver newspapers, the Vancouver 

Night Times, the Vancouver Star, and the West Ender. In the 

case of the West Ender, the advertisement count was 

simplified by the papers policy of including an advertising 

section under the heading "Business Personals". In Figure 5 

(Table 13) we show the average monthly number of business 

personals in which sexual services were advertised 

appearing in the edition published during the first week of 

each month for the period 1980-1984. 

In the case of the Vancouver Star, we obtained a 

sample of back copies appearing during the period 1980-84 

and calculated the average number of services advertised in 

each edition. The services include "escorts", "massages", 

"body-rubs", "steam baths", "strip clubs", "strip pubs", 

and other "clubs", as well as a variety of persons 

identifying their sexual gender or sexual preference in 

such a way that they appeared to be offering sexual 

services for money. Here again the obvious margin of error 

created by this judgement-calling must be considered in the 

results (Figure 4, Tables 10 and 11). 

We have not produced a graph depicting the results of 

our analysis of the Vancouver Night Times (Table 12) 

because we could only obtain 6 back copies of the 

publication. 

The final element of our analysis in this section of 

the study involved a count of escort agencies advertising 

in the Vancouver Yellow Pages during the period 1960-1984 

(see Figure 1, Table 1). Escort services appear to be a 

child of the 1970s,' but the proliferation of advertising 
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begins in 1982 and 1983. The first service was advertised 

in 1969. 

Given the problems associated with some of our 

advertising classification schema our observations are 

largely restricted to the main trends in the data. Two main 

points seem to be clear: 

a) the breakdown of types of advertisement appearing 

in the Vancouver Star (Figure 4, Tables 10 and 11) 
indicates that many more men advertise sexual services 
(whether for money or not) than do women and 

h) the number of advertisements placed in these 

various publications increases significantly after 1981 
(see Figures 1, 2, 3, and 5). Much of the increase is 

attributable to the apparent proliferation of 

advertisements for escort and massage services; we do not 

know the ratio of men and women represented by the 

advertising in these categories, nor do we know what impact 

changes in advertising policy have had on the types of 

advertisement appearing. It appears unlikely, however, that 

a change of advertising policy occurred uniformly in 1981 
in the various publications that we examined such that it 

would explain the increase in advertising at that time. 

Conversely, the onset of the recent economic recession 

cannot be discounted as a much more plausible explanation 

of the trends that we see. One thing is certain, the number 

of advertisements do not change at the time of the Hutt 

decision, although it is difficult to know what importance 

to place on this finding. 

Overall, our results strongly suggest that if street 

prostitution is increasing in Vancouver, it has not 

increased at the same rate as the off-street trade since 
1982 (see Chapter VIII, Figures 13 and 14). 
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CHAPTER X 
PROSTITUTION AS A BUSINESS 

HOWARD GREENSTEIN 

Overview 

"Business: Commercial activity engaged in as 

means of livelihood; a trade, profession, line, 

or occupation; a particular field of endeavor; a 

role or function extended over a considerable 

period of time; a task, assignment or chore 

extended over a limited period of time; something 

felt to be one's own affair, personal concern, 

responsibility or duty. <Econ.> activities of a 

person, partnership or corporation involved in 

commerce, manufacturing, or performing a service; 

transactions of those engaged in purchase or sale 

of commoditites for a profit..." 

Webster 's  Dictionary 

The act of prostitution is a business transaction. 

Sexual services are provided by the "seller" to the "buyer" 

in return for money. The issue of prostitution is typically 

examined with a host of perspectives largely concerned with 

"morality", social values, and the interests of a variety 

of groups. Ultimately,  the issue of prostitution, 
associated social problems, implications for social values 

and attempts at "solutions" become the province of the 
political arena. 

In this chapter, however, an attempt is made at 

separating to some degree the contentious and often 

emotional "moral", social and political arguments from an 

analysis of prostitution as a business. As will be readily 

seen, this task is fraught with difficulty, insofar as 

social and "moral" issues become the non-quantifiable 

stumbling blocks to arriving at a "rational" analysis of 
problems and solutions. 

The analysis begins with a view of prostitution from 
the perspective of economic theory concerned with markets 
and the relationships between business, government and 

society. The results of an intensive literature search on 

the "economics of prostitution" are discussed, with 
reference to relevant studies in other jurisdictions. The 

business of prostitution is then examined with reference to 
empirical, quantitative data collected in the present study 
from police, prostitutes and social service agencies, 
relevant official statistics and related data from previous 
studies. 
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Finally, the policy implications of this analysis of 
prostitution as a business are discussed, at which point 

the dilemma fur policy-makers becomes highlighted - the 
economic implications of  the  legalization, 
decriminalization and criminalization options can not 
easily be divorced from moral, social and political issues. 
But. the analysis of prostitution as a business does appear 

to offer some additional considerations for policy 
development which do not seem to have been thoroughly 
examined to date. 

LITERATURE SEARCH 

In approaching the problem of examining prostitution 
as a business, an intensive literature search was performed 
with the assistance of computerized access to numerous data 
bases  through the Simon Fraser University Library. These 
data bases include all major economics and social science 
journals, magazines and newspapers. Surprisingly, although 
there have been numerous published articles dealing 

specifically with various aspects of prostitution, the 

search failed to locate even one published journal article 
dealing with the economics of prostitution. A few 

unpublished articles which may  have  been relevant could not 

be obtained. The computer search was followed up by a 

detailed hand search of recent indexes to published 

articles in a number of fields, with the same result. The 

one study located through the search which deals directly 
with the economics of prostitution is an unpublished study 

conducted in San Francisco in 1978 (Lynch and Neckes). The 

results of this study are reviewed below. The fact that the 

economics of prostitution ha.--  received so little formal 

study is significant in light of the vast amount of 

published literature on the subject of prostitution. 
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THE BUSINESS OF PROSTITUTION - AN ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE 

In a "free market', demand for a product or service is 

met by a supply of that product or service. A transaction 

occurs when the supplier provides the buyer with the 

demanded product/service in exchange for money. In an ideal 

situation of "perfect competition", an efficient allocation 

of goods and services is achieved, as with optimal 

allocation of social costs and social benefits. 

Real markets do not live up to the economic ideal of 

"perfect competition". Douglas Greer, in "Business, 

Government and Society" (1983), notes a number of problems 

with "private free enterprise markets", such as "market 

imperfections'  (cg.  monopoly power, information 

inadequacies), "market failures"  (cg.  externalities) and 

'ethical criteria other than efficiency". The categories of 

market "imperfections" and "failures" assume acceptance of 

"efficiency" as the chief ethical criterion to be concerned 

about. The category "Ethical Criteria other than 

Efficiency" is especially interesting, in that it 

recognizes circumstances where free-market results may not 

conform to society's notions of "morality" or "fairness" or 

"equity". In Greer's terms: "...the free market may be 

super-efficient in providing liquor, sex, gambling and 

marijuana, but such efficiency would be (and has been) 

rejected by moral outrage." 

In developing an economic model to deal with markets 

systematically, Greer has allowed for a "rejection" of 

markets which may well be "efficient" in economic terms by 

the criterion of "moral outrage". This "moral outrage" 
criterion seems somewhat incongruous in the context of a 

model grounded in economic theory, and an argument could be 

made to the effect that this aspect is in +act a "cop-out" 
with respect to the economic system of examining markets. 
Alternatively, it could be viewed as an attempt to 

consider, in a more sophisticated fashion, criteria other 

than "efficiency". In any case, it is of note that in this 

theoretical economic approach to markets, "efficiency" with 
respect to markets for "sex" is presumed to have been 

rejected by "moral outrage". Whether past or future 

leglislators accept the rejection of economic "efficiency" 
by reason of "moral outrage" is an open question. ClearlY, 

it has been explicitly recognized that efficiency has not 
been the criterion to date with respect to the market for 

sexual services. Social change over time might well alter 
the criteria with which legislators approach the issue of 
the market for sexual services. However, as Greer notes, 

alluding to attempts to rationalize policies of 

discouragement of pornography establishments on economic 
grounds: "But this is stretching economics a bit too far 
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1923, p.35) 
Economics cannot explain everything. 
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As discussed above, some economists view society's 
response to certain markets (through government policy 
intervention) as being exempt from the predominant economic 
ethical criterion of "efficiency'. In contrast, there exist 

other schools of economic thought which extend the economic 
model to such activities as prostitution. The Fraser 
institute, a Vancouver "think-tank" which is funded by 
major corporations, has had an impact on the policies of 
the Provincial government in British Columbia. Walter 
Block, the senior economist of the Fraser institute 
presents such an argument in 'Defending the Undefendable." 

(1924). In discussing the role of various groups in 

soctiety, including prostitutes and drug addicts, he states 
that "they are guilty of no wrong-doing", "they actually 
benefit society" and "if we prohibit their activities we do 
so at our own loss." 

that laws against prostitution "are harmful 

prevent them from earning an honest 

In this economic view, the pimp performs the 

of "brokering" (a view which does not receive much 
from the prostitutes interviewed in the present 

The  views are not cited here in support of this 
particular 	argument 	or  any argument of the Fraser 

Institute), but rather to highlight an apparent 

contradiction. The views of  Fraser in=titute economists are 

typically regarded as radically "right-wing" politically. 
With respect to the decriminali -, qtion of prostitution, 

then, a right-wing view agrees with the view of feminist 

groups who argue for decriminalization. (Typically, radical 

feminist groups are regarded on the left of the political 

spectrum). Both of these views, although arrived at through 

quite different perspectives, are in accord with Canadian 
law to the extent that the act of prostitution per se is 

quite legal. Although Greer is probably correct when he 

asserts that government policy with respect to prostitution 

has essentially been exempt from analysis on economic 

grounds of efficiency, the question arises as to whether 

the social costs imposed by a government policy based on 

supposed "moral" grounds do not outweigh the presumed 

social benefits of the exisfing =y=tem. 

In simple terms, the present analysis examines the 

business of prostitution with reference to social costs and 
benefits in terms of positive and negative externalities. 
This examination is intend=,d to be illustrative rather than 

exhaustive, in an attempt to enable the observer to 

appraise prostitution and the market for sexual services 

from a broader  perspective.  "Externalities" refer to social 

He 

to women 

living." 

function 

support 

study). 

argues 

in that they 
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costs and benefits to third parties as a result of a free 
and voluntary exchange between  tu parties. Pollution is 
the classic example of a "negative externality" involving 

"external costs" which are not borne by the polluters. 
Planting a hedge in one 's front yard benefits the 
neighbours as well as oneself. When benefits  ex tend  beyond 
the buyer, as in this instance, a 'positive externality" or 
external bene -f it accrues to third parties. 

"NEGATIVg g- XTERNALITIES" 

In examining the business of prostitution, a number of 

"negative exterhalities" are apparent. For example, in 

Vancouver 's West End, there has been vocal opposition to 

street prostitution and related activities un a number of 

grounds. 

"Nuise pollution", caused presumably by customers, 

prostitutes and in particular the associated 

"window-shopping" activities, is frequently cited as an 
irritant. This noise pollution is clearly a negative 

externality - third parties are negatively affected by 
consequences external to the actual transaction between 

prostitute and customer. (It should be noted that 

complaints ( egarding "noise pollution" from transactions 

between "call girls" or 'escorts" and their clients sel dom, 

if ever, reach public attention. Inc  negative externalitY 
in  this case appears to be confined to the street 

prostitution business in a residential district). 

Asa de  from noise, the issue of "harassment" of third 
parties on the street (particularly in the aforementioned 

residential district) has been mentioned by vocal resident 

groups. Examined from this perspective it may be easilY 
seen that this alleged "harassment" is an example of the 
marketplace in action. That is, "sellers" (prostitutes) can 
not distinguish between potential 'buyers" ("tricks") and 

"ordinary" residents. Therefore, residents (presumably 
non-consumer s of the service) may feel 'harassed" when the 
seller (prostitute)  of-Fers  their services. Similarly, 

potential customers ("tricks") can not always distingueisn 
between women or men who are in the business of selling 
sexual services fur money ("prostitutes") and those 
residents who do not engage in such business transactions. 

Therefore, residents (particularly single women) may well 

feel "harassed" when approached by strangers and offered 

money for intimate sexual relations. In both types of case, 
a market imperfection is apparent. The buyers and sellers, 
who create the supply and demand for sexual services, are 

operating in a marketplace where buyers, sellers and 
non-participants are often indistinguishable. There is an 
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informefien 	inadequacy. 	It is an 	nefficient market 
distribution  ystem. One may speculate on whether or not a 
resident would be offenried if  an  offer to sell fresh fish 
were made while  ai king  down a commercial street which 
contained street food vendors. In  ail  probability, the 
r-ident  would net be offended at least if the fish vendor 
were  ne  t overly "pressing and persistent"), since it would 
be known that fieh vendu- - s sell fish in that street and all 
pedestrians would be potential fish consumers. However, 
were that same fish vendor to walk up and down other 
residential streets offering fresh fish to all who passed, 
it is likely that residents would be offended. 

Thus, although the sellers (prostitutes) and buyers 
("tricks") are unlikely to be affected by such workinos of 
their market, (either.  "advertising', 'bargaining", or the 
transaction itself), non-involved third parties are 
negatively affected by the inefficient operation of this 

marketplace. Indeed, opinions have been voiced that it was 
not the act of prostitution "per =e" which was being 
opposed, but rather the location of the transactions in the 
residential neighbourhood of the West End(an 
"out -of -sight, eut -of-mind" or "anywhere-but-here" attitude 
appears to typify third-party opinion). 

In addition to noise pollution and the pre-transaction 

activities affecting third-party residents (because of an 
inefficient and inappropriately located marketplace), there 
have been complaints by West End reeidents that the actual 
transactions (i.e. the performance of sexual acts) have 
been occurring in local parking lots, alleys, etc. That 
such acts are audible and visible *o offended third-parties 
clearly indicates a negaLive externality of the 
prostitute-client transaction. The inappropriate location 
of the market is again hiohlighted. 

IL  may be the case that certain businesses (eg some 
hotels) may experience a reduction of trade due to the 
presence of prostitutes. The preeent study has collected no 
direct evidence of such effects, although it is known that 
certain hotel representatives have voiced such concerns. 
Others, however, have argued that the prostitution trade is 
a boon to the hotel business. 

Another negative externality has emerged from the 
Prostitution marketplace in Vancouver's West End which has 
been presented as a particular concern of parents. The 

clear visibility of street prostitutes near public schools 
has provided a potential role model to children which is 
unpalatable to parents and presumably to society in 
general. The unmeasurable poten*ial impact upon children of 
a high -visibility street prostitution trade in a 
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residential district may be viewed as part of a larger 

negative externality. That is, there existed vocal 

opposition to the perceived negative impact of street 

prostitution upon the "social fabric" of the residential 

neighborhood. Presumably, this supposed deterioration of 

the social fabric entails social costs to a substantial 

population (i e.  - those West End residents who perceive 

such deterioration),  -for the social benefit of a relative 

few  (cg.  - street prostitutes and their customers). 

These negative externalities are difficult, if not 

impossible, to quantify in economic terms  -for  purposes of 

an economic model. (An attempt was made locally to quantify 

such effects by examining land value/rental changes in the 

West End. However, since the presentation was prepared by a 

particular interest group and the methodology and results 

were subsequently subjected to public controversy and 

rejected, it will not be discussed in this analysis). 

What 	dr,se 	seem 	clear 	in 	terms 	of negative 

externalities, particularly regarding residential street 

prostitution, is that externalities do exist which 

negatively affect third parties. It seems clear that such 

negative externalities are particularly apparent in the 

residential street prostitution situation, and seem largely 

due to the inappropriate location of the marketplace. That 

is, the negative externalities noted above would not be 

apparent if t 

(a) potential 	buyers 	and sellers were readily 

distinguishable from non-participants; 

(b) bargaining, transactions and 'sight-seeing" were 
not located in a residential neighborhood. 

"POSITIVE EXTERNALITIES" 

Since media and public attention are typically focused 
upon the sensational or problematic aspects of the 

prostitution trade', little thought appears to be directed 

to existing social benefits. Aside from the benefits 

accruing to "buyers" and "sellers', there are some positive 

externalities which appear to benefit some third parties to 
the prostitute-client relationships. 

The impression gained from interviews with West End 
hookers is that a number of West End businesses have 
received a significant portion of their business from 

prostitutes (and presumably their potential and actual 

clientele). Some restaurants, drug stores and hotels in the 
area certainly have received business as a direct result of 
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the prostitution trade. The impression gained from hookers 
is that such business has been substantial in some cases. 

The current study does not provide direct evidence in this 

It is known from the study that the street 

prostitute incurs substantial expenses in the course of 

conducting business, including a variety of supplies 

purchased at drug stores and clothing stores, meals and 

drinks in restaurants and hotels during working hours, 

hotel rooms rented for the business transaction, and "trick 

pads" (apartment or hotel rooms rented on a regular basis 

to be used for business, aside from the principal 

residence), taxis, pagers and legal fees. The business 

which accrues to third parties as a result of such 

prostitution activity is a positive externality to the 

prostitute-client relationship. 

A cynical observer might suggest that the large amount 

of newspaper copy generated by the West End prostitution 

industry has been a very positive benefit to the newspaper 

trade in Vancouver and therefore indirectly to all business 

advertisers in Vancouver newspapers. Further, review of 

Vancouver newspapers in the present study has revealed a 

large number.  of advertisements in the "personals" section 

of a number of Vancouver newspapers which appear to be 

thinly-disguised offers for commercial sexual services. 

Often, these advertisements have appeared in the same issue 

that contains scathing critiques of the prostitution trade 

in the West End. Presumably, the sensational copy helps to 

sell papers and the advertising revenue is also welcome. In 

both cases, the newspaper trade benefits, - a positive 

externality of the prostitute-client transaction. (A review 
of the Vancouver Sun, the paper  w! th the largest 

circulation, reveals an average 5 articles per month from 

1 976 through 1963, with re.-ent coverage of prostitution 

exceeding one article per day). 

As noted earlier, street prostitutes often rent hotel 
or 	apartment rooms as "trick pads". Clearly certain 

landowners are benefiting from this aspect of the 

prostitution trade. Similarly, escort services which may be 

associated with the prostitution business, "call girls", 

massage parlours and bawdy house operations all presumably 

rent or buy premises from landowners, who benefit as a 

result of the income accruing to them. Some presumably also 

Pay related taxes. In New York City, a study was performed 

by Gail Sheehy (1783), which involved tracing down the 

owners of immensely valuable properties in downtown N.Y. 

(Times Square and the East Side) which housed prostitution 

hotels, body-rub parlours, and a variety of sex-related 

businesses. Not only did this investigation uncover owners 

(through a series of "shell" corporations) who were linked 

to organized crime, but also several "respectable" lawyers 
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and businessmen, some of whom were involved in Mayor 's 

committees, enforcement-related activities, and even 

relatives of the President of the U.S.A., all of whom 

benefited significantly from  the prostitution trade. The 

present study does not attempt to quantify or to trace such 

third-party beneficiaries to the prostitution trade in 

Vancouver. However, it should be clear that there are third 

parties who do benefit. 

Whether the tourist trade in general receives a net 

benefit or a net cost as a result of the Vancouver 

prostitution trade is unclear. It is also unclear at this 

point, whether the relative social benefits (positive 

externalities) accruing to third parties are greater or 

leas than the relative social costs (negative 

externalities) mentioned above. It should be evident to the 

objective observer, however, that there are significant 

considerations on both sides of this question. In economic 

terms, it is not at all certain that the negative 

externalities (or "problems" associated with the trade) 

outweigh the positive externalities, as a naive observer 

might deduce from media coverage of the issue. Were 

environmental conditions altered somewhat, it might be 

argued that the social benefits accruing to third parties 

outweigh the relative social costs (in economic terms). It 

must be noted that the impact of prostitution on "social 

values", "morality" or "social fabric" are exceedingly 

difficult to quantify in economic terms. 

"TRANSACTION COSTS" 

In examining the social costs and benefits associated 

with prostitution the concept of "transaction costs" is 

useful. J. H. Dales, in his 1975 presidential address to 
the Canadian Economics Association discusses economics as a 

study of behaviour based upon exclusive and transferable 
rights. He notes: 

"No system of social control is costless, and 

each system of rights carries with it typical 

"transaction costs", both pecuniary and 
non-pecuniary." (Dales, 1975) 

Dales 	suggests 	two 	different, 	though related, 

components of transaction costs; (1) the "time and trouble" 

costs borne directly by individuals in using a rights 

system and (2) the "system" costs of creating and enforcing 

it. 

With regard to "system" costs, Dales argues: 
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'Since 	rights 	are created and enforced by 
governments, system costs are borne indirectly by 
individuals 	in their capacities as citizens 
(where 	non-monetary costs are involved) and 
taxpayers (where monetary costs are involved)." 

(1975) 

In terms of prostitution, there are transaction 
which can be readily identified  -for the prostitute 
the current system in Canada. Further, in the terms 
above, there are 
viewed as social 

fundamentally 

decriminalization 

may be viewed as 
'system 	costs or 
costs, the costs 

will be discus-zed 

study in another 

present discussion 

different policy conditions. 

costs 

under 

noted 

certain 	'system' costs which may be 

costs. Although the 'rights' system is 

different under legalization, 

or criminalization policy, all of these 

"rights" systems which nvolve different 

social costs. The most apparent social 

of law en-forcement and social services, 

below with reference to a detailed cost 

jurisdiction. What is important for the 

is the relative social costs under the 

For the prustitute, the "time and trouble" costs 
associat=d 	with 	conducting business transactions are 

numerous. Financial expenses are discussed below in 

attempting to estimate "average" income and expenses for 

the sample of Vancouver prostitutes we interviewd. The 
non-monetary costs for the prostitute are especially 

noteworthy. As discussed in Chapter Vi there are numerous 

especially for street prostitutes, involving 

various crimes against persons (including rape, assault, 

robbery) and numerous medical ha -, ard=. The effects of 

criminalizing the prostitute herself/himself must be 

considered as social costs unHer the present system (ie. - 

entry into criminal subculture, reduction of alternate 

employment opportunities, etH.). A perusal of transcripts 

of prostitute interview= reveal= in a dramatic way the 

severe costs borne by individual prostitutes in carrying on 

their business. It may well b= the case  that prostitutes in 

situations other than the street hooker (eg. - call girl or 

escort) may incur less severe non-monetary costs associated 
with the business. The present study offers no data in this 

regard. 

The 	effects 	of 	prostitution on the individual 

prostitute's self-image may also be considered a cost. 

Although some prostitute's interviewed argued that 

Prostitution had improved their self-image, most expressed 
the negative impact on their self image as a result of 

impact of both the Job  itself  and  other people's attitudes 

towards them. It is not clear whether a change in 

government 	policy 	on prostitution would improve the 
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prostitute's 	lot in this regard, although the other 
non-monetary costs (both medical and violence-related) are 
amenable to varying degrees of social control. 
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SOCIAL COSTS AND EENEFITS  PROSTITUTION AND THE CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE SYSTEM 

In 	examining 	social 	costs 	and 	benefits, the 
enf ,-, r ,- ement 	of prostitution-related laws is the most 
readily identifiable, quantifiable social cost which comes 
to mind. Presumably, the social costs borne by individuals 
as  citizens and taxpayers result in a social benefit as a 
result of en -f orcement of ..uch 

In the present study, an initial formulation of the 
problem suggested that collecting specific data concerning 
actual police and court costs might be the logical place to 
start in examining "social costs". However, it became clear 
as the problem formulation was refined, that the absolute 
-value of related police and court costs provided no 
practically useful information whatsoever. It is the 
relative cost of enforcement which is of interest in 
developing prostitution policy. The social cost must be 
examined relative to presumed social benefit and this 
cost-henefit relationship must be viewed in relative terms 
across the three conditions of decriminalization, 
criminaliation and legalization. The fact that estimates 
of court and police costs related to prostitution would be 
time-consuming and very difficult to obtain was considered 
and weighed against the potential benefit of such estimates 
tu the present analysis. The decision was made notto 
expend scarce resources of time and manpower on collecting 
data for estimating B.C. police and court costs. The wisdom 
of this decision was confirmed by the experience of the San 
Francisco study on prostitution. 

In 1978, the Unitarian Univerc.alist Service Committee 
in San Francisco produced a report, "The Cost-Effectiveness 
of Enforcing Prostitution Laws", authored by T. Lynch and 

M. Neckes. The study was federally funded by the U.S. 
L-omprehensive Employment and Training Act. It is especially 

relevant to the present examination for two reasons: 

(1) it ts one of the vry few reports produced on the 
economics of prostitution. 

and (2) The study did proceed to estimate law enforcement 
costs, the absolute value of which are essentially 

irrelevant to the conclusions of the study. 

The San Francisco study examined both financial and 
social costs associated with enforcement of prostitution 
laws and reviewed legislafion in California and elsewhere. 
The authors concluded that the existing means of attempting 
to control prostitution (including criminalization of 

prostitution per se) were "...too expensive, both socially 
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and financially." Their long range recommendations include 

"decriminalization LiT prostitution and simultaneous 
strengthening of the community ties and supportive services 

-for persona  involved in prostitution." Their conclusions do 
not differ much from those of William Acton commenting on 
prostitution in Britain one hundred years before. 

In reviewing the California situation, Lynch and 

Neckes noted that a 1969 San Francisco Committee on Crime, 
appointed by the Mayor, had recommended decriminalization 

of private solicitation, based largely on the argument that 

"...the costs of prostitution law enforcement are great and 

the benefits are virtually nil." That Committee concluded 

that  any  system of control of prostitution should attempt 

to: 

"1. prevent street solicitation 

2. eliminate the pimp 

3. prevent minors from entering prostitution 

4. prevent any use of force or violence, or the sale 

of dangerous drugs in connection with prostitution." (p.6) 

	

The 	study 	noted 	that 	after 	this Committee's 

recommendations, in 1976, a liberal administration in San 

Francisco had a platform of low priority on "victimless 

crimes", including prostitution. The number of visible 

street prostitutes and pimps subsequently increased, public 

pressure increased, and the number of arrests were 

increased. The study recommended that "when prostitution is 

decriminalized, it should be nationwide, rather than in one 

part of the country." Subsequently, in 1976, bills were 
introduced in the California legislature which would have 

decriminalized most prostitution activity. The bills did 

not pass. The study also noted that the California State 

Bar Association Conference passed a resolution introduced 

by the San Francisco Bar Association, to the effect that 

"...no person would suffer a criminal or civil penalty for 

engaging in solicitation or other acts of prostitution and 

that local governments are authorized to establish time, 

place and manner of regulations concerning prostitution." 
The resolution was passed again in 1977 and presented to 
the Board of Governors of the State Bar in 1978, who voted 

to support legislation which reflects the points of the 

resolution. (The present study has no information on 

California legislative action after that point.) 

The method of the San Francisco study was similar  in 
 some respects to the present research. In examining social 

costs to individuals involved in prostitution, interviews 

were conducted with street prostitutes, on the basis that 

street prostitutes accounted for 85% to 907. of the 
prostitution arrests in San Francisco. The study gathered a 
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considerable amount of financial data related to arresting, 
releasing on own recognizance, pre-trial diversion, 
prosecuting, defending, court time, jail, probation, and 
parole for prostitution charges. (Arrests for related 
charges such as 'obstructing the sidewalk and "loitering" 

were not computed.) Detailed cost estimates were prepared 
for all relevant criminal iustice agencies including the 
San Francisco Police Department, San Francisco Bail 

Froject, District Attorney's Office, Public Defender's 
Office, Municipal Court, Pre-Trial Diversion, Probation 

Department, Sheriff's Department, Jails and County Parole. 
A number of high, low and average cost estimates were 
generated. Clearly, a good deal of effort was required for 

this exercise. Without belabouring the details of the cost 

calculations, the total 1977 expenditures to process 
per sons  charged with prostitution (per se) through San 

Francisco's criminal justice system was about $2 million. 

(Average cost per case was estimated from $2000 to $3500.) 

Further, an estimate of $34 million in lost tax revenue was 
developed, if prostitution were decriminalized and income 

were taxed. (The estimate of average annual income was 
$34,000 U.S. before expenses and before the pimps' share.) 
The results of the estimation of costs of each individual 
criminal justice agency is not of great interest for the 

Canadian situation. But the conclusion of the study, after 
examining the relationship betwG>en criminal justice 

process, costs and the people involved in prostitution, was 

that decriminalization was recommended. At that point, the 

actual value of the costs ceased to have meaning. For each 

criminal justice agency, the identified costs would either 

disappear or be greatly reduced under the decriminalization 
option. The resources could then be used for other more 

serious offenses. The decriminalization option was seen to 
greatly reduce financial 'system' costs, which could be 

extrapolated to other jurisdictions. The absolute value of 
the dollar saving would vary according to the actual cost 

figures of criminal justice process in each jurisdiction. 
(Given the difference in si ,.e between San Francisco and 

Vancouver, one might assume that Vancouver costs are 

somewhat lesa, although this has not yet been 

demonstrated.) The implications of the financial cost study 

for the present examination are: 

(1) Criminal justice system costs associated with 

criminalization 	of 	prostitution 	were 	shown 	to be 

significant, with no apparent social benefit in that 

prostitution continued to increase. 

(2) Decriminalization would result in substantially 

reduced costs to the criminal justice system. 

(3) Detailed, cost estimates of each component of the 
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criminal justice process are unnecessary for reaching the 

two conclusions above. 

As a consequence of (3) we have not attempmted to 

construct detailed estimates of the cost of prostitution 

law en -F orcement. 

Although generation of detailed cost estimates for 

B.C. criminal justice processing of persons involved in 

prostitution was  not  undertaken, a few figures are worth 

noting in this regard. 

A number of Police 

Task Forces on Prostitution have been 

implemented in Vancouver. In 1980, a Task Force involved 

1,000 detective hours and 552 patrol officer hours at an 

estimated cost of $23,000 for man hours alone. The 1980 

Task Force was aimed strictly at juveniles. The object was 

to identify 12 juveniles under age 16 involved in 

prostitution and to determine how many could be charged for 

other offences such as gross indecency, buggery, etc. Of 

the 12 juveniles identified, 6 were charged with the result 

that they were restricted from the West End. Thus the 

resulting six charges and restrictions had an average cost 

in excess of $4,000 each. (Court costs, vehicles, etc. not 
being calculated.) The social benefits of restricting six 

youths from the West End is arguably not worth the social 

cost expended, especially in light of the fact that 

prostitution-related activities could readily occur 

elsewhere. It is quite likely that the six youths simply 

moved to other areas in order to work (as was the case with 

several of our respondents who moved from the West End to 

the Broadway area as a result of probation and bail 

orders) 

Another Task Force was implemented in September, 1977 
at an estimated cost of $72,000. This produced 240 street 

soliciting charges. Of these, 140 prostitutes were arrested 
in one ten week period - 51 of these were "repeaters" (i.e. 
were charged more than once during the ten week period) . 
In terms of results, 100 charges were dropped as a result 
of the Hutt decision in February, 1978. The relatively 

small number of charges brought to court and the high 

number of repeaters during the task force period, suggests 
that the effectiveness of the task force in terms of social 

benefit (i.e. - reduction of prostitution) was questionable 
relative to the costs. 

In 1979, a Task Force involved detectives, traffic 
patrol, "batmobiles" (breathalyser vans) and motorcycles, 
at an estimated cost of $170,000. It was designed as a type 
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of 	"saturation" 	policing 	style, involving intensive 
enforcement of traffic laws and criminal laws in an attempt 
to deter the prostitution trade in the West End. It has 
been suggested that this effort had considerable effect, 
but mainly un the residents of the area, not on the target 
groups of prostitutes and their customers. 

Experience 	with 
instructive. Commencing 
table summarizes the volume of 

is also 

following 

the Vancouver by-law 

in April, 1962, the 
charges laid: 

May 
May 17, 
May 18, 
May 22, 

27 summonses issued (to 25 males and 2 
females). 

93 summonses (49 women, 45 men). 
110 summonses to date (2 convictions to 
date). 

1982 	119 summonses 
1982 	17 by-law convictions to date. 
1982 	181 summonses issued to date. 
1982 	204 summonses, 21 convictions (all guilty 

pleas). 

$28,000 collected from by-law fines, 100 
of 458 charges to date ended in guilty 
pleas, 80 fines paid to date. 
312 by-law charges outstanding. 
300 by-law charges to be withdrawn 
because of the Westendorp decision 
(Calgary by-law appeal). 

In light of the above figures, 
Vancouver Sun article is particularly 
should be noted that the presumed intent 
to reduce street prostitution in the West 
G. Bohm, reviewed by-law records and 
individuals had been repeatedly charged 

but had never actually appeared in 
by-law charges did not appear to have 
(Presumably, the fines were viewed as 
business.) Given the intent to reduce 
prostitution, the following example 
potential discrepancies between legislative 
enforcement activity. One woman was  chargea 

 never appeared in court on these charges. 

April 20th (Union) 
May Ilth (Gore) 
May 19th (Gore) 
june 14th (Gore) 
Sept, 23rd (Gore) 

and 
but 

a Dec. 10, 1982 
interesting. 	(It 

of the by-law was 
End.) The author, 
found that some 

under the by-law, 
court. That is, the 
a deterrent effect. 

a cost of doing 
West End street 
highlights the 

intent 

5 times 

two blocks. The These charges all occurred within 
location is not in the West End. 
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As the above Vancouver examples illustrate, the 

social costs of intensive law enforcement activity have not 

necessarily met with the intended social benefits (i.e. - 

reduction of street prostitution). In fact the need to pay 

fines make prostitutes work more hours that they would 

otherwise! The cited examples are intended to be 

illustrative and do not necessarily provide a comprehensive 

picture of prostitution-reiated law enforcement costs and 

benefits in Vancouver. It is clear however, that such costs 

vary both with the existing legal structure and with 

enforcement policy which changes from time to time. It is 

also clear that street prostitution has not been eliminated 

to date by means of criminal law  en-forcement.  The social 

impact 	of the criminal justice process upon persons 

involved 	in prostitution must also be considered in 

examining social costs and benefits. 

SOCIAL COSTS AND BENEFITS: SOCIAL SERVICES 

The findings of the social service survey in the 

present study will not be reviewed here. It is important to 

note that the social service respondents generally agreed 

that more services for prostitutes and iuveniles are 

required, and most suggested that this would be the case 

under any legal scenario. The economic cost of providing 

such social services in the short term would presumably 

generate 	long term benefits to juveniles and adults 

involved 	in prostitution. Few would argue that such 

services should not be provided, especially to juveniles. 

(It should be noted, however, that recent B.C. provincial 

government cutbacks have in fact reduced services related 

to child abuse, family support, juveniles involved in 

prostitution, income assistance and related services.) 

Services for Juveniles were generally seen to be most 

needed in relation to prostitution. 
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SOCIAL COSTS AND BENEFITS: NON-MONETARY SOCIAL COSTS 

The examination of non-monetary social costs in the 
San Francisco study, based largely upon interview data, 
produced findings similar to those reported in the present 
study. 

Lynch 	and Neckes study defined social costs as ” 
...those losses a community or individual suffers as a 

result of the en-forcement  of prostitution laws." They 
concluded that "...the greatest losses to the community 
include family instability, loss of faith in the criminal 
justice process, maintenance of high unemployment, 

dependence on welfare, physical and psychological abuses 
and stigmatization." The details of each will not be 
discussed here', but some relevant "factors are worth 
noting. 

Of the females Lynch and Neckesinterviewed, 37 7.  had 
children from whom they were regularly separated due to 
incarceration. The children were either left with relatives 
or in state custody during the mother's incarceration. 

Similarly, 	the 	involvement 	of 	juveniles 	in 
prostitution is either an indicator of or contributes to 
family instability. The San Francisco study, like the 
prescrit  study, found that most prostitutes had been victims 
of either incest or rape, typically at an early age. In 
their sample, 78 7.  of the respondents, both male and female 
had either been raped, a victim of incest at an early age 
or a victim of physical abuse as a child. Further, 60% of 
the females and 33 7.  of the males had been victims of rape 
or other forms of sexual  abuse. Of the females, over half 
had been raped more than once. Rapes were rarely reported. 

Loss of faith in the criminal justice system was 
cited as a social cost, due largely to the selective 
enforcement of prostitution laws. The disproportionate 

numbers of street prostitutes who were arrested relative to 
call girls, customers and pimps was noted, along with the 
fact that not one customer served time in jail. (Both 
parties act illegally under the California legal system.) 

In contrast with the sample of respondents in the 
present study, 80 7.  of the women and 607. of the men in the 
California study supported a pimp or "old man" (boyfriend). 
In 1977, although 2938 personS • were arrested for 
prostitution, only 66 were arrested for pimping and very 
few pimps were convicted. Further, the San Francisco study 
of juvenile prostitution found that "...virtually all 
juveniles involved in prostitution are dependent upon a 
pimp or old-man." The Vancouver investigation did not 
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reveal such findings with regard to juveniles, but the 

study of official statistics (Chapter 2) showed that pimps 

are rarely prosecuted in Canada 

The San Francisco study found that 67% of interviewed 

prostitutes were "substance abusers." The present Vancouver 

study suggests a high level of alcohol and drug use in the 

sample interviewed. However, such use was not identified as 

"abuse" by most prostitutes and several police respondents. 

The relatively lower levels of heoin use and lack of 

perception of "abuse are likely responsible for this 

difference. This also stands in contrast to Layton's 

earlier Vancouver study (1974) which found high levels of 

heroin addiction among prostitutes. 

One of the "greatest losses to the individual", 

according to the San Francisco study, was stigmatization. 

As the authors concluded "...when a person becomes, through 

repeated contact with the criminal justice process, a 

prostitute rather than a person who engages in 

prostitution, it becomes almost impossible for her/him to 

assume a socially positive definition of herself/himself. 

He or she becomes stigmatized or isolated from the larger 

community." 

In summarizing such social costs to the individual 

and the community, Lynch and Neckes concluded that the 

then-current method of enforcing prostitution law 

(criminalization) was at fault. In the authors' words: 

"We conclude that the social and monetary costs 

of attempting to enforce prostitution laws in San 

Francisco outweigh the benefits. In 1977, the 

monetary costs had reached approximately $2 

million and the number of arrests for 

prostitution has risen to 2938. Many of these 

people have been arrested repeatedly. These 

multiple arrests reflect the social costs 

inflicted by the criminal justice process and 

larger society. 

We conclude that prostitution, when it involves 

persons over 18 years of age, should be 

decriminalized and that pimping should remain a 

criminal offense. Decriminalization means that 

prostitution would no longer be a criminal 
of  

We are against legalization because this would 

mean unnecessary government intervention and 

costs to regulate." (Lynch and Neckes, 1978) 
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The conclusions of the San Francisco study have been 
cited here for a number of reasons. First, it is noteworthy 
that the conclusions do not depend at all upon knowledge of 
the absolute value of criminal justice system costs, 
although many costa were computed in the study. Secondly, 
the non -monetary social costs are seen to be as important, 
or more important, in analyzing prostitution. 
Third, the 

social costs cited in Lynch and Neckes study 
are, +or the most part, 
quite similar to the social costs which emerged from 
interviews with police, prostitutes and social service 
agents in Vancouver. Finally, although historically a 
variet y  of interest groups, committees and politicians have 
advocated either harsher criminal laws, decriminalization 
or legalization. , recent attention ih Canadian media has 
focussed upon the failure of criminal law related to 
prostitution and demands from vocal interest groups for 
more stringent criminal law. The San Francisco study 
provides a different perspective, based upon empirical 
research and the position taken by groups such as Bar 
Associations, the San Francisco Crime Committee and the 

American Civil Liberties Union. At this point in Canadian 

policy development, it seems advisable to consider 
seriously the social co.,--ts and benefits associated with 
each available policy alternative, and to consider the 
reported  ineffectiveness  of laws designed to control 
prostitution elsewhere in the world. 

The non-monetary social costs revealed in the present 

study have been reviewed in earlier discussion of negative 

externalities, the prostitute and police interviews and the 

social service questionnaires. Criminal law enforcement 
appears to have little positive impact upon such social 
costs and indeed imposes significant economic social cost 
in its own right. The social benefits of criminal law 

enforcement with respect to prostitution would appear to be 
found in the maintenance of the appearance of "law and 
order" for the benefit of the general public, the 

maintenance of a "moral" stance which may or may not be in 

accord with modern Canadian social values, and the. 
prevention 	or 	apprehension of more serious criminal 

activity which may be associated with prostitution. 

The 	effects of the introduction of the recent 

provincial Supreme Court injunction against prostitution in 

downtown Vancouver cannot be assessed at this early stage. 

However, some social costs and benefits can already be 

identified. For those residents of the West End who were 

disturbed by street prostitution, the "problem" of 

prostitution has been "solved". It is not occurring in 

their neighbourhood. This is a social benefit for those 
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West End residents. But in other areas to which the 

prostitutes 	have moved, residents and hoteliers have 

requested  an extension of the injunction. Civil 

libertarians and other groups have expressed outrage at the 

manner in which individuals were labelled "public 

nuisances" and restricted from the greater portion of 

downtown Vancouver. Police powers under this situation have 

been described as excessive and the civil liberties of 

other groups are seen to be in jeopardy by virtue of the 

"public nuisance" device. For the prostitutes, none of the 

social costa associated with their situation have been 

ameliorated. Many fear violence in competition for new 

territories. A loss of income is also feared. Clearly, the 

intent of the injunction places a higher value upon 

presumed social benefits to residents than potential social 

costs to prostitutes and others affected by moves to new 

locations. This was a policy decision at the provincial 

government level. The social costs and benefits in the 

foregoing discussion have yet to be adequately addressed by 
Canadian national social policy. The projected impact of 

policy alternatives upon social costs and benefits will be 

discussed after a closer examination of prostitution as a 

business enterprise. 
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PROSTITUTION 	AS A BUSINESS ENT:=RFRISE: ESTIMATION OF 
"TYPICAL" REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

Public 	opinion 	regarding 	the 	profitability of 
prostitution as a business enterprise ranges from images of 
the glamourous "high-class call-girl", presumably steeped 
in luxury, to a caricature of the poverty-stricken street 
hooker, "selling herself" to make ends meet or to meet the 
demands of pimps or drug habits. Despite the variety of 
such images regarding prostitutes portrayed in various 
media, little empirical evidence has emerged regarding the 
financial situation of working women involved in 
prostitution. 

The media has presented a widely varying range of 
estimates of revenues of prostitutes1 (Although the word 
"income" is often used in this regard, income is actually 
revenue minus expenses, and expenses are seldom considered 
in such estimates.) In a July 71E2  article in the Vancouver 
Sun, describing the economics of prostitution, one police 
sargeant estimated that prostitutes have a "lower middle 
class income." In the same article, a Revenue Canada 

spokesperson reported that there had been little luck in 

obtaining tax from prostitutes apart from one celebrated 
case in Halifax where a 74 year old woman was fined $18,000 

for tax evasion. She had operated a call-girl business 
since World War II. The spokesperson stated that the 

problems were such that even if prostitutes do make money, 

there is rarely anything to collect - they have no assets. 
Bookmakers and drug traffickers make "better targets" in 
this regard. The police Staff Sargeant also stated that he 

did not see any prostitutes with lots of property. 

In a similar vein, newspaper coverage of the Wendy 

King case reported that her celebrated telephone book had 
800 names and police had 378 wiretap transcripts, about 300 

of which related to  prostitution.  King pleaded guilty to 
keeping a common bawdy house and received a $1500 fine, 200 

hours community work and nine months probation. Many of the 

calls reportedly did not result in a sex act and it was 

estimated that King only earned $4,000 during the four 

month period of the investigation. 

In contrast to such statements suggesting low incomes 

from prostitution, a July 8, 1976 Vancouver Sun article 
cited a Vice Squad officer's estimate of a 19 year old 

prostitute earning $70,000 per annum. A Nov. 2, 1977 

Vancouver Sun article reported the Forbes report (1977) 

estimates that more than 700 hookers (including 61 male 

juveniles) worked in downtown Vancouver and the West End 
for an estimated 1--30 million per year (averaging about 

$43,000 each). These higher estimates may or may not take 
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into account expenses and may or may not include the 

involvement of pimps who might receive shares of the 

revenues. The estimation procedures used are unknown (a 

November 19, 1980 Vancouver Sun article reported that a 

pimp who was jailed and fined was reported to have received 

$70,000 to $90,000 from three women in 8 months). It is 

worth noting that very little empirical evidence has been 

presented to support these various estimates. 

This paucity of empirical data is understandable when 

one considers the illicit nature of the prostitution 

business (even though the act of prostitution per se is 

legal). Accurate data are  quite difficult to obtain. The 

present study approaches this problem by developing 

estimates of revenue and expenses based upon a number of 

items in the prostitute interviews. Most respondents had 

difficulty estimating their annual revenue and expenses due 

to the nature of the lifestyle, the person's focus on the 

present, their lack of records and lack of attention to the 

issue. Further, it was decided that direct questions 

regarding income estimation would be perceived as possibly 

threatening or inappropriate and might jeopardize the 
interview situation. Therefore, the issue was approached by 
asking a number of questions related to prices charged for 

services, number of days worked per week, number of 

customers on a "good" day vs. a "bad day" and various 

questions relating to specific expenses incurred. A number 

of revenue and expenses estimates were then developed in an 

attempt to establish a range of high, low and average 

annual estimates  for  this sample of prostitutes. It should 

be noted that the present sample is comprised primarily of 

street prostitutes working in Vancouver 's  West End during 

the interview period, although sonie respondents had worked 

in a number of locations, and call-girl or escort services 

had been provided by a small number of respondents. 

Interview data indicate that prices for services do vary 

predictably across deographic territories (i.e. - West End 

prices would generally be lower than Georgia and Hornbry 

prices, higher than Chinatown or E. Hastings, and so on). 

Further, interviews indicated that call -girl or escort 
prices may be generally higher than those charged by street 

hookers. 

Since the sample studied was generally comprised 0+ 

persons who primarily engage in the street prostitution 

business and since the street prostitution business appear5 
to be the major focus of media and public concern in 
Vancouver, development of a picture of street prostitution 
as a business enterprise was viewed as the most appropriate 
approach to take. The generalizability of these estimates 
may be limited due to the limited sample and relativelY 

crude estimation procedures. Thus caution must: be exercised 
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in attempting  tu  generalize these findings to other groups 
of street prostitutes in Vancouver or elsewhere, or to 
persons engaging in prostitution by other means (eg. - 
call-girls, escorts). In the case of the street prostitutes 
that we talked to the estimates do provide a coherent, and 
perhaps surprising, picture. 

ESTIMATION PROCEDURES - REVENUE 

Due to the fact that respondents were not directly 
asked to estimate their income, a number of estimation 
procedures were used. 

Method 1 (Revenue): 

Item 24 asked respondents to report prices charged for 
services. Item 39a asked for an estimate of number of 
tricks on a 'good day", while item 39b estimated number of 
tricks on a "bad day". Item 39c asked "How many days a week 
do you work?" 

(a) The first estimation method involved analyzing the 
service price data to obtain an 'average service price" for 
each respondent. Other interview data were used to weight 
the service price average where possible. For example, if a 
respondent answered "60/80/100", this indicates prices of 

$60 -for oral sex (often negotiable according to location 

performed), $80 for intercourse and $100 for 
"half -and-half". Thus $80 would be the "average service 
price" if no other data 
prices were qualified by 

most requested service 

would be lowered. In some 
reported. 

were presented. If however, these 

a statement that oral sex was the 
by far, the service price average 

cases, only one service price was 

(b) A "High" Estimate of weekly revenue was developed for 
each respondent by the formula: 

High Weekly Estimate = number of tricks on "good day" 

x number of days/week worked. 
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(c) Similarly, a Low Weekly Estimate was developed for each 

respondent by the formula: 

Low Weekly Estimate = number of tricks on a "bad day" 

x number of days/week worked. 

This Low Weekly Estimate is an underestimate, in that most 

respondents stated that zero (0) tricks in a day 

constituted a "bad day". The Low Weekly Estimates, then, 

are mostly zeros. Obviously, someone who did no business on 

each day worked could not be considered to be in business. 

Thus, the low weekly estimate should also be viewed as a 

device in the overall estimation process rather than an 

estimate of actual revenues for individuals. 

(d) An 	"Average 	Annual 	Estimate' was obtained by 

calculating the average High Weekly Estimate and the 

average Low Weekly Estimate, extrapolating to High Annual 

and Low Annual Estimates and then computing the Average 

Annual Estimate = (High Annual 	Low Annual) divided by 2. 

This Annual Average Estimate of Revenue is an overestimate 

of average annual revenue, since it assumes an equal 

weighting of "good' to "bad" days. The interviews gave the 

impression that 'good" days were a relatively rare 

occurrence and "bad" days were more frequent. 

Unfortunately, the interview questions did not ask for an 

estimate of the ratio between "good" to "bad" days. Thus, 

although the average annual estimate of revenue obtained bY 
Method  I.  is an overestimate,a precise correction factor was 
not readily available. 

Method 2 (Revenue): - A number of weightings of "good days" 
to "bad days" were used to produce a range of estimates 

below the overestimate produced by Method 1. The weightings 

used  were  

(a) 1 "good day' to 4 "bad days" 
(b) 1 "good day" to 3 "bad days" 
(c) 1 "good day" to 2 "bad days" 

Since estimates based upon "good days" are artificially 
high and estimates based upon "bad days" are artificiallY 
low, and a true average day is unknown it cannot be 

determined which of these weighting schemes most closelY 
approximates actual revenues. Our main interviewer believes 
that the ration 1:3 is the most representative. 

Method 	3 	(Revenue): 	- Since Method 1 produced an 
overestimate, the data were examined again to obtain 

another estimate by a different method. It was noted that a 

number of respondents had been coded as working 7 days per 
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week. 	Upon 	examination of interview transcripts, it 
appeared that some respondents interpreted the questions in 
terms of "which" days of the week were worked. That is, the 
response indicated that they would work on any given day of 
the week, but not necessarily seven working days per week 
throughout the year. Therefore, an "average number of days 
worked" was computed by averaging all non-seven responses 
to the item. The average number of days worked obtained by 
this method was 3 days/week. This may be an underestimate 
of the average days/week worked, since some respondents may 
actually work seven days each week. The average number of 
days worked was applied to each case as in Method 1 to 
compute an Average Annual Estimate. 

Method 4 (Revenue): - In order to obt4in a single index of 
the various estimates, an "estimate average" was computed 
from the above estimates. This fi gure simply gives a 
measure of the central tendency of the estimates. 

REVENUE ESTIMATES 

The average annual estimates of revenue obtained by the 
methods above are: 

Method 1 Revenue (overestimate,unweighted average of 
high and low): 

(per annum) $46,547 

Method 2 Revenue (weighted averages): 
(a) 1 "good" to 4 "bad" 
(b) 1 "good" to 3 "bad" 
(c) 1 "good" to 2 "bad" 

$24,535 
$28,773 
$38,835 

Method 3 Revenue (3 days/wk. worked avge): $31,102 

Method 4 Revenue (Average of Estimates): 	$33,358 

ESTIMATION PROCEDURES - EXPENSES 

Respondents were asked questions related to which 
types of expenses they incurred while working. For a subset 
of respondents (15), actual dollar estimates were obtained 
for expenses. In other cases, respondents were unwilling or 
unable to estimate expenses, while in some cases dollar 
estimates were not requested. In some cases, dollar 
estimates were only provided for one or two key expenses. 

Two methods were used to estimate expenses: 
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Method 1 (Expenses): - (a) Dollar estimates for each 

expense for each case were converted to monthly amounts. 

(b) On the assumption that respondents largely only 

estimated some expenses which were significant to them or 

easy to estimate and did not estimate other existing 

expenses, "monthly expense averages" were computed for each 

expense category. These "expense averages" were computed by 

simply averaging those figures which were reported under 

each expense. (non-responses were not differentiated from 

zeroes in the response categories). 

(c) An "Annual Expense Average" was computed for each 

expense and these were totalled to produce an Average Total 

Annual Estimate. 

This Average Total Annual Estimate of expenses is an 

overestimate of expenses, since non-responses to certain 

expense items by some respondents must be considered as 

"zero" or negligible costs. Thus, although some respondents 

appeared to only estimate for a subset of expenses, it is 

not mathematically defensible to ignore all non-positive 

amounts for expenses. 

Method 2 (Expenses): - Although it appeared that some cases 
were incomplete in estimating each expense category, a more 

rigourous calculation of averages for each expense would 

count all non-responses as zero for each expense category. 

Thus, although this method will provide an underestimate if 

some respondents did not give estimates  for  each category, 

the total annual expense average estimate should be a more 

accurate conservative estimate of expenses than that 

obtained by Method 1. 

EXPENSE ESTIMATES: TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSES (Average)* 

Method 1 - (Expenses Averaged by Category  for  Positive 

Responses Only; Overestimate) 	 : $48,537 

Method 2 - (Expenses Averaged including all zero responses; 

Conservative) 	 : $24,419 

*NOTE: Expenses quoted for apartment rental were not 

included in the calculations, since it is not the principal 

work place of most respondents and therefore is not 

considered a business expense. Since some do use the 
apartment for business purposes to some degree, a portion 

of rent might properly be considered an expense. 
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ESTIMATION PROCEDURES - INCOME 

Income is revenue minus expenses. 

Method 1 (Income): 

Method 1 Revenue 
minus Method 1 Expenses 

$46,547 
-48,537 

Net Loss 	 (-1,990) 

- This method involves an overestimate of expenses and an 
overestimate of revenues. The expense estimate would only 

be accurate if all prostitutes spent the average amount for 
each expense reported by respondents who do spend money in 
these categories. This is unlikely since some prostitutes 
will spend "zero" in some categories. 

- Since use of the Method 1 overestimate of expenses 
results in a net loss, it will not in all cases be applied 
subsequently to estimates. 

Method 2 (Income): 

Method 1 Revenue 
minus Method 2 Expenses 

Net Annual Income 

$46,547 
-24,419 

$22,128 

This estimate uses an overestimate of Revenue and a 
conservative estimate of expenses which is probably more 
accurate than the prior overestimate of expenses. 
Therefore, the annual income estimate of $22,128 should be 
an overestimate of average net income. 

Method 3 (Income): (Using weighted average Revenue 
estimates) 

1 "good " day to 4 "bad" weighting) 

Method 2(a) Revenue 
Minus Method 2 	Expenses  

$24,535 
-24,419 

Net Annual Income 	 $116 

(1 "good" day to 3 "bad" weighting) 

Method 2(b) Revenue 	$28,773 
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Minus Method 2 	Expenses 	-24,419 

Net Annual Income 	 $4,354 

(1 "good" day to 2 'bad" weighting) 

Method 2(c) Revenue 	$35,835 
Minus Method 2 	Expenses 	-24,419 

Net Annual Income 	 $11,416 

(Note that the weigting of "good" days to "bad" days 

significantly affets net annual income estimates) 

Method 4 (Income): (using 3 days/week average worked for 
revenue estimate) 

	

Method 3 	Revenue 	$31,102 

	

Minus Method 2 	Expenses 	-24,419 

Net Annual Income 	 $6,683 

Method 5 (Income): (using average of revenue estimates) 

Method 4 Revenue 	$33,359 
Minus Method 2 	Expenses 	-24,419 

Net Annual Income 	 $8,939 
DISCUSSION OF ESTIMATES 

EXFENSES: 

(1) The use of Method 1 Expenses estimates (using 

average of all separated expenses in each category) results 
in Net Annual Income estimate of a NET LOSS in all income 
estimates. This strongly suggests that for those 

prostitutes who do not spend the "average" of positive 
reported amounts in each and every expense category, net 
annual income is  ni 1. The data suggest that not all 

prostitutes incur the same expense patterns. However, it is 

suggested that there probably does exist a subgroup who are 
in this situation. This conclusion is supported by 
interview data concerning the chronic dependence on Welfare 
for rent payments by some prostitutes. It should clearly be 

noted that this expense estimate used is an "overestimate' 
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of the average expenses of the sample. Some respondents 
reported significant  ex penses in some categories where the 
majority of respondents did not report expenses (recall 

zeroes and failures tu answer were not distinguished). 
example, .1n the "tips" expense 
reported, but the average 

est ces  was  about S10,000. 
non -responses were averaged in 

iUthouoh 	tne 	Method 	1 	Expense estimate is an 
overestimate of the true average expenses of the entire 

sample, it does strongly suggest a subgroup who are 
spending 17 -. - E than they earn through prostitution. 

druo 

there 	is a counter -argument as well. That is, many 
prostitutes spend a considerable sum on alcohol while 
working, in hotels and restaurants. One could argue that 

this does not differ in eeee,ntial nature from drinks 
consumed during "business lunches" by executives. Whether 

such expenees would be coneidered valid business deductions 
by Revenue Canada is not significant at this point. The 

fact ie that many prostitutes interviewed clearly stated 
that they used alcohol and drugs regularly in an attempt to 

"handle" their work situation. It is a cost related to 
their work. Note that in this sample, heroin was not a 

significant factor, in contrast to police and research 
reports on the Vancouver proetitute population in earlier 

years (Layton, 1974). The stereotype of the 

prostitute-addict does not apply to the current sample. 

(3) Similarly "Clothes/cosmetics" 
category for this group. A strong argument could be made 
that for prostitutes in partieular, these expenses are 

incurred for the pur-pose  of earning further income from 
their business (certainly, the expenses of entertainers on 
costumes, etc  are business expenses).• . 

(4) The general impression gained from the interviews 
and supported by these expense estimates i5 that it is 

exPensive to live and work "on the street". Use of the 

conservative estimate of Method 2 demonstrates that average 

that 

were 
category, few estimates 

of those who reported 

per 	year. When all 

as zeroes in Method 2 
Expenses , average annual 'tips" were $4,272. per year. In 
other expense categories, the expense estimates were more 
stable across methods since most estimate sample 
respondents reported positive estimates. For example, for 
"Alcohoildrugs", $10,584. per year was the Method 1 Expense 
estimate while  -$7,47i'D. per year was the Method 2 estimate. 

(2) 	"Alcohol/drugs" expenses, as discussed above, 
eonstitute a major expense category, having the highest 

annual average using both estimation methods. Note that 
although there might be a strong argument that  al cobol and 

use constitutes pereonal and not business expense, 

is a major expense 
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expenses for street prostitutes are considerable - $24,419 
per year. This is especially significant in light of the 

lack of reported expense estimates suggesting that 

"revenue" may be reported in the media as 'income'. 

INCnt-•F : 

(5) Ail net annual income estimates, derived from 

current data from prostitute interviews, are more 

consistent with previous reports of relatively low annual 

income for prostitutes than with higher estimates reported 

by some observers. 

(ia) The highest estimate of net annual income (Method 

2) is $22,128., which must be considered an overestimate by 

the estimation procedures (overestimate of revenues minus 

underestimate of expenses). 

(7) The use of weighted averages for "good" versus 

"bad" days, to compensate for the overestimate, results in 

net annual income estimates of ;f116. per year, $4,354  per 
year and Le 1 1,416. per year. The average of these weighted 

estimates is $5,295. per year. Interview data suggests that 

"good "  days are more rare than "bad" days, which are 

apparently common. Thus, none of these weightings are 

unreasonable. The most conservative estimate results in a 

maximum of $11,416 average net annual income. 

(8) The use of 3 days per week worked on average, as 

another method of compensating for the overestimate of 

revenue, resulted in a net annual income of  $4,653.. This 

falls between the range of two of the weighted average 

est  imates  discussed in (7) above and is consistent with the 

average of the weighted estimates. 

(9) Use of the average of revenue estimates results in 

a net income estimate of $8,939. 

Ir,!COME ESTIMATION SUMMARY: 

In summary, using several estimation procedures to 

estimate average net annual income, a range was established 

from various NET LOSSES to a maximum of about $22,000. Net  

Annual Income. The $22,000 maximum was an overestimate of 
income according to the estimation procedures used. Methods 

used to compensate for the overestimate suggested an 
Average Net Annual Income in the $5,000. to  $10, 

 These estimates are more consistent with earlier 

reports of relatively low prostitute incomes rather than 

with some media reports of higher incomes. The lack of 
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estimated prostitute expenses in such reports suggests the 
Possibility that "revenues" may sometimes be regarded as 
incomes". Our estimates of income are consistent with the 
impressions we  gai ned  from the interview experience which 

indicated that many street prostitutes depend upon welfare, 

they may have difficulty making rent payments and that 
eLonomic needappears  ta  be a major • actor in the entry into 
àrld continuation of prostitution. The income levels 
estimated suggest that the accumulation of wealth would be 
extremely difficult for many of our subjects, thus making 
exit from prostitution, in the face of high levels of 
unemployment and lack of job skills, highly problematic. 

PROSTITUTION AS A BUSINESS ENTERFRISE: SUMMARY OF INCOME 
ESTIMATION STiTY 

Based upon research involving working persons engaged 
Mèiinly in the street prostitution business in Vancouver, 
Prostitution as a business enterprise appears as a 

high-risk venture with considerable expenses and iittle 
cPportunity for accumulation of asets or wealth. The 
Per-=onal riks and costs to the individual appear to be 
qUiLa high relative to the "profits" obtained. Although 
there may be significant cash flow in the business, 
hUmerous expenses and the general lack of attention to 
24Perating "as a business" result in lack of assets and 
I nability to accumulate wealth. A 'living for the moment" 
Mentality permeated the various attitudes of many of our 

ects. Significant portions of revenue are spent on 
'`Iicohol and drugs, food on the job, clothes and 
L-(jsmetics,accomodation for  business  ("trick pads") and 
c'Etbs, in the course of procuring  business  revenue. Although 

the validity of certain items as tax-deductible expenses 
'ught be argued, it is cl , r that such expenses are in 
relation to the prostitution business for the sample 
.1:tidi.=.d. 

The picture of income and è-xpenses gained from the 

Se'IMPle 	may have limited generalizability for persons 
rIgaging in prostitution in other circumstances 

I t-all-girls,  escorts, etc.), prostitutes working in other 

'cations (former Georgia and Hornby trade) or prostitutes 
4I'l- king  -for  pimps. Interview data indicate that prostitutes 

king fur pimps often charge higher prices  (cg.  Georgia 

e"I d Hornby, hotel trade) and are often pressured into 
(-irking  long  hours, up to 7 days a week• or until minimum 

er„evenue figures are reached. This suggests that higher 
tI venues are possible from prostitution as a business under 

»ferent conditions of "business management", but that 

:1-11-1 conditions (  cg.  pimp control) may be onerous -for the 
.4(4- king person (pro ,=.-kitute or procured juvenile). We met 
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few 	independent 	prostitutes 	who 	appeared 	to have 

accumulated 	significant amounts of capital or assets 

(although we did meet  sumo).  

PROSTITUTION  AS  A BUSINESS ENTERPRISE: "REVENUES' VERSUS 

"INCOME" ISSUES 

The foregoing analysis of income estimates raises a 

significant issue which arises under ail three policy 

options of criminalization, decriminalization and 

legalization. That is, if the individual prostitute is 

viewed as an independent business entrepeneur (with varying 

status under the law), then what degree of validity does 

the identification of business expenses  assume? As 

discussed, it may well be that some reported estimates of 

prostitutes' "income" in the media are actually 'revenue' 

estimates which do not consider significant operating 

expenses. On the other hand, the street prostitute in 

particular does not appear to have many "visible" operating 

costs in that store premises are not visible, advertising 

consists of standing on the sidewalk (for the most part), 

accountants are seldom hired, and so on. Further, some 

identified expenses could be argued to be personal, rather 

than for business purposes. 

Since the estimation of expenses in relation to the 

prostitution business was not found to be reported in the 

English language literature searched, some corroboration 

was sought for the estimation results. 

PRECEDENT IN CANADIAN TAX LAW: 

In the course of researching secondary data sources to 

locate corroborating evidence for the impression of 

revenues and expenses gained from the data in the present 

study, a Canadian case in tax law was found which provides 

significant information for policy development (Dominion 
Tax Cases, 5338-5340, 1964. Minister of National Revenue v. 
Olga Diana Eldvidge, Exchequer Court of Canada, Nov. 27, 

1964). A brief review of significant aspects of the case is 
presented and implications for the present study are 

addressed 

The case concerns the operation of a "call girl" 
organization in Vancouver. In 1960, the operator and her 
staff (two telephone operators and seven call girls) were 

convicted on charges of "conspiring to live from the avails 
of prostitution". Records seized by the police during the 
criminal investigation were obtained by the Department of 
National Revenue and used as the basis for "arbitrary 
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assessments" of the operator ("taxpayer"), for the years 
1939 and 1960. The Department computed the taxpayer's gross 
revenue to be $78,000 per annum, allowed certain expenses 
and assessed tax on a taxable income of about 422,000 for 
1959  with a similar a====ment made for 1960. The taxpayer 
agreed with the gross revenue figure, but contended that 

she was entitled to deduct numerous additional expenses in 
each year totalling over  420,000 including: 

- rentals for various premises 
- legal fees 

- commissions re: bail bonds 
- "protection' fees paid to law enforcement officers 
- cost of liquor supplied to civic administration 
officials 

- cost of buying the entire issue of a newspaper 
containing a detrimental article' 

- telephone inspection to detect "tapping" 
- amounts paid to various casual employees 

In 1962, the Appeal Board ruled that nearly half of 
these claimed expenses w=.- re deductible from the taxpayer's 
income. The Minister appealed to the Exchequer court. The 

appeal was allowed. 

It was held that the taxpayer was entitled to deduct a 

further :e3,270 from 1959 asses=ed income and $8,070 from 

1960. It was "abundantly clear from the decided cases" that 
the profits of illegal  business are subiect to tax. Further 

the onus was on the taxpayer to prove: 

(a) that expenses were for the purpose of earning 

income from her  business 

Prove, by acceptable evidence, that the 

amounts had actually been disbur=ed." 

The onus described above wa= found to be met "...only 

In respect of less than half of the rental expenses, all 

the legal fees, practically all of the bail bond 

commissions and certain small amounts paid to casual 
employees" (clearly, it would be difficult to prove cash 

transactions such as bribes, "gifts" to officials, 

de-bugging of phones, etc.). 

Initially, 	the 	operator 	of 	the 	business had 

voluntarily submitted tax returns earlier for 1954-57, on a 

"net worth" basis, since no accounts were kept by her due 

to the nature of her  business.  These tax returns, on a "net 

worth" basis, were accepted by the tax department at that 

time. (Later, the failure to keep records proved vital to 

the case.) 

(b) "...to 
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As it turned out, most expenses cited by the operator 
would be allowable deductions, if proved. As stated in the 
judgement: 

"All such items, with the possible exception of 
... are of such a nature tnat, if proved to be 
disbursed, would be proper deductions.' 

It is quite instructive to note that all of the 
following expenses would have been allowable deductions if 
pr oven. 

- rental expenses, telephone inspections, 'protection' 

fees, liquor payment fees, legal fees, 'assistance to 

call-girls ("...an arrangement with certain men possessed 
of physical strength and some guile, which they exercised 
when sent to extricate a girl from difficulty,  for  which 
services these men were paid."), commissions re: bail 

bonds, payments to casual employees. 

The written records of expenses are crucial in the 
determination of valid deductions  for  tax purposes. On the 
other hand, such records may act as incriminating evidence 
in criminal investigations. Thus, the business operator in 

this business was placed in a difficult situation regarding 
keeping adequate business records. The Judge was not 

sympathetic in this regard. 

In the judgement of the court, the onus of proof (i.e. 
- the retention of written records) is not changed by 

virtue of the fact that a business may be illicit or 

illegal. A portion of the concluding remarks of the 
Judgement are noteworthy in this regard: 

"On the other hand, the respondent did maintain 
records from which an accurate tax return could 
have been prepared by her or on her behalf. Her 

suppression of those records and ner destruction 
of some for the obvious reason that their seizure 
by the police would result in her  cri mina! 

 prosecution,  as  eventually happened, was a choice 
she made voluntarily and dictated by her choice 
of the means of earning her livelihood. She has 
no one to blame but herself." :13. 5348) 

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE TAX CASE 

This 	case 	suggests 	some 	extremely significant 
considerations in developing policy and legislation with 
respect to prostitution, when considered in the context 0-f 
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the findinds of the present study. 

(1) This 	case suggests that, at least in the 
nineteen-fifties and early sixties, for an apparently 
active "cali-giri" business, it would not be unreasonable 
for expenses ( u proper business deductions' in the eyes of 
the Department o+ National Revenue) to be almost equal to 
or even in excess u+ revenues. That is, taxable income on 
revenues of about - .1--80,000 per year for this operation was 

Judged to be relatively small, even with many claimed 
expenses disallowed for lack of proof. If all claimed 
expenses in this particular case could have been proven to 
the eourt's satisfaction, taxable income would have been 
$4,391 in 1959 and nil ( a loee) in 1960. 

(2) This suguests that the estimates of income and 
expenses i 	the present study, (although admittedly rough 
estimates), may well present a fairly accurate picture of 
the current street prostitution business in Vancouver. That 
is, taking into account a great deal of variability in the 
"business expenses' of individual prostitutes, it is not 

to assume that, after expenses (whether judged 
Canada to be 'proper business deductions" or 

'typical Vancouver street prostitute as 

in this study  15 leff with very little or 
the way of personal income. àlthough this 

may produce disbelief or even resentment in the 

corroborrated by a 
the present study and elsewhere. 

present findings are self-reported findings 

evidence. 

regarding 

reason to 

are due to 

Corroboration of the  above suggestion is provided 
by: 

( a) The statements of several Vancouver prostitues 
that they must receive welfare to pay their rent. 

( ID) The observation= of  many prostitutes interviewed 

that many (other) street prostitutes work especially long, 
nard  hours to pay their rent when the rent comes due. 

unreasonable 

by Revenue 

not), the 

represented 

notn,ng - 

sugcestion 

naive casual observer, it 

number of findings in 
( Note that the 
for which tne 

However since 

total annual income or 

suspect systematic bias 
crude estimation procedures). 

present study has no "objective' 
no direct questions were 

expenses, there 

in responses. Errors 

i s nonetheless 

asked 
is no 

(e) The practice of some prostitutes 
earn the money for daily rent at a hotel or 
apartment/hotel, since they are unable to save enough money 
for the "first-and-la=t' months' rent deposit for an 
apartment. 

interviewed who 
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(d) The admission of many interviewed prostitutes that 

they do not have (several never nave had) a bank savings 
account and do not have any savings. Some expressed +ears 

that having a savings account would ieopardize their 

eligibility for welfare payments, which they routinely 

required to meet their monthly rent payments. (i.e. After 

expenses, many  do  no have enough cash to pay rent.) 

(e) Several interviewed prostitutes stated that they 

would typicaily only work enouoh time per week to meet 

their actual living expenses for that week. That is, they 

would not continue working past that point where savings 

could be accumulated. 

(f) Some 'independent 	street prostitutes who state 

that they now work 2-3 days/week, formerly worked for pimps 

;often those persons who recruited them into prostitution). 

The pimps typically made 'their girls" work 7 days/week, 
• ccording tu interviewees. Typically the pimp receives all 
the revenues from the prostitutes' work, doling out expense 

money 	(n 	very 	small 	amounts. 	(This 	finding was 
corroborrated in the New York City investigation by Sheehy, 

1:i73). The suogestion here is that many street prostitutes 
work enough to cover their  living  expenses particularly 

when independent, although when under a pimp's domination 

larder gross revenues are possible. 

(g) Note that despite some annual revenue estimates 

which may seem large to many Canadians, expenses are often 

very high. When the nature of the work is considered with 

all the potential associated hazards, the abuse which so 

often is part of the history of the prostitute, and the 

necessity 	uf 	frequenting 	bars, restaurants, hotels, 

clothing stores, drug stores, taxis, etc. - the high 

expenses and inability of many 'working women" to manage 

their affairs as a successful entrepreneurial business are 
not at  ail  surprising. 

(h) Interviews from "the street" suggest that although 
a high annual income is certainly possible for a street 

prostitute, 	typically high expenses and basically an 

inability to conduct affairs as a successfully-managed 
business, prevent most street prostitutes from saving money 
and building an estate capable of removing them from the 
trade. 	In the present study, those very few street 
prostitutes who h ad  demonstrated 'good business sense" and 
nad  acquired some poions, property or savings were 
referred to as exceptions, to be respected for those 
abilities. 

(I) 	Data 	in 	the 	present study pertaining to 

"call-girl" operations, escort services, pimp operations 
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and bawdy-houses or brothels are very scarce in this 
regard, although the general impression gained from 
interviews is that the 'working girl" is even worse off 
financially in many of these situations. The prostitute is 
very often the victim, the target of those persons willing 
and able to exploit them for maximum profit. For this 
reason, the overwhelming majority of respondents in the 

present study, whetner prostitutes, police or social 

service agents agree that any legislative action should 
include strong provisions for dealing with pimping or 
procuring, especially in the case of juveniles. These 
considerations are not new, having been discussed in Lord 
il)cton's recommendations  for Enolish law (1854), Sheehy's 
(1973) New York investigation, and many pub]ished reports 

dealing wifh decriminalization, legalization or 
criminalization. Such consideratiOns are, however, 

especially important in considering that the group of 
street prostitutes in the present study (mostly independent 

from pimps), appear to be earning relatively small annual 

amounts after expenses even without the obvious 

exploitation of pimps or other "managers". The tendency of 

this group to be abused and/or exploited, many since their 

early years of childhood, should certainly be considered in 

any attempt to modernie legislation pertaining to 
prostitution as a business. 
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THE BUS INESS OF PROSTITUTION: IMPACT OF PDLICY 
ALTERNAT IVES  

The analysis and discussion in the foregoing chapter 

have examined the business of prostitution with particular 

reference to social costs and social benefits in economic 

terms. 

As discussed, the monetary social costs incurred 

through the criminal justice process may outwiegh social 
benefits received under recent Canadian prostitution laws. 

Although reference had been made to non-monetary social 

costs and benefits, issues involving "morality', social 

values or "social fabric" are exceedingly difficult to 

quantify. Closer examination of prostitution as a business 

enterprise has suggested that for street prostitutes the 
enterprise involves a high level of personal risk, often 
hich transaction costs, relatively low income levels after 
expenses are considered and little opportunity for 
accumulation of wealth for exit from the business. 

The general direction of the potential impact of policy 
alternatives upon the economic social costs and benefits 
associated with the business of prostitution are briefly 
noted here. A further exploration of the impacts of such 
policy options is presented in the concluding chapter. 

CRIMINALIZATION.t 

The review of Task Force data, official statistics in 
Vancouver and the study of monetary costs to the criminal 
justice system in San Fransisco suggests that the criminal 
justice process results in significant monetary and 
non-monetary 	social -- t ousts. 	Given 	that prostitution 
continues to occur or even increases, the social benefit of 
the criminal justice process appears to be questionable 
relative to social costs. The impact of this process on 
" social values" "morality" and social fabric, however, is 
extremely difficult to address in these terms. Social costs 
to prostitutes are significant under this option. 

DECt%IMINALIZATION: 

Recent experience in Vancouver has been referred to as 
"de facto" decriminalization. Our interviews with police 
indicate that in fact a considerable degree of enforcement 
activity still occurs nevertheless, at some social cost. As 
discussed in the conclusions, the current situation is far 
from actual decriminalization. decriminalization 

occurred, 	a significant decrease in social costs as 
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reflected in the criminal Justice process would occur. 

Presumably, if prostitution were treated as a 'business', 

even under decriminalization there would need to be some 

form of regulationof the trade as there is in any business. 

Establishment and administration of such business 

reoulation (non-criminal regulation) incurs monetary social 

costs. Options for increasind monetary social benefits 

include income taxation and possibly business licencing 

(the forms of taxation or licensind are not addressed here, 

as issues are complex and dependent upon the definition of 

decriminalization used. It is not necessarily a simple, 
consenually-understood concept). Net monetary social cost 

may be projected to be less than ander criminalization. 
Most observers agree that criminal law regaroing juvenile 
procurement and pimping should exist, with concommi  tant 

economic costs. This alternative begins to address the 

social costs incurred by prostitutes, in that reduction of 

some of these costs is possible. Amelioration of negative 
externalities associated with  the  prostitution business 

would need to be adressed via some form of regulation, 
incurring some system costs in the process. Impact of this 

option in terms of "morality", "social values" or "social 
fabric' is again exceedingly difficult to address in terms 

of this perspective. Such intangibles are more fully 

discussed in the conclusions. 

LEGALIZATION.; 

Direct government control through various specialized 

licensing systems such as brothels, red light districts, 

licensing of prostitutes and nther more direct government 

control options involved in the legalization concept 

involve significant monetary social costs ("system" costs). 

These may be offset by revenues to government under this 

policy alternative. Although certain negative externalities 

can be adressed under this policy, social costs for 

prostitutes are projected to be significant. The social and 

moral implications of the legalization policy are 

signifieant and are explained in more detail in the 

concluding chapter. Many prostitutes reject the notion of 

brothels (in which the state is said  tu play the role of 

pimp), and resist the idea of red-light districts for their 

tendency to "ghettoize" the prostitution trade. This 

"ghettoization" itself may enhance the liklihood of the 

convergence of prostitution with other, criminal, 

subcultures. 
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CHAPTER XI 

CONCLUSIONS 

"The extreme youth of the junior portion of the 

'street walkers is a remarkable feature of London 

prostitution, and has been the subject of much 

comment by foreion travellers...Certain quarters 
of the town are positively infested by juvenile 

offenders whose effrontery is more intolerably 

disgusting than that of their elder sisters." 

- William Acton 
"Prostitution: Its Moral, Social and Sanitary 

Aspects", Frank Cass; London 1854 

One hundred and thirty years ago after an extensive 

study of prostitution in London, William Acton concluded 

that prostitution should be legalized and controlled, 

although, as with many of our research subjects over one 

hundred years later, he felt particularly outraged by the 

juvenile trade. Nearly all of the people that we talked to 

believed that the criminal law should be applied to persons 

procuring juveniles for sexual purposes. But when it comes 

tu adult prostitution most of our subjects, like Acton, 

believed that the criminal law should not be used to either 

control or eliminate it. Other forms of control or 

regulation have been suggested as both more effective and 

more egalitarian. A tabular review of our respondents' 

opinions is included below: 

CRIMINALIZE 	LEGALIZE 	DECRIMINALIZE 

Police 

Social Services 

Prostitutes 

10 	 10 	 0 

10 	 17 	 18 

0 	 18 	 27 

Total 	 20 

Certainly our groups of social services and police 

respondents cannot be claimed to be representative of the 

general population. Nor does the sample equally represent 

these two different groups that we interviewed. But these 

are a group of people who have either direct contact with 

or knowledge of prostitutes and prostitution and, as a 

result, their opinions cannot be easily dismissed.The 
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majority of them have no faith in the ability of the 
criminal law to control adult prostitution, and the 
majority of them questioned the iustness of such use of the 
criminal law. 

And yet such results seem peculiar in a country in 
which prostitution is actually legal - why would 80% of our 
subjects recommend lega/ization or decriminalization of 
prostitution? It is because the legality of prostitution is 
more a reality on paper than it is in the actual substance 
of the law. Certainly the Hutt decision has changed the 
situation to some extent - prostitutes cannot be arrested 
for street soliciting unless their behaviour is pressing 
and persistent. Indeed, one of the main recommendations of 
the people who urge the legislation of stronger criminal 
laws is the introduction of a statute which prevents 

prostitutes from meeting customers in public places. And 
yet, prostitution is effectively illegal, at least to the 
extent that a concerted police effort is still devoted to 

street prostitution control. So let us first consider what 

appears to be the most likely outcome of changing the 

soliciting law to include all public interactions between 

prostitutes and customers, without changing the other 

prostitution statutes. And then let us consider the 

situation as it stands at present together with the recent 

history of prostitution law enforcement in Vancouver. 

If the soliciting law was changed so that the pre-Hutt 

interpretation of soliciting once again prevailed, 

prostitution would effectively be illegal. As far as we can 

see it would be impossible for the prostitute not to break 

the criminal law in completing a transaction. One could 

meet customers in private places, but where would one go to 

complete the transaction? A prostitute could not rent an 

apartment as a place of business, or use their own 

apartment - to do so would be to run a common bawdy house. 

One could rent a hotel room, but there are several examples 

in Vancouver over the past 10 years in which hotel 

proprietors  and/or employees have been charged with running 
common bawdy houses because they rented rooms to 

prostitutes. De facto, the prostitute commits a criminal 

offense by being an inmate of a common bawdy house. The 

commission of a sex act in a car would represent gross 

indecency or public indecency. A prostitute's spouse could 

also be charged with living off the avails even if they do 

not fit the stereotypical definition of a pimp. 

The law as it stood prior to the Hutt decision thus 

contained a contradiction in terms, a hypocrisy wrought to 

solve the contradictory social attitude towards 

prostitution which simultaneously supports, fosters and 

condemns it. On paper, prostitution itself was legal, but 
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the 	ancilliary criminal law relating to prostitution 

actually made it illegal to carry out the trade. This is 

not to say that this illegality was effectively prosecuted, 

but until the Hutt decision it meant that the prostitute 

was always subject to the whims of law enforcement. But the 

situation since the Hutt decision has only changed to the 

extent that prostitutes can meet their customers on the 

street without much +ear of prosecution, but prostitution 

is still itself effectively illegal. Where is the 

prostitute supposed to conduct business? The +act that 

fhese laws are difficult to enforce does not change the 

actual illegality of the situation. And so is does not help 

to change the attitude towards prostitution. 

What 	our 	police 	interviews indicate is that a 

considerable amount of energy has been invested in 

prostitution control even though the police feel that their 

efforts have been ineffective because of the perceived 

failure of prostitution law. Prostitutes are nevertheless 

viewed by police (in their role as policemen) as 

"offenders"; their identities are continually checked, they 

are photographed, and often a whole series of laws 

theoretically 	unrelated 	to prostitution are used as 

all-purpose prostitution control devices. The 

anti-prostitution campaign also appeared to be stepped up 

during the course of our research after many of the 

interviews were completed, beginning with the appearance of 

"Shame the Johns" and culminating in the public nuisance 

injunctions laid in June. As the Alliance for the Safety of 

Prostitues' newsletter, the "Whoreganizer", reported 

car- lier  this year: 

'The women in the west end have told of repeated 

harassment. Told of officers following women all 

over, for days on end so that the women were 

unable to work.., other women have told of 

getting seven littering tickets in one day. Once 

while the officer was handing her the ticket she 

saw a man dropping a candy wrapper onto the 

pavement, when she asked the officer why he 

didn't give the man a ticket, she was told 

becasue the man was not a whore. We have heard 

from women who have gotten seatbelt tickets for 

not wearing the seatbelts when the car was 

sitting in the alleyway and not moving. Women say 

they are being given jaywalking tickets. 

This is not only occuring in the west end, on 

West Georgia the Georgia Hotel has taken all the 

lightbulbs out from in front of the hotel and put 

up spikes on the ledges in front so the women 

can't sit on the ledges. They have also hired 
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security 	who 	man 	handle 	the women, they 

physically remove the women from in front of the 

hotel, they dump pails of soapy water from the 
upper floors of the hotel soaking the women, they 
refuse the women the use of the washroom 
facilities. But the latest is the best, the 
police have come and told the women that if they 

stand in front of the hotel they will take the 
women doen to the station and hold them on a 
mandatory V.D. check. When we told people who 
worked within the health field, they could not 

believe it, they had not heard of that tactic 
being used by the police before...In the East end 
and the Downtown east side the police use the old 

dump the purse and stomp it into the ground 

routine. They also use the old if you  dont 

 snitch on your sisters then we won't allow you to 

work here ploy". (March 1984) 

We do not want to create a one-sided impression; the 

evidence presented in Chapter VI suggests that many 

prostitutes are helped by the police, although almost all 

of them did at least complain about certain police 

officers. Even when the prostitutes did move out of the 
West End, they were subject to police harassment in the new 

stroll locations east of Burrard and Granville. During the 
upheaval of the stroll, our researchers did directly 

observe incidents which corroborate the kind of account 

given by the Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes' 

newsletter (see Chapter VII). 

The logic of the appeal for the reintroduction of 

harsher criminal laws which would effectively render 

prostitution itself illegal (no matter what rhetoric is 

offered to declare that it is legal) also has to be weighed 
against the recent history of Vancouver prostitution. To 
begin with, the appeal is based on a questionable account 

of the alleged increase of street prostitution in • 
Vancouver, especially if the increase is attributed to the 

impact of the Hutt decision. 

	

Many 	politicians, journalists and resident groups 

attribute the visibility of street prostitution to the 

failure of the law to control it. In this respect, the 

portrayal of the reasons for the development of street 

prostitution in the West End by many local politicians, 

resident group spokespersons and journalists deserves 

comment. What an examination of different periods of 

newscoverage of prostitution in Vancouver reveals is two 

phases in which different catalysts were identified as 

responsible for the development of the prostitution stroll 

in the West End. But in neither case is there any 
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recognition of the +act that street prostitution occurred 

in the area several years prior to the events frequently 

cited as the 'precipitators' of the West End stroll - the 

Penthouse closure (Jan. 1976) and the Hutt decision (Feb. 

1978). 

Several 	prostitutes have informed us that street 

prostitution was occurring in the West End in the early 

'70's. Indeed a front page headline article in the 

Vancouver Sun on October 10th, 1972, which continued as a 

full-page article inside, read "Worried Davie Street Looks 

for Cure: Sleazy Elements Rooted in Quality Area". This 

editorial describes what it castes as the growing problem 

of the takeover of the Davie Street strip by the "sleazier" 

elements of society, among whom he included a large number 

of prostitutes working Davie Street and the lanes off the 

sidestreets. Indeed much of the article is devoted to the 

visibility of the West End's prostitution trade. A 

spokesperson  for the local Ratepayers' Association was 

quoted as saying that he had walked two blocks along Davie 

near Thurlow and had seen about 30 hookers, had been 

approached by 5, and was worried about the number of pimps 

in the area. Elsewhere, mention is made of male prostitutes 

and transvestites working the area. A policeman quoted in 
the article suggested that the transvestites were the first 

to use the area as a stroll, a development which served to 

attract other female prostitutes. Another person attributed 
the development to the gentrification of Gastown and the 
displacement of the "sleazier element" from the area, and 

yet another attributed it to the development of a hotel on 
Davie Street and other "nocturnal" activities. Whatever the 

case may be, it does seem that street prostitution was 

occuring in the West End long before the Penthouse closure 

or the Hutt decision. In my previous work (Appendix A) I 
have thus probably overemphasised the importance of the 
Penthouse closure in the development of the West End 
stroll. 

This is not to say that the Penthouse Cabaret closure 
did not have an effect on patterns of street prostitution 
in Vancouver. The development of the Georgia and Hornby 
stroll appears to have been mainly in response to the 

cabaret closure (although several police officers have 

suggested that some prostitutes worked the area prior to 
1975, but mostly in the local cabarets, bars and hotels). 
While street prostitution in the West End can be traced 

back to 1972 at least, there seems little doubt that the 
cabaret closure increased the level of street prostitution, 
perhaps quite dramatically. The Hutt decision can certainly 

be argued to have entrenched the situation. But other 
factors relating to the politics of urban development were 
probably more important in the develoment of the West End 
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In any event these findings are important to the extent 

that many recommendations for criminal law change are 
themselves based on what appears to be an erroneous 
analysis of the 'cause" of West End street prostitution. 

This is particularly problematic in the analysis based 
on the belief that the Hutt decision produced the West End 
situation, for the recommendation which +/OWE, Out of it 
calls for the reintroduction of a less restricted 
definition of soliciting. The problem is that when a less 
restricted definition was in effect, it still did not 
succeed in controlling street prcistitution. indeed, in 1973 
and 1974, prior to the closure of the Penthouse, 1400 
soliciting charges were laid. Earlier research has shown 

that many of these were repeat offenders. During the 1977 
police task force on prostitution, a T.V. news reporter 
examined a sample of 140 prostitutes charged with 
soliciting - 51 were repeat offenders (Appendix (  p. 24). 
During the period of the Vancouver street prostitution 

by-law, one local newspaper reporter found that one 

prostitute had been charged five times for the by-law 

offense within an area of two blocks in a period of a few 

months, but had never even appeared in court. Prostitution 

prosecution has been stereotyped as the "revolving door of 

Justice", a door which often jams because of the sheer 

number of cases. 

Experience has shown that street soliciting charges 

place a considerable load on the courts. During the nine 

months that the Vancouver street prostitution by-law was in 

effect well over 500 charges had been laid, but only 200 

had been brought to court- . The sheer number of charges, 

laid against both prostitutes  and  customers, itself attests 

to the ineffectiveness of the approach. Indeed the fines 

levied may make the prostitute work that much harder. 

Several of our prostitute and juvenile respondents, 

when asked where prostitutes would meet customers if such 

public meetings were criminalized, replied "the street', an 

answer which confirms the impression given by the official 

statistics in 1973 and 1974. Without a viable alternative 

location, street prostitution will persist, it seems, 

especially since the perception of viable alternatives will 

not be the same for all prostitutes and sexually procured 

juveniles. Many of our subjects had few opportunities when 

they entered the trade (most of them as juveniles), and 

even fewer once they had done so. 

419 

The solution, it seems, is the development of a legal 

architecture which actually acknowledges the principle that 
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prostitution is itself legal in Canada. One alternative to 

avoid the dissatisfaction and confusion that prevails is to 

fulfill the apparent intention of the Canadian law and 

delineate a place where prostitutes and customers can meet 

without leopardy, and without impinging upon other land 

uses. The other alternative is to make prostitution itself 

illegal, a strategy which would also remove the hypocrisy 

of Canadian law, but one which historically and currently 

appears to be palpably deficient in controlling 

prostitution, even when putting the moral and ethical 

issues aside. 

In discussing prostitution law, however, one cannot 

help but raise certain ethical issues. As our analysis of 

prostitution as a business clearly illustrates, the 

criminalization of prostitution does not appear to make any 

objective sense. Even Walter Block, a representative of the 
generally right-wino Fraser institute, has suggested that 

on purely economic, business and financial reasons alone, 

the use of the criminal law to control prostitution makes 
little sense (Highland Echo, 24th March, 1984 p.4). It 

should be noted, however, that our data do not generally 
support many of  blocks  claims about prostitution. Other 
studies (eg. the Universalist Service Committee, San 
Francisco, 1978), have shown the use of criminal laws 

against prostitution to be an extremely costly business, 
especially given the results of enforcement efforts. In 
Vancouver, the prescrit  study has similarly indicated that 
since street prostitutes are perceived by the police as 
"offenders a great deal of time and money are spent on 
experiments with different types of law enforcement, and on 
the general policing of the strolls. Many commentators 
would undoubtedly question the use of ancilliary laws by 
Vancouver police to control prostitution, but it should 

also be acknowledged that these attempts reflect the 
contradictory nature of prostitution law which provides no 
clear law enforcement mandate. The economic benefits of 

legalizing or decriminalizing prostitution, however, are 
probably not as great as common sense would suggest - the 
allowable costs of the business, if our calculation of 
prostitute earnings and costs are correct, would leave most 
of the prostitutes that we talked to with only a small 
taxable income. But certainly some taxes would accrue to 
the government. 

On these apparently objective grounds alone, the use of 
criminal law to control prostitution appears to find little 

support. This is not to say that street prostitution should 
be condoned in all types of land use area, but the control 

of the street trade has been possible in Vancouver (at 
least it has been for the past three weeks) as a result of 

the public nuisance injunctions. When the prostitutes were 
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provided with a viable alternative location to the West End 
(but one which they do not find nearly as pleasant a work 
environment), they moved. When the Vancouver by-law was in 

effect, it was enforced fairly uniformly wherever the 
prostitutes worked, and yet it appears that they kept on 
workino the streets despite the threat of $350.00 to 
$2,000.00 fines. It is difficult to gauge the affect of the 
by-laws on customers, but we do know that customers were 
charged. 

I+ one accepts the reasoning to this point, the problem 
becomes the alternative location to be provided for the 

trade (ie. should prostitution be allowed in certain areas, 
in brothels, in private homea). Here the advocates of 

decriminalization and legalization tend to part company 

In terms of the way we have defined the various legal 

scenarios, the term legalization refers to the 
establishment of red-light districts, licensing systems of 

individuals or brothels, or some combination of these. 

Generally the reasons  for  rejecting this option relate to 

the experience seen in other countries where legalization 
has resulted in further exploitation of prostitutes (mostly 
women) in a situation wher 'e several commentators have noted 

that the state effectively assumes the role of "pimp". 

Intermediary entrepeneurs also reap considerable rewards 

from the prostitution trade, leaving the women only a small 

portion of the income they generate. While licensing, 
depending on the fees levied, might provide similar 

problems, such systems also serve to intrench a person in 

the trade; a trade which appears to be difficult enough to 
leave as it stands at present. A number of objections have 

also been raised to the concept of red-light districts 

because they effectively ghettoize prostitutes. 

Our 	police 	respondents 	consistently 	opted 	for 

legalization rather than decriminalization. In choosing 

this option, they gave many of the same reasons as their 

colleagues advocating criminaliation - each solution was 

 seen as a more effective means of control. Opinion was 

simply divided over what the most effective control methods 

consisted of. This is not necessarily to say that the 

police officers choosing legalization wish to perpetuate 

the exploitation of prostitutes, but they certainly do 

believe that the trade should be controlled. 

Advocates 	of 	decriminalization, 	however, do not 

actually resist the regulation of prostitution per se, as 

long as whatever regulation that exists enables prostitutes 

to control 	their own business and pay their taxes 

accordingly, 	in the saine  way that any self-employed 

business person would. The details of the regulation of the 
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business present some problems because prostitution will 

always be visible to some extent - for the business to be 

conducted there must be a location which customei-s visit. 

It is difficult to envisage a situation in which society 

cari  completely hide the trade. And it is in this respect 

that one of the main obstacles to legalization or 

decriminalization is raised. Many commentators have argued 

that the legalization or decriminalization of prostitution 

effectively condones the trade and creates unfortunate role 

models for young Canadians to follow. It is here that we 

c ome to  the real heart of the problem surrounding 

prostitution law. 

To begin with, the role-model argument is a peculiar 

one in a society which already condones the actual act of 

prostitution, although as noted above, it is difficult to 

see how the act of prostitution can actually occur without 

the participants (or at least the prostitute) breaking the 

criminal law. The law thus appears to have been designed to 

appease civil libertarians and feminist interests by 

declaring prostitution legal, but then appeases "moral" 

interests by making the practice of prostitution virtually 

impossible. The criminal law thus tackles the the 

suppression of prostitution tangentially, guided by a 

prophylactic retionale designed to control the visible 

aspects of prostitution and tangentially contain it. The 
tangential nature of the law, however, appears to have made 

its enforcement particularly problematic. But the real 

issue is that if we are worried about prostitutes providing 

undesirable role models, we must address the factors which 

foster prostitution rather that attempting to conceal them. 

If we do not address these factors we are left with the 
role model regardless of the control measures pursued. As a 

society, it would thus seem to make sense that we accept 

this fact, for to avoid it will mean the perpetuation of 

the business and the role model anyway. That, too, will 

effectively mean that society accepts the role, although we 

can rest contented that it will appear that we do not. The 

object of social action should be the negation of the need 

for the role. 

Our interviews confirm the results of many other 
studies conducted since the 1850s which purport to show 

that economic opportunity structures play the most 

significant role in a person's becoming a prostitute. And 

like many recent studies, our subjects reported a 

consistent pattern of sexually abusive and/or violent 

childhoods. An interview study conducted in San Francisco, 

for example, indicated that BO% of their subjects had been 

victims of either incest, sexual abuse or rape prior to 
their involvement in prostitution (The Unitarian 

Universalist Service Committee, 1978). This study also 
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indicated that 657.  of the subject group had been juvenile 

runaways, many of whom had been sent back to abusive family 

situations by control authorities. Our study indicates 

similar results - although most of our subjects were 
interviewed when adults, over 65 7.  of them had "turned out" 
as juveniles; 907. of them had turned out by the age of 20 
and the majority had been subject to physical or sexual 

abuse as children . It seems clear that economic 
contingencies play a major role in the etiology of 

prostitution - for many juveniles living in home situations 

which they find intolerable, prostitution becomes a viable 

alternative providing pecuniary benefits and the appearance 

of autonomy. Most of our subjects indicated that after a 

short time these appearances become all too illusory as 

they found themselves entrenched in the business. As 

testimony to this sentiment, many of our subjects, when 

asked what advice they would give to a potential 

prostitute, simply said 'don't bother" - but one 

qualification often followed this statement; "unless you 

really have to". It is difficult to see what grounds one 
could subsequently use to justify the treatment of 

prostitutes 	as 	"offenders", simply because they are 

prostitutes, rather than as victims. 

The trend for escort services and outcall massage may 

also support the argument that economic considerations play 

a major role in levels of prostitution - the rapid increase 

in advertisements for these services coincides with the 

onset of the recent economic recession. We do not, however, 

have sufficient evidence to rule out other factors in this 

case. 

Whatever the reasons for the increases in advertising 

of sexual services, it is clear that while prostitution 

represents one of the viable livelihoods for juveniles who 

find their home situation intolerable, the social service 

system in British Columbia appears to be doing increasingly 

less to provide any intervening opportunities. Almost all 

of our research subjects (prostitutes, police and social 

workers alike) agreed that criminal measures should be used 

against persons who sexually procure juveniles, and many of 

them thought that far more resources should be made 

available to create alternative lifestyles for juveniles. 

The immediate solutions to these various factors which 

seem instrumental in the genesis of prostitution are not 

likely to occur rapidly, and perhaps will not occur at all. 

We are faced in the meantime with the problem of what to do 

about adult prostitution, and how to prevent juveniles from 

feeling the need to enter the trade. Our results suggest 

that the criminal law cannot play much of an effective role 

in controlling adult prostitution. To that extent it seems 
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reasonable 	to 	conclude 	that prostitution should be 

decriminalized or legalized if Canadian law is to actually 

honour the idea that prostitution itself is legal. And in 

this respect, decriminalization appears to be the more 

egalitarian option to the extent that while this strategy 

does not deny the possibility of regulating prostitution, 

it does avoid the likelihood that regulation in the form of 

legalization will just become another way of exploiting 

prostitutes, an idea which our West End respondents often 

vehemently opposed. 

The only problem is that the information generally made 

available to the public about prostitution may make this a 

politically unfeasible strategy. Should that be deemed the 

case it is unlikely that the design of the new criminal 

laws to control prostitution will be particluarly 

effective, especially because the hard repressive line is 

just as politically untenable. 
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